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REVIEW STANDARD
1. The following submissions are made pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute and Rule 106 of the
Rules of Procedure and Evidence ("Rules'').] Each error of law alleged invalidates the
decision on the associated charge. 2 Unless otherwise stated, each factual error alleged
amounts to an assessment that no reasonable trier offaet would have made (or otherwise was
an abuse of discretion\ was crucial to the conviction, and led to a grossly unfair outcome
and a miscarriage of justice. 4 Each error of procedure could not be waived or disregarded
without occasioning a miscarriage ofjustice.) Unless othcnvise stated the Appellant requests
that each error should result in a reversal of the decision and a dismissal of the associated
charge.

APPEAL AGAINST CONVICTIONS
GROUNDS 1, 2, 3, and 14 (Accomplices)
2. The principle of the presumption of innocence requires, inter alia, that when carrying out
j Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Special Court for SIerra Leone, 12 April 2002 (3S amended 19 November
2007), Rule 106 [Rules].
2 Prosecutor v. Kondewa and Fa/ana, AC Judgment, Para. 32.
l Prosecuwr v. Norman. FOjcUla and Kondewa, SCSL-04-t4-T, Special Court for Sierra Leone, Appeals
Chamber, Decision on Interlocutory Appeals Against Trial Chamber Decision Refusing to Subpoena the
President of Sierra Leone, 11 September 2006. para. 5 [Norman Subpoena Decision], referriug to Prosecutor v.
Mifosevic, IT-99-37-AR73, IT-01-50-AR73, [T-01-51-AR73, Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the fonner
Yugoslavia, Appeals Chamber, Reasons for Decision all Prosecution Interlocutory Appeal from Refusal to
Order Joinder, 18 April 2002, para. 4 [Milosevic Deeision on Appeal from Refusal to Order Joindel], and citing
Prosecutor v. Karemero. ICTR·98-44-AR73, International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, Appeals Chamber,
Decision on Prosecutor's Interlocutory Appeal Against T.ial Chamber III Decision of 8 October 2003 Denying
Leave 10 File an Amended Indictment, 19 December 2003, para. 9.
4 Kupreskic Appeal Judgment, Para. 30; Proseculor v. Kondewa alld Fo/ana, AC Judgment, Paras. 33-36;
Kuprefkii: Appeal Judgement, Para. 30; Proseculor v. Ntakirutimana, ICTR-96-10-A & ICTR-96-17-A,
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, Appeals Chamber, Judgement, 13 December 2004, Para. 12
~Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement],
Prosecutor v. Kondewa and FoJi'mo, AC Judgment, Para. 36,
The Prosecutor v. l~'~'a Hassan Sesay, Morris Kalloll, and Augustine Gbao
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their duties, the members of a court should not start with the preconceived idea that the
accused has committed the offence charged. 6 As a corollary it was for the Prosecution to
inform the accused of the charges, so that he could prepare and present his defence. 7
Thereafter, it was incumbent upon the Trial Chamber to examine the charges and be satisfied
beyond a reasonable doubt that the Appellant was responsible. These fundamentals were
absent in the Appellant's trial. The Chamber created an irregular proeess involving novel
legal principles that have no basis in international criminal law and should be rejected as
inconsistent \vith fair trial praetices in place at the International Criminal Tribunals for
Yugoslavia (lCTY) and Rwanda (lCTR) and the International Criminal Court (ICC). Novel
legal principles alone are no basis for complaint: that those created always diminished well
established fair rights, whilst enhaneing those of the Prosecution, is the gravamen of this
Appeal.

3. The Trial Chamber inculcated a process that compensated for the taek of clarity and quality
in the Prosecution's original investigation. 8 It handed the Prosecution the discretion to
exchange the Factual basis of its ease at will.

9

A eireular lest was ereated to permit the

Prosecution to re-investigate and rely upon all the new charges. lO There was no point when
the allegations stopped and the answering could begin in full knowledge of the ease that was
to bc met. ll The resulting numbcr of new charges remains unprecedented in international
criminal law l2 as does the inevitable prejudiee. The Trial Chamber throughout maintained its
claim that the new charges were permissible, in part, because they did not "significantly alter
the incriminatory quality of the evidence,,)J until, thaI is, they were used to imprison the

6 Proseculor v. Brima et of., Trial Judgment, Para.9?; Proseculor v. KOlldwa and Fofana, Trial Judgment,
Paras, 254 and 287.
7 Babera, Messegue and labardo v Spain Series A, No 146, Application Nos. 10588/83; 10589/83;10590/83,
ECHR, 6 December 2988 (1989) l1.E.H.R.R. 360, at Para. 77.
6 ProseClfror)J Sesav et of, SCSL-04- 15-635, "Prosecution Response 10 Sesay Defence Application for Leave to
Appeal the Deeision of 1" August 2006", 23 August 2006, paragraph 7. Senior Prosecution Trial Attorney,
Kevin Taverner, at the SCSL confirmed that proofing sessions at the SCSL, were used to rectify substandard
pre-trial investigations. Taverner confimled, 'All we got from the investigation was a eollection of stafementssome of whie]! were useful, most of which had to be re-done.", Really all we ended up with were names of
people and the potential statement.' (Efjective. Efficiell&, and Fair? All Enquiry illto the investigative Practices
ofthl! Office of the ProseWlOr at the Special Courr for Sierra Lealie, by Penelope Van Tuyl, War Crimes
Studies Center University of Califomia, Berkeley, September 2008, at 44).
9 E.g., Prosecutor v. Sesay et 0/., SCSL-04-15·T-339, "Decision Regarding the Proseeution's Further Renewed
Witness List:' 5 April 2005.
10 Prosecutor v. Sesay et al., SCSL-04-15-T-212, "Ruling on the Oral Application for the Exclusion of Part of
the Testimony of Witness TFl-199," 26 July 2004, para. 9, applying Prosecutor v. Bagasora et or, "Decisiou
on Admissibility of E\idence of Witness DP," 18 November 2003, para. 6.
11 Proseclflor v. Delalic, IT-96-21, "Decision on the Proseeution's Alternative Request to Reopen the
Proseeution's Case," t May 1997, Para. 20.
t2 Annex A: Convictions on charges disclosed after the commencement of the trial in July 2004,
13 See, e.g., Proseclftor v. Ses'ay et aI., SCSL-04-l5- T-396, "Rlding on Application for the Exclusion of Certain
Supplemental Statements of Witness TFI-361 and Witness TFI-In," 1 June 2005, paras, 28 (iv) and 29 (vi),
The ProseCU/OT v. issa Hassan Se.I'Gy. Morris Kallon, and Augustine Gbao
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Appellant for the remainder of his life.
4. By the Trial Chamber's own admission the nexus of these charges to the Appellant was

presumed.\4 The analysis conducted by regular courts to link JCE members and the direct
perpetrators of crimes was abandoned, 15 along with the assessment of the Defence case which
was dismissed in a paltry 16 paragraphs.16
5. It was not within a reasonable exercise of discretion to dismiss all the Prosecution and
Defence evidence that v.. ·ent to support the Appellant's innocence. The novel position, that it
was not possible for a high-ranking officer of the RUF hierarchy to be concerned with the
well-being of the civilian population throughout the entire confliet,17 was not based on
evidence, only presumption. There can have been no other accused at an international court
able to rely upon such varied and impressive support from witnesses from around the world,
not least of which were the innumerable ordinary men and women of Sierra Leone who left
their fanns and livelihoods to travel to Freetown to give evidence for the Appellant. 18 It was
not possible to both explain this support and convict the Appellant (and pass a sentence as
severe as any other in international criminal law). The Trial Chamber chose to conviet on this
basis and this, almost exclusively, on the tainted evidence of aecomplices.
6. It was not reasonable to dismiss the entirety of the Appellant's defence case and attach no
"weight whatsoever" to witnesses who testified to not hearing about crimes in a particular
locality: \9 The evidence might have been probative, especially given the ''widespread and
systematic nature of the crimes" alleged. 2o The dismissal of the totality of the Appellant's
witnesses remains unsatisfactorily explained. It was an abuse of diseretion to claim that the
witnesses - testifying to the considerable assistance given by the Appellant to hundreds
during the conflict was applicable to only a "few privileged people." 2\ The reasons proffered
for dismissing the Defence insider evidence were equally flawed and inaccurate. 22 Given the
consistency, the variety of witnesses, the breadth of their testimony, and the corroboration

arising from the Prosecution case, this was patently incorrect. 23
7. The Trial Chamber failed to have regard to any of the Prosecution and Defence evidence that,
upon a sensible review, supported many (if not most) of the material aspects of the
Judgment, Para. 20i6.
Judgment, Para. 1992.
16 Judgment, Paras. 527-531, 565-570, 605-608. and 1329.
17 Judgment, Paras. 605-608.
18 Annex B: Samples of support for tne Defence Case
I
Judgment, Para. 527.
20 E.g., Judgment, Para. 1992.
21 Judgment, Paras. 530-531.
22 Judgment, Paras. 566, 568, 570.
Annex B: Samples of support for tne Defence Case.
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Appellant's testimony.24 In light of the evidence from both Prosecution and Defence
witnesses, there was support for most, if not all material aspects of his defence. Accordingly,

the epitaph "implausible," when judged according to the totality of the evidence, was
unfounded. It was an error of law and fact to conclude that Sesay's testimony was a
"deliberate manipulation" by Sesay to distort the truth or mislead with regard to the issue of
his liabiliti~ unless the Chamber could provide objective support for this conclusion.
8. The reasons proffered for the dismissal of the Appellant's consistenl testimony were

stereotyped and manifestly flawed. 26 The Chamber was gravely mismken in its conclusion
that Sesay's assertion that "he was scared to punish Komba Gbundema ... as he was afraid of
Sankoh's reaction,,27 could stand as proof of his unreliability. The Chamber's failure 10
reference a single piece of1he "overwhelming evidence to the contrary" is evidence sufficient
of its weakness. 28 The fact that the Trial Chamber was contrived to claim that Sesay's de jure
smtus as the interim leader of the RUF was proof enough of the falsity of his assertion, when
in fact it was not disputed (hat he was the Battle Field Commander at that time is further
evidence of the erroneous analysis. 29 The fact that the Appellant's claim was supported by
evidence (e.g., Exhibit 33 (radio log book)) leaves the matter in no doubt.

30

9. The Trial Chamber rejected the majority of1he Defence evidence on a false premise, namely
that the witnesses '\fere testifying broadly about the lack of crimes in RUF territory, the
peaceful cooperation between the citizemy and the RUF, and the provision of amenities to
the fonner across RUf- territory in the 'rl.'hole of Sierra Leone. 31
mischaracterisation of the factual basis of the defence case.

J2

This was a

The Accused's case was

predicated upon the clearest distinction between the Kailahun base, where fighters lived ",,'ith

Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Case
Judgment, Para. 607.
26 Judgment, Paras. 605-608.
17 Judgment, Para. 605.
23 Judgmem, Para. 605.
19 Judgment, Para. 9J6.
30 TranscriplfTFl-361, 14 July 2005, PP' 46-54.
II Judgment, Para. 530.
32 The whole of the defence case was mischanlclerised. The Trial Chamber wrongly claimed that the Sesay
advanced a defence that in Kenerna during the junta period no civilians were forced to mine. Thc Trial Chamber
daimed this was asserted in paragraphs 581-584 and 590 -596 of the Sesay closing brief. This defenee was n01
the Sesay defence and the Chamber's conclusion that "the Chamher does not accept as credible evidence that no
civilians were forced ro mine in Kenerna District" was, therefore erroneously based and ought not to have been
taken into account in an assessment of the reliability or credibility of the defence evidence concerning
enslavement at Tongo Fields. First, paragraphs 581-584 were dealing with mining in Kono during the junta
which was no! indicted by the Prosecution. Second, paragraphs 590-596 of the Closing Bner, set out with clarity
the defence, namely "There was no sysTt'maric forced mining at Cyborg Pit and if there were incidents it was
32
short lived, lasted for not more than four days and was roundly condemned hy combatants and civilians alike.
Tthe defence position was clearly set out in in relation to the non-existence of a policy and, more importantly
was in accordance with some of the Prosecution e\·idence. See, Ground 32.
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and protected their families, compared to other less settled areas, \\'here crimes were more
common. 33 This was consistent with the Chamber's own findings 34 and supported the
Appellant's case -- this is clear from the Grounds below.
10. In any event, even a \vell-founded conclusion that the Appellant had manipulated the truth
would not entitle the Chamber to dismiss the totality of his testimony.

35

As the Trial

Chamber allowed for the testimony of Prosecution witnesses to be accepted in part,
irrespective of significant frailties, the Appellant was also entitled to this approach. 36 The
repudiation of the whole of this testimony was an error oflaw that invalidated the findings of
fact and the conviction on each charge.
11. The Trial Chamber took a much less dismissive approach to the Prosecution evidence,
finding witnesses unreliable but allowing their evidence to bc used provided it was
corroborated or provided it was "general evidence" or related to their own experiences. 37 The
Trial Chamber provided no explanation - and none could properly be advanced - to justify
this different approach.
12. The Trial Chamber was required to assess the witnesses on a vvilness-by-witness and
allegation~by-allegation

basis. It was not reasonable to reject all the witnesses for the same

reason. The witnesses were varied and many, ranging from ex-rebels (such as witnesses
DIS-069, DIS-t88, and

DIS~157)

to teachers, fanners, traders, nurses, ex-CDF, ex-

UNAMSIL (inclUding General Gpande and Hassan) and two fonner Presidents, Kabbah and
Konanb. The accounts of these witnesses were varied and their evidence individually or taken
together raised numerous separate and distinct defences which varied according to the
witness testifying and the type of crime alleged. 38 The proposition that each could be rejected
for the same reason - namely, that it runs counter to the evidence found reliable or, that the
witness gave evidence out of an allegiance to the RUF - does not stand up to scrutiny. It is a
remarkable feature of the RUF case that none of the Accused's witnesses were reliable
enough to exculpate and yet each Prosecution witness could be used to convict.
Confusion of Motive and Intent

13. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in failing to draw a distinction between motive and
intent. The Trial Chamber found the following: OJ that the RUF ideology contained 8 clear

See Annex 8: Samples of SUPPOlt fOT the Ddence Case,
Example: Paras. 705-707.
3< Judgment, Para. 607.
:;~ E.g., Judgment, Paras. 539-564,
J7 For example TFl-3 71, IF 1-366 and TF 1-045 at paras. 542, 546 and 561.
3S Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Case
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prohibitions concerning the governance of relationships between fighters and civiiians;J9 (ii)
that the RUF Commanders utilised the disciplinary mechanisms available to them;40 and (iii)
that "throughout the Indictment period fighters were indeed punished for transgressions such
as rape, looting and burning" and that these "instances of systematic discipline of fighters for
crimes committed against civilians occurred in locations where the RUF had a relatively
stable control over that territory.,,41 It mattered not that the Chamber concluded that the
"RUF's disciplinary system was critical to maintaining its operation as a cohesive military
organisation [and was used} primarily as a means to intimidate and control their subordinates
and compel obedience to superior orders.,,42 This was evidence that was relevant to mens rea.
The evidence was there to be considered.
14. This evidence was critical to Sesay's defence which was based upon the evidence that there

was "systematic discipline" in Kailahun where there was "relatively stable contro1." The
Chamber's findings, that the RUF's approach to crimes in this stable area, was distinct from
the approach to crimes in "the context of military operations," wherein the "RUF
Commanders ordered the commission of crimes against civilians,,4J was significant particularly since the evidence showed that there were few military operations conducted in
Kailabun during 1996-2000. The finding that the "RUF operated on the basis that certain
conduct was inherently acceptable in certain situations,,44 was a finding that it was inhibited
in others. The preponderance of evidence from both Prosecution and Defence witnesses
confinned the systematic implementation of discipline across Kailahun and the active role
45
that Sesay played within this context, whether to intimidate his men or othern·ise.

15. The Trial Chamber compounded the aforementioned errors of law and fact by failing to
provide, pursuant to Article 18 of the Statute, a public judgment, accompanied by a written
reasoned opinion. A reasoned opinion was essential to allow the Accused to fully exercise his
right to appeal and so that the Appeals Chamber could review the appeat. 46

] 6. The Trial Chamber was not obliged to comment on every piece of evidence and it enjoys the
presumption that it "evaluated all the evidence presented to it.,,47 It was not obliged to
"articulate every step of its reasoning for each particular finding it makes" nor "required to

Judgment, Para, 705.
Judgment, Para. 706.
41 Judgmeut, Para. 707.
42 Judgment, Para. 706.
43 Judgment, Para. 708.
44 Judgment, Para. 709.
4l Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Case
46 Kmjisnik, AC, Para. 139.
47 Judgment, Para. 478, quoting Kvo6..-a et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23 [original footnotes omit/ed],
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set aut in detail why it acceptcd or rejected a particular testimony.'048 However, the Trial
Chamber was obliged to demonstrate that it had nat "disregarded any particular piece of
evidcnee,,49 and obliged to address the specific issues, factual findings or arguments, which
validate the Decisions. 50
17. The Trial Chamber was obliged to provide clear, reasoned findings of facts as to each
clement of cach crime charged. 51 This requirement was critical where there was a genuine
and significant dispute surrounding a \vitncss' credibility and the testimony \Vas central to the
question of whether a particular elemcnt of crime is proven. 52 The Trial Chamber elected to
accept the evidence of the Prosecution accomplices and those who might rcasonably have
been said to have motives or incentives to implicate the accused. The Chamber has a
corresponding and immutable obligation explain why it accepted the evidence of these
witnesses; "in this way, a Trial Chamber shows its cautious assessment of this evidence.',)3 It

is submitted that this error alone invalidates each and every charge, relying as they do almost
exclusively on accomplices - without explanation or reserve.
18. There was littlc or no reason to convict the Appellant and none was proffered. Evidence of a
regular delibcration - whcrc evidencc is weighed and the presumption of innocence is applied
~

is wholly absent. "In respect of each count charged against each of thc Accused, the Trial

Chamber [has to determine] whether it is satisfied, an the basis of the whole of the evidencc,
that every element of that crime and the criminal responsibility of the Accused for it have
becn establishcd beyond reasonable doubt."54 This process, if conducted properly, necessarily
produces a reasoned judgmcnt.
19. The Judgment is drafted in a narrative fonn. It conceals thc serious flaws in the evidential

basis for the convictions. 55 Whilst the Trial Chamber had a broad discretion to evaluate
inconsistencies, to consider whether the evidence taken as a whole was reliable and credible,
to acccpt or reject thc "fundamental features" of the evidencc,56 and to determinc the weight

4~ Kraji§nik, AC, Para, quoting .Io,.{usema, AC, Para. 277.
Judgment, Paras. 478~479.

49

Kraj{fnik, AC, Para. 139.
Kaji!lljeli, Judgment, ICTR-98-44-A, AC, 23 May 2005, Para. 60.
';2 Kajelijefi, TC, Para. 39 ..
;3 KrajiJniki. AC, para. 146, Niyilegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 98. See also Nahimana et a1. Appeal
Judgement. para. 439; Ntagcmra el ai. For example, "a Trial Chamber must be careful to allow for the fact that,
VeTy often, a confident demeanour is a personality trail and not necessarily a reliable indicator of truthfulness or
accuracy." (Kuprdkic, AC, para. 138). It is submitted that a corollary to this is the need to explain what it was
thaI convinced the Trial Chamber to rely upon these witnesses. (Kupreskic et ai, Appeal Chamber Judgemen.l •
para. 202) Appeal Judgement, paras 204 and 206, and Blagofe\'ic and Jokic Appeal Judgement, para. 82.
54 Prosecutor v. Brima ef al., Trial Judgment, para. 98 .
.I l See Graund 14.
56 Prosecutor v. Brima et al., Trial Judgment. para. I 10.
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to be given to discrepancies between a witness's testimony and his prior statements,57 this
discretion is not unfettered.
20. The Trial Chamber was obliged to examme a witness's testimony and evaluate it with

reference to time-honoured criteria including an assessment of eonsisteney;58 the level of
detail;59 whether it was eorroborated;60 the reaction in eross-examination;61 the demeanour of
the witness;63 and whether the testimony was marked by anger or hostility.b3 This was an
essential component of a fair trial. The Appellant submits that 59 paragraphs 64 in the
judgment purporting to assess the Prosecution witnesses are manifestly inadequate.
21. Whilst the mere existence of inconsisteneies in the testimony of a witness does not undermine
the witness's credibility,65 significant inconsistencies do. 66 The eontradictions need to be
examined to assess whether they are of a material nature and whether they vitiate the
consisteney of the substance of the testimony as to their account of the filets at issue. 67 In the
event that a witness is unable to provide a convincing explanation for the inconsistencies the
doubt that is raised must remain. 68 The Chamber must demand an explanation of substance
rather than mere procedure,69 something concrete to dispel the doubt?:! The Tria! Chamber
did not assess the reliability of Prosecution witnesses as it related to the charges. Expressing
general concern about 17 Prosecution witnesses generally was a fraction of the analysis
required. 7 !
22. Annex C illustrates the manifest frailties that characterised the principle Prosecution
accomplices. 72 At not one point does the judgment purport to address these inconsistencies or
indices of umeliability nor, more importantly, how it resolved them and removed the doubt
thaI must have existed in relation to the charges. This omission is an admission of neglect of
fair process and fair result; it is an error of law and fact that vitiates each conviction On each
ProsecrJtor v. Brima el aI., Appeal Judgment, para.120; see aIM}, para. 154.
Kaji/ejl TC Judgment, paras. 161, 468, 704,
Ka/lleji TC Judgment, para. 704,
Akayesu TC JudgmeIlt, paras. 261, 406, 453,
61 Akayesu TC Judgment, para. 299
62 Kajileji TC Judgment, paras. 457, 680, 704,
63 Alwyesu TC Judgment, para. 406.
64 I.e., Judgment, Paras. 522-526, 533, 538-564, and 579-603.
65 Prosecutor v. Brima et al., TC Judgment, para. 109. Prosecutor v. Kondewa et al., TC Judgment, para, 262.
66 See, Prosecutor v. Brima et a/., Trial Judgment, Paras. 353, 359, 362, 368, 401, and 916.
67 Rutaganda TC Judgment, paras. 252 and 334.
68 Rutagrmda TC Judgment, para. 227. See also, Rutaganda AC Judgmenl, para. 190.
69 Kayishema TC Judgment para. 78.
70 Kayishema TC Judgment para. 443.
57
58
59
60

71 Wimesses George Johnson, TFI-045, TF1-093, 1Fl-108, TFI-113, TF1-117, 1FI-L41, TFI-253, TFl-263,
TFl-314, TFI-360, TFl-361, TFl-362, TFl-366, TFl-367, TFl.-369, and TFI-371 at Judgment, Para. 538-561
and 579~603
72 Annex C: Examples of indicia of unreliability in relation to TF 1-012, TF 1-045, TF1-093, TF 1-108, TFl-141,
TFl-263, TFl-330, TFl-330, TFl-361, TF1362 and TFl-366.
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charge.

GROUND 4: Rule 68 Violatious
23. The Trial Chamber erred in law, faet and/or procedure in dismissing the Defence Application
for disclosure of Rule 68 material,73 namely (iJ the assistance offered and given to
Prosecution witness John Tarnue by the Prosecution to assist with relocation to a new
country;74 and (ii) the infonnation in the possession of, or known to the Office of the
Prosecutor ("OTP"), which discloses an unlawful and ultra vires attempt by the investigating
arm of the OTP to arrest Benjamin Yeaten in Togo between 2000 and 2004. The Trial
Chamber, endorsing the position taken by the Prosecution, concluded that this material was
not discloseable pursuant to Rule 68. 75

24. The witness, John Tamue admitted that the then-Chief of Prosecution Investigations had
provided him with critical relocation and asylum assistance. 76 On an unrelated Rule 68 issue,
the Defence alleged that there had been an illegal or improper attempt by Alan White to
obtain evidence, namely of Benjamin Yeaten in Togo sometime during 2000-2004, and that
this infonnation was relevant to investigative probity and was discloseable pursuant to
Rule 68. 77 The Prosecution claimed that "information that is not and never was in the
possession of the Office of the Prosecutor cannot be disclosed.,,78 The Trial Chamber erred in
law in failing to order disclosure. The material had been identifIed with precision by the
Defence?9 It is trite law at the

reTY

and ICTR that exculpatory material includes evidence
that could be utilized by the Defence in the cross-examination of Prosecution witnesses 8081 or
that which might undennine crcdibility.82 The Trial Chamber's ruling that the Defence
suggestion (that this infonnation was in the possession of the Prosecution) was "mere

Prosecutor v. Sesay et af., SCSL-04-15-276, "Motion Seeking Disclosure of the Relationship Between the
United States of America's Go','ernment andior Administration and/or Intelligence and/or Security Serviees and
the Investigation Departmenf of the Office of the Prosecutor," 8 November 2004.
7j Ibid, Para. 1
7S See, Prosecutor v. Sesuy ef <1/., SCSL-04-15-T-363, "Decision on Sesay-Motion Seeking Disclosure of the
Relationship Between Governmental Agencies of the United Stales of America and the Offiee of the
Pl'Osecutor," 2 May 2005.
76 ProseWlor v. Sesay el al., SCSL-04-l5-276, "Motion Seeking Disclosure of the Relationship Between the
United States of America's Govcrnment and/or Administration and/or Intelligence and/or Security Services and
the In.. . estigation Department of the Office of the Prosecutor." 8 November 2004, Paras. 12. See also,
Transcript/Tamue, 5 and 6 October 2004.
77 Ibid, Para 14 (vi).
7& Ibid, Para. 26.
79 Transcript/Tarnue, 5 and 6 October 2004.
~u Prosecutor v, Augustin Ndindih)'im<1na et <11. Case No. ICTR-00-56-T, DeciSIOn on Defence Motions alleging
Violations of the ProSl'cution's Disclosure Obligations Pursuant to Rule 68, para. 31
SI Prosper Mugiraneza's Motion to Compel Disclosure of Exculpatory Evidence Pursuant to Rule 68, 10
December 2003
&2 Decision on Prosper Mugiraneza's Motion to Compel Disclosure of Exculpatory Evidence Pursuant to
7)
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speculation" and lacking "concrete proof,B3 defied reason and was an error of law and fact
amounting to an abuse. The willingness of the Prosecution to advance this position on such a
critical obligation and in such an obvious manner calls into question the bona fides of the
whole Rule 68 disclosure made during the trial. The AppeHant requests the remedy requested
in the Notice of Appeal.

GROUND 5: Disregard of Motive
25, The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in finding that "the fact that a witness has been
relocated by the WVS [Witness and Victim's Section] in order to protect his safety or the
safety of his family does not affect the Chamber's view of the evidence provided by the
witness."B4 Having ruled that this "assistance" was not discloseable pursuant to Rule 68 85 (see
Ground 4) this material was not before thc Chamber and it was not in a position to assess the
impact of this potential incentive/inducement on witness testimony.
26. The material sought, namely information that would explain the purposes of unexplained

payments to .....itnesses self-evidently went to the heart of proof of bona fides of the whole
Prosecution. The evidence which emerged through the trial, and particular from the Taylor
case, was shocking and ought to have put the Trial Chamber on notice that there was
potential corruption infecting thc investigative arm of the Prosecution, amounting to thc
bribery of critical witnesses and the deliberate tainting of evidence.86 The Trial Chamber has
a duty to look at the totality of the evidence on record and assess it87 - not simply
acknowledge the potential impact of relocation assistance upon testimony,B8 and thereafter
disregard it. The Defence requests that the Appeal Chamber dismiss the Trial Chamber's
assessment of evidence and substitute its ovm findings in relation to the relevant charge.

GROUND 6: Defects in the Indictment and Lack of Notice ofthe Charges
27. The Trial Chamber erred in law, fact and/or procedure when concluding that the Appellant's
presumption of innocence, and the right to be infonned of the nature and cause of the
Rule 68, J0 December 2003.
Proseculor v. Sesay et al., SCSL-04-15-276. "Decision on Sesay Motion Seeking Disclosure of the
Relationship Between the United States of Americ~'s Government and/or Administration and/or Intelligence
and/or Security Services and the Investigation Department of the Office of the Prosecutor," 2 May 2005, Para. 8
November 2004, Para. 53.
~4 Judgment, Para. 525.
~~ See Ground Four.
M Prosecutor v. Sesay et af., SCSL-04-J5-T~1161, "Motion to Request the Trial Chamber TO Hear Evidence
Concemiog the Prosecution's Witness Management Uoit and its P~yments to Witnesses," 30 May 2008, at, e.g.,
paras. 19,27,28,30.
7 Prosecutorv. Brima er aI., AC Judgement para. 145.
88 For an eXAmple of how testimony was observed to have affected: see Prosecutor v. Simic el al., "Judgement
83

J
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charges, (pursuant to Articles] 7(3) and (4)(a) of the Statute) had not been breached as
indicated in Annex D. 89 The Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the charges and their
alleged commission pursuant to Articles 6(1) and 6(3) had been properly pled andlor could be
cured by subsequent information. The volume of defects cumulatively undermined the trial
and the Appellant's Article 17 guarantees. In the confines of these grounds and the limited
page count the Appellant is unable to detail each pleading deficiency. The Appellant relies
upon Annex D and asserts thaI the failure to plead more than a formal statement alleging the
Appellant's 6(l) and 6(3) liability and every mode of responsibility known to international
law - combined with the Jate disclosure of charges (through witness statements) fatally
undermined the Appellant's ability to defend the charges. Annex A contains the "material
facts" that ought to have been pleaded,90 not simply led in evidence.

28. As Annex B shows, the resulting prejudice was extensive and incurable, and the Defence
seeks the dismissal ofthe whole indictment. In the alternative the Defence seeks the dismissal
of the charges in Annex A: all of which were impermissibly adduced through evidence after
the commencement of the case. 91

Failure to Exercise its Discretion
29, By the Chamber's own admission it declined to consider the alleged prejudice arising from
the deficient indictment and the wholesale introduction of ncw charges. As noted by the
Chamber, it "explicitly upheld the form of the pleading of the locations of criminal acts in the
Indictment in its pre-trial decisions, including in the Sesay Form of the Indictment Decision.
The Chamber will therefore not revisit the matter."n The Chamber was obliged to consider
9J
the matters in the Appellant's Closing Brief and the new charges. The Trial Chamber
appeared to labour under the misapprehension that the burden was on the Accused to prove,
"[he existence of a clear error of reasoning in fthatJ Decision, ,,94 rather than the duty being on
the Chamber to assess any claimed prejudice and demand that the Prosecution discharge their
burden of proof.

Misconception of a '"'Charge"
in the Matter of Comempt Allegations Against an Accused and His Counsel." 30 June 2000, para. 96.
Annex B: Charges that led to convictions - no or insuffi<:ient notice,
90 Prosecutor v, Kupreskic, [T-95-16-A, Judgment (Appeals Chamber), 23 October 2001, para.88. As affirmed
in Prosecutor Y. LaL/relit Semanza, ICTR-97-10-T, Judgemenl {Trial Chamber) 15 May 1003, para.44.
91 Annex B: Samples of Support for the Defence Case.
92 Judgment, Para. 422.
9.1 Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 1-7.
'14 judgment, Para. 422.
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30. The Trial Chamber conclusion "that the volume of defects in the lndictment, taken
cumulatively, has [not] deprived any of the Accused of their right to a fair trial,,95 was based
on fundamental misconception of the definition of a charge.96 Trial Chamber 1 created a
novel legal test, claiming that a new distinct basis for conviction was not a new charge
provided that it was a "building block constituting an integral part of, and conneeted with, the
same res gestae forming the factual substratum of the charges in the Indictment.',n This 'test'
has no basis in any jurisprudence and the meaning of it remains unclear. It is illustrative,
however, of the Chamber's misconception of the Appellant's Article 17(4)(a) rights, which
depend upon an understanding of the absolute right to prompt notification of the charges
(factual substratum or otherwise) in the indictment. 98 This misconception explains how the
majority of the charges were disclosed after the commencement of the case. 99

Abuse of Mandatory Pleading Requirements
31. The Trial Chamber added self-fultilling caveats to the jurisprudence which transfonned
mandatory pleading requirements into discretionary requirements. It is accepted that there is a
"narrov-.' exception" to the specificity requirement, allowing for ''the widespread nature and
sheer scale of the alleged crimes [which] make it unnecessary and impracticable to require a

Judgment, Para. 472.
According to the Appeal Chamber at the Special CO\.ln for Sierra Leone, substantive changes, which seck to
add fresh al1egatiom amounting either to separate charges or to a new allegation in respect of an existing charge
ought to bc the subject of an amendment To an Indictment. lProsecutor v Norman et aI, SCSL-04-14-397,
"Decision on Amendment of Consolidated Indictment", 16 May 2005, paragraph 80). Further, as noted in
Prosecutor v Halilovic, IT-Ol-48-PT, "Decision on Prosecutor's Motion Seeking Lea','e to Amend the
Indictment", 17 December 2004, paragraph 30, ule key foeus when considering whether the Prosecution is
seeking to rely upon "a new charge" is whether there exists a basis for convicTion "that is factually and/or
legally disTinct from any already alleged in the indictment". See also Pro.',eeufor v Prlic, IT-04-74-PT,
"Decision on Prosecution Application for Leave to Amend the Indictment and on Defenee Complaints on Form
of Proposed Amended Indictment", 1810 October 2005, paragraph 13: "[i]f a new allegation does not expose an
Accused to an additional risk of conviction, then if cannot be considered a new charge", See also, Prosecutor v
KmoJelac. IT·27-95-PT, "Decision on Prosecutor's Response to Decision of 24 February 1999",24 February
1999, paragraph 20, it was observed that the presence or absence of \lew eounts in the indictment did not
determine wbether the Proseeution had sought to add new charges: "the Trial Chamber llas obtained the
impression that the prosecution may have taken the opportunity to add new charges for which leave is required
pursuant to Rule 50(A). It is true, as the prosecution says, that no new counts have been added to the indictment.
But that is only becanse of the pleading style adopted by the prosecution in this case: eaeh count has bem
pleaded only in the terms of the Statute, and thus in tenns of absolute generatity, leaving it to Ole material faers
~leaded in respect of that count to reveal specific details which. are required".
J Examples: Prosecutor v. Sesay, Decision on the Defence motion for the exclusion of cvidence arising from
the supplemental statements of Witnesses TFI-113, TFI-I08, TFl-330, TF1-041 and TFI-288, 20 March 2006.
and Decisioo ou Defence marion requcsting the exclusiou of evidence arising from the supplemental statements
of Witnesses TFI-168, TFI-165 and TF1-041, 27 FebrualY 2006.
98 For an indictment to be sustainable, facts alleging an offence rrmSt demonstratc !lIe specifie conduct of the
accused constituting the offence. Prosecutor v. Anatole Nsenglyumva, ICTR-96-12-1, "Decision on the Defeuse
Motion Raising Objections on DefeCTS in the Form of the IndictmC'llI and to Personal Jurisdiction on the
Amended Indictment," L2 May 2000, para. 1.
99 Annex A: Convictions on charges diselosed after the commencemenr of the trial in July 2004.
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high degree of specificity."IOO The Trial Chamber erred in law by permitting the Prosecution
to abuse this discretion. The issue in the RUF trial was not that the Prosecution could not
obtain the details, As is plain from Annex A these details were sitting on the Prosecu(or's
desk. They should have been in thelndictment. 10:
32. Further, the Chamber created a new and wholly impermissible exception to the specificity

requirements for Indictments, namely that the SCSL trials were "intended to proceed as
expeditiously as possible in an immediate post-conflict environment."I02 This was an error of
law. The previously k"TIown and accepted narrow exception (the widespread nature and sheer
I03
scale of the alleged crimes ), depends upon matters outside the control of either the
prosecution or the judiciary. It represents the only legitimate or fair exeeption, recognizing
the balance between the rights of the accused to be fully informed while recognising that the
Prosecution cannot do the impossible. As the Trial Chamber correctly identified - and
ignored - this exception permits a consideration of the "praetical considerations relating to
the nature ofthe evidence against the need to ensure that an Indictment is sufficiently specific
to allow an aceused to fully present his defence.,,104 An aceused's rights to disclosure cannot
be sacrificed because the Prosecution failed to request the Court to grant further time for
investigations.
33. Further, the Trial Chamber erred in law in downgrading the absolute requirement to plead
direct participation: "the Prosecution's obligation to provide particulars in an indictment must
be adhered to fully.,,105 The Trial Chamber do\\'ngraded this requirement, claiming that this
requirement was limited to a discretionary requirement, namely "in as far it is possible:·106 In
this way, the Trial Chamber erroneously concluded that, where it was alleged that the
appellant was responsible for personally perpetrating the crime charged, it was pennissible to
omit completely the material facts underpinning the charge and the corresponding alleged
fann afresponsibility pursuant to Article 6( 1) liabillty.107 This approach lacks merit: how can
IQlJ See, for example, Judgmem. Para. 329, where the Trial Chamber purporl~ to accept the narrowness of this
exception.
101 Prosecutor \'. Kuprdkic, IT-95-16-A, JUdgment (Appeals Chamber), 23 October 2001, paras. 88-89.
102 Judgment, Para. 330.
1')3 See,for example, Brima el a/., Appeal Judgment, at para. 41.
104 Judgment, Para. 331; emphasis added.
105 Briff/a el at., Appeal Judgment, para. 38. quoting approvingly from Proseculor v. Brdaflbl and Talit, IT-9936-1, Deeision on Objections by Momir Talic to the Form of the Amended Indictment (TC), 20 February 2001,
Para. 22 [Talic Decision on Fonn ofIndictment]. See Sesay Defellce Closillg Brief, Paras. 3-6.
106 Judgment, Para'. 325.
10, As noted ill Prosecutor v. Brdanin, "wiJere the prosecution gave nonce of during the trial for the first time of
its intention to establish a case tImt the accused personally perpetrated the crime eharged. Such a new case
wonld require extensive amendments to the current indictment, to include detailed material facts such as the
identity of the victim, the place and the appTOximate date of the crime and the means by whieh tIle enme was
committed" (Prosecutor Y. Brdanin IT-99-36. Decision on Form of Further Amended Indictmcnt and
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the Prosecution eharge direct commission if they are unaware of any evidence that shows
direct partieipation?
34. In most instances the Chamber outlined the law and Ihen promptly disregarded it. IOB On
occasions the Chamber's approach was wholly contradictory. The Trial Chamber correctly
identifIed the pleading requirements for Article 6(3) liability l09 and then disregarded it. The
jurisprudence (nor fair trial practice) does not support the conclusion that because the "mens
rea of the Accused for the liability as a superior is pleaded explicitly in paragraph 39 of the

Indictment and incoI'J'oraled into each Count by paragraph 40. The Accused's knowledge of
the crimes and his failure to prevent or punish those crimes, therefore, is adequately pleaded
in the Indictment."llo The recitation of the law of command responsibility contained at
paragraph 39 of the Indictment informed the Accused that he was being eharged pursuant to
Article 6(3); it did not inform the Accused of his precise relationship 10 his alleged
subordinates, how he was alleged to know of the crimes, nor the neeessary and neeessary
measure nor, with any precision, his alleged mens rea.
35. As regards notice, the approach taken by Trial Chamber I in the CDF case was demonstrably
different. The Chamber was rigorous in its analysis of the notice requirements, refusing to to
allow the Prosecution to expand the particulars in the CDF indictment by leading evidence of
crimes "to include all other unspecified geographie locations."]] 1 In the CDF case, Trial
Chamber I recognised that it was unfair to allow the Prosecution to adduce factual allegations
of crime within villages and towns not partieularised in the Indictment, as ''the Indictment in
this respect is unspecific and vague.,,112 The reasons for excluding prejudice in the CDF case
but permitting it wholeheartedly in the RlJF case remain unclear.
36. On occasion, the Trial Chamber appreeiated the importance of the issue. For example, as
regards rapes and other forms of sexual violence alleged to have been committed by Rill
fighters in Kailahull the Chamber declined to convict on the evidence on the basis that the
"Prosecution did not plead these crimes in respect of Kailahun District.,,113 There was no
reason to distinguish Kailahun - which alleged "sexual violence" in the indictment - from
other defective pleading. The prejudice to the Defence in this paragraph was exaetly was
suffered in relation to all the counts.
Prosecution Application to Amend, 26 June 2001, para. 13 ('Braanin, Form of Indictment Decision')).
lOS Judgment, Pans. 418 and 420-428.
109 Judgment, Paras. 406 - 410.
110 Judgment, Para. 409.
III Prosecutor v, Norman, SCSL-04-14-T-550, "Decision on Joint Motion of the Firsl and Second Accused to
Clarify the Deeisioo on Morions for Judgment of Acquittal Pursuant to Rule 98," 3 February 2006, para. 8.
112 Ibid.
1IJ Judgment, Para. 1405.
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37. The Trial Chamber erred by confusing the requirement that the accused be infonned of the
charges through notice and the service of witness statements (or communications akin to
witness statements) such as "motions to add witnesses to its witness list.,,114 Defects may be
deemed harmless if the Prosecution can demonstrate that the accused's ability to prepare his
defence was not materially impaired. Factors to be considered in this respect include, among
others, infonnation provided in the Prosecution's pre-trial brief or its opening statement. the
timing of the communications, the importance of the infonnation to the ability of the accused
to prepare his defence, and the impact of the newly-disclosed material facts on the
Prosecution's case. lIS This docs not include witness statements served throughout the
Prosecution case. The Trial Chamber's approach confused the material facts with the
evidence to prove those facts: 116 it is entirely self-fulfIlling to acknowledge a defect in the
pleading of a material fact and then allow the evidence to serve as both the fact and evidence.
This logic would mean that an accused could never be prejudiced provided the Prosecution
led evidence to prove the inadequately pled chargc.
38. The Trial Chamber's error was compounded by the contradictions in its approach. On the one
hand they were content to characterise witness statements as valid and valuable notice, and
thereby capable of curing defects, but, when considering contradictions between those
notifying statements and the subsequent oral testimony, declined to considcr any departure as
signifIcant, except as an issue of credibility: "Material differences between a prior statements
and oral testimony go to the credibility and the weight to be attached to such evidence, not to
qucstion (sic) of a defect in the indictment.,,117 In other words, for charges led through
witness statements there could be no finding of a defect and no application of the burden and
standard of proof.

GROUND 7: Acts of TelTor Pleading
39. The Trial Chambcr erred in law and fact in concluding that thc Indictment provided Sesay
with adequate notice that acts of Terrorism, as pleaded in Count 1, included "acts or threats of
violence independent of whcther such acts or threats of violence satisfy the elements of any
other criminal offence:,118 The Defence seeks the reversal of this fmding and requests that
affected counts/charges be dismissed.

Judgment, P~m. 333.
CDF AI, PaH, 443, Si"'d,1 Appeal JUdgement, paH. 24.
116 Prosecutor v. Kuprdkic, IT-95-16-A, Judgmem (Appeals Chamber), 23 October 2001, para. 88. As affirmed
in Prosecutor v. Laurem Semanza, lCTR-97-20-T, Judgemem (Tri~1 Chamber) 15 May 2003, para. 44.
117 Judgment, Par~, 334.
118 JUdgment, Par~. 115, aud SesayClosing Brief, Paras. 102-104.
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40. The Appeals Chamber in the CDF Appeal found that the Trial Chamber erred in not
considering all conduct that was adequately pleaded in the Indictmcnt irrespeetive of whether
sueh eonduct satisfled the elements of any other crimes under the remaining counts. 119 The
notice in the RUF case was different. First, the Prosecution provided notice that the acts
supporting criminal responsibility under the count were the "crimes ... charged through
Counts 3_14".120 There was no indication that this would include acts outside of the crimes.
The Prosecution did not indicate that the Accused should consider the facts, detailed in the
indictment, falling outside these enumerated crimes, such as. "threats to kill" [or] "destroy"
as per the pleading in the cor Indictment. 121
41. This notice was buttressed by further notice m the Prosecution's Supplemental Pre-trial

which purported to provide clarification of paragraph 44 of the RUF Consolidated
Indictment. The appellant was informed that "the nexus between [him] and Count I" was his
alleged commission of the crimes alteged in Counts 3_14. 122 There is nothing to suggest that
the material faets would include acts not amounting to those crimes. In these circumstances,
the Chambers findings that burning, including the burning of homes during the attack on
Koidu Town in FebruarylMarch ] 998 and those in Tombodu between February and April
1998, were acts of terror was an error oflaw. 123

GROUND 8: Collective Punishment Pleading
42. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding that the Indictment provided Sesay
with adequate notice that aets of Collective Punishment, as pleaded in Count 2, included
"conduet [that] does not satisfy the elements of any other crimes eharged in the
Indictment.,,1l4 The Defence seeks the reversal of this finding and requests that the affected
counts/charges be dismissed.
43. The Appellant was deprived of clear notice. First. the Prosecution provided notice that the
aets supporting eriminal responsibility under the count, were the "crimes ... charged through
Counts 3~14".125 The Prosecution failed to provide notiee that these would include facts
falling outside these enumerated crimes, sueh as, "threats to kill" [or] "destroy" as per the
pleading in the CDF Indictment,126

119 CDF Appeal, Para. 364.
120 RUF Consolidated (ndictment, Para. 44.
121 CDF Indictment, Para. 28 and PofaM ",t at., Appeal Judgmem, supra, note 256, paras. 36D-364.
122 Paragraph 15 of the SupplemelltaI Pre-Trial Brief.
123 Judgm~nt, Para. 2064.
,'!4 Judgment, Para. 128.
m RUF Comolidated Indictment, Para. 44.
m CDF Indicm1ent, Para. 28 and Fofana ",t af., Appeal Judgment, paras. 360-364.
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44. This noticc was buttressed by further notice

In

the Prosecution's Supplemental Pre-trial

which purported to provide elarification of paragraph 44 of the RUF Consolidated
Indictment. The appellant was infonned that "the prosecution theory of the case [was] that at
various locations throughout Sierra Leone ... the AFRCiRUF engaged in the crimes charged
in counts 3 to 13. 127 In these eircumstances the Chambers findings that the burning of homes
during the attack on Koidu Town in FebruaryiMareh 1998 and those in Tombodu behveen
February and April 1998 were acts of collective punishment was wrong in law. 128
45. Additionally: the Trial Chamber erred in finding burning as an act of terror or collective

punishment in Koidu Town in February/March 1998. 129 The Trial Chamber claimed that only
"[cJonduct that is adequately pleaded in the Indictment will be considered under this
offence,,130 The aforementioned acts of burning were not pleaded, adequately or otherwise, in
the Indictment. which was limited to burning in "various locations in the District, including
Tombodu, Foindu and Yardu Sando, where virtually every home in the village was footed
and bumed:,131

GROUND 9 and 10: (Counts 6, 9, and 13 (Kailahun District) and Counts 12, 15, and 17
Pleading)
46. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding that the pleading of these counts
and/or the charges provided sufficient notice and did not prejudice the Defence or prevent a
fair trial on the counts or the charges. 1J2
47. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in rejecting the Appellant's argument concerning
defects, as advanced in the Closing Brief. 133 Having found that the Prosecution created
confusion in its characterisation of thc offence "as predominantly sexual in nature,,134 it was
incumbent upon the Chamber to assess the charges. Given the operative misconception,
namely that charges were divisible into strata and substrata, it is plain that this analysis was
not conducted.
48. It is submitted that if the Chamber had conducted the analysis the errors that defined the

approach to Ground 39 would not have occurred. The Appellant refers the Appeal Chamber
to Annex A and the associated submissions in Ground 39, detailing the late service of the

At this time Count 14 in the RUF Consolidated Indictment was Count 13 in the RUF Indictment.
m Judgment, Para. 2064.
IH Judgment, Para. 2064.
DO Judgment, Para. liS.
131 Indictment. Para. 80.
m Judgment, Paras. 426-428.
i"j Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 94-100.
]"J4 Judgment, Para. 467.
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specific charges and the errors in the assessment of the evidenee taken by the Trial Chamber.
The Trial Chamber erred by coneluding that the pleading as regards these counts was
adequate and did not "adversely affect the ability of the Accused to prepare their defence."135

GROUND 11: Enslavement Pleading
49. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding that the Appellant had been provided
with sufficient notice that acts of alleged enslavement other than "domestie labour and use as
diamond miners" could support Count 13. 136 The Prosecution having given this unequivocal
notice should not have been pennitted to resile from it. The Chamber acknowledged that this
was the notice and then disregarded the prejudice arising. The Appellant refers the Appeal
Chamber to t\nnex A. The eharges that were led concerning forced military training; forced
farming and forced carrying ofloads should be dismissed. As indicated in the Closing Briefthis provided the Prosceution with the opportunity to create the ease as the trial progressed. m

GROUND 12: Joint Criminal Enterprise Pleading
SO. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in finding that the pleading of the joint criminal
enterprise liability provided sufficient notice and did not prejudice the Appellant or prevent a
fair trial. 1J8 The Defence seeks the reversal of this finding - as argued in the Closing Brief139
- and the dismissal of the joint criminal enterprise liability, as alleged pursuant to Article 6(1)
of the Statute.

S1. The Trial Chamber erred in law by finding that the defence was not prejudiced by the
fluctuating notice provided to the defence concerning the Joint Criminal Enterprise. The Trial
Chamber correctly identified its role,,140 and then failed to conduct required assessment.
52. The approach taken by the Trial Chamber was illogical: the Chamber pennitted the
Prosecution to cure defective pleading in the Indictment by the provision of ;claritying'
information,141 yet, appeared not to recognise that contradietory information could detract
from adequate notiee. The Chamber took the approach that provided the first notice was
adequate, any subsequent and eontradictory notiee could safely be disregarded: the Appellant
had to guess at which case the Prosecution was pursuing and which would, ultimately, be
disregarded. The Chamber accepted that the Prosecution indicated that they wished to pursue
m Judgment. Para. 428.
Judgment, Para. 1476.
m Se~ay Defenee Closing Brief, Paras. 246-248.
IJ8 Judgment, Para. 394.
139 Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 191-204.
140 Judgment, Para. 357.
141 See, e.g., Judgment, Para. 333.
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a different .fCE (inter alia, a ehange to the criminal purpose and means), dismissed the later
notice as a unilateral "attempt to alter a material fact in the Indictment", and then failed

[0

consider how that would necessarily have misled the Appellant. 142 The Trial Chamber
wrongly characterised the issue - it was not only a unilateral attempt to alter a material tact in
the Indiclment'4.1 - but notice to the Appellant that created prejudice.
53. The conclusion drawn at paragraph 375 of the Judgment that the Accused were on notice that
they had committed the crimes of collective punishment and acts of terrorism and that one of
the goals was to gain control of Sierra Leone, misses the point. First, the relationship between
these objectives and means is critical to any proper assessment of liability. The original JCE
alleged that Count 3-14 were within the criminal purpose or were a foreseeable consequence
of it. The ICE Notice then changed the agreement alleged and limited the crimes to those
contained within counts 1,2, 12, 13 and 14. 144 The crimes charged in Counts 3 through 11
were newly alleged to be the foreseeable consequences of the crimes agreed upon in the joint
criminal enterprise; 145 it was no longer being alleged that the Appellant intended the crimes in
Counts 3-11.
54. Plainly, it is not sufficient to allow confusion of the means and the purposes, since the
Chamber must asscss, first, whether there was a plurality and whether it acted in concert to
further the common purpose.

146

It is essential to any assessment that a plurality is established

in pursuit of a purpose: in the absence of a clearly alleged purpose it is not possible to assess
the third requirement, namely the participation of the accused. 147 As a corollary an accused
must have consistent notice concerning the purpose so as to take the first step in his defence
and rebut the allegation that thcre was such a purpose. An accused ought not to be misled, by
prosecutorial contortions, into challenging the existence of a common purpose, only to be
subsequently in[oIDled that those efforts were misdirected and the common purpose was now
alleged to be the means. An accused ought not to be misled into challenging and rebutting the
allegation that he significantly contributed to the common purpose only to be told that his
contribution was in fact being measured against his participation in one small aspect of the
means.
55. Second, the Chamber failed to address other salient issues. The Trial Chamber found that the

Judgment, Para. 374.
Judgment, Para. 374.
144 ProseCl.lfor v. Sesoy et of., SCSL-04-15-T-812, "Proseeution Notice Concerning Joint Climiual Enterprise
and Raising Defecls in the Indictment," 3 August 2007, para. 8.
145 Prosecutor v. Sesay et aI., SCSL-04-15-T-812, "Prosecution Notice Coneeming Joint Criminal Enferprise
and Raising Defects in the Indictment," 3 August 2007, para. 8.
146 Judgment, Para. 257-258.
147 Judgment, Para. 261.
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Prosecution had failed to provide "sufficient, clear, consistent or timely" notice of the second
category of ICE 148 and yet the issue was more complex. In its notice at the Rule 98 stage, the
Accused were alleged, inter alia, to have bccn responsible for forced mining and forced
farming as, "examples of the second form of JCE.,,149 In other words this notice removed
forced mining and forced farming from the original ICE. The original .TCE no longer included
forced labour within the means. This was critical, given that Sesay's principle participation
during the junta period in the original .TCE, as found, was planning the enslavement of
civilians in Tongo.] ~o The remainder of the (properly identified) participation at that time was
limited to the arrest of three persons in Kenema. 151 By this notice the Appellant was infonned
that the enslavement was no longer part of the original JCE.
56. The Trial Chamber therefore erred in failure to give due weight to the impact of the
inconsistent notice provided by the Prosecution coneerning the nature and purpose of the
Joint Criminal Enterprise. It was not a reasonable exercise of discretion to simply discount all
these different pleadings, especially in light of the immutable requirement that the
Prosecution must know its own case before the commencement of the trial.

GROUND 13: Command Responsibility Pleading
57. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in finding that the pleading of the command

responsibility liability provided sufficient notice and did not prejudice the Appellant or
prevent a fair trial.

152

The Defence seeks the reversal of this finding and the dismissal of the

c.ommand responsibility liability, as alleged pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute. This
ground will be dcalt with in Grounds 36 and 44.

GROUND 15: Corroboration
58. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in failing to require corroboration for the testimony

of the following witnesses: TFI-012, TFI-035, TFt-361, and TFl-362. No reasonable
Tribunal could have concluded that these witnesses were sufficiently reliable to allow
findings adverse to the Appellant without corroboration by reliable evidence. 153 Please see
Armex C.

l~S Judgment, Para. 383.
149

See Sesay Defence Closing Brief: Para. 202.

l~O Judgment, Para. 1997.

1~1 Judgment, Para. 1999 and Ground 25, 27. 34 and 37.

Judgmeot, Para. 393.
Annex C: Examples of indicta of unreliabilitv in relation to TF 1-012, TFI-045, TFI-093, TFl-l 08, TF 1-141,
TFl-263, TFl-330, TFI-330, TFI-361, TFl362 and TFI·366.
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GROUND 16: Financial Payments by the Prosecution
59. The Trial Chamber erred in law, fact and/or procedure in dismissing the Defence "Motion to

Request the Trial Chamber to Hear Evidence Concerning the Prosecution's Witness
Management Unit and its Payments to Witnesses.,,154 In paragraphs 523-526 of the Judgment
the Trial Chamber stated that it had examined payments from the Witness and Victim's
Section (WVS) to witnesses and had arrived at the view that there was no evidence thaI the
witnesses had been motivated by them. 155 The Trial Chamber erred in a variety of ways. First,
the Trial Chamber appeared to limit its consideration of payments generally to an
examination of the payments, rather than an examination of the payments in conjunction with
the relevant witness. Exhibit 22, 105, and 121, which the Chamber purported to examine
("the Chamber has examined such payments,,156) related to TFI-263, TFI-367 and TFl-334
and should have been examined in relation to the testimony of these witnesses. The blanket
conclusion drawn by the Chamber concerning both Prosecution and Defence witnesses l57 is
impermissible. This was critical in relation to all witnesses, induding TFI-263, TFI-367 and
TFl-334.

60. Second, the Chamber erred in law by failing to take into consideration unchallenged evidence
of payments to Prosecution witnesses by the Prosecution, rather than the WVS. The Trial
Chamber wrongly disregarded these payments when assessing the credibility of the
Prosecution witnesses. The Trial Chamber wrongly characterised the issue of payment
incentives as limited to "fair compensation for the time spent assisting the Court" pursuant to
the "Practice Direction on Allowances for Witnesses and Expert Witnesses" issued by the
Registrar on 16 July 2004, and payable through the auspices of the Witness and Victim's
Unit. 158 The Trial Chamber abused its discretion by refusing to accept clear evidence of
improper and unregulated payments to Prosecution witnesses. 159 The Defenee has to provide
reasons as to why the witness would testify falsely about him;160 the Prosecution had a duty
to initiate the enquiry;161 and the Chamber had an irrevocable duty to have regard to the
payments, which provided a reason why witnesses would testify falsely against the
114 Prosecutor v. Sesay et at., SCSL-04-15-1161, "Molion to Request the Triat Chamber to Hear Evidence
Concerning the Prosecution's Witness Management Unit and ils Payments to Witnesses," 30 th May 2008.
15; Judgment, Paras. 525 and 526.
1;6 Judgment, Para. 525.
1.17 Judgment, Para. 526.
us Judgment, Para. 523-526.
l~~ Prosecutor v. Sesay, Kallon and Gbao, SCSL-04-15-T, "r-.Iolion to Request th.e Trial Chamber to Hear
Evidence Concemiug the Prosecution's Witness Mauagemenr Unit and its Payment to Witnesses," 30 May
2008.
160 K"jilejiTC Judgment, paras. 147, 148, 149, 150, 152,
101 The Proseclltor v. Dusko Tadic , Judgement on allegatiOns of COTllempl agaiTlSI prior counsel, Milan VUjin,
31 January 2000.
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Appellant. 162
61. The payments to TFI-035, TFI-360, TFI-366, TFl-334, TFI-OI5, and TFI-362 were
particularly relevant to the eharges that were found proven against Sesay. A reasonable
Tribunal eould not have concluded that these payments were irrelevant. For example:
TFI-366 expressly stated that as a result of payments by the Prosecution he wanted to "help
them, Today or lomorrow, I want to help them;"t63 TFI-362 reeeived money in a envelope in
the same month that the witness testifled against Sesay; and TFI-334 received 52 payments,
commencing on 4 April 2006 (three months before he testified against Sesay) through
6 November 2007. The Defence seeks the dismissal ofthc totality of the evidence of witness
TFI-OI5, TFI-035, TFI-334, TFI-360, TFI-362, and TFI-366 as indelibly tainted by
improper payments.

GROUND 17: False Testimony: TFI-366
62. The Trial Chamber erred in law, faci and/or procedure in dismissing the Defence Application
to "Direct the Prosecutor to Investigate the Matter of False Testimony by Witness
TFl_366.,,164 The error resulted from the Trial Chamber's approach to the testimony which
failed to give due weight to the incredulous nature of the testimony, including the demcanour
of the witness, the manifest implausibility, the volume and nature of the inconsistencies, and
other indices indieating false testimony.
63. The v,'itness provided evidence which a reasonable tribunal would have concluded was false.
The degree of implausibility meant that the witness must have been knowingly and wilfully
misleading the court in order to implicate the Accused. 165 The manifest and wilful1ies told by
the witness could not be satisfactorily disputed by the Prosecution in the Response to the
Motion.

166

There was ample evidence to conclude that there were "strong grounds for

believing" that the witness had given false testimony and thereby to invoke a Rule 91(B) and
Rule 77(C) procedure. The Trial Chamber's euphemistic categorisation of the evidence as
"problematic" or the witness as someone who "tended to over implicate the Accused"
confinns these objective grounds. 167
)~< KajilejiTCJudgment, paras. 147, 148, 149, 150,152.
I~:' TranscnptITFI-366, 10 November 2005, p. 79.

Prosecutor v. Sesay et al., SCSL-04-15-61O, "Decision on Sesay Defence Motion to Dircctthc Prosecutor to
Investigate the Matter of False Testirnouy by Witness TFl-366," 25 July 2006.
1M Annex C: Examples of indicia of umeliability in relation 10 TFl·O 12, TF 1-045, TFI-093, TF I-I 08, TF 1-141,
TFl-263, TFl-330, TFI-330, TFI-36l, TFl362 and TFl-366.
Ici6 "Prosecution Response to Sesay Defence MOtiOll 10 Direct the Proseculor to Investigate the Matter of False
Testimony by Witness TFl-366", 23 Jauuary 2006, Tramcript ISO, November 2005, Para. 13 - 16.
107 A.lUlex C: Examples of indicia of umeliability in relation to TFI-O 12, TF 1-045, TFl-093, TFI-108, TFl-141,
TFI~263, TFI-330, TFl-330, TFl·36l, TFl362 and TFl-366.
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64. The Trial Chamber eonelusion that "the demonstration of ineonsisteneies, maeeuraeies, or
contradietions in the evidence of a witness that raise doubt as to his or her eredibility is not
enough to establish that he or she made a false statement,,168 and that "something further is
required to establish the mens rea of the offence of false testimony,,169 is an error of law
which fails to recognise that that reliability and eredibility are integrally linked to proof of
false testimony. The Tribunal was required to have regard to the ob ...ious and draw reasonable
inferences. The relief sought from the Appeals Chamber is a reversal of the reasoning
employed by the Trial Chamber and the grant of the Motion. Additionally the Defence seeks
the dismissal of TFl-366 evidenee in totality and the substitution of the Appeal Chamber's
findings in relation to the relevant charges.

GROUND 18: TF1-I08: Attempting to Pervert tbe Course of Justice
65. The Trial Chambcr erred in law, fact andlor procedure in dismissing the Defence Application

seeking "Vatious Relief,17o in relation to the Prosecution's concealment of Rule 68 material
and an attempt by TFt-108 to pervert the course of justice. The error resulted from the Trial
Chamber's refusal to take into account relevant cvidence and was so umeasonable as to
constitute an abuse.
' had been raped and

66. On 8 March 2006, TF1-108 claimed that _

killed and implicated Sesay in the ctime. l71 On the 15 January 2008, the Defenee disclosed
that it would be calling the

, as its witness DIS-255.

On 29 January 2008, the Prosecution indicated it prepared for the testimony of DTS-255.
DISv255 was called on 1 Febnwry 2008 and testified that she was
and had not been raped by any RUF fighter but had left Sierra Leone when
. The Prosecution, in its cross-examination, made no substantive
challenge to DIS-255's tcstimony, notably failing to suggest that DIS-255 was not _
who had been raped and killed by members of the RUF, hencc confmning
their possession of Rule 68 material.
67. On 5 February 2008, aftcr

had bccn exposed to public testimony, the

Prosecution disclosed statements from TFl-108 and TFl-330, datcd 25 January 2008, under
Rule 68, in which it was madc apparent that TFI-108 had lied. TFI-330's statcment stated

16S "Decision on Defence Motion to Direct the Prosecutor to Investigate the Marter of False Testimony by
Witness TFI-366", 25 July 2006, Transcript lSI!> November 2005, Para. 29.
169 Ibid, Para. 29.
1711 Prosecutor v. Sesay ef ar., SCSL-04-15-1147, "Decision on Sesay Defence Motion for Various Relief Dated
6 February 200S," 26 May 200S.
171 TranscriptlTFl-lOS, S Mareh 2006, pp. 50~51 and 9 March 2006, pp. 67-68.
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that he was approached by TFl-108 after TFI-I08's intenriew with Prosecution investigators
and TFI-I08 asked TFl-330 to tell the investigators that TFl-108 _ _
_

who had died after being raped and beaten by the RUF.

68. The Prosecution concealed the Rule 68 material. TFI-I08 perverted the course of justice. On
6 February 2008, the Defence filed a Motion, 172 In ils Response 173 the Prosecution proffered
no explanation for the concealment. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in its
Decision. j 74 It was not within the reasonable exercise of discretion to decline to enquire into
the concealment. This went

10

the heart of due process. 175 It was not within the reasonable

exercise of discretion to assess TFl-l 08's credibility as requiring corroboration ooly.176
69. Further, the Trial Chamber erred in fact and law by disregarding even this inadequate
admonishment. TFl-108 was used as the sole source of the following allegations, which
resulted in the following positive findings under Counts 12 and 13: in 1996 and 1998, there
were two "government" farms in Giema which were organised and managed by the RUF with
approximately 300 civilians working on these fanns; 177 that civilians working on these famls
could not refuse to farm because armed men were obsenring and supervising them while they
were working;178 that civilians working on Gbao's farm in Giema were guarded by Gbao's
bodyguard, KOIpomeh;] 79 and that girls as young as 6 yrs old were trained at Bunumbu
.. b ase. 180
trammg

70. The witness wilfully gave false testimony, attempted to pen-ert the course of justice, and had
tried to inveigle TFI-330 into his reprehensible conduct. It was perverse not to investigate
and even more so to rely upon the witnesses testimony, corroborated or otherwise. This
evidence was used - alongside

TF1~330

- as proof of the forced labour of hundreds of

civilians in Kailahun during the indictment period. This was an abuse of the Chamber's
discretion.

171 Prosecutor v. Sesay et at., SCSL-04-l5-T-968, "Defence Motion Reqnesting the Trial Chamber to (i)
Sanction the Prosecution for Deliberately Concealing Rnle 68 Material and Abusing the Court's Process; (ii)
Order the Prosecution to State Their Case with Particularity; (iii) Recall to Testify Prosecution Witness
TIl-108; and (iii) To Admit the Wrinen Statemcnt ofTFl-330 as Evidence in Lien of Oral Tcstimony, Pursuant
to Rule 92bis," 6 February 2008.
m Prvse{:utor v. Sesay et at., SCSL-04-15-T-978, "Prosecution Response to Sesay Defence Motion for Various
Relief Dated 6 February 2008," 12 February 2008.
1/4 Prosecutor Y. Sesay er al.. SCSL-04-15-T-1147, "Decision on Defeoce Motion Requesting Various Relief," 8
May 2008.
115 See Ground 4,
116 Judgment, para. 597.
I7i Judgment, para. 1422.
nI Judgment, para. 1422.
I Jndgment, para. 1426.
IBO Judgment, para. 1435. Note that the footnofed references indicate this is corroborated by TFI-330; this is
incorrect.
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GROUND 19: Adjudicated Facts
71. The Appellant \\'ill not pursue this ground of Appeal.

GROUND 20: Exclusion of Relevant Defence Evidence
72. The Chamber erred in dismissing probative Defence evidenee in its Decision l81 to dismiss 18
92bis and 92ter statements. The Chamber failed to identify their probative worth, noting only

that some of the statements \\'ere relevant in establishing the "social and economic
background infonnation on the everyday life conditions of the inhabitants of the respective
areas".182 The statements were relevant and probative of Sesay's innocence, as regards: the

finding that Sesay arranged for civilian miners to be forcibly transferred from Makeni and
Magburaka to mine against their will in Kono District;IID that civilians were forced to train at
the base at '{engema; IB.4 and that children were used to participate in hostilities in Bombali
District from 199910 September 2000. 1B5
73. The reasons proffered for rejecting the statements were demonstrably flawed. The admission
of this evidence would not have been repetitive; I B6 would not have resulted "in an
unnecessary consumption of valuable Court time."lB7 The Judgment indicates that the
Chamber disregarded all evidence that showed context in relation to the alleged system of
forced labour throughout Kono District 1BB and this was further neglect. Had this relevant
evidence been accepted and considered by a reasonable trier of fact it could have created
doubt.
74. The evidence from these statements are probative, inter alia, of the fact i) that ci . . ·ilians
travelled freely to Kono District where civilians were mining voluntarily on a two-pile
mining system (including the Jack of forcible transfer of civilians from Makeni and
Magburaka to Kono);189 ii) that markets were operating in major towns between and

181 Prosecutor v. Sesay et aI., SCSL-04-15-1125, "Decision 00 Sesay Defence Moholl and lbree Sesay Defenee
Applications 10 Admit 23 Witness Sratements Under Rule 92bis", 15 May 2008.
IB "Decision on 23 Wimess Statements Under Rule 92bis," Para. 28. The Chamber strJted that these statements
describe i) life in Makeni, Bomba1i District, after December 1998; ii) life in Makali, Masingbi, and Matotoka,
after December 1998; and iii) life and mining conditions in Kono District bet\\'een 1998 and 2000. "Decision on
23 Wimess Statements Under Rule 92bis," Para 2. See also, "Decision on 23 Witness Statements UndrJ Rule
92bis," Disposition.
Iill At, Judgment, Para. 1249.
184 Judgment, Paras. 1260-1264.
18~ Judgment, Para. 1747.
1f<6 "Decision on 23 Witness Statements Under Rule 92bis," Para. 47.
1~7 "Decision on n Witness Statements Under Rule 92bis," Paras. 46 and 48.
ISg Judgment, Paras. 1246-1250 and see Ground 35.
139 E.g., DIS-007 (24458-24464); O1S-041 (24265-24271); O1S-044 (24273-24278); DIS-071 (24485-24489);
DIS-219 (24604-24608); DIS-27l (24309-24318); O1S-283 (24320-24325); and DlS-285 (24515-24521). A
direct rebuttal to the Cnamber's finding at Paras. 1246-l250. These witnesses were either present in Kono
District or saw people go to Kono District. There was no force in connection with people going to and from
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including Koidu and Makeni and civilians travelled between these towns to trade;190 iii} that
no one was forced to train for the RUF and fanner CDF combatants defected to the RUF;J9J
and iv) that children were being sent to school and there were no child combatants under
Sesay's command. In Each of these witnesses affinned that civilian compliant mechanisms
were in place in their locales so that civilian harassment would be prevented and punished.
The Chamber erred in fact and law in relying on accomplices to convict the Appellant - see
Grounds 35, 36 and 43, in preference to these 18 independent civilians.

GROUNDS 21 & 22: '~Acts and Conduct" and Victim Witnesses
75. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by defining and approaching Prosecution evidence

which went to the "acts and conduct of the accused" as unifonnly distinct from evidence
which was more "general',193 or related to the witnesses "own experiences.,,194 The Trial
Chamber erred in law and fact by identifying an inviolable category of Prosecution 'Victim
Witnesses" (whose evidence was, "generaHy accepted ... for the purpose of establishing that
crimes took place" "as being eredible and re1iable" I95) and "fanner child combatants" (whose
evidence was "generally accepted ... especially as it relates to their own experiences"I96).
76. This impennissible presumption was employed in relation to the accompliees: TFl_371,197
TFI_366,198 TFl_141,199 TFl_263,200 TF1_117,201 TFl_314,202 and TFI_093. 203 This error led

Kono District from, e.g., Makeni. The witnesses knew or heard of civLlians that went to Kono to mine. There
was no suggestion that there was any foree in mining; to the eontrary, civilians were mining on a traditional
two-pile system in Kono District in which the civilians retained a portion of the proceeds from the mining.
1<;(1 Eg., DIS-OO? (24458-24464); DIS-OIl (24466-24472); DIS-012 (24474-24477); DIS~021 (24250-24255);
DlS-04l (24265-24271); DIS-044 (24273-24278); DTS-047 (24280-24285); DIS-048 (24287-24290); Dis-on
(24485-24489); or5-11O (24491-24495): DIS-158 (24497-24502); DIS-173 (24504-24508); DIS-213 (2451024513); DIS-219 (24604-24608); 015-271 (24309-24318); DIS-283 (24320-24325); OIS-040 (24479-24483);
and O1S-285 (24515-24521). Another rebuttal to Judgment, Paras. 1245-1250. That there were markets in Kono
District (including Koidu and Koakoyima) and civilians coming to these markets from outside [he District
demonstrates that implausibility of an organized system of labour forcing hundreds of civilians to mine against
their wilL
191 E.g, DIS-04l (24265~24271); DIS-044 (24273-24278): DlS-047 (24280-24285); OIS-048 (24287-24290);
DIS-283 (24320-24325); and DIS-040 t24479-24483). A rebuttal to Judgment, Paras. 1260-1265. See Ground
36. That many fonner CDF combatants were defeeting to the RUF demonstrates an unanticipated resource for
the RUF. None of Ihese combatants were harassed as a result oftheir surrender.
19l E.g., DIS-OO? (24458-24464); DIS-OIl (24466-24472); DIS-012 (24474·24477); DIS-021 (24250-24255);
DIS-On (24257-24263); DIS-04J (24265-24271); OIS-047 (24280-24285); OIS-048 (24287-24290); DIS-071
(24485-24489); DIS-l73 (24504-24508); DIS-213 (24510-245)3); DIS-219 (24604-24608); DIS-271 (2430924318); DIS-283 (24320-24325); and DIS-285 (24515-24521). A direct rebuttal to Judgment, Para. 1747. When
Scsay or combatants under his commander were present in these witnes~es' locales, child soldiers were not
~resent. In contrast, when other commanders such as Superman were present, child soldiers were also present.
,J E.g., Judgment, Pam. 543,
194 E.g., Judgment, Para. 546.
195 Judgment, Paras. 532-536.
196 Judgment, Para. 579.
197 Judgment, Para, 543.
196 Judgment, Para. 546.
IW Judgment, Para. 583.
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the Trial Chamber to fail to assess the Prosecution evidence with due regard to the burden
and standard of proof The Defence requests that the Appeals Chamber dismiss the Trial
Chamber's assessment of evidence and substitute its own findings in relation to the relevant
charges.
77. First, there is no basis in law for failing to examine all evidenee with the same critical
evaluation. This prohibits the drawing of legal presumptions, notably the existence and
occurrence of crimes. The correct application of the burden and standard of proof requires the
careful evaluation and exclusion of all other reasonable inferences. 2e4 In circumstances where
the trier of fact makes a fmding of general umeliability there exists a reasonable inference,
namely that the witness' testimony per se is umeliable.
78. Second, as indicated above in relation to Grounds 1, 2, 3, and 14, the duty to approach
accomplices \"'ith caution is mandatory. The proposition that an accomplice - found actually
to be unreliable should, nonetheless have part of hislher evidence elevated to an inviolable
status has no basis in the jurisprudence or basic principles underpinning Article 17. 2oS
79. Further the Trial Chamber erred in law in failing to appreciate that the cvidenee given by
TF1-l4l, TF1·093, TFI-263, and TFI-314 was critieal to proof of essential clements of
crime and proof of responsibility.lo6 The distinction the Trial Chamber made between
personal experience and acts and conduct was therefore unsustainable. The evidence that
these witnesses gave in relation to their victim status or their general experience was evidence
used to prove, inter alia, that the Appellant committed (that he personally physically
perpetrated) the crimes and that he had participated in the joint criminal enterprise and this
was with the requisite intent for those crimes?07 In summary the Appellant was convicted on
all the charges that are the subject of Grounds 25, 32, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42 and 43 without the
Judgmem, Para. 587.
Judgment, Para. 590.
2Ul judgment, Para. 594.
203 Judgmrnt. P:H'a, 603.
204 AFRC TC Judgment, para.97. CDF TC Judgment paras. 254 and 287.
205 Krajisniki, AC, para. 146; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 98. See also, Nahimana et at. Appeal
Judgement, para. 439; ,Vlagerura et af. For example, "a Trial Chamber must be careful to allow for the fact that,
very oElen, a confident demeanour is a personality trait and not necessarily a reliable indicator of truthtu]ness or
accuracy". (Kupresic, AC, para. 138). It is 5ubmitted that a cOIOJlary to this is The need to explain whal it was
that convinced the Trial Chamber to rt'ly upon these witnesses. (Kupreskii: et aI, Appeal Chamber Judgi!ment,
para. 202). Appeal Judgement, paras 204 and 206, and Blagojevic and Jakie Appeal Judgement, para. 82.
Kajelijeli, Judgment, rCTR-98-44-A, AC, 23 May 2005, Para. 60.
21J6 See Grounds 25, 32, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42 and 43.
1117 Prosecutor }'. {ssa Hassan Sesay, Morris Kallon and AUf§Jstine Gbao, SCSL-04-15-T, Decision on Sesay
Defence Motion and Three Sesay Defence Applications to Admit 23 Witness Statements Under Rule 92bis, 15
May 2008, para. 33 citing ProJ'ecular \'!. Galic, LT-98-29-AR73.2, Decision on Interlocutory Appeal Concerning
Rule 92bis(C), 7 June 2002, para. 10. See also Prosecutor v. Bagasora et al., ICTR-98-tll-T, "Decision on the
Prosecutor's Motion for the Admission of Writren Witness Statements Under Rule 92bis, 10 March 2008. para
13.
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Chamber evaluating the critical evidence and, instead, presuming it to be reliable and true.
Accordingly the Appellant requests that these charges be dismissed.

GROUND 23: Forced Marrlas,:es as Acts of Terror {Count 1)
80. The Trial Chamber erred in law in concluding that the Prosecution had established that the
forced marriages found to have been committed by the AFRCIRUF within the territory of
Sierra Leone could be classified as acts of terror. 208 No reasonable Tribunal, properly
directing itself, could have reached this conclusion on the basis of the evidence adduced.
Alternatively, the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by classifying all forced marriages
found to have been committed by the AFRCIRUF within the territory of Sierra Leone as acts
ofterror. 209 No reasonable Tribunal, properly directing itself, could have concluded that each
perpetrator had the primary intention to spread terror. The Appellant refers the Appeal
Chamber to Grounds 24, 34, 37, and 39 for the full argument on the errors of law and fact and
the resulting prejudice.

GROUND 24: Joint Criminal Enterprise fJCEl
Overall Erroneous Approach to the JCE
81. The paragraphs below - 81 - 231 detail the legal and factual errors made concerning the
assessment of the common purpose within the alleged ICE. In order to demonstrate the issues
the Defence have included in the analysis the salient grounds, which consequently are not in
numerical order.
82. The error in convicting the Appellant arose due to a fundamental misconception of the nature
of the common purpose. The error in defining the common purpose as "not even reflective of
a crime which would fall under the jurisdiction" of the Court 110 was a material error of law.
This error caused the Trial Chamber to first assess whether there was a plurality thai existed
which had aeted in concert to take power and control over the territory of Sierra Leone (the
Chamber's erroneous criminal purpose); and second to assess whether crimes had been
committed during the implementarion of this purpose and, latterly, to assess whether the
Appellant contributed to the mere (lawful) purpose of taking of power and control of Sierra
Leone. At some point in this erroneous analysis the Chamber had an understanding of the
Appellant's contribution to the taking power and control, but \\'as depri ved of any meaningful

20~ Judgment, Paras. 1352 and 1356.

Judgment. Paras. 1352 and 1356.
Dissent, Juslice Boutet, Para. 16; Example, Judgment Para, 1979.
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assessment of his contribution to the crimes in Counts 3-14 which was, ultimately, all that
mattered. The Chamber was left without the very 'thing' that would have enabled the
Appellant's intent to be gauged and properly understood.~ll

83. Further, as the Chamber was convinced that participation in an anned rebellion necessarily
implied "the resolve and detennination to ... commit the crimes for which the Accused,,:m
was indicted, both the Appellant's awareness of the crimes1lJ and his criminal intent was
simply presumed. Having concluded thai the taking power over State territory is not a
criminal purpose unless it is "intended to bc implemented through the commission of
crimes,,2\-l and that thc AFRC/RUF Junta collaboration did intend such a venture, then

t.l

fortiori it followed that the Appellant, by joining that non-criminal purpose, must have

intended the crimes. This circular logic made conviction through the JCE inevitable,
irrespective of involvement in crime.

Error in defining the Common Purpose
84. The Trial Chamber ereated a fourth category of lCE, which has no basis in customary law. 215

This interpretation of the conunon design, with the criminal purpose per se being adjudged to
be limited to the taking power and control, and the Accused's participation and intent being
judged according to this goal, rather than the participation in a crime,lllj was akin to
criminalising the membership of an organisation, which was a new crime, not foreseen under
Ihe Statute and amounted to a flagrant infringement of the principle nullum crimen sine
lege. ~17

85. Consistent with the language of the Indictment and the inmlutabIc requirement that the
common purpose amounts to a crime, the common criminal purpose alleged was the taking
power and control by a campaign to terrorise and collectively punish the population.

118 The

alleged "unlawful killings, abductions, forced labour, physical violence, use of child soldiers
[and] looting ... were within the joint criminal enterprise (the means) or were a reasonably

211 Kvo~ka et aI. AC, Para. 97· 98; Brdanin AC, Para. 430. Brdanin, AC, Para. 427 and 430: Moreover, "[i]n
practice, the signifLcance of the accused's cootribution will be relevant to dcmoustrating that the accused shared
the intent to pursue the common purp05e." Kvocka at aI, Appeal Judgment.
m Judgment, Para. 2019.
2D Judgment, Para. 2018.
214 Judgment, Para. 260 and 1979.
W Customary Law recognises only three: see Judgment, Para. 254.
110 Simic, TC, Para. 433,
217 Slakic Trial Chamber 31 July 2003, Para 433; Kvo~kaJ AC, Paras. 82 and 96~ Brdanin, TC, Para, 258;
Vasiljevic, AC, Para. 96; LiJrulJ, TC, Para. 511; Krnojelac, AC, Para. 30; Tadic, AC, Para. 195.
m Indictment. Para. 36 and 37.
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foreseeable consequencc of the joint criminal enterprise. ,,219
86. The Trial Chamber's elaim that the taking powcr and eontrol over State territory is a criminal
purpose whcn it is "intended to be implemented through the commission of crimes within the
Statute"no was correct inasmuch as it identified what may fulfil the pleading requirements of
a properly specified indictment. 221 It was correct insofar as a non-eriminal aim may be
alleged as an aspect of a criminal plan, purpose or design, as per the RUF indictment. It was
wrong in all other respccts.
87. The Trial Chambcr had to decide, first and foremost, whether there was a plurality and
whether it aeted together in the implementation of a criminal objective. 222 That question
coneerned the assessment and identification of "specific material elements" that demonstrated
the existence of an objectively punishable criminal act, precisely detennined in time and
space. 22J Before looking at whether the Appellant participated in such an enterprise, it was
necessary

10

determine whether such an enterprisc existed. 224 Through this analysis the

Chamber could have assessed whether crimes were pursuant to a plan or whether there was
another explanation for their commission such as the existence of other crimina! enterprises
or random criminality. This was a necessary step to the next question: whether the Appellant
had carried out acts that substantially or significantly effected the furtherance of this criminal
purpose, with the knowledge that his acts or omissions facilitated the crimes committed as
21-

part of the enterprise. )
88. Defining from the outset the concerted action oftaking power and control as criminal by dint
of a group intention to commit crimes 216 distinguishes the possibility that an accused could
have acted in pursuance of the taking of power and control in a lawful manner devoid of
criminal intent. The criminal intention is presumed from the involvement with the plurality,
and not from the sum of the acts in pursuit of crime. This error was at the heart of the
Appellant's convictions. pursuant to the JCE. 227 As noted by the Chamber, inter alia, ;'The
Chamber further concludes that Sesay intended to take power and control over the territory of
Sierra Leone ... and aetively participatcd in the furtherance of the common purpose and that

21~ lndictment, Para. 37.

Judgment, Para. 1979.
AFRC Appeal, Para. 80 and Prosecutor v, Taylor, Decision on "Defence Notice of Appeal and Submissions
Regarding the Majority Decision Concerning the Pleading of JCE in the Second Amended Indictment", 1 May
2009, Para. 25.
m Braanin Appeal Judgement, paras 410, 430
ll.1 Prosecutor v. SagahunJ et ai.. lCTR-00-56-T, Trial Decision, 25 September 2002, at para. 39.
124 Milotinovic, TC, Para. 16.
m Kvo~ka, TC, Para. 312; Kvocka, AC, Paras. 99, 263; Brdnanin, AC, Para. 427.
226 Judgmt"nf, Para. 1979.
m Judgme-nt, Para. 2002, 2056, 2163 and 2092.
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by this participation he significantly contributed to the commission of acts of terrorism

(Count 1), unlawful killings (Count 3-5) and pillage (Count 14).,,218 For the Trial Chamber
what was critical was the intention to take over the country which evinced the intention to
commit crimes. By this participation the Appellant's contribution to the crimes was
erroneously assessed.
89. The Trial Chamber's error originated from two sources: (i) an incomplete interpretation of
the ratio in the AFRC Appeals Chamber decision and (ii) a misapplication of Marlic. 229
Contrary to the Trial Chamber's approach the Appeal Chamber did not limit its enunciation
of the law to "the requirement that the common plan, design or purpose of a joint criminal
enterprise is inherently criminal means that it must either have as its objective a crime within
the Statute, or contemplate crimes within the Statute as the means of achieving its
objective.,,230 The true ratio was that "the criminal purpose underlying the leE can derive not
only from its ultimate objective, but also from the means contemplated to achieve that
objective. The objective and the means to achieve the objective constitute the conunon design
or plan" [emphasis added].231
90. This conflation of objective and means is a consistcnt feature of collective criminal conduct
in the context of relatively large-scale conflicts. Warring parties rarely commit cflmes
without aiming at an objective other than the inunediate 'benefits' or gratuities ansmg
therein. The signifleance of the (non~criminal) objcctivc to an assessment of .fCE liability will
be eontingent upon a number of factors, namely the Prosecution's pleading of the cnterprise;
the form of the eriminal plan (overall purpose or design) and the type of crimes falling within
the enterprise. The more the

non~eriminal

aim is inextricably tied to the conunission of

crimes and necessarily entails the commission of crimes, the morc that participation in this
aim is evidence from which an Aecused's participation in the criminal purpose can be
inferred.
91. In circumstanees where a non-criminal political objeetive is inextricably and necessarily
linked to the commission of a specified crime, participation in this

(non~criminal)

objective

will be evidence that the Aecused partieipated and intended thc furtherance of erime. Then
the overaH objective is "inherently criminal,,232 but, nonetheless, rcmains fonnulated from a
common purpose which necessarily involves the perpetration of onc of the crimes provided
~2g Judgment. Para. 2002.

~N Judgment. Para. 260, referring to the Martie Appeal and Trial Judgment.

AFRC Appeal Judgement, para. 80. See also Martie Appeal Judgement, paras 112-123, endorsing Martie
Trial Judgemeut, para, 442.
231 AFRC Appeal Judgment, Para. 80.
m AFRC AC, Para. 80.
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for in the Statute. 233 Only this satisftes the requirement that the accused's acts amount to a
"crime forming part of the common objective (and provided for in the Statute),,234
92. The Accused's participation "must form a link in the chain of causation" to the crimes and

the significance of this contribution to the crime is relevant for determining whether such a
link exists. B5 In sum, a criminal plan cannot be constituted wholly from a non-criminal
objective. In order to impute liability to an accused for a crime committed by another person,
the crime in question must form part of a common crimina(purpose. 2J 6 The question remains
one of whether the Accused participated or contributed to the execution of a criminal
purpose, which is constituted from the overall aim and the means. 237
93. There is no support in the jurisprudence for Trial Chamber I's approach. There are cases,
such as Kvocka 238 where the criminal plan is relatively remote from the overall (non~
criminal) objective and those, such as Manic, where it is necessary to commit crimes under
the Statute to achieve the non-criminal objective. In Kvocka, the ICTY Appeals Chamber was
of the opinion that "the common design that united the accused was the creation of a Serbian
state within the former Yugoslavia, and that [the participants] worked to achieve this goal by
participating in the persecution of Muslims and Croats.,,~J9 As noted by the Appeals
Chamber, "[w]hereas creation ofa Serbian State within the former Yugoslavia is not a crime
within the Statute of the ICTY, the means to achieve the goal. such as persecution, constitute
crimes within that statute.···:.40
94. In other words, the common purpose was to persecute and thereby "rid the Prijedor area of
Muslims and Croats as part of an effort to create a unified state.,,241 The core of the criminal
purpose was the crime of persecution at thc Omarska detention camp242 (intended to be
pursued by the commission of crimes such as murder, torture and rape and mental and
physical violence and inhumane conditions~4\ which had been agreed upon in furtherance of
the

non~criminal

aim of creating a Unified State. The eXlstence of a plurality, the Accused's

level of participation, and the degree of intent was judged by reference to the persecution; this

m Kvocka, AC, Para. 96.
Krajisnik, Te, Para. 883.
235 Blagojevic, TC. Para. 702; Brdanin TC, Para. 263; Milutinovic, Para. 105.
236 Braunin, Appeal Judgement, Para. 418.
m Martie TC. Para. 440.
2.18 See also for example: Simic et al., TC; Para. 983 where the Trial Chamber was not satisfied that the ICE
could, on the evidence, be extended to the political leadership of Republie of Srpska.
239 AFRC Appeal Judgment, Para. 77, referring to KvoCka Appeal Judgment, para. 46.
14D AFRC Appeal Judgment, Para. 77, referring to K~'otkn Appeal Judgment, para. 46.
241 KvoCkn. Te, Para. 45
242 Ibid, Para. 66.
243 Kvockn, TC, Para. 320.
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was the core of the criminal purpose. 244 In Simic, the common plan was identified as being
"aimed at committing persecution against non-Serbs, including acts of unlawful arrest,
detention, or confinement, cruel and inhumane treatment, deportation and forcible transfer,
and the issuance of orders, policies and decisions that violated the fundamental rights of nonSerb civilians.,,245 The common criminal plan to persecute non- Serb civilians in that
municipality remained central to the assessment of the accused's responsibility.246
95. In Krajisnik, the ICTY Trial Chamber identified the creation of Serb dominated territories
("ethnically recompose,,247) in Bosnia-Herzegovina as the non~criminal purpose, which was
sought to be achieved through the permanent removal, by force or other means, of Bosnian
Muslims and Bosnian Croats from large portions of Bosnia-Herzegovina through the
commission of the crimes. 248 Each member of the JCE had the "shared intent to secure the
objective of forcibly removing non-Serbs from the targeted territory".249
96.

The Trial Chamber found that he "not only participated in the implementation of the common
objective but was one of the forces behind it." Accordingly the Accused's liability was found
to be based upon his actions in furtherance ofthe permanent removal by force, through infer
alia the creation of governmental policies and institutions and the use of Serb forces to
further this criminal objective. 250 Krajisnik's participation in the joint criminal enterprise was

not judged by reference to his role in the governmental structures per se (i.e., with reference
to a non-criminal political aim) but through his overall contribution

10

furtherance of the

criminal purpose.

97.

Misapplication of Martie Principles
Martie is not an authority for the proposition that criminal purposes may be constituted from

non-criminal purposes only. The criminal purpose identified in that case was the
"establishment of an ethnically Serb territory through the displacement of the Croat and other
non-Serb population, as charged in Counts 10-11" [emphasis added].251 In Martie the Trial
Chamber and Appeals Chamber agreed that the non-criminal political objective of uniting
territories "necessitated the removal of the non-Serb population from the SAO Krajina and

Example: Kvocka, TC, Para. 27"3 and :<20 and AC, Para. 559 and 599
Sfmic er al., TC, Para. 987.
246 Ibid, Para. 984.
147 Krajisrlik, TC, Para. 1090.
248 Krajisrlik, TC, Para. 6,1095-1098.
249 Ibid, Para. 1123.
15U ibid, Paras. 7, 1119-1122.
251 Martie TC. Para. 445.
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RSK territory" [emphasis added].252 Nonetheless, Martie's liability was decided foremost
with reference to his contribution to !he forcible removal and displacement of the

non~Serb

population. 253 The pursuit of criminal conduct - forcible displacement - remained the critical

and immutable heart of liability pursuant to the lCE.
98.

The approach taken in Mani!:. is a commonsense approach to an assessment of criminal
participation and intention: that, on some occasions, although the overall outcome desired is
not explicitly the commission of a crime, it may be so intimately linked with a crime that to
interpret the purpose as anything less would be illogical. The purpose is considered criminal
because, in the real world, it could be nothing else. The Accused's continued participation in
it with the awareness that its accomplishment absolutely depends upon the commission of
crimes provides the clearest demonstration of criminal intent.

99.

This approach is an enunciation of the English common law approach to the thorny
distinctions between intention and recklessness. As noted by the House of Lords in Woollin,
on a charge of murder, a specific intent crime, the requisite intention could be inferred if, and
only if, "death or serious injury was a virtual certainty ... as a result of the defendant's
actions,,254 and "[w]hcre a man realises that it is for all practical purposes inevitable that his
actions will result in death or serious harm, the inference may be irresistible that he intended
that result, however little he may have desired it or wished it to happen.,,2."5

100. However, this had little or no application to the legal and factual situation alleged to underpin
Sesay's lCE liability. The non-criminal aim of taking over power and control was not
irrevocably contingent on the commission of crime. It did not depend upon such commission
for the fulfilment of this goal. Rather, the choice remained that of the participants - to be
legally determined with reference to an assessment of conduct in furtherance of crime, not by
continuance in war. It is possible, despite the Chamber's claim to the contrary, to take up
arms and fight a government, without entailing the determination to commit crimes under the
Statute. 256
101. The characterization by the Chamber of the common design as one "which necessarily
contemplated the commission of crimes"B' is illustrative of the Chamber's presumption of
guilt: if the act of trying to taking over the country necessarily involves (a group) intention to
commit the crimes, then it is becomes impossible to pursue war without falling into a joint
2;J MIJrtic Te. Para. 445 and AC, Paras. 92, 123.
m Ibid, Paras. 450, 452, and 453.
m R v. Wooflin [1999] 1 AC 82, p. 7 Elt http://www.parliament.the stationary-office. co. uk.
255 Ib·d
I ,p.9
.
256 Judgment, Para. 2016.
m Judgment, Justice Boutet's dissent, Para. 12 and also Judgment, Para. 20L6.
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criminal enterprise. In these circumstances, the Chamber's task was restricted to enumerating
the crimes and announcing the guilt of the Appellant.
102. The correct approach was taken in Milufinovic, which was concerned with an enterprise
alleged to be "a campaign of terror and violence designed to forcibly displace members of the
Albanian population of Kosovo with the aim of modifying the ethnic balance of the
population in Kosovo to secure control of the province in the hands of ethnic Serbs"
[emphasis added]. The Chamber correetly identified that the first question to be addressed
was "whether such an enterprise existed: in other words, whether there was concerted action
by such senior officials and officers to engage the might of the state against a section of its
own citizens to achieve that end.... After making its findings on the second physical element
[the criminal purpose] the Chamber will the tum to the other physical and mental elements of
joint criminal enterprise in relation to each of the six Accused. "Z5B This was the approach
required in the RUF case.

Consequential Errors
Assessing the Plurality and action in Concert
103. The fmding that the fonning of a joint "government" in order to control the territory of Sierra
Leone was the criminal plan meant that the critical question was never addressed: whether
259
there was a plurality acting in concert to pursue a criminal plan. Rather, an assumption was
made: that as the violence was committed by those involved in a war to take power and
control, all violence was part of the endeavour, ipso facto, all violence was part of a common
criminal plan. The evidence did not sustain a finding beyond a reasonable doubt that the onset
of the junta in May 1997 marked the implementation of a criminal plan. The actions and the
occurrence of crimes were not those that allowed such an inference.
104. As noted above, this was an enterprise quite different to that in Martie and, in fact, those
generally alleged: terror and collective punishments to advance the pursuit of power and
control could be achieved by a plurality but it could also be "achieved without joint control
over the final outcome.,,260 Terror can be caused inadvertently in a war. Terror and collective

Milwinovic Te, Para. 16.
Judgment, Para. 1979. See, Bnlanin Appeal Judgement, paras 410, 430; Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 64;
Tadii: Appeal Judgement, para. 227.
26() See, for example, Stakic, TC, where the TC noted that the campaign aimed at ethnically cleansing the
Prijedor Municipality could not have been achieved "without joint control over the fmal outcome and it is this
element of interdependency that characterises this interdependency that charactelises the criminal condnct"
(Para. 490): Simic, TC, "The conunon goal to commit acts of persecution could not have been achieved without
the joint actions of the police, paramilitaries, 17 th Tactical Group of the INA and Crisis Staff' (Para. 991).
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punishment can result from the actions of whole governments, or ad hoc groups or individual
criminals alike. Taking control and power could be effected without the commission of
crime. The arbitrary usc of terror and collective punishment - a feature of every war and
espeeiatly those that involve irregular armies and guerrilla outfits -

might appear

indistinguishable from that planned or plotted from high. This was a clarion eall to a
reasonable trier of fact, properly directed, to have been partieularly scrupulous in examining
the alleged plurality and the concerted action with care (before examining the crimes) 261 and
to exercise the utmost caution before attribution of crimes.
105. Instead the Trial Chamber plainly disregarded all the relevant evidenee concerning the onset
of the junta, the crimes that '.... ere eommitted, and the link between the two. It was not
ineorrect, as a preliminary step, to assess the existence of a plurality of persons (Sankoh,
Bockarie, Sesay, Gbao, Superman, Eldred Collins, Mike Lamin, Isaac Mongor, Gibril
2(2
Massaquoi, JPK, Gullit, Bazzy, Five-Five, SAl Musa, Zagalo. Eddie Kanneh ) and the
(non-criminal) aim of a conunon plan to take any action necessary to gain and exereise
political power and control over the territory.263 This was an important evidential step
towards assessing whether this concerted conduet was designed to terrorise and collectively

punish and that the 'attacks,26~ were carried out pursuant to the design. The fact that Chamber
was not satisfied that mid· and low-level RUF and AFRC Conunanders as well as rank-andfile were part of any agreement 265 meant that it was critical to examine the links between
those lower ranks and the alleged plurality and thereafter to be satisfied that crimes being
conunitted on the ground were relevant and probative of the existence of the common
purpose.
106. The Chamber failed to conduet the analysis noting that it was "satisfied that non-members

,...·ho committed crimes were sufficiently closely conneeted to one or more members of the
joint criminal enterprise acting in furtherance of the common purpose.,,266 The Chamber's
approach is an admission that it abandoned the requirement that crimes must be committed in
pursuance of the criminal purpose. This was a deeply flawed approach to a critical element.
The Chamber had to be satisfied that each erime was committed by either a ICE member or a
perpetrator being used by a .lCE member in furtherance ofthe common purpose. 267 The claim

261

E.g., Milutinovic, TC. Section III: Para. 94.

The Trial Chamber clearly did not intend to include Zagalo and Eddie Kanneh in its enumeration of the JCE
members - these two men had not at any time been alleged to be members of the lCE (lndietment, Para. 34).
• , E.g., Judgment, Paras. t 985- 1990.
26~ Judgment, Para. 1985.
2M Judgment, Para. 1992.
266 Judgment, Para. 1992.
267 Ibid, Para. 228. Krajij'nik. Para. 1087.
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to be satisfled globally that the non-members were "closely connected" undermines the
convictions on each charge.

] 07. That the Chamber's approach was deeply flawed is plain from the aforementioned legal
errors, but also from the Chamber's explicit fmdings. In most instances the Chamber omits
the essential analysis.

Moreover, the pattern, frequency and type of crimes, which were

established on the evidence, did not provide a proper basis for this inference.

No plurality engaged in concerted action in furtherance of crime
108. The Chamber erred in law and fact in purporting to conclude that a lCE carne into existence
at the onset of the junta. The Judgment lacks any conclusion concerning the actions of the

50-

called members of the ICE in the first few months of the Junta (May to August 1997) that
gives rise to an inference of the existence of the requisite criminal purpose. The following
findings are critical: key members of the RUF, including Sesay and KaHon, only attended
Supreme Council meetings from August 1997;2f>8 Kallon cooperated with the AFRC at Teko
Barracks but this did not "directly involve the commission of crimes;,,2f>9 Gbao did not
communicate with any of the Junta leaders during the whole of the Junta period27o (and in any
event did have the same intent as other members of the pluralit/71 ); Sankoh was in prison;272
Mongor was responsible for preventing looting in Freetown; Lamin was the Director of
Intelligence - collating information to prevent looting and harassment of civilians;173 and SAJ
Musa was the Minister for the Mining, which, importantly did not start until August 1997. 274
Further, even though JPK was the Chairman of the AFRC (and presumably in the minds of
the Chamber also of the plurality) the Judgment is silent as to his actions in the first few
months of the junta27S as it is about the actions of the remaining ICE members, Eldred Collins
or Gibril Masaquoi.
109. The Trial Chamber's failure to appreciate the importance of establishing the plurality
engaged with a common criminal purpose analysis, led them astray. The Defence advanced
detailed submissions to demonstrate that the alliance benveen the RUF and AFRC was
instigated and understood by commanders and rank-and-file to be aimed at ending the
conflict and that crimes were committed largely as a result of failures to work together, rather
26~ Judgment, Paras. 772 and 774.
2b~ Judgment, Para. 2004.
n

I
Judgment, Para. 775.
-,"I Judgment, Para. 2042.
nI Judgment, Para. 20.
- .' Judgment. Para. 756.
274 Judgmeut, Para. 1094.
m Judgment, Para. 755.
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than any eoncertcd effort to commit terror or eolleetive punishment to take power and
eontro1. 276 As concluded by the Chamber, the RUF and the SLA soldiers were talking peace
as they eommeneed their eollaboration. 277 As is obvious, these submissions were highly
relevant to the proper eonsideration of an alleged criminal purpose, but were disregarded by
the Chamber.
110. The Trial Chamber's own findings strongly supported a fmding that there was no common
purpose to terrorise or collectively punish in the first few months of the junta. In particular
the Chamber found (i) that the members of the ICE, apart from Gbao, were members of the
Supreme Couneil;278 (ii) that the Supreme Council was concerned with (the prevention of)
looting and harassment of civilians;279 (iii) that Mongor was responsible for preventing
looting in Freetown and that Lamin was the Direetor of Intelligenee. 28o This last finding
eoneerning Lamin represents the Chamber's acceptance of the evidenee given by TFI-371
that this role involved investigating and collating information concerning the "looting and
harassment of civilians" and was "in order to maintain good order.,,281
Ill. Additionally there was evidence from a number of witnesses that the junta was involved in
meetings that were designed to pass anti-crime measures (e.g., anti-looting decrees), to create
institutions to ensure "good governance;" to set up security patrols to eradicate crimes; and
punish the commanders for failing to keep command and control over their subordinates.
There were laws, inter alia, against looting, raping and harassment. According to TFl-371
these were taken seriously.282 This evidence emanated from witnesses such as TFI-045,
TFI-334 and TFI-371 - witnesses whose incriminatory evidence was the foundation of many
of a conviction. 283
] 12. Membership of the Supreme Council guaranteed that Sesay could discuss issues but could not
vote in the decision-making, which remained in the hands of IPK, SAT, and the PLO'S.284
There was no proper basis - and none was suggested - for disregarding important aspects of
TFI-371's testimony, who confirmed that these significant decisions included the control and
m Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 465-482.
Judgment, Para. 752.
m Judgment, Paras. 755 and 1990.
279 Judgment, Para. 756. The Trial Chamber inadvertently failed to mention the bracketed words: [the prevention
of]. This activity is confirmed by all relevant prosecution witnesses, including: TFI-045, who confirmed the
Supreme Council's concern, expressed at several meetings, that civilians were being harassed, raped, and being
forced to labour and the elear agreement to make efforts to eradicate these crimes (TranscriptiIFI-045, 18
November 2005, pp. 80-89).
280 Judgment, Para. 756.
281 Transcript/IFI-371, 1 August 2006, pp. 30.
m Transcript/IF1-045, 22 November 2005, pp. 84-86; TransCliptIfFl-334, 16 May 2005, pp. 57-59 and 75-77;
and Transcript/IFI-371, 28 July 2006, pp. 56-61
283 E.g., Para. 1044 The Chamber found TFI-045 generally credible (Para. 561); TFI-344 (Para. 799).
27i
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regulation of the whole military apparatus and the implementation of crime prevention and
punishment mechanisms. 285 As confirmed in the AFRC trial and the adjudicated facts in the
Taylor trial- the Supreme Council did not even control the military.286
113. The evidence did not establish (and the Chamber did not conclude) that the Supreme Council

was a forum for discussing crimes,287 except the conclusion concerning the planning and
organising of enslavement at Tonga and this did not conunence until August 1997. 288 First,
the Trial Chamber erred in fact and law by disregarding critical evidence, from both
Prosecution and Defence witnesses, which established that the Supreme Council was
involved in discussing and implementing crime prevention methods - including Court
Martials and public executions of AFRC perpetrators. 289
114. Whilst NGO reports and reporters appear to suggest that these may not have been effective,

the Prosecution did not establish that they were not. The crimes that occurred and were
established by evidence, between May 1997 and August 1997, were the terror attacks in Bo
in June 1997. 2QO There was no evidence that these altacks were planned at the Supreme
Councilor that they concerned anyone other than Bockarie and the direct perpetrators. The
three/four attacks established could not prove a Junta criminal plan, originating at the
Supreme Councilor otherwise.
115. Ifthe Chamber had conducted a proper analysis it could not have reached the conclusion that
the "strategy of the Junta was thenceforth [the onset of the junta rule 1to maintain its power
over Sierra Leone and 10 subject the civilian population 10 AFRCIRUF rule by violent
means".291 This was demonstrably not borne out by the evidence. The Chamber's reliance on
a No Peace without Justice (NPWJ) Conflict Mapping Report to sustain this hugely
significant conclusion demonstrates the paucity of evidence on the trial record. The
Chamber's reliance upon Operation Pay Yourself in February 1998; actions concerning the
recruitment of combatants following the intervention in 1998; the evidence of George
Johnson limited to describing membership of the Junta government and (once again) the
NPWJ report 292 was wholly insufficient. These 'facts' could not support the conclusion that

TranscriptITFl-371, 28 July 2006, pp. 61.
TranscriptlTF 1-371, 28 July 2006, pp. 56-61.
286 ProsecU!or Y. Taylor, SCSL-03-1-T-765. 23 1farch 2009, "Decision on Defence Application for Judicial
Notice of Adjndicated Facts From the AFRC Judgment Pursuant to Rule 94(B)," 23 March 2009, Annex A,
at!iudicated Fact 4 (AFRC Judgment, Para. 1656).
n, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 483-488.
2~~ Judgment, Para. 1997.
lS~ Scsay Defence Closing Brief, Paras 485.
190 Judgment, Paras. 1031- [037 and below: common pnrpose in Bo Distict.
291 Judgment, Para. 1980.
192 Judgment, Para. 1981.
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"[t]he AFRClRUF forces cooperated on armed operations

In

which cnmes were

committed.,,293 Similarly, the corresponding conclusion that "these operations demonstrate
that the Junta intended, through disproportionate means, to suppress all opposition to their
regime,,294 - without cogent evidence [hat these operations were being conducted at the outset
of the Junta period and throughout and that they were being committed pursuant to a plan
agreed upon by the JCE members - was demonstrably flawed. 295
116. The Chamber drew the conclusion that "joint AFRC/RUF forces targeted civilians in a

widespread and systematic attack designed to terrorise the population into submission
through eollective punishment, unlawful killings, sexual violence and physical violence,,29~
but failed to support this conclusion with reference to evidence.
117. It is hugely significant, if not dispositive, that the crimes of terror or collective punishment

found to have been committed between May 1997 and August 1997 were limited to single
attaeks on Tikonko, Sembehun and Gerihun in June 1997 in BO. 297 The first relevant acts
elsewhere were those found proven in Kenema, namely the acts of terror (enslavement and
killings in Kenema) at Cyborg Pit in August 1997. 298
118. The Chamber's findings coneerning crime in Kailahun are relevant, although contradictory.

At its highest the Chamber found that the only crimes of terror committed in the period of
May 1997 to February 1998 were those in Counts 7-9 (sexual violence). This is contradicted
- as the Chamber also concluded that the evidenee did not pro've acts of terror in Kailahun
DistriCt. 19<J The benefit of the doubt must go to the Appellant whose conviction for acts of
terror must be reversed. Addressing the positive finding, however, the Trial Chamber found
that the acts of terror (Counts 7-9) were committed "on combat operations on villages in
Kailahun Distriet" but conceded that the original capture and force had been committed prior
to the indictment period. 30o The Chamber could not have relied upon these as evidence of a
plurality of RUF and A.FRC commanders acting in concert to commit terror and colleetive
punishment in Kailahun at the onset of the junta or beyond.
119. In summary, the Trial Chamber failed to conduct the essential analysis; to assess whether the

Judgment, Para. 1980,
Judgment, Para. 1981. The corresponding conclusion that the "Junta launched fierce attacb in Districts
where its regime had not yet consolidated its power" is equally unsustainable on the evidence. The fact this
contenrion IS footnoted to paragraph 1139 of the Judgment, which deals with attacks on Koidu in 1998. is
further evidence that it lacks any support.
m Krajiinik Trial Judgement, para. 884.
~9~ Judgment, Para. 1985.
197 Judgment, Paras. 1974-1975.
m E.g, Judgment, Para. 1082.
-'9" Judgment, Para. 2047.
J~1l Judgment, Para. l409-1411 and footnote.2621.
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crimes of terror and collective punishment were the result of a common plan, rather than the
result of individual pieces of violence committed by groups or individuals. The conclusion
that the "widespread and systematic nature of the crimes, in partieular the attacks on Bo and
the forced labour in Kenema District, in which the RUF was engaged indieate that sueh
conduct was a deliberate policy of the AFRCIRUF ... that must have been initiated by the
Supreme Council" 301 is demonstrably unsupported by evidence.
120.

The Chamber's error in defining the criminal purpose as the taking of power and control
gave rise to a failure to assess whether there was "a discernable pattern" to the underlying
crimes,302 indicative of the claimed criminal plan. Consequently the Chamber neglected to
enquire whether the violence, such that it was established, was eommitted in a "random and
un~orchestrated manner,,303 or by individuals on a criminal frolLc of their own, or any

alternative explanation.

GROUND 26: Acts of Terror in Bo (Common Purpose)
121. The Chamber erred in fact and law in concluding that "the common purpose of the joint
criminal enterprise was furthered in Bo District" through violent forced mining activity, the
misuse of "the levers of State power to destroy any support within the civilian population for
the Kamajors" and the terror attacks on the Bo in June 1997. 304 The conclusion that mining
had furthered the common purpose in Bo was patently incorreet as the Chamber found that
the mining commenced in August 1997. J o-,," The generalised claim that the AFRC and RUF
used the levers of State power in an attempt to destroy civilian support for the Kamajors is
remarkably opaque. It is meaningless without reference to evidence that situates this action in
Bo - or at least in furtherance of crime in that District. Sesay's so-called usc of State levers in
Kenema in October 1997 must be irrclevant.
122. Although the Chamber found that the killings and burnings in Tikonko, Sembehun and

Gerihun constituted acts ofterrorism,306 there was no evidence upon which a reasonable trier
of fact could have concluded that they were conunitted as part of a criminal plan to conunit
terror and collective punishment to take over the country.
123. The Chamber erred by limiting its analysis to a list of the most egregious features of crimes.

That there were erimcs committed and they were horrific was not in dispute. The question

lUI Jlldgment, Para. 2005.
Miltillovic, TC, Part III: Para. 41
Jm Ibid, Para. 46.
JI)4 Judgment, Paras. 1974-1975 and 1984.
30S Judgment, Para. 1094,
)·~o Jlldgment, Para. 1037.
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that arose - and was ignored - was whether it could be shown or inferred that these crimes
were committed as part of a common plan to terrorise or collectively punish. The Trial
Chamber failed to assess. and properly conclude, that these operations, or their conduct, had
been agreed upon by members of the JeE other than Bockarie. It was possible that this
violence occurred "just by spontaneous action or by criminal actions conducted by isolated
radical groupS.,,307

124. There was no evidence that these June 1997

308

attacks had been planned or organised by the

plurality, in the Supreme Councilor elsewhere. The Chamber did not make any relevant
fmdings concerning Bockarie's interaction with the other JCE members at this time or how
the operations had been conceived or whether there had been any planning by anyone other
than the immediate participants. Crucially, the Trial Chamber (although relying heavily on
his testimony to convict the Appellant) disregarded the mosl relevant evidence provided by
TFI-054, who testified that a five person delegation, including Mike Lamin and KaHon, had
been sent from Freetown to Gerihun to talk to the residents in order to request that they join
the juntas. 309 The attack on Gerihun took place after the residents declined the invitation.
Undoubtedly, an inference arises; that these men were responsible for the attacks. But this
could not support an irresistible inference that the attacks were conceived, agreed or planned
by others, including any of the JCE members: an inference on an inference is an inference to
far.
125. The Chamber found that Bockarie was the ICE member involved in the remainder.

310

The

evidence could not satisfy a reasonable trier of fact that he was acting in pursuance of a
common criminal plan. There was no nexus to any other ICE member. Further, there was
ample evidence to the contrary (which the Chamber failed to examine or appreciate). This
evidence -- Bockarie's seniority and his self-serving conduct~l1 - raised a further doubt.
TFI-008 testified that Bockarie made it plain that he had captured the town and he was now
in charge. 312 There was no evidence that rebuHed the inference that the Le800,OOO pillaged
from Kamara went anyv.rhere but Bockarie's pocket. 3lJ The fact that the Chamber found that
this pillage was not an act committed with an intent to spread terror buttresses this

BroaTliTl, TCPara. 119.
Judgment, Paras. 994, 995,1006,1010.
lQ9 TranscripLTFl-054, 8 December 2005, pp. 23-27.
-'10 E.g., Judgment, Para. 1029.
311 Judgment, Para. 1007.
312 Judgment, Par'!. 1029. See, Transcripl!TFI-008, 8 December 2005, pp.36.
3D Judgment, Para. 1008.
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conclusion. 314 There was nothing in the commission of these cnmes to undermine the
reasonable inference that these crimes were committed by Bockarie for his own self
aggrandisement or personal enrichment. The Appellant should not have been found guilty of
these crimes pursuant to the JCE, since there was insufficient evidence to conclude that they
fell within a cornmon purpose. 315
126. For the rcasons outlined above there was ample doubt that thc crimes in Bo Distriet wcre
within any cornmon criminal plan and the Chamber erred in fact and law by purportedly
reaching this conclusion.

GROUNDS 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 & 32
127. The submissions in connection with Ground 28 are below the submission for Ground 32.
128. The Appellant submits these grounds interlinked and relevant to thc critical question
concerning the existence of a plurality and a common criminal purpose. The Appellant
submits that each Ground establishes a further doubt concerning its existence. The Grounds
,,,ill be argued together to demonstrate that the Chamber erred in fact and law in concluding
that there was a countrywide common criminal purpose in Kenema ,,,hich was evidenced by
the actions of the Junta govemment,316

Errors in finding a common criminal purpose
Bockarie leaving the 'Plurality'
317
129. The Chamber found that the enslavement in Tongo commenced on the 11 August 1997.
Prior to this thc sole crime found established by the Chamber in Kenema District, since the
onset of the Junta, "..·as the killing of Bunnie Wailer and his accomplices and this was not
found to bc either an act of terror or an act of collective punishment. 318 Accordingly there
was no evidence upon which a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that any criminal
purpose existed from 25 May to 11 August 1997 in Kenema District.
l30. Between 25 May 1997 and late January 1998, only m'o alleged crimes were found to have

Judgment, Para. t034. The Trial Chamber failed 10 make a finding that the crime of pillage, whereby
Bockarie looted Le800,000, was a crime of lenor, as charged in Count 1. In other words, this crime was
rommined without an intention to further terror, collechve punishment or in furtherance of the taking of power
and control. Accordingly, it was outside the common purpose and the Appellant should not have been found
guilty pursuant to the ICE 6(1) liability for the pillage in Sembehun.
]1; Tlte Appellant will not be plnsing Ground 26.
31~ Judgment, Para. 2054.
31; Judgment, Para. 2051 and, [or exomple, TranscriptlTFI-060, 29 April 2005, pp. 48 (The RUF and AFRC
entered Tonga on the ll'h August 1997).
318 Judgmenl,Paras. 1061-1063.
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occurred in Kenema Town: the killing of Bunnie Wailer and his two accomplices,319 and the
arrest of TFl-129 on 27 October 1997. ~21) Accordingly there was no evidence upon which a
reasonable trier of fact could conclude that any criminal purpose existed from 25 May to late
January 1998 and that it encompassed Kenerna Town.
131. It was an error of law and fact to conclude that Bockarie's actions in Kenema Town were in
pursuance of a criminal plan shared by any AFRC JCE member. There was ovef\.vhelming
evidence that he was operating his own regime, for better or worse, and that it was not at the
behest of, or in concert ".'ith, any member of the AFRC ICE. The Chamber's conclusion that
his relocation to Kenema "did not impact on the common purpose and the cooperation
between the leadership [ICE members] continued,,321 was nol supported by evidence.
132. The Trial Chamber found thai by "early September 1997, Bockarie had become disillusioned
with the RUF's limited role in the AFRC government. Bockarie was particularly aggrieved
by the AFRC's disregard for the RUF's advice on military matters .... Also motivated by
fears that the AFRc fighters would make an attempt on his life, Bockarie relocated to
Kenema."J22 The Chamber downplayed (or ignored) the evidence to arrive at this conclusion.
The evidence was that Bockarie believed that there had been three attempts on his life by
AFRC men. J:z3 This was confmned by TFl-360, who also stated that Bockarie lacked any
military command in Freetown.)24 TFl-361 confirmed that Bockarie had departed to have
"his own regime" in Kenema. 32S TF1-045 confirmed that Bockarie left because he was of the
view that his position in the RUF was not recognized, "[a]1 all" within the AFRC junta.J2(J
133. As previously submitted 327

-

but roundly ignored by the Chamber - there was no evidence

that Bockarie took his orders from JPK, whilst in Kenema nor that he was aeting in concert
with AFRC JCE members in furtherance of crime, partieularly terror or collective
According to the evidence Bockarie became like an "outlaw" refusing to take
orders or instructions from JPK or any member of the AFRc. J29 Sam Bockarie's fall from
punishment.

328

potential vice-president in the new Junta regime to his (self imposed) relegation in Kenema
was not without consequence: 3JO he ordered the RUF to wilhdraw from Freetown. 3J1 While in
Judgment, Para. 1061. These killings were found 10 have happened in the "early months of the regime."
Judgment, Para. 1048.
J2I Judgment, Para. 1989.
m Judgment Para. 764.
m Exhibit 35, p. 2361.
m Transcnpt/TFI-360, 22 July 2005, pp_ 39 and 41.
m TransCliptllFl-361, ]4 July 2005, pp.75.
;l~ TranscnptllFl-045, 22 November 2005, pp. 62-63; TranscriptiSesay, May 2007, pp.l0.
327 See, generally, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 463-504 ("The Alleged Crimes During the Juma").
m Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Para. 489.
329 Transcript, RUF, George Johnson, 18 October 2005, pp. 108-112.
330 TranscriptlTFI-371, 28 July 2006, pp. 50.
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Kenema, the RUF and AFRC maintained separate command struetures in Kenema 332 and
Boekarie maintained his minimal ties to the AFRC because he was reliant upon them for the
distribution of weapons. 33 ) However, beeause the AFRC did not share these weapons,
Boekarie withdrew his eooperation from the AFRc.]34
134. The elaim by the Chamber that "From Kenema Town, Boekarie eommunicated over radio
with RUF forces throughout the country and ensured that the AFRC/RUF cooperation
continued.. D5 is too vague to demonstrate any analysis of whether that cooperation was
directed

10

terror and collective punishment. The evidence to which the Trial Chamber cites

indicates that the RUF and AFRC maintained separate radio communication systems;J36 there
is no finding that Boekarie communicated \\!ith anyone other than the RUF or that he sent or
received communications from Freetown. Conversely, there was un-contradicted evidence
that demonstrated that Bockarie ordered the RUF not to any longer cooperate with the
AFRC. JJ7

Tongo Field and Bockarie
135. The operations at Tongo Field provided little or no further support for the proposition that
there was a global criminal purpose being put into action involving an agreement to commit
terror and collective punislunent to take over the country. Conversely, the Chamber had erred
by disregarding the relevant evidence. It was not open to a reasonable Chamber to conclude
that the forced ··government" mining was designed and executed by joint collaboration
bel\veen the AFRC and RUF. 338 The evidence that was disregarded by the Chamber, without
reasons, was adduced through prosecution witnesses, otherwise found reliable when
incriminating the Appellant. Government mining was controlled by the AFRC administration

TranscriptlTF1-071. 19 January 2005, pp. 23.
m TranscriptffFI-37I, 28 July 2006, pp. 50. See arsa, TranscriptlTFI-361, 14 July 2005, pp. 68 (the RUF and
AFRC maintained separate command structures ill Freetown as well).
m Transcript/TFI-361. 14 July 2005, pp. 75 (Bocbrie thought the AFRC were keeping the weapons to
themselves and playing a trick on the RUF); TranscriptlTF1-036, 3 August 2005, pp. 67 (While in Kenema, if
Bockarie were to engage in an operation, he had to procure weapons and ammunition from the AFRC Kenema
brigade); and TranscriptITFI-371. 28 July 2006, pp. 50 (Bod:arie had to rely upon the AFRC ror the
disrribution of weapons; JPK guarded those weapons with jealousy),
m TranscriptlTFI-045, 22 November 2005, pp. 70-71.
J.1S Judgment, Para. 1989.
JJ6 Transcript/TFI-036, 3 August 2005, pp. 66-67. Cited at footnote 3723.
m Transcriptl TF1-045, 22 November 2005, pp. 62-63.
m E.g., Judgment, Paras. 1089 and 1093. Sec. Sesay Defence Closing Bnef at Paras. 644-654, The DeferJce
notes that, in error, the Sesay Defence Closing Brier (Para. 649) refers to TFI-036's testimony as di:l.morJds
being reported to Bockarie from Tongo during the junta. TFI-036's evidence is clear that he was referring to
Bockaric receiving diamonds from Tongo while he was at the headquarters (nol Secretariat) ill Buedu
(TranscriptITF1-036, 28 July 2005, pp. 54), As Bockarie was not in Buedu during the Junta, this mining
occurred after Tongo's capture towards the end of 1998 or beginning of 1999.
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and its senior officials J39 at the Seeretariat. 340 TFI-045 sa".. Boekarie in Tonga Field once. 341
136. The AFRC had no control over the RUF personal mining342 which was arranged by
Bockarie. 343 In addition to the RUF personal mining there was also AFRC personal
mining. 344 The RUF personal mining was separate from the AFRC "government" and
personal mining. 345 Further, the overall commander in Tongo was AFRC Captain Yamao
Kati H6 who reported to the AFRC brigade commander in Kenema,347 who was answerable to
Army Chief of Staff, who reported to the Chief of Defence Staff, who in tum reported to
Johnny Paul Koroma. 348 Captain Kati '\vas taking care of Tongo.,,349 Of note, RUF
combatants such as TFI-045 sought permission from Kati to mine. 350 The Trial Chamber
points to DIS·069's evidence for its finding that diamonds from the mining in Tango were
delivered to Bockarie.J'l There is no suggestion that these diamonds came from the
centralized mining; rather, they would have come from RUF personal mining. Further, the
appointments of senior members to supervise alluvial diamond mining was made by Johnny
Paul Koroma,J52 and not the Superme Council. J53
137. No reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that these separate mining operations were

evidence of a plan formulated between Sankoh, Bockarie, Sesay, Gbao, Superman. Eldred
Collins, Mike Lamin, Isaac Mongor, Gibril Massaquoi, JPK, Gullit, Bazzy,

Five~Five,

SAl

Musa, Zagalo, Eddie Kanneh. 354 Further, even if this is not accepted, the plan was focused on
J39 TranscriptlTFl-371, 31 July 2006, pp. 52 ("the AFRC council was responsible for mining in Kono District
and they did mine in Kenema District, Specifically, Tongo was predominantly tl1e RUF, because the RUF
liberated that particular piece of land from the civil militia, though there was the presence of the AFRC
secretariat, as it was, in Kono."); Transcript/TF1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 68 (PLO·2 "wa5 the head oj'the
mining which was set up In Tonga for AFRC. He was the one that was sent there so as to take over."); and
TranscriptlTF1-045, 23 Novel11ber 2005, pp. 22 (PLO-2 was in control of the centralized mining for tne AFRC).
340 TranscriptlTFl-371, 31 July 2006, pp. 56 (note that the AFRC Secretariat was run by Eddie Kanneh who
reported to SAJ Musa); and TranscriptlTF1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 68 ("OC secretariat [AFRC Sergeant
Junior), according to what I saw, he was in charge of all the adminisuation that had to do with civilians which
was going on, together with the AFRC soldiers who were in Tongo.").
3~J TLanscnptlTFt-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 23.
J~: TranscriptlTFL-J71, 31 July 2006, pp. 56 ("[The AFRC secretariat] had their administrative functions and
mining, that was controlled by the AFRC fO]' it [but the AFRC] did nor have any control over RUF mill1ng,");
TransniptlTFI-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 22 (PLO-2 was no! in control over personalized mining).
34J TranscripLlTF1-045. 23 November 2005, pp. 19.
344 TranscriptITF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 19-20.
345 TranscripLlTFl-37I , J I July 2006, pp. 56. See also, TranscriptlTF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp, 19-20
(AFRC personal mining was controlled by Sergeant Junior, the OC Secretariat, and tl1e PLO-2).
346 TranscriptITF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. t 8,
347 TranscriptITF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 20.
348 TranscriptITF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 20-21.
349 TranscriptITF1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 67.
.1.10 TranscriptITF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 20.
J.1l Judgment, Para. 1090.
m TranscripI/TFl-371, 20 July 06, pp. 36.
j;3 The evidence to which the Chamber eites for this finding al Para. 1088 (TranseriptlTFl-371, 20 July 06, pp.
36) does not support this conelusion.
354 The Trial Chamber clearly did not intend 10 include Zagalo and Eddie Kanneh in its enumeration of the JCE
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mining - not terror and collective punishments: sec Ground 32 helow.

Analysis of crimes and common purpose30S 5
Error in holding 'ordinary" crimes to be part of the common purpose
138. The Defence submits that the Trial Chamber, having erred in concluding that the taking

power and control was the common purpose, further erred by concluding that offt:::nccs that
were not committed with an intent to spread terror or collectively punish could still fall
within the common purpose. The following crimes were not found to be committed with this
intent and lhercfore could not he within the criminal purpose alleged: the killing of Mr.
Dowi;JSu the killing of Bunnie Wailer and two accomplices;357 the killing of rwo alleged
thieve!>;3S3 and the bcaling ofTFl_122. 3s9

Error in failing to make a finding concerning an essential element
139. The following crimes were not found 10 be committed with intent to take control or power
and therefore could not be within the common purpose: the killing of Mr. Dowi;36Q the killing
of three civilians at Mambu Street?l the killing at the

NIe

building/6) the beating of

TFl_122;J6j the arrest of TFl_129;J64 the beating of BS Massaquoi et aL in January 1998~365
and the beating of BS Massaquoi et aI. on 6 February 1998. 366

Errors in finding au intention to spread Terror (Ground 29) and commit Collective
Punishments (Ground 30)
140. It is submitted that, even when the Trial Chamber found that crimes were acts of terror, and
therefore potentially being in funheranee of the criminal purpose, fundamental errors of law
and fact wt:re made. In particular: in concluding beyond a reasonable doubl that the following
crimes were committed with the specific intent to terronse the civilian population, as charged
in Count 1. All act of terror is a specific intt:nt crime. That is, the perpetrator must have

members -Ihc:s\: two men had not at any time been alleged to be members of the leI:: (Indictmo;:nt, Para. 3·1-).
:;,5 Milutinvic. Te. Para. 100, 413; Marth:, AC, Para. 410
])6 Judgment, Para, 2050, 3.1.1(ii).
m Judgment Para 2050,3.I.Hvi).
m Juugmenl, Para 2050, ll.l(vjj).
m Judgment, Para. 2050, ll.2(i},
)(;0 Judgment, Para. 2050, ll.1(ii),
)61 Judgment, Para. 2050, 3.1.1(iiil.
1~? Judgment, Para. 2050, 3.1.1{iv).
lo} Judgment. Para. 2050, 3.1.2{i).
164 Judgment, Para. 2050,3 .12(ii).
-161 Judgmtnt, Pau. 2050. 3.12(iii).
366 Judgment, Pan. 2050, 3.12(i\).
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intended to cause extreme fear 367 by the commission of a crime, This has to "be judged on a
case~by-case basis,,,'::68 The Trial Chamber had to exclude all other reasonable infert:Ilccs in

relation to the speeific intent of each individual crime and thereafter be satisfted that the
intent to spread terror among the civilian population was principle among the aims. Such
intent can be inferred from the eircumstances of the acts or threats, that is, from their nature,
manner, timing and duration. wl As far as can be discerned from the paucity of reasoning
proffered,37o the Trial Chamber's approach was fundamentally flawed.
141. First, the Chamber met! in law by reversing the burden of proof hy erroneously taking the

conclusion that "the AFRCIRUF regularly killed ch'ilians accused of being Kamajors as a
deliberate strategy to terrorise the civilian population and prevent any support for their
opponents,,371 as proof of the (glohal) intent of the perpetrators in Kenema Town. This
conclusion was used to infer terror from the mere presence of three corpses discovered in
Kenema Town. 37Z On this basis alone it must be assumed that this rt:versal of the burden of
proof was applied by the Chamber in relation to all the crimes,
142. The Trial Chamber failed to address each crime individuaIly as was required, Instead the

Trial Chamber pUfJ'orted to deduce from an amalgam of different crimes (against Kamajor
suspects or dead bodies) that acts of terror were committed. J73 This was an error of law that
invalidates the decisions. The Trial Chamber disregarded the evidence that demonstrated that
civilians were free to

leave

Kenema but remained despite the so-called terror. 37~ There was

no evidence in dispute of this fact.
143. The reasons proffered for finding acts of terror are largely trrelevant to the determination of

the perpetrators intent. The victim's occupations; that the ICRC carne to enquire about a
victim; that Kamajors attempted to rescue victims; and that a number of victims were
prominent members of civil society.17~ do not, without more, amount to the requisite proof.
The only relevant factor Identified, that might have probative value, was the publicizing 376 of
two crimes: the impaling of as Massaquoi's head on a pole, and combatants singing as a
civilian was taken to be killed and the use thereafter of his intestines as a checkpoint. J77
J67

JUdgmem, P<lnl. 117.

J6~ Judgment, Para. 117.
)69

Judgment. para. 121, quoting Galic Appeal Judgment, PaIa. 104. This was endorsed by tbe Appeals Chamber

in the CDF Appeal Judgment, P<lr<l. 357
Judgment, Para. 1112~1 DO.
Judgment, Para. Il02.
372 Judgment, Para. 1102,
m Judgment, Para. 1124,
.174 See, generrJI~v, Ground 28; see alsQ, e.g., Exhibit 28.
m Judgment, Para. 1124.
.1iO Judgment, Para. 1124.
m Judgment Para, 1124. The civilian around whom the RlTF and AFRC were dancing aftel' the civilian was
370
371
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144.

~otwithstanding,

this evidence was insufficient. The Trial Chamber could not identify who

impaled BS Massaquoi's head and tied it to a pole. HIl The Chamber could not identify the
killer of the man whose intestines were used or what his intention might have been. 379 In both
cases the specific intent of the unknown perpetrator cannot be imputed to those who abused
the corpses: the Chamber could properly infer the intent of those men but not the intent of the
k.j llers,

Corpses at Mambu Streeeso
145. The Trial Chamber could not be satisfied that these corpses were even unlawfully killed. tn
coneluding that because there was no evidence of fighting in Kenema Town those men must
have been unlawfully killed J81 the Chamber reversed the burden of proof. Intent to spread
terror can not reasonably be inferred from (,;orpses, who arc unable to give up their killers or
explain the motivations behind their untimely end.
The Person Killed at the NIC BUilding3lU
146. The Chamber found that Bockarie was boasting that the murder was part of his desire to "do
away with all the Kamajors.,,383 There was nothing to gainsay that the deceased was a
Kamajor and that this was the intention behind the killing.
The Killing of the Alleged Karnajor BOSS384

captu:cd, and the civilian that was di"emnoweled are. as found by the Trial Chamber, the same civilian, See,
Judgment, Para. 1065, TIm!>, only two crimes were publicized. The Defence disputes tbat the RUF ur AFRC
sang upon th~ capture of a eivihan or d;sembowelled any civilian. The Defence also disputes that BS
},1assaquoi's head was in fael impaled. In finding that BS Massaquoi's head was impaled. the Trial Chamber
relies upon hearsay evidence (see. Judgment, Para. 1078; "TFI-125 was told that BS Massaquoi was beheaded
m
and his s~vered head had b~en tied to a pole and displayec'. in Kenema"), In contrast, on the 8 of February,
TFI-I22 "saw the body ofBS Massaquoi lying with a very big cement block on his head" (Transcript/TFl-122,
7 July 2005, pp. 92),
:;7B Judgment, Para. 1078 (Tht" Trial Chamber only found that TFI-J 25 heard that BS Massaquoi's head was tied
to a pole; the Trial Chamber provided uo indication as to who actually tied his head to the pult). TIle Defeuce
also uot~s lhat th~ Trial Chamber did not fiud who killed as Massaquoi (see, Judgment, Para. 1078: "It was
rumoured that (BS l\.bssaguoi ct al.] had been killed by Bocbrie and his mm"; see a'so, Judgment, Para. 1079:
"KaHon heard that Bockarie and Eddie Kanneh had killed BS Massaquoi and certain other civilians tor
supporting Kamajon"). In its legal Findings how.:ver. the Trial Chamber did find that "Bockarie and men
under his command killed as Massaquoi let al.]" (Judgment, Para. 10(9); however, tho;' Trial Chamber en·ed
here as the Chamber's factual fInding does not support this conclusion.
-179 Judgment, Para. 1065.
l~O Judgment, Para. 1057.
.1SI Judgment, Para. llO2.
:m Judgment, Paras. 1058-59,
m Jlldgment, Para. 1059.
,S4 Judgment, Para. 1065.
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147. The Chamber could not be satisfied of the identity of the killer ur

th~

circumstances of his

death. Further, as found by the Chamber the disemboweled civilian was killed during the
"impending Kamajor attack" (that is, the Infervention).385 No reasonable trier of fact could
have inferred the intent of an unknown killer from this fact and in these circumstances.
Killing ofBS Massaquoi et a1. 386
148. Trial Chamber provided no indication as lu who killed these men. The Chamber found that it
was "rumoured that [BS Massaquoi et a1.J had been killed by Bockarie and his men,,387 and
that ';Kallon heard that Bockarie and Eddie Kanneh had killed BS Massaquoi and certain
other civilians for supporting Kamajors.,,!8g Therefore, the specific intent of the perpetrator(s)
of these killings cannot be discerned.
Beat"ing of BS Massaquoi ct a2. 389

149. As found by the Chamber the beating of suspected Kamajor collaborators occurred between
the

28\h

January and the 8th February 2998. The Chamber disregarded rclevant evidence for

reasons that remain unexplained. The Chamber disregarded the best evidence that the beating
of these men was not intended to spread terror, namely that it did not have this effect - as
evtdenced by Exhibit 28, the Kenema Town Police Diary. There is nothing to allow an
inference that life did not continue as "nonna!" within Kenema Town or any evidence that,
excepting a few police officials, anyone was made of aware of the events. Further, there was
no evidence to suggest that any civilian even knew about their arrest or beatings; nor is there
any suggestion that their arrest or beatings were "publicised.,,39J Exhibit 28 also raised a
reasonable inference: it demonstrates that BS Massaquoi's collahoration with the Kamajors
was eonfirrned. 391 Had the Chamber taken this evidence into account - and there was no
reason to disregard it - it could not have excluded the reasonable possibility Bockarie was
acting in response to conduct that aggravated him. 3'J2

'""

. Judgment, Pna. 1065 .
., Judgment, Paras. 1077-1078 .
.1 87 Judgmem, Para. 1078 .
.m Judgment, Para. 1079.
'", JUdgrntllt, Para, 1072-1076.
J~O Judgment, Para. 1124.
391 Exhibit 28, 17U, January 1998, entry 50 at 8474, "In the process (Jfsearch [nfBS Massaquoi's residtmce], two
expired pistol licenses, three letters dned 24-8-97, 6-10-97. and 1-12-97, a lisl of contributions towards
Kamajor irJitialion were also discovered."
39: See, e.g" Judgment, Para. 1126 III which the Chamber fuund that when J perpetrator commits a crime in
response to conduet that aggravates IhatperpetraTor.. this is not an aet oftenor. See also, EJiliibit 28, 17ll-· JanualY
1998, cntry 50 at 8474, "in the proce~s of search [of BS Massaquoi's residence], tv.'o expired pistol licenses,
three letters dated 24-8.97, 6-10-97, and 1-12-97, a list a/contributions tOW(1rds Kumajar initiation were aiso
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Beating ofTFl_129 393
150. On a reasonable

assessm~nt

TFl-129's allegations eoncerning his first arrest lacked the

necessary indices of reIiabiHty.J94 ~otwithstanding, it is clear that his treatment was much
more nuanced that the conclusion reached by the Chamber. m It was unreasonable for the
Trial Chamber to conclude that TFl-129 was in fact beaten during his first arrest. In any
event, the fact that the ICRC and prominent members and relatives of thc witness earne - and
were permitted by Bockarie -

to visit, would appear to support a conclusion in

eontradistinction to that drawn by the Chamber.!96 It is, at least, evidence that the event did
not terrorise those who visited, which ought not to have been disregarded.
151. Further, the nature of the crime militateJ against a single all-encompassing intention. The
Chamber found that TF 1-129 was mistreated by many over a reasonably long time and in
different locations and together this amounted to an inhumane ac1. 391 Sesay's conduct was not
found Co arnoLlIlt to an inhumane act

and there was no evidence that supported an inference

that he knew of all or even most of the remaining mistreatment,398 The evidence did not
support an inference that he intended terror or, that he, or the remaining perpetrator::;,

sou~ht

to publicize399 the crime. In any event, TFl-129 (himself a Karnajor al1y),4')O was alleged to
have provided assistanee to the Kamajors. 401 In response, an aggravated Bockane ordered
TFl-129's arrest. Thus, any crime committed dUring TFl-129's arrest cannot be said to be
committed with the primary intent of spreading terror.

GROUND 30: Collective Punishments in Kenema Town
152. In finding that colleetive punishments were eornmitted,402 the Trial Chamber erred in law and

facr. A collective punishment is a specific intent crime. That is, the perpetrator must have
specifically intended to impose indiscriminme punishment and it must be imposed
collectively for omissions or acts for which the person mayor may not have been

disco}ered. Othern·ise no serious report"
Judgment, Paras. 1048-1053.
J~4 See, Sesay Defence c:Jm;ing Brief, Paras. 550-563. Note that Sesay was not cross-examined on his version of
events.
J9S TranscriptllFl-129, 12 May 2005, pp. 7-9.
}\\Ii Judgment, Paras. IDS3 and 1124,
J97 Judgment, Para. 2052.
J9S Judgmeut, Para. 2052.
;99 Judgment, Pura. 1124.
400 TranscriptITFI-129, 12 May 2005, pp. 14-15.
401 Judgment, Para. 1053,
<I0l Judgment, Para. 1132.
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responsible. 403 Thus, the specific intent of each individual cnme must be examined. The
Chamber erred in law by failing to examine the circumstances of each erime and thereafter
exclude all other reasonable inferences. The Chamber concluded that "the vietims of these
erimes were targeted in order to punish them for allegedly providing assistance to enemies of
the RUF, an action for which some or none of them mayor may not have been
responsible. ,-404 In other words they were not targeted because they were part of a group; not
t~rgeted indiscriminately

and not punished collectively: they were punished individually for a

suspicion, reasonable or otherwise, that they were betraying the AFRC/RUF. The punishment
they rcceived was aimed at them and no one else; it was personal in nature. 405 The fact that
the punishment was administered to few individuals is furthcr eviut:IlC'e of the individual
nature of the punishment. The crime of collective punishments it is not intended to penalize
excessive or cruel punishment of an individual. It is designed to prohibit punishment aimed at
a group under any circumstances. That is the intent anJ the mischief to which the prohibition
is directed. This separates it from 'ordinary' offences that target protected persons or
objects. 406

Error in failure to conduet essential analysis coneerning crimes by non~JCE
Members4u7
153. The Chambcr observed that "individual acts of "'iofenec, even ""hen conunitted in the context
of a campaign to terrorisc the civilian population, may be committed without the pnmary
purpu~e of furthering this campaign. ,,408 This was correct inasmuch as it identified an aspect

of the required assessment. The remainder - the assessment of whether it can be established
that the crimes can be imputed to at least one member of thc JeE and that this member, ",-hen
using the principal perpetrators acted in accordance ....·ith thc commOn objective409

-

was not

conducted. The Trial Chamber concluded that the "control exercised by the AFRC and RUF
over Kenema Town during the junta period created a permissive environment in which the
fighters could commit crimes with impunity. ,,410 This created a presumption, namely that it
was more likely that crimes would be committed for personal reasons, rather than in
pursuance of a common criminal purpose to tcrrorise and collectively punish in furtherance
of the aim to take power and control. Having reached this conclusion it was incumbent upon
JudgmenT, Para. 126.
Judlmlent, Para. 1133.
40.\ Jud!;ment, Para. 124
4/)6 Judtrnertt, Para. 227.
~07 BrrJanin, Appeal Judgement, Para. 418.
40B Judgmenr, Para. 1126.
409 BrtJanin, AC, Para. 413, 418, 430; Limaj ef at.. AC, Para. 120; Krajfsnik, AC, Para. 226.
40)

404
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the Chamber to, not only examine each crime in Kenema to be sure that it was within the
COlllmon purpose, but to apply this presumption.
154. Hence the Chamber ought to have addressed the fact that there was no evidence that created
the required link between the following crimes and a lCE member: the beating ofTFl_122;411
the killing of Mr. Dowi 412 and the killing of an a(leged Kamajor boss. 41J Seven crimes were
found by the Trial Chamber to have been committed by or proeured by a member o[ tht:" lCE:
Bockarie. These are the killing of Bunnie Wailer and his two aecomplices, the killing oft,vQ
thieves, the killing of three persons at Mambu Street, the killing of a suspected Kamajor at
the NIC building. the beating and killing ofBS Massaquoi et a1., and the arrest ofTFI-129 by
Sesayet al. (see above). As discussed above. the Chamber found that the killing of Bunnie
Wailer, his !wo accomplices, and the killing of the two thieves were found not to have been
eommitted with an intention to terrorise or collectively punish414 and therefore they were not
within the common purpose. As regards the remaining crimes, the evidence did not permit a
reasonable trier of fact to conclude that Bockarie remained a member of the lCE.
155. Further, no reasonable trier of fact could have been satisfied that the crimes that involvt:"d
Bockane were not committed for personal reasons unconneeted with any common criminal
plan. There was simply no evidence that these crimes had been agreed upon by any other
aHeged member of the lCE. The Appellant relies upon the arguments ad ....anced above in
relation to the question of terror and collective punishments. Further, as submitted abo e, the
evidence suggestoo Bockaric had left the plura.lity. The only lCE member to have

isited

Kenema Town during the relevant period was Sesay, and his involvement was found limited
to the arrest of three men. 415 There was simply insuffkient evidence to rebut the inference
that Bockarie was an outlaw and was running his own regime.

GRQUI:,p 31: No Unlawful Killings at Tongo Fields Area and No Common Criminal
Purpose 16
156. The Trial Chamber erred in finding beyond a reasonable doubt that there were killings at the
Tongo Field area. 417 Alternatively, it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that
these unlawful killings constituted acts of terrorism, and thereby capable of being within the
Judpnent, Para. 1100.
judgment, Para. 1047~ l;villmittcd by "RlTF and AFRC rebel~"
412 Judgment, Para. 1100; committed by "AFRC/RUF rebels."
413 Judgment, Para. 1065; committed by "AFRC and RUF rebels,"
414 Judgment, Paras. 1123-1126 and Paras. 1112-1134.
41, Judgment, Para. 1054·lO56 anc 1048-1056.
416 See also. related submissions in Ground 28 below.
417 Annex B: Charges th3! led to :onvictions - no or insufficient notice. For Kenema DiSTrict, the Indictment
only pleads unlawful killings in Kenema Town.
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common purpose. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and Jaw by failing to weigh the evidence.
The Chamber simply selected the mast incriminating aspects of the Prosecution evidence,
whilst disregarding the rest, without reason or explanation.
TFI-03S's Evidence - Alleged Unlawful KilHngs·418
157. The Trial Chamber disregardeJ the Defence Submissions and proffered no reason for that
dismissal. The Defence advanced plausible explanations concerning the deaths at the Cyborg
Pit. The explanation that people died only when the sands of the pit collapsed on them 419 was
supported by both Prosei,;utioH and Defence evidenee and could not reasonably be excluded.
The evidence relied upon by the Chamber, namely the evidence proffered by IF 1~035 and
TFI-Q45 '542) was ineapable of rebutting this inference.
I5S. The Chamber retit:d upon a single witness to establish the hrutal killings of 60 men.
TFI-035's accounts were not corroborated by a single witness. TFI-045 claimed to be
present in the Tango Fields in August and September 1997 when TFI~035 alleged the
killings took place. 421 That TFI-045, who professed his anger for Sesay,421 did not testify to
these killings but was found by the Chamber to be "confident and truthful while testifying,A-2J
was doubt enough. 424 Not a single relevant witness corroborated this account. 125
159. Further, the Trial Chamber failed to take into account relevant evidence: 426 TFl~060 testified
that on the day of the first shooting (20 civilians) the market was back in operation. 427
TFI-060 was present in Tango Field area at the rime of the purported shooting incident. He
heard about the market re-opening but not the brutal slaying of his township citizens. Further,
the fact that he did not hear of it subsequently, ought to have excited the Chamber's l:uriosity.
It is unclear whether TF1-060 would have been present in Tonga for TFI-035's seeond

41~

Judgment, Para. 1105-1108.
m See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras 634-6~8.
m Judgment PaHls.I082-1087.
421 TF1-045 te~ti[kd thaT h~ was in Tongo in AUgll$t and September (TranseripLTFI-045, 18 l"ovember 2005,
pp. 79). TFI-03S·s purportl'd shootings happened in August and September; Jee below.
4.1 See, e.g.. Sesay Defence Closing Brief, para. 329. See TranscriptlTFI-045, 24 November 2005, pp. 30-37
(the witness resents Sesay, inter al:a, for h~ving disarmed the RUF, having been beater. by Sesay; the witness
also shifted blame on Sesay beeause he was indicted by the Speeial Court).
m Jlldgmenc, Para. 56!.
~24 Judgment, Para. 1106.
41ITFI_036, TFI-04I, TFI-04S, TFI-060, TFI-122, TFI-J66, TFI-J67, and TFI-371.
425 See Ground 28 for context as it related to Tongo Fields
417 TranscirpI/1FI-060, 29 April 2005, pp. 54. TranscriptfIF1-035, 5 ilLly 2005, pp. 85-87. TF1-035 testified
that civilians were forced 10 mine on the first, second, and third day of the RUF and AFRC's ellliy with SBUs
opening fire on 20 civili~m; on the third day. See, Judgment, Para. 1082.
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purported shooting 4Z8 (the second shooting would have between {he 19 th and 22nd of August
429
1997 ). However, as he wa~ on the Caretaker Committee - which operated in that locationit is logically to infer that he would have received a report of such an incident. 43o For the third
purported shooting, TFI-060 would have been present in Tongo43I and yet, he did not testify
to the event. This lack of corroboration raised more than a reasonable doubt.
160. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in relying upon the evidence of TFI-035 as proof
beyond a reasonable doubt of the third shooting (of25 civilians at night).'132 The sole piece of
eVidence came from TFl~(J3543J who was told it by a cQmbatant after that combatant made an
inquiry ofanother.

434

Triple hearsay cannol sustain an alJegation of the unlawful killing of25

civilians. Once again TFI-060 did not testifY about such a killing. 435

TFI-045's Evidence - Alleged Unlawful Killings
161. The Trial Chamber's conclusions concerning the killing of three civilians rely upon the
TFI_045's4J6 uncorroborated testimony. The Trial Chamber did not conclude, and TFI-045's
testimony is unclear on, when these purported killings occurred. However, as TFI -045
testified that he was in Tonga in August and September;1J7 TFI-035 and TFI-0uO would have

m TF 1-060 leslified tha! he went to Kenema Town on the evening of the 20 lh Angust 1997 (TranscripL'TF1-060,
29 April 2005, pp. 60; "[Sam Bockarie] provided us with a vehicle; we eame to Kenema on the 20 th [of
Angml]") and relUmed 10 Tango on the 31'1 Augusl 1997 (TraoscripIiTFI-060, 29 April 2005, pp. 65; "we
returned to Tongo on 31st of August"). See, Jndgment, Para. 1084.
420 This shooling was six to nine days after the first shOaling. The RUF and AFRC entered Tongo on Ihe 11'h
August 1997 (TranscripliTFl-060, 29 April 2005, pp. 48). The first shooting was on the l3 lh of August 1997,
the thiTd day afier Ih~ RUF alld AFRC'~ entry intD Tongo. TFI-015 testified thaI he was detained two or three
days after the fLrst shooting ineident (TranseriptlTFI-035, 5 July 2005, pp. 88); he was then locked up for two or
thee days (pp. 88); and then on the second or third day of his release, the civilians were forced 10 mine again
(gp_ 90). On thaI day, 25 civilians were fired upon.
4
TF1-060 testified that when the Caretaker Committee returned to Tonga fwm KtlH:!Ila, they rccci",cd "so
many reports." None of these induded a civilian death in conneclion with mining or forced labour in connection
wilh mining. In contrast, the Caretaker Committee received a report of a civilian death on t h Septembcr 1997
[TOm the neighboring chitfdum (Transcirpt/TFI-060, 29 April200S, pp. 6:'\).
st
401 TFI-060 testified that he returned to Tonga from his trip from Kenema Tovro on the 31
Augus[ 1997
(TranscriptlTF1-060, 29 April 2005, pp. 65). The third shooting was two weeks after the second shooting
(Tnmscript!TF1-035. 5 July 2005, pp. 94-95) which occuned ber,veen the 19:h and 22M August 1997, placing
the third shooling between the 2"4 and 5<11 September 1997.
4Jl Judgment, Paras. 1085-1086.
m TranseripIiTFl-0J5, 5 July 2005, pp. 95. '''Colonel, we heard some firing yestcrday at Cyborg. What
happened?'''
4H TranscriptiTFI-035, 5 July 2005, pp. 95. "A. Well, I felT that it was the KamaJors that attacked, but in the
morning, one Colonel Gibbo, he went and checked at the guide [sic; guard] post."
4JS TFI-060 would have returned from Kencma Town by this time; further, as a member of the Caretaker
Conunittee, TFI~060 would have heard abont such a killing had it occurred.
4J6 Judgment, Para. 1087. Further, the tirst time TFl-{J45 ever made mention of this killing was during his
direct-examination in Sesay er al. TFI-045 did nol refer to this killing in his meetings with the Proseeution prior
to his tesrimuny in Soay e( at. and Bri",a ('t al., nor in his te"rimony in Brima et a!. See, TraneriptlTF1-045, 23
November 2005 pp. 40.
m TranscripIiTF1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 79: "I was there July, August Towards the end of AUgJJsl to
September I was there."
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been present in the location and it is reasonable to infer would have heard about it - or, in the
case ofTFl-060, would have received a report about such an incident. 4J8 However, neither

TFI-035 nor TFI-060 testified to these killings.

Common Purpose: Acts of Terrorism

TF1-035 and TFI-045's Alleged Killings At Cyborg Pit
162. Even if the Chamber's conclusion concerning the commission of these crimes were correct it

is submitted that they erred in fact and law in determining that the crimes were committed
with a primary intention to spread terror. 4J9 In these ejrcumstances they were incapable of
heing within the alleged criminal purpose. The Chamber found that the crimes were
committed in order to create an environment conducive to absolute obedience. 44o In other
words the primary intention was enslavement - the intention to spread terror was not
principal among the aims. 441
163. Further, the Chamber disregarded the best (and undisputed) evidence concerning the intent of

the perpetrators. The evidence shows that whatever happened did not spread terror.
Conversely, after the first alleged shooting all the ci~'ilians went on strike.

44

"Z

Similarly, the

civilians ran away [rom the mining site after the second shooting. Without fear they returned
444
to the mining site "after the firing subsided. ,,443 Again they refused to mine.
The fact that
civilians remained in Tonga Fields - even after each of these four sets of killings - rath!;r
than leaving in droves is powerful proof of the doubt (as to their commission or the intent of
the perpetrators) unreasonably ignored by the Chamber.

TF1-04S's Alleged Killing At Lamin Street
164. The Trial Chamber also found that a man at Larnin Street was killed because he had
challenged a group of AFRCIRUF fighters.,,445 The correct approach to this erimes was that
m As a member of the Caretaker Committee, TFI-060 would have received such repons. S<2e, eg.,
TranscirptITFI-060, 29 April 2005, pp. 65.
419 Judgment, Para. 117.
440 Judgment, Para. 1129.
441 Judgment, Para. 12 L.
442 TranscriptlTFI-035. 5 July 2005, pp. 87. "Well, we strike, all the civilians. We said we are not going to
mine for those people again, even if they kill us, we are not going to mine for them again."
443 TranscriptITF1-035, 5 July 2005, pp. 92.
444 TranscriptlTFI-035, 5 July 2005, pp. 93. "Welt, we all resisted that we are not going to mine for them, so no
tiviJian mined for the government again."
44~ Judgment, Para. 1030. The Defence was 1101 on notice for thi~ crime and disputes that this killing in ~act
occurred. See also, Judgment, Para. 1127. The evidence doesn't support tbe finding that shots were fired into a
crowd: "The report was brought that soldiers from there [Lamin Street], they captured worr:en there. They were
firing. So the people had wanted to challenge the soldiers. So they fif1~d at a I:iviliim and killed him. They left
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taken previously by the Chamber, namely that the existence of an alternative reason - namely
when the peJ1letrators' act out of anger and aggravation this is powerful proof that the
primary motive was not to spread terror. 446 The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in not
drowing this conclusion.
165. Further, the Trial Chamber did not find that any member of the leE, or his tool,44 7 committed
this killing or otherwise had the requisite intent to spread [error.

GROUND 32: Enslavement as Act of terror

part of the common purpose"-'s

Reversal of tbe burden of proof

166. The Trial Chamber abused its discretion in taking the height of the Prosecution's case (i.e.,
TFI-045; see Para. 1094) and using that as the basis for its findings of guilt against Mr.
Sesay. There was a disregard of all exculpatory evidence from a witness the Chamber found
otherwise credible: TFl-035, who testitled Inter alia to miners striking, miners running away,
Bockarie "begging" civilians to mine, and the dearest testimony indicating that forced
mining was restricted to four days only. The Trial Chamber disregarded every piece of
evidence that was relevant to the indices of enslavement; namely that which demonstrated
that civilians were free 10 leave Tongo at any lime; that civilian life was near to nonnal; that
people were free to travel to Kenema to report the theft of mining equipment and other crimes
and no measures were taken to prevent these actions. H9 These facts were relevant to the
indices of ensiavement450 and the Chamber had a duty to deal with them. There was nothing
in the sweeping generalized dismissal of the defence case"'l51 that was remotely relevant to the
issues advanced.
167. The Trial Chamber relied almost exclusively on the evidence ofTF1-035"15~ and TFI-045 to
e.stabJish the legal clements of enslavement at Tongo FieJds. 453 The Chamber accepted as

there." TranscriptITF1-045. 18 November 2005, pp. "16. The Defeni,;t: lIolt:S that this is an uncorroborated
double-hearsay account.
44~ Judgment, Para. 1126.
~,,' Judgment, Para, 1080 (the crime was purponedly committed hy "AFRCiRUF fighters").
448 See also, related submissions in Ground 28 below.
44'; See, Sesay Defence Clo5mg Brief, Paras. 564-587 ("Kouo Diamonds in the Junta Period"'i and Paras. 588663 ("Tongo: Count 13").
Annex E: Evidence used to support Enslavemenf in Tongo: Errors. Examines the eviden<:t UpOl! which the Trial
Chamber relied to support its findings, and illustrates that mar.y of the Trial Chamber's fmding are either
unreasonable or meorrect based on that evidenee.
4'" Kunarac, Appeals Chamber judgment, P<lI'a, 119.
451 ludgment, Para. .'i27-531 and 565-569.
452 The Defence nOles that, as with the other Prosecution witnesses to which it cites, only the direct-examination
ofTFI-035 was cited.
45] Judgment, Paras. 1088-lO95.
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eredible all of TF1·035's evidenee in eonnection with unlawful killings at Tongo. 454 The
Chamber aecepted the vast majority of TFI-035's evidence eoneerning enslavement at
Tongo.

45j

In connection with enslavement, the Trial Chamber found: after TFI-035's first

purported shooting incldent,456 "a group of civilians went on strikc;,,457 after TFI-035's
second purported shooting incident"lj8 "civilians in the vicinity ran away from the pit;',459 and
those civilians that ran away, of their own volition, returned to the piC 460 However the TrLal
Chamber disregarded the aspects that would have removed or reduced the Appellants
criminal responsi bili ty.
168. Further, the evidenee was not that "a group of civilians went on strike,,,461 but every civilian
miner went on strike. 462 This may have been "inconvenient" evidence, which did not dovetail
with the Chamber's presumption of guilt, but nonetheless it was relevant and probative of a
lack of real enslavement. TFI-035 testified that Bockarie requested forgiveness for the
shooting at the mining pit (that had led to the strike) and "begged" that the mining be
eontinued.463
169. TF1·045's evidence further detracts from the Trial Chamber's findings. It was unreasonable
to conclude that there was an organized system of forced mining in the additional context that
TFI-045 provides. The Trial Chamber cited TFI-045's direct evidence concerning the
Secretariat and its functions. 464 TFI-045 also testifled (again, on direct) that civilian members
of [he Mining Conunittcc initially found other civilians to rnine. 46S However. the Mining
~S' See, Judgment, Paras. 1082-1086.
W

See, Judgment, Paras. 1089,1093-1095.

~So Jndgmem, Para. 1082.

~:" Judgmellt. Para. 1083.

Judgment, Para. 1084.
m Judgment, Para. 1084.
4(0) Judgment, Para. 1084. The Trial Chamber made no finding that these civilians were forced or otherwise
compelled 10 return to tht" pil.
401 Judgment, Para. 1083.
462 TranscriptlTFI-035, 5 July 2005. pp. 87 (this portion of TFl-035's evidence was cited by the Tri,ll
Chamber).
403 TranscriptlTFI~035, 5 July 2005, pp. 90 (this is from TF!-035's dircct-examination). The Defence notes the
curiosity of this statement; unless the civilians were ill facE not being forced to milLe, why woule the eivilians
even consider mining upon thi, request.
fllrther, although TFI-035 refuted ever stating so, in his 26th November 2004 interview nofes with the
Prosecution, TFI-035 said "Then Mosquito said that they were not there to disturb anybody or hurt anybody," (5
JlJly 2005, pp. 112) These nOtes were nOI corrected when TFI-035 met with the Pro;ecntion again in April
2005 (see, pp. 1H). See, Kajefijefi Trial Judgment, Para. 37 ("the Trial Chamber should consider such factors
[as inconsistencies] as il assesses and weighs the evidence").
~64 TranscriptlTFI-045, 18 November 2005, pp, 68 (cited at footnote 2114), "A. Well, the OC secretariat,
according to what I saw, he Wls in charge of all the administration thlt had to do with civilians which was going
on, together with the AFRC soldiers who wen: in Tongo, They CUSlOffi duties, everything. \\Then a truck came
or a motor car came, they would stop there and they would give some commission there. Any time that a
problem aT05e between clVilians and soldiers, I would see them going there aud they would sit together and
discuss it. So he was ill charge of that. That is Sergeant Junior as the DC secretariat."
4~5 TranscriptffFt-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 70.
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Committee was later reduced to identifying good mining sites

J66

as the members of the

Mining Committee no longer cooperated in identifying other civilians to mine. 467 On ero"s¥
examination, IFt ¥045 admitted that the Mining Committee was fanned to pre.. .ent the

harassment of civilians by eombatants.

468

After the members of the Mining Committee once

or twice refused to identify civilians to labour for the combatants, the Mining Committee was
J69
relegated to only finding good mining locations. The Trial Chamber erred in finding that at
Para. 1090 that the Mining Committee assisted in identifying civilian labour throughout the
period that the RUF and AFRC were mining in Tongo.
170. Further, TFI-045 affinnatively indieated that some civilians mined willinglyJ70 including
7l
miners that mined voluntarily with the combatants.': In fact, TFI¥045 testified that civilians
stayed in Tongo and agreed to work for soldiers in eXL:hange for food. Aceording to TFI-045,
although harassment was eontinuing, it was better to stay with an anned man.

472

Again,

according to TFI-045, it was easier to work for the soldiers than to go elsewhere and try to
earn a living. 4"13 TFI-045 also contlrmed the existenL:e of public relation officers at the
Secretariat responsible for liaising between the civilians and soldiers and investigating
offences. If the perpetrators of wrong-doings against eivilians were caught, they would be
474
punished. None of TF1¥045's exculpatory evidence, all of which is probative of the lack of
enslavement was included in the Trial Chamber's findings.
171. The Chamber unreasonably disregarded TFI ¥060's evidence as it concerns the Caretaker
Committee. The Committee was another civilian complaint mechanism and another indicator
of the lack of enslavement in Tongo. 475

Duration or Enslavement: Four Da)'s Only
172. The Chamber disregarded TFI-035's testjrnony that the only times in which civilians were
forced in any sort of organized way476 were on the first three days upon the RUF and AFRC's
entry"-77 and an additionaJ day, six to nine days latcr. 478 This was powerful evidence, from a
TrallscriptlTFI-045, 18 November 2005. pp. 70.
TranscriptlTFI-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 70.
46~ TnmscriptITFI-045, 23 Novemher 2005. pp. 40.
40~ TranscriptITFl-04S, 23 November 2005, pp. 36.
470 E.g., Transcript/TFt-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 30.
471 Transcrip1lTFI-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 30.
471 TFI-045/Transcript, 2J November 2005, pp. 33, line 5 - pp. 34, line 9.
m TFI-045/Transcript, 23 November 2005, pp. 35, lines 1-6.
474 TranscriptTF1-045, 23 November 1005, pp. 26-17.
475 See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Para~. 616-618.
476 Thus excepting TFI-03'i's allegations of force at Para. 1085· I086.
477 Tnnscript'TFI-035, 5 July 1005, pp. 85-S6.
47B TF1-035 testified that he was detained m'o or three days after the first shooting mcident lTranseript/TF I ~03 5,
5 july 2005, pp. 88); he wa~ thcll locked up for two or three days (pp. 88); and then on the second or lhird day of
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M!

witness heavily relied upon by the Chamber to incriminate the Appellant. No other
prosecution witness was capable of rebutting this evidence. 479 TFl·045's testimony did not
support the Chamber's finding that there was forced mining bern'een August/September and
December 1997 (and especially not at Cyborg Pit).4IlJ In August/September 1997,411J TFI-045
returned to Freetown. In December 1997,482 TFI-045 came back to Tango. However, when
TFI-045 returned. mining at Cyborg Pit had ceased. 483
173. The Trial Chamber's approach deprived the Appellant of the benefit of the doubt. The
Chamber eoncluded that "[d]uring the period from August to December 1997, up to 500
civilians in Tonga Field worked in the mining sites under the supervision of a mixture of
anned AFRC and RUF fighters.,,484 First, there was no evidence to establish how many
civilians were forced to mine at Cyborg pit, rather than the whole of Tonga Fields. The
Appe!lant was alleged to be responsible for enslavement at Cyborg pit only,48~ Second, the
Chamber relied upon TFI-045, TFI-367 and TFI-041 to conclude that there were up to 500
detained. The evidence could not sustain this finding. First TFI-045 stated that he was able to
"give an estimate; 300, 400, 500 every day".4SlJ Further, disregarded by the Chamber w~
TFl-045's concession that

SOffit;;

civilians mined willingly.487 TFI-041 stated that there were

"[I]et's say 200. because there were many".488 TFl·367 slated that the number was 200 to 300
every moming. 489 The Trial Chamber's approaeh to take the highest number was to deprive
the Appellant ofthe benefit of doubt.
his release, the civilians were forced to mine again (pp. 90).
That there were a total or four days of org:mised fDtcerl ("government") mining was cDnfinned during
TF1-035's cross-examination. See, TranscriptrrFl-035, 5 July 2005, pp. 104. This portion of'l'Fl-03S's
transcript was cited in the Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Paragrilph 590. The Defence notes that, on C]'OS5examination, TFI-Q35 did not foreclose the possib:lity of lIon-forced miniug ilfter the government mining
ended. See, Transeript/TF1-035, 5 July 2005, pp. 130.
~;9 T!1e other Prosecution witnt:~st:~ cited by thc Trial Chambe.r in connection with enslavemenf at Tongo are
TFI-041, TF1-045, TFL-J66, TFI-367, and TFl-371, all of whom ""'ere RUF accomplice-insiders. With the
excepTion of TFI-M5, each of these wimesses were not present in Tongo at the relevant time (TFI-366, see
TranscriptiTFl-366, 11 November 2005, pp. 40: TFI-367, see Sesay Defen,;t: CLusing Brief at Para. 660) or
were not present for any substantial period of time (e.g., TranseriptrrFI-041, 10 July 2006, pp. 19 (TFI-041
was present in Tango for a Jay"and~a-lllllf in latc December 1997): TranscriptffFI-371, 20 July 2006, pp. 57
(TFl-371 was in Tongo for a very limited period oft:me in late August 1997». See, e,g., Sesa'Y Defence Closing
Brief lIT Paras. 6 I 9-638.
4SG JndgmenT, Para. 1094.
4BI TranseriptiTFI-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 79: "I was there July, August Towards the end of August to
Sepfember I was there [in Tungo)."
48" TFI-045 returned to Tongo in December. Transcript/TFl-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 94.
4Bl TranscriptiTFI-045, Ig November 2005, pp. 98. ''Now Cyborg is fmisb.ed."
484 Judgment, Para. 1094
4B~ Judgment, Para.l118.
4MTral15criptlTFI_U45, 18 November Z005, pp. 68·69.
487 Eg., TranscriptfTFI-045, 23 No,"'ember 2005, Pl'. 30 (eiled by the Defence above in connection with Para.
1092).
4~~ TranseriptlTFJ-041, to July 2006, pp, 20.
489 Transcript/TFl-367, ~ 1 June 2006. pp. 60-61.
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~'tl/
Enslavement as Acts of TenoT and Common Purpose
174. The Trial Chamber found that the enslavement of hundreds of civilians at Cyborg Pit was an
act of violence committed with the specific intent to spread terror. 490 This was an
unreasonable inference from the evidence adduced and the nature of the underlying crime.~91
The Trial Chamber had to exclude all other reasonable inferences before being satisfied that
the intention

10

spread terror was principal among the airns.

492

The Trial Chamber failed to

follow the logic of its own reasoning: as noted by the Chamber terror would logically have
heen designed to "create an environment conducive to absolute obedience.,,493 Terror was
thus intended to facilitate the enslavement. Terror was a side effect of the percei ved need for
hrutality to create the most efficient system of mining, which was the "major source of
income of the AFRCIRUF regime.,,494 The correct approach was taken by the Chamber in
respect of enslavement in Kana District and there was nothing to distinguish the two
.
- d.4%
operatIOns
loun
175. There was nothing to distinguish the "facts" found established by the Trial Chamber

concerning the enslavement in Tombodu and Tonga Fields: the facts were similar (e.g.,
number of persons enslaved,496 civilians stripped naked,497 civilians tied together,498 etc.).
Further, there was more evidence - disregarded but nonetheless important: e.g., that the
499
civilians remained in the town despite being free to leave
were able [0 approach the
authorities to report diamonds and mining equipment being stolen from them;500 and that

Judgment, Para. I Drl
The Chamber was not entitled to rely upon the telTor found to have been the resnlt of the unlawful killings at
Cyborg Pil (Judgment, Para. 2050). This evidence wa~ rele~'anllo the proof of the kiJlers intention - not those
who were responsible for organising and implanting the mining.
4~~ Judgment, para. 121. quotin~ Golfe Appeal Jndgement, para. 104. This was endorsed by the Appeals
Chamber 10 lhe CDP Appeal Judgement, para. 357
49) Judgment, Para. 1129.
49"' Judgment, Para. lOB8.
49l Judgment, Paras. 1359-60.
4% Judgment, Para. 1257 (500 persons in Tombodu); Judgment, Para. 1094 (500 pecsons in Tango Fields).
49' Judgment, Paras. 1251 and 1258; Judgment, Para. 1094.
491 Judgment, Para. 1258 (eivi1ians were tied together with ropes aod taken to Bendutu); Judgment, Para. 1094
(civilians canght in the bush near Tongo were tied rogether with ropes).
49~ E.g., afTer TF1-035's first purported Shooting, civilians went on strike (Judgment, Para. 1083); after the
second purported shooting, civilians in the vicinity ran away from the pit (Judgment. Para. 1084); civilians, of
their own volition, then returned [u the pit (Judgment, Para. 1084).
Notwithstanding that the civilians knew they would be forced to mine upon a morning raid, some civilians
nonetheless remained at their homes. Transcript/TF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 27-20.
Also consider Exhibit 28: 17 Jannary 1998, entry 19 at 8469 (a civilian from Tomkpdon [sic: Tokpombu) II
New Site. Tongo Field, made a report to the Kenema Town pohce); 14 January 1998, entry 10 at 8524 (civilian
reported that in January 1998, while traveling by vehicle from Tongo to Kenema, his traveling bag conlaining
diamonds and money was stolen). Further consider also TfI-060's testimony that he traveled to and [tom
Kcnema Tuwu. See also, Scsay Defence Closing Brief, Para. 620.
5QO See, Ground 28 above and Exhibit 28.
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491

some civilians were mining freely, as noted by TFI_045;501 speaks eloquently to the
unreasonable conclusion by Trial Chamber 1.
176. There was no evidence that could support the conclusions that the organisers' pnmary
intention was to cause terror. The Trial Chamber relied upon the "sheer scale" of the
enslavement to infer that "the forced mining was a planned and a systematic policy of the
Junta govemment"S02 and yet, there wa~ not a single piece of evidence on which to base this
inference. Conversely the evidence showed that it was not planned at the Supreme Council. 503
The inference that it was planned at the Supreme Council - that terror was the intention of the
imagined planners - was pure unadulterated speculation, inconsistent with cogent evidence to
the contrary.

GROUND 28

No Attack in Kenema Town (or crimes Dot part thereof)
177. The Trial Chamber erred in finding that there was an attack directed against the civilian

population of Kenema Town between May 1997 and February 1998.

504

The Trial Chamber

concluded that from May 1997 until the ECOMOG intervention there was a joint AFRCIRUF
campaign in Kenema to strengthen their government "through brutal suppression of
perceived opposition by killing and beating civilians.,,50s The Trial Chamber disregarded the
context that would have enabled them to arrive at a reasoned and reasonable conclusion. The
""
" tota ["Ity. 506
Oetience su bmiSSIons
were d"lsregard ed m
178. The submissions were based predominantly on evidence adduced

by Prosecution

wilnesses,507 and involved highly relevant and, in the main undisputed. evidence focusing on
508
the continuance of civilian life and efforts to implement law and order.
That the
exculpatory evidence provided by these witnesses was disregarded is further proof of a
5Q:

E.g., Transcript/TFJ-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 30.

~02 Judgment, Para. 1997.
503 TFl-371 was the only witness who testified to the issue ofminmg being discussed at the Supreme Council.
The witness confirmed that forced mining was not discussed at the Supremc Council (Transcript/ITl-371, 31
July 2006, pp. 40.). Rather, the prevention of force in mining was discussed: if civilians were harassed while
they were mining, the Supreme Council would remove the commauder in thar area and replace him with another
commander (Transeript/lFI-37I, 20 July 2006, pp. 36-37).
The Defence notes thar TFl-371 '13 t'viuellce as it concerns mining in Tongo (and Kono) i~ designed to implicate
lhe Appellant. Consider, e.g, TranscriptlTF 1-3 71, 31 July 2006, pp. 46 ("[ told you thaI I wenl to T ongo dur.lllg
thc junta period and met Pelelo there.... He was assigned there,"). TFI-371 is directly contradicted by TF 1-366
:'I' Tr:mscriptITFl-366, 11 November 2005, pp. 40.
5('4 Judgment, Para. 956-958.
5C5 Judgment, Para. 946 and 1097.
j(06 See Sesay Closing Brief, Paras. 505-563.
~07 See Sesay Closing Orief, Paras. 508-518.
5G~ See Sesay Closing Brief, Paras. 526-537.
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presumption of guilt. 51)~ The evidence adduced and the fmdings made establishing crimes in
Kenema Town during the junta period were isolated, few, and committed for personalized
rt:asons that did not provide the basis for a reasonahle conclusion that there was a generalized
attack or that the criminal acts had any nexus to such an attack. 510
179. The Chamber's approach was to accept the Prosecution case at its highest, disregarding the
remainder of evidence. No proper explanation exists for this approach and none was
proffered. 511 The most critical evidence ignored was Prosecution Exhibit 28: the Kenema
Town Pohce S1ation Diary for 13 January to 7 Fehruary 1998. Annex F provides a
summ.arised account of its contents.~12 Exhibit 28 was tendered into evidence by TFl_125 513
and its authenticity was not challengcd. The Chamber's limited use of its contt:nts to draw
adverse inferences against the Appellant (to conclude that BS Massaquoi and other Kamajor
suspects were brought to the Kencma Town police station514 ) bul to disregard the remainder
of its COntents was a shocking abuse of discretion. It could not he reasonably argued that this
Diary was either irrelevant or unreliable. The contents illustrate, without more, that the
eonclusion drawn that: the "control cxercised by the AFRC and RUF over Kent:rna Town
during the junta period ereated a pennisslve environment in which fighters could commit
crimes with impunity"Sl5 is nothing less than an empty misjudgement.
180. Exhibit 28 demonstrated amongst many other relevant facts that, when the poliee ended a
shift and began a new shift, the commanding officcr would indicate how many suspects were
in custody (if any) and also indicate the status of Kenema Town. At every shift change lis leu
in Exhibit 28 (from 13 th January to t

h

February 1998), without exccption, the commanding

offlcer would state: "All quict and nomlal," "Area seems to be quiet at the momcnt,"
"Otherwise no serious eomplaint [or report],"SI6 or some combination of the same. This
includes the shift changes on those days in which the suspected Karnajors were brought in to
~09 E.g., Sesay Closing Brief, P~ra. 508-518.
See St:~ay Closing Brief, Po.ra. 507.

<10

E.g., Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 508-518 and 526-537.
Annex F: Summary
511 TnlmlTipl/TFl-125, 12 May 2005, pp. 129
514 E.g., Judgment, footnotes 2083, 2086, 2088, and 2089.
515 JudBffient, Para. 1100.
'il~ Fur purposes of brevity, only the morning shifl ehanges are listed; the evening shift changes for the day prior
can he found on the same page or the page prior as the listed morning shift change: 14 Jammry ]9%, entry 110.
13 at 8443; 15 January 1998, entry no 7 at 8452; 16 January 1998, entry no 7 at 8459; 17 January 1998, entry no
7 a( 8467; 18 January 1998, entry no 6 at 8477; 19 January 1998, entry no 6 aT 8482; 20 .Jamtary 1998, entry no
10 at 8493; 21 January 1998, entry no 11 a18500; 22 January 1998, entry no 10 at 8506; 23 January 191,)!), entry
no 6 at 8514; 24 January 1998, entry no 6 at 8523; 25 January 199~, entry no 4 af 8527; 261amlary 1998, enery
no 8 at 8534; 27 January 1998, entry no 7 at 8540; 28 January 1998, entry no 2 at 8545; 29 January 1998, enrry
no to at 8558; 30 January ]998, entry no 6 at 8562; 31 January 1998, enlTY no lO at 8574; { February 1998,
entry no 7 at 8582; 2 February 1998. entry no 7 at 8587; 3 February 1998, entry no 7 at 8596; 4 February 1998,
enny no 7 at 8603, 5 February :998, entry no 7 at 8614; 6 FebruaTy 1998, entry no 9 o.t 8621; and 7 February
511

512
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the station and detained at the station.
181. The Prosecution evidence establishes that civilians lived, workt:t.l, and went about their daily
business in Kenema Town. Civilians chose to stay there. The Town Council conducted
meetings requesting the cooperation of the civilians in the interests of peace. Shops, markets,
diamonds traders, pharmacies, hospitals, private medial clinics, bars, nightclubs, the women's
society Bondo Bush, banks, schools, and NGOs were all operating. Civilians were traveling
into Kenema Town from at least Tonga (Kenema District), and KaHahun and Darn (Kailahun
District). Civil servants continued to receive their pay, food was readily available, and
generally speaking, things got bctter over the course of the junta period. 5J7 The Prosecution
evidence establishes that the civilian police functioned and, to ensure discipline among the
combatants, a Secretariat, the militaI)' police, and a JSU were operaling in Kenema Town. 518

It was perverse to disregard the fact that Exhibit 28 demonstrated that civilians were able to
report crimes, even those committed by the AFRCIRUF armed combatants and not to explain
the reason for that disregard.
182. The Trial Chamber failed to conduct an essential analysis in its assessment of whether the
acts were directed against a civilian population and its analysis of whether the acts were part
of such an attack. There is no evidence that the Trial Chamber had regard to whether victims
were "targeted primarily for reasons pertaining to them individually rather than them being
members of the targeted civilian population,,519 (for example when individuals are targeted
due to being perceived as coUaborators rather than a Jarger group of civilians 520). There is no
evidence that personal motives were excluded, such as Bockarie out of personal anger rather
than in a structured or organized manner. 521 As the above submissjons conceming the
common purpose indicate there was ample evidence of this and other related occurrences.
183. It was critical for the Chamber to note that the crimes that the witnesses were able to locate in
time were in the main towards the end of the junta. The only time-certain crimes found to
have occurred in Kenema Town are the killing of Bunnie Wailer and two accomplices

522

in

the early months of the junta;523 the arrest of TFI-129 on 27 October 1997;52.. the killing of
an alleged Kamajor boss during the impending Kamajor attack (the intervention);~15 the arrest
1998, entry no 7 at 8628.
See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 508-511 .
.\I~ See, Sesay Defence Closing Brir:J~ Para~. 512-517.
;19 Haradinaj el af TrialJudgment, supra, note 135, para. 114.
~20 Ibid, para. 122.
;11 Ibid, pna. 120.
• Judgment, Para. 1061.
;lJ Judgmem, Para. 1061.
9~ Judgment, Para, l04R
m Judgment, Para. 1044 and 1065.
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of BS Massaquoi, Andrew Quee, Brima Kpaka, TFI-129, and others in late January 1998;5~6
and the beating and killing of BS Massaquoi and others from 28 January 1998.~27 In
summary, there was no evidence of a concerted attack from 25 May 1997 through late
January 1998 - prior to these crimes. The one crime in the "early months" was the killing of
Bunnie Wailer which the Chamber acknowledged was to "promote their (the AFRCIRUF)
image as the law enforcement authorities active at that time"m: This therefore was not part of
an attack. 529

No Attack at Tongo Fields
184. The Trial Chamber erred in fmding that there was an attack directed against the civilian
population of Tango Fields between May 1997 and February 1998. 530

185. Exhibit 28, the Kenema Town Police Station Diary53! was critical to the Chamber's
assessment of whether there was an attack at Tongo Fields (enslavement and killings).m For
example, Exhibit 28 records that in November 1997, at Tongo Fields, a civilian's water
baling machine jj3 was stolen from him by another civilian. 53.. That a civilian was in
possession of a water baling machine in Tango Fields at this time and was able to lravel 535
from Tongo Fields

10

report its theft in the expectation that the theft would be investigated

was hugely significant and comprehensively ignored. There are a number of entries
indicating that civilians were in possession of diamonds after the RUF and AFRC captured
the Tonga Fields area. For example, a number of entries show that civilians reported the theft
of diamonds in January 1998.s~6 In one such case, the owner of diamonds hfld intended to sell
ll.~ Judgment, Partl. 1066-67.
sn Judgment, Para. 1072.
;~8 Judgment, Par;:). 1104.
SN There werc furthcr eXtlrnples: punishment of RUF Commander AB fOf harassing and looting; execution of an
RUF rapist; punishment of Bondo Bush tooters. See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Paras. 514-SL'l and 526537.
;.(1 Jndgment, Para. 956-958.
HI This diary was fmm J 3 Jannary 1998 to 7 February 1998.
;]2 Jndgment, Paras. 1127-1130.
m Baling machines are used to pump water mlt of mining pits so that diamond-laden gravel may be extracted.
'3l 17 January 1998, eutry 2L at 8470 {a civilian reported thaI sometirnt: ill No~cmbe[ 1997, ttl Tonga Field, a
female civilian forcefully seized a Robin Three inch water pump machine valued ~he sum of Le520,000100 which
she fraudulently converted to her own use and benefin
5J5 Other instances of civilians traveling from Tongu tu the Kcncma Town police station inclnc.e 17 Jannary
1998, entry 19 aT 8469 (a civilian trom Tornkpdon (siC; Tokpombu] It 'iew Site, Tongo Field, came in to sland
surety for another ci.vilian); and 24 January 1998, entry 10 at 8524 (civilian reported that in January 1998, while
traveling by vehicle from Tongo to Kencma, his traveling bag :ontaining diamonds and money was stolen).
5)6 19 January 1998, entry 36 at 8487 (sometime in January 1998 at Tonga Field, a civilian stole four diamonds
from anothcr civihan (six carat and 75 percent; value Le4,OOO,000100)); 22 January 1998, entry 23 at 8505 lin
March 1997, at Tongo FidJ~, a civilian stole diamonds from another civilian'): 24 JaITJary 1998, entry 10 at
8524 ~civi1ian reported that in Janaary 1998, while traveling by vehiele from Tango to Kenema, his traveling
bag containing diamonds and money was ,to len); and 30 January, entry 34 at 8567 (a civilian reported that
sometime bt:twt:clJ July and October 1997, another eivilian .:;tole two pieces of diamonds from him).
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them mid-January 1998 prior to their theft. 537 This - and much besides - was incontrovertible
evidence that civilians had ownership rights over diamonds and was disregarded by Trial
Chamber 1. 538
186. TFl-125 gave undisputed evidence that demonstrated that the police were functioning in the
Tongo Fields area and civilians reported to the police about the theft of diamonds, diamond
mining equipment, and incidents at the diamond mines; the police also often investigated
cases in connection with the Ministry of Mines. 539 TFI-045 provided relevant exculpatory
evidence, including the mechanisms for civilians to report combatants for cnmes. 540 TFI-060
testified about the civilian Caretaker Committee - another civilian complaint mechanism
(e.g., the Committee received reports of rape, looting, and killings. 54! 542 There was no proper
basis and none was proffered to justify the disregard of the existence of the police and the
Caretaker Committee, as bodies for the protection of civilians: the only reference to the
Secretariat is in connection with diamonds bcing taken there to be valued. 543

Overall Conclusion: Common Purpose in Sierra Leone: May 1997 - February 1998
187. For the reasons outlined abovc no reasonable Chamber could have concluded that the JCE
members identified were acting in concert to further a criminal purpose to terrorise and
collectively punish to take over the country during the junta period. Moreover, the evidence
concerning the Kailahun District further supported the reasonable doubt. That the majority
appeared to conclude that the RUF forces did not act jointly with the AFRC in Kailahun5~4
and that Justice Boutet concluded that the evidence did not show what cooperation, if any,
existed between the AFRC and RUF in Kailahun during the junta period 545 was, or ought to
have been, dispositive of the issue.
m 17 January 1998, entry 19 at 8470 (civilian reported that on 11 1h January 1998 he gave this three pieces of
diamond stones valued Le300,OOO/00 to another person for the purpose of sales ..... hich the latter converted to his
own use or benefit);
m 19 January 1998, entr), 36 at 8487 (sometime in January 1998 at Tongo Fietd, a chilian stole four diamonds
from another civilian (six earat and 75 percl.'TIt; value Le4,OOO,OOO,iOO)); and 24 Jannary 1998, entry 10 at 8524
(civilian reponed that in January 1998, while traveling by vehiek from Tongo to Kenema, his traveling bag
containing diamonds and money was stolen).
~J~ See. Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Para. 599. TF1-!25, a civilian police officer, was cited as a credible
witness by the Trial Gamber. See, e.g., Judgment, Paras. 1072-1078.
140 TF1-045 testified about the death of the Limba man and the man on Lamin Street. These killings were
reported to the Secretariat. See Jndgment, Para. 1080 and Transcript/TF1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 76 ("In
the morning, lhe repon was brought to the Secretariat").
541 The Defence disputes that the killings to which TF1-060 lefers. and which were pUlportedly reported to the
Caretaker Committee, happened in fact.
~H See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Paras. 614-617. TFI-060, a civilian, was cited as a credible witness by
the Trial Chamber. Set', e.g., Jndgmenr, Paras. 956, 1664-.
~4J Judgment, Para. 1091.
544 Judgment, Para. 2047.
m Dissen!, Para. 13.
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188. There was no evidence to demonstrate the invoh:ernent of any AFRC or REF commander in
Kailahun during the junta period

~

except for Ghao, and there was no evidence that he had

communicated with any of the Junta leaders during the whole of the Junta period. 546 There
was no evidence to demonstrate the involvement of any RUF member committing (or using a
direct perpetrator) to commit any act of terror or collective punishment in Kailahun during
this pcriod: 547 a fortiori there was no evidence from which a reasonable trier of fact could
infer that any alleged criminal plan was furthered (or intended to be furthered).
189. The Chamber concluded that the "RUF attempted to establish good relationships with the

population in order to maintain Kailahun as a defensive stronghold. ensure a steady flow of
food supply to its troops and preserve control over and the loyalty of the civilian population
... schools [were opened,) [p]arents agreed to gather food as their contribution for the free
education [and] the RUF 'government" in Kailahun provided free medical services to
civilians and their children at a hospital in Giema. There was no apparent discrimination in
the distribution of medical care and education to both civilians and fighters.,,5411 Further, there
was no evidence that the pattern of the crimes in Kailahun was different as a result of the
AFRCIRUF alliance.
190. The crimes that were found in Bo and Kenema District - terrible though they may have been

- could not sustain an inference that the identified plurality were acting in concert in pursuit
of this aim. The crime of enslavement was utilitarian and the signifIcant remainder were
linked to Bockarie alone. The absence of involvement of all other JCE members is striking
and probative. In the absence of overt planning at the Supreme Councilor elsewhere - and
the evidence was clear on that issue - it was not open to a reasonable trier of fact to conclude
the involvement of the other ICE members.

The Crimes within a Common Criminal Purpose. May 1997 - February ]998
192. It follows from above that the Trial Chamber erred in law in defining the common purpose as
the taking power and control. A corresponding error arose, namely the finding that all the
crimes in Counts 1-14 were ....,jthin the criminal purpose and intended by the participants to
549
take power and control over Sierra Leone. First, the error in defining the common purpose
led to an error in concluding that Counts

1~2

were within the means. It is submitted that these

were the essential aspect of the common criminal purpose.

'" Judgmem, Para. 2040 and 2060.

~" Judgment, Para. 2156-2157.
Judgment, Pari:!. 13N.
;l9 Judgmem, Para. 1982.
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192. Further, as is plain from the above analysis concerning which crimes fell within the criminal
purpose, the Trial Chamber made an error of la\v and fact in concluding that benveen May
and August 1997 any crime, other than unlawful killings (Counts 3-5) or pillage (Count 14)
fell within the common purpose. These were the only crimes that were found to have been
established during this period. From May 1997 until February 1998 (prior to the intervention)
the crimes were limited to Unlawful killings (Count 3-5), pillage (Count 14), Physical
Violence (beatings only) (Count 2 and II) and Enslavement (Count 13). There were no other
crimes and it was not open to a reasonable trier of fact to conclude that the remaining counts
fell within a criminal purpose. It is submitted that - in light of the paucity of evidence
concerning the actions of the plurality and the pattern or frequency of the crimes - a
reasonable trier of fact and law could not have concluded that any of the crimes were within a
criminal purpose.

GROUND 33: Temporal Scope of Any Criminal Plan or Purpose
February 1998 to April 1998: Common Purpose
193. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in assessing the temporal scope of the joint criminal
enterprise. The Trial Chamber erred by concluding beyond a reasonable doubt that the joint
criminal enterprise continued until the end of April 1998. 550 The Chamber found that the
common plan between the RUF and AFRC ended some weeks after the two groups had lost
control of Koidu due to an ECOMOG advance and while both groups were based in camps
such as Superman ground. Further, the Trial Chamber found that the last operation before the
end of the common plan was an attack on Sewafe Bridge, launched from camps outside of
Koidu. 551 The Trial Chamber held at it was at this point that Gulli! returned to Kana,
following his arrest in Buedu, and resumed control of the AFRC and thereafter the two
groups separated. 552 No reasonable Tribunal, properly directing itself, eould have reached the
conclusion that those RUF and AFRC found to be members of the joint criminal enterprise
worked in coneert, and had any agreement, to commit crimes after Mareh 1998.

194. The Defence submits that the evidence adduced in the Prosecwion case during the course of
the trial demonstrates unequivocally that the split between the RUF under Superman and the
AFRC under Gullit, as marked by the departure of the AFRC to Koinadugu, occurs during
n, Judgment, Para. 2063.

Judgment. para. 2074; there are no footnoted references attached to tllis paragraph.
817,
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the time of the ECOMOG attack on Koidu which results in the RUF losing control of the
tOWIl. Therc is, in fact, no evidence stating othclv,.'ise. The evidence is unequivocal: the split,
which occurs against the background of heightened friction between the two groups, is
precipitated by the fact that it becomes apparent that the tv.·o groups cannot hold Koidu
against the ECOMOG onslaught. The evidence from all relevant Prosecution witnesses
dcmonstrating the above is set out at Armex F: the Scope of the Common Purpose.
195. The Chamber's patently incorrect error of fact arose due to a misreading of the evidence of

TFl-334 who, in fact, corroborated all the evidence by confmning that Gullit returned from
Kailahun Town and arrived at 55 Spot in Koidu To\\n.~53 There is no evidence existing in the
trial which indicates that Gullit returns to Kono after the AFRC and RUF has been pushed
out of Koidu, as stated in paragraph 817 of the Judgment. The Appellant submits that none of
the crimes found proven to have occurred in the RUF camps outside Koidu fall within any
conliIlon criminal purpose shared ber.veen the RUF and the AFRC. 554

Common Purpose in Kono
General Errors in the Assessment ofEvidenee

~

Special Intent for Terror and Collective Punishment
Error One
196. The Chamber found that because the unlawful killings were committed ··widely and openly.
without rationale objective, except to terrorise the civilian population into submission" these
acts were committed with the specific intent to spread terror among the civilian population. 555

J 97. It does not follow that the absence of a rational reason for a crime equates with an intention to
spread terror;556 by their very nature these horrific crimes, especially those that amount to
crimes against humanity, are steeped in irrationality. It was essential for the Chamber to
assess the context to the crimcs to assess alternative reasons for the crimes and also to assess
whether the crimcs were committed for personal reasons, rather than the more 'rational'
reason - that (error would furthering the aim of taking power and controL
Error Two: Generalising all Sexual Violenc_e as Acts of Terror

AFRC TnmscripUTFI-334, 19 May 2005, p. 10, lines Il-28.
TranscripUTFI-071, 19 Jauuary 2005. p. 51, line 15-21; see also Exhibit 18 which indicates the camps set up
after the faU of Koidu tln a map, as dra\VO by TFI-071. See, JUdgment, Paras. 1171-72, 1174-76, 1179, 1186-89,
1191-99,1204,1207-10,1277-79,1281-82,1288,1297,1299, 13tl, 1318-20.1341-43, 1352, 1357,and 1372.
m Judgment, Para 1342.
m Judgment 1342.1343,
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198. The Trial Chamber's approach was fundamentally flawed in fact and law. It was not a
reasonable exercise of discretion to deal with all the rapes, forced marriages and sexual
violence as one body of evidence with identical motives and purposes;557 even though this
might have been inevitable given the Prosecutjon's failure to particularise the charges of
sexual violence. 558 The majority of the evidence was stereotyped, generalized and attributable
to groups of armed men, loosely defined by the name AFRCIRUF. The Trial Chamber erred
by extrapolating from these discrete identifiable incidents and assessing the generalized
allegations as the same as those that offered more detail. The Trial Chamber's approach
reversed the burden of proof and placed a burden on the Appellant

[0

demonstrate that the

sexual violence was less severe than the more egregious, such as that committed by Al Haji
and his men,

-"

~.

199. The Chamber found proven; (Category one) rapes eommitted during attacks on Koidu at the
entry into the town during the intervention;56o (Category two) rapes of women forced to carry
loads in the Guinea Highway area of Koidu in March 1998/61 (Category three) specific
instances of rape by named commanders or (groups of) combatants. such as Staff Alhaji;562
and (Category four) forced marriages of abducted women, used "'as domestics to do cooking
or housework or fonns of sexual slavery.563 There was no evidence to suggest that the rapes
and outrages on personal dignity (in Category Three) committed by A1haji reflected "a
consistent pattern of conduct openly exhibited by the rebel forees in their encounters with
civilians.,,5b4 The Trial Chamber failed to examine the crimes in Category one, two and four
and erroneously assumed that the crimes were identical in brutality and motive as those
committed in Category three. This was clear from the "analysis" at Section 5.2.6.2.1 and
especially Paragraph 1347. It is not disputed that these most grave acts were intended to
cause terror - this was plain, as the Chamber noted, from the perverse nature, the brutality,
and the gratuitous cruelty displayed in the commission. 565
200. There was no proper basis for a blanket conclusion that the targeting of women by the rebels

and the disempowering effect of this necessarily implied that the crimes "were not intended
merely for personal gratification or a means of sexual gratification. ,,~66 The Chamber
Judgment, Para.1283 _ 1308,
See Ground 39.
159 Judgmenf, Para. 117l and 1288.
sou Judgment, Para, 1152 and 1154-55.
561 Judgment, Para. 1153.
562 Judgment, Para. 117!, 1180-85, 119\-1202, alld 1205-1208.
563 Judgment, Para. 1154-55, 1178-79, 1211-1214. and 1291-1309.
S~4 Judgment, Para. 1354,
56<
- E.g., JUdgment, P ara. 1347.
'0>
" Judgment, Para. 1348.
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confused result with intention. It is always the case that rape and mass rape particularly cause
terror but this is not decisive proof that this was intended by the perpetrators; especially when
the crimes are as disparate as forced marriages and gratuitous rapes and physical mutilation,
such as those perpctrated by Staff Alhaji. Undoubtedly, sexual violence in Sierra Leone
would have had the effect of alienating victims and rendering apart communities, but this
does not prove that they "were calculated consequences of the perpetrators' acts." 567 If this
were the case every act of sexual violence could be categorised as an act of terror.
201. The features identifted by the Chamber, concerning Categories One and Two, contradict this
approach. As the Chamber found these crimes were committed alongside other self enriching
or aggrandising features. indicating that the crime was primarily acquisitive in nature. 56~
202. Furthermore, the Trial Chamber failed to take into account that offences in Category Four
(Forced Marriages) are legally and factually different to general crimes of sexual violence.
First, as the Appeal Chamber found, "forced marriage" is an offence, committed when the
"perpetrator through his words or conduct, or those of someone for whose actions he is
responsible, compels a person by force, threat of force, or coercion to serve as a conjugal
partner resulting in severe suffering, or physical, mental or psychological injury to the victim.
The Appeal Chamber niled that it was "not predominantly a sexual crime.,,569 These crimes
could be almost cxclusivcly acquisitive in nature, involving the primary motive of gaining
domestic help and could be committed in wholly different circumstances - without the brutal
sexual violence characteristic of those in Categories One to Three. 57o The Chamber was
required to analyse each crime and exclude these possibilities and be sure that the offence
was not

SO.571

The corollary of this obligation was the duty to identify that reasoning and

illustrate that exclusion of doubt. The failure to examine each crime negates each fmding of
terror.

Error Three: Use of Similar Fact/Consistent pattern of conduct
203. The Chamber fell into error by erroneously taking into account the body of evidence adduced
in relation to the various Districts of Sierra Leone. 572 This was akin to relying upon a
consistent pattern of conduct (Rule 93(A», which cannot be invoked without prior disclosure
by the Prosecution (Rule 93(B)). Further, the "fact" that rapes and sexual violence had

Judgment, Para. 1349, 1350-1352.
Judgmeut, Para. 1152, t 153 and L155.
569 Brima et. aI, Appeal Judgment, supr,1, note 3, para. 196.
570 Example: Judgment, Para. 1154-1155.
571 Example: Judgment, Para. 1212-1213.
572 Judgmeut, Para. 1347.
567

56B
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occurred elsewhere and \vith an intention 10 cause terror, was irrelevant to a fair consideration
of the crimes in Kono. It is unreasonable to conclude that rape in Kailahun, several days
travel away (by unnamed perpetrators) could be probative of rape (by unnamed perpetrators)
elsewhere. A rape in Daru in 1998,573 (that was punished by death) could not be probative of
an intention in Kono. This failure negates all the findings of terror.

Error in holding 'ordinary' crimes to be part of the common purpose
204. The defence submits that the Trial Chamber, having erred in conduding that the taking power
and control was the common purpose further erred by concluding that offences that were not
committed with an intent to spread terror or COllectively punish could still fall within the
common purpose. The failure to draw this conclusion invalidates the decision that these
crimes fell within the eommon purpose in relation to the crimes listed on pages 32689 32693 of the Judgment: (i) Section 4.1.1.1: (vii) and (ix): Section 4.1.1.3: (i), (ii) and (vi);
Section 4.1.1.4: (i) and Scction 4.1.15: (i), (ii) and (iii).

Error in failing to make a finding concerning essential element
205. The following crimes were not found to have been committed with the intent to take control
or power and therefore could not be within the eommon purpose: killings by Savage and AlHaji;574 looting of the Tankoro Bank; killings during the attack on Koidu;575 killing by AlHaj i;576 killings by Rambo in Koidu;577 killings near PC Ground;57li amputation by Al_Haji;579
the beating of TFI-197;5~[) the flogging of TFI_197;58.1 knocking TFI-015 's teeth out;5l)Z
carving on 18 civilians;58.3 amputations in Sawao;~84 beatings in Sawao;585 amputations in
Penduma/ 86 amputation in Yardu;587 carving in Tomandu;588 and pillage in Tombodu;589

Judgm~nt, footnote 2509.
Judgmeut, Paras. 1273-75.
57; Judgment, Para. 1146.
.;/~ Judgment, Para. 1279.
, Judgment, Para. 1280.
l78 Judgment, Paras. 1281-82.
579 Judgment, Para. n 1O.
5~O Judgment, Para. 13t2.
;~I Judgment, Para. 1313.
;~2 Judgment. Para. 1314.
581 Judgment, Para. 1313.
'iS4 Judgment, Para, 1316.
5~; Judgment, Para, 1317
586 Judgment, Para. 1318
, Judgment. Para. 1319.
588 Judgment, Para. 1319.
~~~ Judgment, Para. 1335,
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Error in failure to conduct essential analysis concerning crimes by non-lCE Members 590
206. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in failing to conduct the requisite analysis that would
have allowed it be satisfied that the following crimes could be imputed to a ICE member and
that this ICE member was acting in accordance with the common objective. This negates any
finding that the crimes could be within a common criminal purpose: (i) killing in Koidu
Town of 30-40 civilians by Rocky and men and the killing and amputation of the boy;591 (ii)
killing in Tombodu ofunkno\\'1l number of civilians by Savage and AI_Haji;592 (iii) killing of
at least 29 civilians in Penduma, by orders of AI-Haji in April 1998;593 (iv) rape ofTFl-217's
wife and unknown number in Penduma;594 (V) amputation of at least three men in Penduma
and the flogging of TFI-197 and his brother;S<l5 (vi) killing in Wendedu of Sata Sesay
famity;596 (vii) killing of at least 29 civilians by orders of AI-Haji in April 1998;597 (viii)
killing of at least six captured civilians in Yardu in April 1998 and amputation of TFI_197;598
(ix) Burning of civilian houses by Staff AI-Haji in Tombodu;599 (x) rapes and outrages upon
personal dignity at Bumpeh;60o (xi) rape by AI-Haji in Tombodu in April 1998;601 (xii) rape
of unidentified female and 20 captives and cutting of genitalia of several male and female
captives in Bomboafuidu; 602 (xiii) rape of TF1-195 and five other women in Sawao, the
amputation of hands of five civilian men and the beating of unknown number by sticks and
guns;60J (xiv) forcible marriage of an unknovm number of women in civilian camp of
Wendedu;604 (xv) beating (in Tombodu) of TFI_J97;605 (xvi) beating of TFI-197 and his
brother;606 (xvii) knocking TFI-015's teeth out607 ; (x) Rebels led by Staff Al Haji amputated
the hands of three civilians;608 (xi) AFRCIRUF rebels carving AFRC and/or RUF on bodies
in Kayima;609 (xii) Enslavement of an unknovm number of civilians for forced labour

590 Brrtanin, Appeal Judgement, Para, 418 .
,. Judgment, Paras. 1271-72 and 1341-43.
592 Judgmenf, Para. 1165-69, 1273-75, and 1341-43.
59l Judgment, Para. 1191-1203, 1278. 1341-43,
~~~ Judgment, Para. 1191-1203,
S95 Judgment. Para, 1191-1203.
~96 Judgment, Para, 1277, 1341--42.
~~7Judgment,Para.1191-1203, 1278, 1341-43,
~98 Judgment, Para. 1186, L279, 1312,1319,1341-43.
599 Jndgment, Para, J L59-60 aud 1375.
600 Judgment, Para. 1205-06, 1302-06, and 1355.
601 Judgment, Para. It71 and 1288.
60l Judgment, Para. 1207-08, 1307-09.
6D3 Judgment, Para. 1180-86, 1289, 1316-17.
NJ.1 Judgment, Paras. 1178-79 and 1291.
Ml Judgment, Paras. 1163, 1312-13.
~06 JUdgment, Paras. 1173 and 1313.
607 Judgment. Paras. 1177 and 1314,
~Og Judgmeut, Paras. 1172 and 13 LI.
609 Judgmeul.Paras.1190and 1315.
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between February and April;610 (xiii) Pillage of TFI-197's property; during the attack on
Koidu Town (intervention) and the looting of the Tankoro Bank. 61l Additionally the
Appellant submits the following.

Crime orTerror and Collective Punishment
Killing in Koidu Town of 30-40 civilians by Rocky and men 612
207. First, in relation to the killings at Sunna Mosque, there was no evidence that this was done at
the behest of a member of the JCE or procured by them. There was evidence that Colonel
Rambo was angry that a prisoner, TFI-015, was brought back alive, but this is evidence that a
non-JCE member (Colonel Rambo) wanted civilians 10 be killed; not that he wanted the
perpetrator Rocky, to cause terror and collectively punish to take power and control. b1J
208. The facts gave rise to a reasonable inference that these crimes were committed for personal
reasons. Kana was controlled by the AFRCIRUF, as Rocky announced to the victims;614
Rocky and his men reaeted angrily to the civilian and every individual was killed, except for
one. Further, the evidence does not support the conclusion that the victims were collectively
punished. The evidence showed that the acts were based an order from Colonel Rambo to
Rocky to kill all civilians found; hence the latter's annoyance at the failure to kill one of the
civilians, TFI_OI5. 615 The evidence thus showed that this was cold-blooded killing for
personal gratification or, at best, that this formed part of as a localised order from Rambo.
Further the Trial Chamber found that Bockarie, upon receiving the news of these atrocities
recalled Supennan, Kallon, and Rocky to Buedu for punishment, implying that the killings
were disapproved of and hence not part of the alleged common criminal purpose. Ii 16

Crimes by Savage, AI-Haji and men 617
209. The Chamber limited its findings to a list of the crimes. 618 The fact that the crimes, in nature
and degree, ranked among the worst atrocities in Kana during that time, meant that the
Chamber ought to have examined their peculiarities, not just list the worst feannes of the

~IO Judgment, Paras. 1215-1217 and 1322-1327.
~IIJudgment, Paras. LI64 and 1363-1365.

Judgmrnt, Paras. 1271-1272 and 1341.
Judgment, Para. 1150.
~14 Judgment, Para. 1147.
W Judgment, Para. 1150.
~I" Judgment, Para. 115t.
617 Judgment, Paras. 1165-1169, 1273-1275, 1341-1342
"Ia Judgment, Paras. 1165-1169.
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atrocities. The evidence was clear that the crimes were idiosyncratic and done for personal
reasons, sheer maliciousness, and twisted self-gratification. The Trial Chamber failed to
address the detailed submissions advanced by the Appellant as regards the context in which
the crimes occurred and which ought to have fonned part of the analysis in detennining
whether Savage and men under his control were acting within the common purpose or
whether they were operating separately, without a sufficient link to the principally alleged
JCE. t519
210. The acts had no prospect of providing any military benefit (including the illegitimate benefit
of furthering the war effort through terror and collective punishment). As identified in
relation to acts in Kenema Town, "individual acts of violence when committed in the context
of a campaign to terrorise the civilian population may be committed without the primary
purpose of furthering this campaign.,,62o This was a reasonable inference from the evidence
adduced which demonstrated that Savage aetcd ostensibly independently from the RUF and
the AFRC hierarchies and garnered the disapproval that was fortheoming from senior men in
Kono at the relevant time. 621
211. The Trial Chamber's conclusion that the killing in Wendedu of Sata Sesay famill 22 was a
horrendous act done to "discmpower President Kabbah and to 'topple' his selfish and
corrupt" regime

t523

was insufficient to find that the acts were within the common purpose. In

light of this failing, the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the acts of Savage demonstrate that
"they" (the AFRCIRUF attacking forces) were sending a message to the "the entire Sierra
Leonean population that the same fatc awaits whoever does not back the AFRCIRUF Junta
alliance" '.vas not a reasonable conclusion. All that could be inferred, in the absence of a
finding that Al Haji and his men were acting on behalf of a leE member, was that the direct
perpetrators ""rere intending to send that message - not the Appellant or any other JCE

member. This conclusion - and error of Jaw and fact - is applicable to all the crimes
committed by Savage, AI Haji and the men under their command. A common objective in
itself is not enough to demonstrate that the plurality of persons acted in concert with each
other as different and independent groups may happen to share the same objectivcs.!i2~ It
follows that a common objective amongst non-ICE members is even further from proof that
the JCE members were acting in concert with each other.
~19 Judgment, Para. 1168; see also Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 875-883.
6~~ Judgment, Para. 1126.

See, e.g., Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 875-883.
Judgment, Paras. l277, 1341-1342
62J Judgment, Paras. 1202.
6~~ Judgment, Para. 257.
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Beating (near Tombodu) ofTFI ~ 197 625
212. The Chamber failed to eonelude, and there is no evidence upon which they eould have
eoncluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a lCE member. The Trial Chamber
concluded that TFI-197 was told that the leader of the rebels, Musa, reported to Staff Al Haji.
Even if the Trial Chamber had assessed the evidence and eoncluded that this was reliable
hearsay - as opposed to merely listing the testimony - this would not be sufficient to
establish any link between the erimes and a leE member.
Rebels led by Staff Al Haji amputated the hands of three civilians 626
213. The Chambcr failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon which they could have
coneluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a lCE member. 6n
Beating ofTFI-197 and his brother628
214. The Chamber failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon which they could have
concluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a lCE member. Further the Chamber found
that the perpetrators lacked an intention to terrorise. 629
Burning of civilian houses by Staff Alhaji in Tombodu6j~
215. Thc Trial Chamber found that the aets of burning in Tombodu were intended to punish
civilians for falling to support the AFRC/RUF and to prevent civilians from remaining in
these towns. "[A]ccordingly ... the perpetrators directed these acts of violence against
civilian property with the intent of spreading tcrror. 6J ! First, it was an error to infer an
intention to cause terror from an intention to punish civilians. The two offences are distinct
and require proof of a different intention whieh gives rise to an irresistible infercnce that this
was intended to cause terror.
216. Second, the Trial Chamber's reliance upon the evidence given by TFI-012 was perverse. The

content of the evidence was bizarre, inconsistent, uncorroborated and totally at odds in
material respects to all other evidence. 632 The witness admitted that he had bcen mentally ill
at the time of the events and clearly was stilt seriously ill at the time he testified; as was
Judgment, Paras. 1163, 1312-13 13.
m Judgment, Para. 1172,1311
m Judgment, Para. l173.
628 Judgment, Paras. 1173 and 1313.
629 Judgmeuf, Para. 1358.
630 Judgment, Paras. 1159,1160, and 1375.
631 Judgment, Para. 136l.
632 Annex C: Examples of indicia of unreliability in relalion 10 TFl-O 12, TFI-045, TFI-093, TF 1-1 08, TF1-141,
023
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obvious to anyone in the courtroom and ought to have been obvious to a reasonable trier of
fact. The evidence the witness gave concerning Bockarie was wholly unreliable in every
respect.I'>3J In these circumstances there was nothing that could have properly supported the
notion lhallhe buming was committed at the behest ofa .lCE member.

Killing in Wendedu of Sata Sesay's family634
217. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in concluding that this killing was an act of terror
that fanned part of the JCE. 60s First, the Chamber found it occurred in June 1998 after the
.lCE had terminated. Second, the facts were plain - the kil1ings took place as a result of the
suspicion that the civilians were spies. 636
Killing of at least six captured civilians in Yardu in April 1998 and amputation ofTFI_197637
218. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in concluding that this killing was within the
common purpose. There was not a single piece of evidence to attribute this offence to
combatants from the RUF or AFRC. The \vitness was unable to identify the killers or even
the grouping, ifany.638
Rapes and outrages upon personal dignity at Bumpeh639
219. The Chamber failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon \.... hich they could have
concluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a JCE member. Further, the Trial Chamber
erred by concluding that witness statements could be used to provide notice of new distinct
bases for conviction thereby curing a defect in the indictment. 64o

Rape of unidentified female and 20 captives and cutting of genitalia of several male and
female captives in Bomboafuidu 641
220. The Chamber failed

10

conclude and there is no evidence upon which they could have

concluded that the perpetrators \.... ere proeured by a JCE member. The crimes were committed
by unidentified armed men, allegedly AFRC/RUF. Further, the Trial Chamber erred by

TFI-263, TFI-330, TFl-330, TFI-361, TF1362 and TFl-366.
633 TranscriptrrFI-012, pp. 92- [02.
~ Judgment, Pams. 1277, [341-1342
63:1 Judgment, Paras. 1341-1342.
6)6 Judgment, Paras. 1176.
6)7 Judgment, Paras. 1186,1279,1341-1343
m TranscnptfTFI-197, 22 October 2005, pp. 8-16.
t,W Judgment, Paras. 1205-1206, 1302-1306, 1355.
640 Judgment, Para. 1304.
641 Judgment, Paras. 1207-1208, 1307~1309
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concluding that witness statements could be used to provide notice of new distinct bases for
conviction and thereby curing a defect in the indictment. 642

Rape ofTFI-195 and five other women in Sawao, the amputation of hands of five civilian
men and the beating of unknown number by sticks and guns 64J
221. The Trial Chamber failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon which they could have
concluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a lCE member.
Forcible marriage of an unknown number of women in civilian camp ofWcndedu 644
222. The Trial Chamber failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon which they could have
concluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a .TCE member. 645
Knocking TFI-015's teeth out646
223. The Trial Chamber failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon which they could have
coneluded, that the perpetrators were procured by a .TCE membcr,647 This was an act found to
be a "capricious punishment instilled by Banya," with no link to a .TCE member and no
intention to tcrrorise. 648
AFRC/RUF rebels carving AFRC andlor RUF on bodies in Kavima 649
224. The Trial Chamber failed to conclude, and there is no evidence upon which they could have
eoncluded, that thc perpetrators were procured by a .TCE member. 650

Common

Purpo~e:

Kailahun

Di~triet

General Errors in the assessment of evidence: special intent for Terror and Collective
Punishment
225. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding that the crimes of Sexual Violence

found proven were acts of Terror. 65l The gcneralising "catch~all" fonnulation in paragraphs
1348-1349 is irrelevant

to

the events in Kailahun during the indictment period, which were

Judgment, Para. 1309,
Judgment. Paras. 1180-1186,1289, 1316-1317,
644 Judgment, Paras, 1178-1179 and 1291.
Ml Judgment, Paras. 1178-1179.
1'>46 Judgmeut, Paras. 1177 and 1314,
647 Judgment, Para. 1177.
648 JudgmeJ1t, Para. 1358,
64g Judgment, Paras. I L90 and 1315.
650 Judgment, Para. 1190,
""2
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found to be different from that of other rebel territory.651
226. The Trial Chamber conducted no distinct analysis of factors motivating forced marriage as
acts of terror in Kailahun district, as compared to other districts.b5~ The genera! findings

stating "an unknown number of women" or those addressing the speciflc marriages of
TFI-093 and TFI-314 provide no basis for this conclusion. The Chamber had no direct
evidence concerning actual "victims" in Kailahun, except, TFI-093 and TFl-314. However,
the Chamber found that they were captured, abducted, and raped prior to the indictment
period. b54 The Appellant relies upon the submissions above, relating to the Chamber's
identical errors in the approaeh to evidence concerning sexual violence in Kono District paragraph 195 - 202.

Error in bolding 'ordinary' crimes to be part of tbe common purpose
227. The Defence submits that the Trial Chamber erred by concluding that offences that were not

committed with an intent to spread terror or collectively punish could still fall within the
common purpose. This invalidates the decisions as regards the unlawful killing of an SLA
soliderb55 and enslavement. 656

Killing of Alleged Kamajors in Kailabun Town: Error in failure to conduct essential
analysis concerning crimes of Terror6!i7
228. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law in concluding the killing was an act of terror, as

charged in Count 1.658 The Trial Chamber's conclusions, in this regard, are based upon an
unreasonable interpretation of the evidence, for the following reasons. First, the Trial
Chamber concluded, on the basis of considerable evidence, thaI the Prosecution had "failed to
adduee evidence of terrorism in the parts of Kailahun District that were controlled by the
RUF and where Gbao was located.'.659 The Trial Chamber's account of the circumstances of
the killings places Gbao as present throughout. fJ6O
229. Second, no reasonable tribunal could have concluded that the perpetrators' primary intention

Judgment, Para. 1351.
See, e.g., Judgment Para. 1417.
653 Judgment, Para. 1346: "In making its Legal Findings on sexual violence as an aet of terrorism committed
agaiust the civilian popullltion, the Chamber has eonsidered the body of evidence addueed in relation to the
various Districts of Sierra Leone as charged in the Indictment."
654 Judgment, Para. 1405-1406.
M5 Judgment, Para. 2156.
056 Judgment, Para. 2156.
0;; Brdanin, Appeal Judgement, Para. 418.
m Judgment, Para. l.491.
6.i9 Judgment, Para. 2047,
6(,Q Trial Judgment, paras. 1387-1397
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was to spread terror. The Trial Chamber found an alternative motive: "widespread arLxiety
within the RUF leadership about possible Kamajor infiltrators among the civilian
population.,,661 Bockarie acted, according to the Trial Chamber's findings. "due to his anxiety
that Kamajors had infiltrated the civilian population.,,662 It is submitted that this was a
competing inference that could not be excluded. Moreover, the Chamber's finding indicates
the disapproval of all: unbeknownst to Bockarie, Tom Sandy and Gbao released one of the
groups of those arrested, whom Sandy had concluded, were not Kamajors. 663 This was
followed by the release, on parole, of the second group, pending investigation - also without
Bockarie's knowledge or approval. 664 Bockarie's reaction to the releases was to order that the
second group be re-arrested and killed. 665 Furthermore, it was accepted by the Trial Chamber
that Sesay himself was not in Kailahun at the time of the alleged acts. 666 Any suggestion that
he responded favourably to Bockarie's plans to carry out these acts must bc rejected as utterly
unsupported by the evidence.

Error in failure to conduct essential analysis concerning crimes by non-JCE
Members667
230. The Trial Chambcr failed to identify the perpetrators or the victims of forced marriages in
Kailahun. It is submitted that the Trial Chamber failed to identify the necessary link with the
lCE membcrs: thc factual findings are insufficient to identify the direct perpetrators or the
putative lCE member.

Summary of the JCE errors and tbe identification of a common purpose
231. It is submitted that the submissions in 81 to 23 t above demonstrate the errors that are most
relevant to the assessment of the findings on the alleged eommon purpose betv,reen the AFRC
and the RUF. It is submitted that the Chamber erred in fact and law and failed to make the
relevant findings which negates the Appellant's convictions pursuant to the lCE

GROUNDS 25, 27, 34 & 36: Article 6(1), pursuant to the JCE: Errors in assessing thc
Appellant's participation
232. The correct approach in law to an assessment of the Appellant's contribution to the common
Trial Judgment, para. 1387, citing Transcript 0[25 Novl;mber 2005, TFI-045, p. 35, Transcript 0[25 January'
2008, DIS-157, p. 94.
M2 Trial Judgment, para. 1450.
M) Trial Judgment, Para. 1391.
664 Trial Judgment, Para. 1391.
M5 Trial Judgment, Para. 1392.
MI

OM

Braanin, Appeal Judgement Para. 418.
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purpose was outlined by Justice Boutet's dissent from the majority conviction of Gbao's
pursuant to the JCE liability.66B The correct approach was to assess each crime or criminal
event and ascertain what contribution, if any, Sesay had made to the individual crime, attack
or operation as per Justice Boutet analysis of Gbao's role and contribution to the killing of the
alleged Kamajors in Kailahun Town (Counts 1 to 5)669 and, particularly, his conclusion that
Gbao's role had not had a substantial effect upon the perpetration of that specific crime and,
hence, it could not fonn part of the assessment to his contribution. 670 This was the (correct)
approach to an assessment ofthe Appellant's participation and criminal intent,671
233. Whilst the Appellant's actions in seeking to take over the eountry was relevant inasmuch as
those actions might have facilitated or given substantial assistance672 to the conunission of
the underlying crimes, as "knowledge [of specific crimes] combined with continuing
participation can be conclusive as to a person's intent.',67J But this requires analysis of the
exact role the Appellant played in pursuing the war effort and his awareness that this role was
providing this level of assistance to the crimes. The "information the [Appellant] received
[was] an important element for the determination of his responsibiJity.',G74
234. Whilst Sesay's participation in the junta period 675 might have been relevant it \s only
important if it demonstrated that his role was significant and directed to furthering terror and
collective punishments. Equally, the fact that "he was one of the most important and
influential RUF representatives on the Supreme Council,,676 might have been probative if the
position was shown - rather than merely asserted - to have provided real authority within the

alleged plurality and thereafter he had used it in the accomplishment of the goal of terror and
collective punishment. The Trial Chamber's analysis neglects to make these critical
findings. 677 Securing revenues, territory, and manpower for the Junta government and even
"implementing the policy of eliminating civilian opposition to the Junta government" does
involve the pursuit of terror or collective punishment and thereby cannot -- without more establish the necessary intent. 678
235. The Trial Chamber had to be satisfted from a careful review of his utterances and conduct

6~~

Dissent, Paras. 5-18.
Judgment, Para. 2156,
(j10 Dissenl, Paras. 11-12.
~,! The best example of this approach in the jurisprudence is Mi{LUtino}'ic at the ICTY (IC).
671 Simi(· IC Judgement, para.1000.
673 Krajisnik IC Judgement, para. 1196.
674 Krajisnik TC Judgement, para. 1196.
~,; Judgment, Paras. 1993-1996.
67~ Judgment, Para. 1994.
67i Judgment, Paras. 1193-1996 and 2055.
67B Judgment, Paras. 2001, 2055, 2090 and 2164.
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that Sesay used his role and authority for the accomplishment of terror and collective
punishrnent. 679 The factors that should have been assessed included: whether he took an
active role;6~o whether there was an effective chain of command to and from him;681 the
extent of his authority (including over the troops committing crimes);682 whether he could or
did take steps to alleviate the condition of civilians;(J83 whether, through his utterances, he
showed his approval of the underlying crimes and terror and collective punishment. The Trial
Chamber had to determine whether other reasonable inferences were possible. Instead the
Trial Chamber disregarded all the evidence that demonstrated Sesay's de facto authority,
(including all the Prosecution and Defcnce evidence and its own findings which clarified thc
hierarchy of decision making) and crucially disregarded the essential analysis that would
have determined the links, if any, between the ICE members and the direct perpetrators.t>l14
Contribution to Acts of Tcrror or Collective Punishment the criminal means to further the
taking of power and control was thc significant issue.

635

GROUND 25: Bo District
236. Scsay \...·as not found to have any direct involvement in the District. Forced mining had no
connection to the offences committed between 1 June and 30 June 1997 in this District. 686
There was no finding of forced mining until August 1997. 687 The nebulous reference to the
use of "the levers of State power" is unsupported by evidence. 688 The only relevant finding
was reference to Sesay using the levers of Statc power refers to his arrest of a suspected
689
Kamajor supporter in Kenema, which was found to have occurred on 27 October 1997.
There was no evidencc that the Appellant had any nexus to the crimes in this district. 690

Ground 27: Kenema District
237. Sesay's actual involvement in the District, as found by the Chamber, was limited to the
following: (i) planning of enslavement in Tonga Fields 691 and (ii) Sesay used the levers of

E.g., Simic TC Judgement, para. 992.
E.g., Krsllc, TC, Para. 464.
6S1 E.g., Krstit, TC, Para, 269 and Milutinovic, TC, Para. 274-276.
MZ E.g., Simic, TC Para, 992.
mEg.. Simic, TC Para. 1196.
6g~ Judgment, Para. 1992.
, E.g., Judgment, Para. 1998.
686 Judgment, Para. L984.
6S7 Judgment, Para. 1094.
688 Judgment, Para. 1999,
689 Judgment, Para. 1048,
690 Judgment, Para. 2002.
6~1 Judgment, Para. 1998.
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State power in an attempt to destroy civilian support for the Kamajors. 692 The conclusion that
Sesay participated in this District by giving orders from 1997 onwards for civilians to be
captured and taken to Bunumbu, is a patently incorrect concluslon of fact,693 None of the
evidence supports the finding that the Bunumbu training camp was opened during the junta
period.1>94 The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law by concluding that Sesay was not only
responsible for planning the enslavement in Tongo (Count 1 and 13), but, also shared the
intent of the direct perpetrators - intent to cause terror. Whilst the Chamber was correct to
find that Sesay's acts in this regard would have furthered the securing of revenues,695 it was
essential, before this could be regarded as a contribution to the common purpose of terror,
that there was a finding as to his specific intent. The Chamber was unable to point to any
evidence which identified a specific role undertaken by Sesay in the furtherance of the
mining enterprise, except that "[d]iamonds were then either given to RUF Commanders
including Bockarie, Sesay and Mikc Lamin.,,696 In the absence of evidence, the Chamber
inferred that the mining must have been a "planned and a systematic policy of the Junta
government devised at the highest level" and that "Sesay, as a member of the Suprcme
Council, was involved in the planning and organisation of the force mining,,,697 This was
insufficient to be able to conclude that Sesay intended it to be in furtherance oftcrror.

238. Further, the Trial Chamber, in arriving at its conclusion concerning the alleged planning at
the highest level, disregarded the on6' piece of evidence that explained the nature of
discussions at the Supreme Council concerning the mining, namcly that of Prosecution
Vvitness TFl-371, who testified on direct-examination that the issue of force was not
discussed and if civilians were harassed while they were mining, the Supreme Council would

remove the commander in that area and replace him with another commander. 69&
Judgment, Para. 1999.
Judgment, Para. 2000.
694 Judgment, Para5. 1435, 1436,
69:5 Judgment, Para. 2001 and 2055.
096 Judgment, Pna. 1091. The Trial Chamber also conduded that Sesay made a significant conlJibution to this
enterprise by his "use of child soldiers to guard mining sites and force the miners to work" but there was nO
evideuce to support this finding and none was cited by the Chamber. As such it is a patently incorrect
asse5~ment of fact. (Para. 1998)
097 Judgment, Para. 1997.
698 TrallscriptlTF1-371, 20 July 2006, pp. 36-37 (not cited by the Tria I Chamber):
Q. Yon said that periodically "they" npdated the council; who are you referring to, when you say "Ihey" npdated
the conncil?
A. ['m referring to those mining commanders, that were in charge of the AFRC mining.... I can remember there
was an honourable called Sfone or Sammy ... bnt because of the frequent harassment in those mining operations
where Sammy was ... the council decided to change Sammy and appointed another honourable called Cobra,
alias, to lake over the operations ..
JUDGE BOUTET: Mr Witness, yon mentioned that Sammy was relieved because of harassment by
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Sesay used the levers of State power in an attempt to destroy civilian support for the
Kamajors 699
239. Sesay arrested three people. 7oo Putting aside the manifest unfairness of making a finding
against Sesay in relation to the "flogging of the Police Commissioner and CPO" on the basis
of an un-attributed double hearsay account,701 these three arrests do not provide a basis for
the hyperbolic description of using "the levers of State power in an attempt to destroy civi lian
support for the Kamajors." Further the Chamber did not determine that his treatment of the
three was serious enough to amount to an inhumane act, as charged in Count 11 and therefore
it could not be safely inferred that he had the requisite intent for this to be a contribution to
the criminal purpose pleaded. 702

GROUND 34: KODO District
240. The Trial Chamber erred by concluding that Sesay had participated in the common purpose in
Kono District from the intervention in February 1998 until its end in April 1998. 703 No
reasonable trier of fact would have been able to conclude that Sesay's authority extended to
Kono or that he played any effective role in the crimes that occurred in the District. The Trial
Chamber disregarded, without explanation, detailed submissions concerning Sesay's lack of
authority at this time, particularly as regards the military operation in Kono. 704

Sesay's actions during the intenrention
241. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by finding Sesay's presence during Operation Pay
Yourself in Makeni and his tacit endorsement of the looting and his planning of the Koidu
attack. 70S Even if the Chamber's conclusion that Scsay planned this attack was correct (and
that his supposed execution of two retreating fighters could amount to a substantial
contribution to the plan at both the preparatory and execution phases706 - which it plainly

honourabJes: what do you mean?
THE WITNESS: [S]ometimes [some of the honourablesJ disrupted the proceedings of the programmes, that is
the mining and there was frequent report of they harassing and shooting in the mining distriet. That somehow
jeopardised these smootb operations. As a result of that, in one deliberation, it was decided that he be changed
for another senior man called Cobra, who was in charge of that operation np to the point of ECOMOG
intervention of 1988 [sic].
See also, TranscriptITFI-371, 31 July 2006, pp. 40 (from TFl-371 's cross-examination; not cited by the Trial
Chamber). The Council member knew that mining was going on ... but they did not discuss the forced mining."
099 Judgment, Para. 1999.
7DD Judgment, Paras. 1111, 1116-17.
701 Judgment, Para. 1055.
701 Judgment, Paras. 1117 and 2052.
?OJ Jndgment, Paras. 2081-87.
704 Sesay Defence Closmg Brief, Paras. 806-836.
-.,
I
Judgment, Paras. 2082-2083.
706 Prosecutor Y. Brima, Kamaru and Kanu, SCSL-1004-16-A, Appeals Chamber Judgement, Para. 301.
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cannot), there was not a single piece of evidence to support a conclusion that any planning of
this attack involved the planning of the underlying crimes to further terror and collective
punishment. No reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that Sesay encouraged the
looting, especially in light of his injury that prevented him taking command. 707 Sesay had
been shot in the back whilst trying to prevent looting in B0 708
Prosecution.

7 9
0

-

a fact not challenged by the

It was not reasonable to disregard this evidence and proffer no explanation for

that decision. Then: was an alternative inference: that his injury left him with no choice.

Sesay's actions whilst present in Koidu: Sesay endorsing order by JPK
242. No reasonable trier of fact and law could be satisfied that the Appellant gave this
endorsement.

7lo

For the substanti\/e allegation that Scsay endorsed the order the Trial

Chamber relied upon one witness, TFl~334.711 The evidence from this witness on this point
was inconsistent and the witness failed to offer an explanation that could have satisfied a
reasonable trier of fact. 7l2 Contrary to the Chamber's findings, TFl-334 did not testify that
the meeting took place at Kimberlite. 7\3 Given the uncorroborated nature of the evidence; the
fact that it stood alone as proof of the crime/ 14 and that there was a genuine and significant
dispute surrounding the witnesses credibility,7i5 the Trial Chamber was obliged to provide a
clear, reasoned finding of fact. The Trial Chamber was obliged to demonstrate that it had not
disregarded the inconsistent evidence, especially that which was given by TFl_334.

716

243. The witness had clear motives: the witness was an accomplice, who confessed to having
played a role in those crimes, ranking alongside Savage and

AI~Haji

as one of the worst

perpetrators. 717 The witness had been released from Pademba road on or around the 21
August 2004, during the course of his involvement with the Prosecution, escaping
prosecution for his reprehensible deeds. 718 The witness was seeking relocation.71\I Fourth, the
witness had received huge sums of money by the Prosecution for "information" - at a time
when he was testifying against Sesay (5-10 July 2006) including 52 separate payments from

,"'

, Judgment, Para. 2083.
Transcript/Sesay 8 May 2007, pp, 99- 105.
109 Sesay Defence Closing Breif, Paras. 693~ 716.
710 Judgment. Paras. 799, J141·1144, 2084, and 2092,
m Exhibit 119, AFRC Transcript of 18 May 2005, TIL·334, pp. 3, 7,
712 Defence Closing, Paras. 761~767 and 778-783.
iI3 Judgment. Para. 1141.
114 Kajelijeli, TC, Para. 39.
m Kaje1i.jeli, TC, Para. 39.
716 Judgment, Paras. 478-479. KupreSkii: er aI, Appeal Chamber Judgement, para. 202.
717 Sesay, Defence Closing Brief, Para. 756-763.
718 TranscripLffFl-334. 5 July 2006, pp. 25-28.
-m TranseripLffFl-334, 5 July 2006, pp. 54-55.
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the OTP between 4 April 2006 and 6 November 2007. Further these and other payments were
obviously improper and dishonest given the lack of explanation proffered by the Prosecution
and the manifest lack of genuine explanation. 72Q These payments and the separate payments
from the WVS remain unexplained, as does the reason which might clarify the logic and
propriety of funding him while he was in WVS case and funding the witness' own
schooling. 721
244. The fact that the witness had invented this allegation was clear: this was not part of the

Prosecution's case at the commencement of the lrial. The allegation was that Sesay was
present but did not participate. 722 That the witness invented it was manifestly obvious. On the
11 November 2003, during an eady interview, the witness denied that Sesay had endorsed the
order - confirming it was only JPK. By the 18 May 2005 his evidence had changed and he
implicated Sesay.723 The Trial Chamber had an obligation to explain the reasons for accepting
this evidence in the face of these obvious motives. There is nothing in the judgment that
indicates that the Chamber showed the necessary caution. 724

Mining in 1998
245. The Trial Chamber erred in concluding that Sesay involvement in mining could be counted
as a contribution to the .TCE. 725 There was no finding that Sesay had any involvement in the
mining in Kono until December 1998. 726

On Sesay's orders~ from 1997 onwards, captured civilians were taken to Bunumbu for
military training 727 / Yengema
246. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding beyond a reasonable doubt that
Sesay's contribution could be judged through his involvement with Yengema. 728 The training
base at Yengema, as found by the Trial Chamber. did not commence its operations until late
1998 or early 1999. Sesay's actions towards this training base were wholly irrelevant.

720 Prosecutor v. Sesav 1."1 af, SCSL-04-15-T-1161, "~Iotion to Request the Trial Chamber to Hear Evidence
Concerning the Prosecution's Witness Managetnent Unit and its Payments to \Vitnesses," 30 May 2008;
Para. 30(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv).
721 TranscriptlTFl-334, 6 July 2006, pp. 45-50.
m Prosecution Suppletnental Pre-trial Brief, Para. 38.g.
723 TranscripUAFRC TFl-J34, 18 May 2005, pp. 19-23.
714 Krajisnik, AC, para. 146, Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 98. Appeal Judgetnent, paras 204 and 206, and
Blagojevii: and Jokie Appeal Judgement, para. 82.
m Judgment, Para. 2086.
m Judgment, Paras. 1240-1259.
711 Judgment, Paras. 2000 and 2087.
71S Judgment, Paras. 2088 and 2092. TrBQ5criptlTF1-362, 22 Apri12005, pp. 16.
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No contribution to terror or collective punishment
247. The Trial Chamber failed to make a finding that actions contributing to the forced labour at
Bunumbu contributed to terror or collective punishment in Kono. 729 Conversely the Chamber
found that it was proved under Count 13 only and restricted to Kailahun. 1JO The finding was
that the training of new recruits was essential because it "ensured the maintenance of the
military manpower and the success of the operations.,,73] This was not capable of being a
contribution to terror, only to taking over the country. Second, even if this is not accepted, the
Trial Chamber concluded that about 500 people were trained at Bunumbu during its whole
operation. Sesay only arrived in Kailahun in March 1998. 732 The Prosecution did not dispute
that he left Sierra Leone on the 20 lh April 1998 and was away for up to three weeks. 733 In the
absence of any further analysis, the addition of a small fraction of the 500 recruits to an army
of many thousands, does not equate to a significant contribution to the maintenance of
military manpower, operations or territory - never mind terror or collective punishments. 734

Knowledge of events in Kono
248. The Chamber relied upon a single witness to sustain the finding that Sesay received regular
radio reports. 7J5 The evidence provided by TFl-36l in this regard was wholly inadequate and
could not sustain a significant finding that Sesay was involved in and aware of the operations
in Kono. The evidence from this \\1tness was highly eontested and the Defence advanced
detailed arguments to demonstrate the unlikelihood that Sesay had any role towards Kono at
that time. 736 There is not a single reference in the judgment to any of these arguments or how
it was that the Chamber resolved the doubt that existed. 737 The witness' uncorroborated
evidence was nonsensical: the witness claimed that every radio message that arrived at
Bockarie's house would be taken first to Sesay and then Sesay would then take it back to
Boekarie's, irrespective of whether Bockarie was home or no1. 738 His evidence was
contradicted by every witness. 739 Finally, the Chamber's conclusions contradict the tenor of
his testimony. The Trial Chamber found that Sesay was not infonned about the killings in

m Judgment, Para. 2064.
Judgment, Para. 2156.
7JI Judgment, Para. 2088.
m Judgment, Para. 826.
m TranscriptiSesay, 10 May 1997, pp. 43.
7J4 Judgment, Para. 1438.
m Judgment, Para. 827.
736 Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 806-844.
137 Kajelijeli, TC, Para. 39. KI./pre.fki(; et aI, Appeal Chamber Judgement, para. 202.
738 Transcript, RUF, 15 July 2005, p. 26 - 29.
m See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 833-842.
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Tombodu until September 1998. 740 Even Bockarie, according to the Chamber, was not
infonned of the crimes by Rocky and his men (committed in May 1998), until May 1998.
DIS-188 informed Bockarie and testified DIS-188 that this was after May 1998. 741 The
reasonable inference is that Scsay was not receiving reports on a regular basis, and certainly
not in the manner suggested by TFt_36t. 742

GROUND 37: Kailahun District
249. See Grounds 25, 27, and 34 above and paras. 81 - 23 L.

Summary of Appellant's JCE liability
250. It is submitted that the Chamber erred

III

fact and law in its approach to the JCE.

Consequently it failed to assess the Appellant' contribution and criminal intent. The errors
undennine the convictions and the Appellant requests that the convictions be dismissed. It is
submitted that the aforementioned submissions (Para. 81 - 249) demonstrate manifest errors
that vitiate all the convictions.

GROUND 35: Plannine Enslavement, Mining (December 1998 to January 2000)
251. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in finding Sesay responsible for "planning the
enslavement of hundreds of civilians to work in mines in Tombodu and throughout Kono
District between December 1998 and January 2000, as charged in Count 13 of the
Indictment.,,743 The Trial Chamber's patently erroneous interpretation of the evidence and the
disregard of evidence, except that elicited during the direct examination of Prosecution
witnesses, was an abuse ofjudicial discretion. 744 It was wholly unreasonable to disregard the
evidence that would have provided support for the Appellant's case and would have rebutted
the presumption that "genuine consent \1,'as not possible in the environment of violence and
degradation existing in Tombodu.,,745

Judgment, Para. 1169.
Judgment, Para. 1147-115 L TranscriptiDIS- t 88, 30 October 2007, pp. 92-93.
742 Further, the witness was an accomplice, who confessed to having played a role in those crimes. The witness
was one of the perpetrators of the atrocities in Kono during that period. The wimess was aligned with Sesay's
enemy, Superman and admitted that in 1999 he had been flogged and imprisoned by Sesay. (Defeuce Closing
Para.843).
743 Judgment, Para. 2116.
744 See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 1220-1321 and Annex G: Errors in the relevant conclusions
concerning Enslavemeut in Kono.
745 Judgment, Para. 1329. See, Ground 2 and Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Paras. 1220-1234 and 1252-1321.
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741

No forced mining in Tombodu Dec. 1998 to Jan. 2000
Improper Notice of Planning Enslavement in Tombodu
252. The Defenee was not properly put on notice that the Appellant was responsible for forced
mining in Tombodu at any time pre-December 1999. The Prosecution's Supplemental PreTrial Brief misled the Appellant was who was infonned that TFI-077 was eaptured in
December 1999 and his alleged enslavement occurred thereafter. 746 The Appellant was
incurably prejudiced and the Chamber erred in law in not so concluding.

Mining ]n Tombodu Started in 2000
253. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law by finding that Sesay was responsible for
enslavement in Tombodu "between December 1998 and January 2000.,,747 No reasonable
trier of fact could have concluded that mining commenced in Tombodu at any stage prior to
early 2000 and that the requisite indices of enslavement had been satisfied (Count 13).

The Findings at Paragraphs 1251-1258, "Mining in Tombdou and Bendutu"
254. The Trial Chamber's reliance on TFI-077, TFI-199, and TFl-304 to support the finding on
duration (December 1998 to January 2000) and other issues was unreasonable. 748

The Evidence onFI-On, TFI-199 and TFI-304
255. All references to TF1-199 are crrors. TFl-199 testified about cvents in Madina Loko,
Bombali District that have nothing to do with diamond mining. This would appear to be a
clerical error; the relevant witness and citations refer to TFI_077. 749 The Chamber erred by
disregarding the cross-examination testimony of TFI-077 and TFl-304, the evidence of
TFI-012 or TFI-071, and the testimony of any Dcfence witness. No reason was proffered and
none could cxist for this abuse of discretion.
256. The Chamber found that TFl-304 was mining from April 1999 onwards750 and that after
TFI-077's capture in December 1998, "while in Tombodu," TFI-077 was then instructed to

Prosecution Supplementa I Pre-Trial Brief. page. 1943.
Judgment, Para. 2116.
748 Section 5.1.17.3 of the Judgment ("Mining in Tombodu and Benduru").
m The Defence believes that the Trial Chamber made an error when making reference to TF1-199 and had
intended to refer to TFl-077 instead. Additionally. regardless of whether the correct reference would have been
to TFl-077 or TF l-l99, the citations to the transcript of 20 July 2004 past page 86 (e.g., footnotes 2405-2407)
are incorrect as the transcript on that date ends at page 86.
750 Judgment, Para. 1255.
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mine. 751 This unreasonable conclusion was purportedly based on the direct-examination of
TF1-0?? and TF1-304. Had the Chamber had regard to the cross-examination of these
witnesses. the only reasonable conclusion was that the mining commenced in 2000. On crossexamination TF1-304 testified that there was no mining in Tombodu in 1999 752 and that it
started in the dry season of 2000, "between March and April 2000.,,753
25? TFl-O?? testified that he was captured in December 1999. 754 The Trial Chamber stated it was
"satisfied that TF1-0?? is mistaken about the year, since the recapture of Koidu by the RUF
occurred in December 1998.,,755 This was a patently incorrect interpretation of the evidence.
First, the witness' pre-trial statement stated that he was captured in December 1999. 756
Second, the Prosecution led him on this fact and commenced his examination directing the
witness' mind to December 1999. 757 The Prosecution led him on that fact because it was not
disputed evidence. Third, a fair appraisal of TF1-0?7's direct-examination and crossexamination leaves no doubt that he was testifying to being captured in December 1999.
258. During direct-examination, TF1-0?? testified that following his capture he was in Tombodu
for "a while" and then '"'one day another troop arrived, there were lots of them and they found
US.,,758 The time that had elapsed was not clarified. However, Officer Med was v.'ithin the
group of combatants that was responsible for their capture. 759 The undisputed evidence
showed that Officer Mcd arrived to Tombodu in 2000. 760 More erucially, on directexamination TF1-0?? testified that he was mining in Tombodu for "six months,,76J "until it
was August time.',7 62 At the point when TF1-0?? was "about to start work again, we heard
that there were people who were disarming and they've arrived. These dlsarmament officers
came.,,763 It would have been obvious to a reasonable trier offaet that TF1-0?? was talking
about 2000 since, as the Chamber's findings on a range of issues demonstrate the RUF did
not disarm (or begin to disarm) in Kono during 1999. During cross-examination TF1-0??

Judgment, Para. 1251.
TranscriptlTFI-304, 13 January 2005, pp. 94-95.
753 Transcript/TFI-304, 14 January 2005, pp. 65.
754 Transcripu'TFI-071, 20 July 2004, pp. 77.
7.15 Judgmf'nl, footnote 2404.
756 See, Prosecution Suppif'mental Pre-Trial Brief, pp. 1943. "This witness will testify that in December 1999 he
was captured by RUF rebels a.nd taken to Tombodu." The Defence was therefore not on notice tha.t TFI-077 was
!i;~ing to testify to forced mining in Tombodu prior to December 1999.
,', Tra.nscriptiTF 1-071, 20 July 2004, pp. 77. "Q, Now, do you reea.lJ the 16th of December 1999? A. Ye~."
1S~ TranscriptiTFl-077, 20 July 2004, pp. 78.
iS~ TranscripU'TFI -077.20 July 2004, pp. 78.
M E.g., TranscriptiTFI -071,25 January 2005, pp. 79. See also, Sesay Defence Clo~ing Brief, Paras. 1227-1229.
761 TranscriptITF1-0n, 20 July 2004, pp. 81.
762 TranscriptITFl-On, 20 July 2004, pp. 81.
,6J TmnscriptiTFI-077, 20 July 2004, pp. 81.
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confinned that he was "arrested" towards the end of 1999,764 that he had thereafter been
mining for six months in Tombodu, and then disannament commenced. 765 Further, TFl~077
testified that throughout 1999 he was in Koidu. 766 Further, this evidence was corroborated by
TFI-012 and TFI-071 whose testimony placed the mining in Tombodu in 2000 and
beyond. 767 These witnesses were cited throughout the judgment as being credible witnesses
when incriminating the Appellant and unreasonably disregarded when not. TFI~012 testified
that mining commenced in Tombodu in November 2000. 768 TFI-071 testified that the mining
commenced in 2000. 769

Mining in Kono Generally
259. At its Legal findings for enslavement at Paras. 1328-1330, the Chamber references its factual

fmdings 770 and finds enslavement in Tombodu only.771 In contrast, the Disposition convicts
on "Tombodu and throughout Kono District.,,772 The Trial Chamber erred in law in failing to
particularize with the requisite specificity the criminal responsibility of the Appellant. 77 )
Further, this lack of clarity is compounded by a lack of specificity in the factual findings
purporting to explain the basis for the Appellant's responsibility. 'The locations of the
enslavement found; the names and approximate number of the victims; the names of the
supposed perpetrators (other than TFl-367, Sesay, and Kallon);774 the system that was
employed and the Appellant's alleged relationship to this widespread enslavement are unclear
and insufficient to sustain a conviction. The Judgment is transparently a list of evidence that
breaches the right of an accused to know the case thaI it had to meet and the case that was
found. The Appellant's defence at trial was that there was no organized system of
enslavement in Kono from at least December 1998 through 200 1. It was not. as
mischaracterized by the Chamber, that "no civilians were forced to mine in Kono District".775
It was incumbent upon the Chamber to deal with the real defence and explain how (and why)

it had been rebutted.

TranscriptlTFl-077, 21 July 2004, pp. 15.
TranscripUTF 1-077, 21 July 2004. pp. 31-32.
M TranscriptITFl-077, 21 July 2004, pp. \ 4-15. Note that although TFt -077 was present in Koidu throughOUT
1999, he makes no mention of force in connection wilh mining in any locatioll besides Tombodu.
767 TranscriptTfF 1-0 12, 4 February 2ooS, pp. 46; TranscriptlTF1-071, 25 JanlJary 2005, pp. 79.
768 Transcript/1FI-Oll, 4 February 2005, pp. 46
769 Transcripl/TFl-071, 25 January 2005, pp. 79
"7,j At Pams, 1251-1259.
'", Judgment, Pam. 1330.
m JlJdgment, Disposition.
m Judgment, Pams. 1140-1250.
i74 Judgment Paras. 1246-1250.
n
, Judgment, Para. 1329,
i64
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260. Instead, the Chamber amalgamated a number of findings at Paragraphs 1246-1250 that speak
eloquently to the lack of clarity of the Prosecution case, but little to the critical issues: namely
who was enslaved, and in which \vay, and what was the evidence of the exercise of powers
such as the purchasing, selling, lending or bartering of a person, or some other simllar
deprivation ofliberty,776 The Chamber's findings are replete with obvious legal contradiction:
whilst purporting to describe the system of brutal slavery the Chamber splices these findings
with findings to the contrary. In the same paragraphs - and without explanation - the
Chamber juxtaposes the findings that tend towards enslavement (beatings for refusals to
work 777 ) with those that manifestly could not; namely miners who worked voluntarily;778
miners with weekends away and free;779 miners were free to leave the mining sites;780
civilians were chose to stay in the camps even though it was on condition that they assisted in
the mining 78 \ and civilians \vere chose to live at the camp, despite the mining
eonditions782 and civilians \vho could obtain permission to mine. 783
261. It is submitted thaI this approach is illustrative of the lack of evidence amounting to
enslavement from at least December 1998 through 2001. The Chamber had a duty to explain
the guilt of the Appellant and when it could not then this was powerful proof of the existence
of reasonable doubt. The failure to address these details undermines the Appellant's
inviolable Article 18 right to a reasoned Judgment and reflects the Chamber's presumption of
guilt. 784 These errors of law were compounded by the unreasonable dismissal - with no
explanation proffered - of every aspect of the Defence case: the Chamber witnesses,785 the
Defence closing submissions,786 and 18 92bis statements. 787

776

Kunarac, Appe~ls Chamber Judgment, Para. 119.

m Judgment. Para. l248.

Judgment, Para. 1247. "Civilians who were not willing volunteers were captured and brought forcefully to
the mining sites."
779 Judgment, Para, 124B.
I
Jndgment, Para. 1248.
i8l Mining in eXchange for protection does not eqnate to enslavement. In any event, the evidence to which the
Chamber cites supports mining in Papany Ground in pre-December 1998. See Annex G: Error~ in the relevant
conclusions conceming Enslavement in Kono.
i81 The civilians ehose to stay at the camp. In faet, the Chamber found tlwt the eivdians "stayed with their
families" (Para. 124B). Further, the evidenee doesn't support the finding that civilians had to mine beeause they
were staying at the camp. See Annex G: Errors in the relevant conelusions conc~ing Enslavement in Kono.
m Judgment, Para. 1244. "Civilians who mined without permission from the RUF were arreSted."
iS4 The Proseeution provided notice that the Appellant was to be prosecuted for forced mining in the Kono
District in Tombodu. There was no proper notice provided relating to other locations This migbf explain the lack
of clarity in the Judgment. It was impo~sible fm the Chamber to assess whether the Prosecution had proven their
case when the case remained unknown.
7S5 Judgment, Para. 527- 531 and 565.569.
786 See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 1220~ t321.
787 See, Ground 20. The dismissed statements impact on the fact that civilians traveled freely to Kono District
where civilians were mining voluntarily on a two-pile mining system lincluding the lack of forcible transfer of
civilians from Makeni and Magburaka to Kono). The following statements rebut the Chamber's finding at Paras.
718

-"
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262. The Chamber based its findings predominantly on TFl_367,nB However, the Chamber erred
in law in disregarding critical aspects of TFl-367's evidence. Not only was TFl-367 an
accomplice (thus requiring his evidence to be approached with the requisite caution), but he
was exposed in his lies which implicated Sesay.789 TFl-367 testified that Kennedy, the
Overall Mining Commander, never reported to Peter Vandi,7QO (the then Brigade Commander
in Kono District791 ) but instead reported directly to Sesay,792 In direct contrast, the Chamber
found that "Mining Commanders would process requests from Brigade Commanders."f93 As
a second t:xample, TFI-367 testified that the JSU in Kana District reported to Sesay.794
Exhibit lO7 795 however, cited by the Chamber for the truth of its contents/ 96 demonstrated
the Defence case, namely that the lSU reported. to Peter Vandi instead of Sesay. As a third
example, TF) -367 testified that "When we captured Koidu, [Sesay] did not leave..797 and that
Sesay was in "Kono throughout 1998 and 1999.,,798 The Chamber found that Sesay was based
in Makeni [rom December 1')98 through March 1999 and again from October 1999 through
February 2000. 799 The Chamber further erred in law in disregarding TFl-367's motivation to
implicate Sesay. TFl-367 testified that he blamed Sesay tor having been severely beaten and
detained at length by the Military Police. SOD Lastly, the Chamber erred in disregarding

1246-1250 In that these witnesses were either present in Kono District or saw people go to Kono District in
1999 and 2000. There was no force in connection with people going to and from Kono Dlstrict from. e.g..
Makcni. TIle witnesses knew or heard of civilians that went to Kono to mine. There was no suggestion that there
was any force in mining; to the contrary, civiliitns were:: mining on a traditional ~'o-pi1e sy~tem in Kono District
in which the civilians retained a portion of the proceeds from the mining. Eg., DIS-D07 (24458-24464); DIS041 (24265-24271); D1S-044 (24273-24278); D1S-071 (24485-24489); DIS-219 (24604-24608); DlS-271
(24309-24318); DIS-283 l24320-24325); and DIS-285 (245 j 5-24521).
The following dismissed statements also impact on the Chamber's findinB;s at Paras. ]246-1250. These
statements show that markets were operating in major towns between and including Koidn and Makeni and
civilians traveled between these to.....ns to trade (inc1udiIlB trade at Koidu and Koakoyima where the en~lavemenl
was purported 10 have occurred) thus rendering the Chamber's finding that there was an organized system of
forced ~abour implausible. Eg., DIS-007 (24458-24464); DIS-Oll (24466-24472); DIS-Oll (24474-24477);
DIS-Oll (24250-24255); DIS-041 (24265-24271); DlS-044 (24273-24278); DIS 047 (24280-2421\S); DlS-048
(24287-24290); DIS-071 (24485-24489); DIS-110 (24491-24495); DIS-158 (24497-24502); DI8-173 (2450424508); DIS-213 (245 HJ-245 13); Dl8-219 (24604~24608): DlS-271 (24309-24318); 018-283 (2432D-24325);
DIS-040 (24479-24483); and DlS-285 (24515"24521).
'~8 E.g., at Paras. 1246-1249.
m See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 1285-j291.
'w TranscriptrrFl-367, 22 June 2006, pp. 80-82.
HI Transcript/TFl-367, 22 June 2006, pp, 84.
m TranscriptlTFl-367, 22 June 2006, pp. 80-81.
m Judgment. Pa.ra, 1259. The C~amber fonnd th~l these nquc~ts from the Brigade Commander to the Mining
Comm.anders would come from :;enior commanders such as Seasy and Kallon. That is, the requests would not
come directly from the senior commanders 10 the Mining Conunanders.
7Q~ TranscriptlTFl-367, 23 JUlie 2006, PP. 81.
M JSU report to Peter Vandy concerning Kennedy's 5'b April 1999 alleged theft of diamonds.
19~ JudgmenT, footnote 1317.
197 TranscriptJTFl-367, 23 June 2006, pp. 80,
19~ Tra:1scriptlTFl-367, 23 June 2006, PP. 80.
"iQ9 Judgment, Para. 2126.
>3(10 Transcript/TFI-367, 22 June 2006, pp. 45-46. TFl~367 testified that his beating and detentinn were on
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TFI-367's pecuniary motive. 801

Findings at Paragraph 1248
263. The Chamber erred in fact and law in drawing eontradictory findings. In light of the findings
indicative of a lack of enslavement the findings that "there was no possibility to escape;"R0:'
that civilians "were beaten or sent to Yengema" to train 803 must be flawed. The Chamber
failed to explain the apparent contradictions. This explanation was essential. It would have
provided a proper basis for a fll1ding of guilt, namely the enumeration of the factual
circumstances that defined the enslavement and distinguished those who were enslaved and
those who were not. It is submitted that the Chamber's inability to provide this detail is an
error afJaw thaI vitiates the conviction.

Findings at Paragraph 1247
264. The Trial Chamber erred in failing to make clear whether the 60 to 70 miners that Kennedy

brought from the bush were enslaved. 804 The Defence submitted that if there was force in
Kono District, it ended upon Kennedy's arrival to the Guinea Highway prior to Koidu's
capture in December 1998. 805 It was incumbent on the Chamber to assess the defence and
provide an appropriate explanation. This lack of clarity was compounded by the Chamber's
finding that some of the civilians that were not willing volunteers were forced 806 and the
Chamber's erroneous findinE (unsupported by the evidence) that civilians were forced at
gunpoint. 807 This error was further compounded in that the Chamber based these findings on
TFI-367's evidence 808 inasmuch as the Chamber also found that some miners worked
Yolulltarily,809 miners had weekends off from mining. 810 and miners were free to leave the

Sesay's orders.
TransriptlTFl-367, 22 June 2006, pp, 88, TFt-367 became a contractor in Iraq in 2005 for US I50!month (23
June 2006, pp. 9). In contrast, in the month-aJ1d-a-halfbefor~ !tslifyillB (s<"<", Exhibit 105), TFI-367 received the
equivalent of US293 (i.e., Le880,000).
802 The civilians could have escaped when they freely went to the surrounding villages on the weekends. In any
event, the evidence to which the Chamber cites for lhis finding refers to Tombodn in 2000 only. See Annex G:
Errors in the relevant conclusions concerning Enslavement in Kono.
SI)) The evidence to which the Chamber cites does not support this fmding. See Annex G: Errors in the relevant
conelus:ons concerning Enslavement in Kono.
aD.l Judgment, Para. 1247.
80~ SesayDefence Closing Brief, Paras. 1226, 1248-\253.
~1Jt- Judgment, Para. 1247; "Givihan;; who were not wilIillg ~oluntcers were captured and brought fDrcefully to the
mining sites."
S~) See, Annex G: Errors in the relevant conclnsions concerning Enslavement in Kono.
~u~ At footnotes 2384-23\)7.
S09 Judgment, Para. 1247. "Civilians who were not willing ,'otunteers were captured and brought forcefully to
the mining sites."
810 Judgment, Para. 1248.
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mining sites 8 !1 also based on TFl-367's evidence. Rl2 It was incumbent upon the Chamher 10
explain huw it arrived at these manifestly inconsistent findings based on the same witness'
evidence.
265. The Chamber elTed in fact in finding, based on TFl-367's evidence, that 200-300 civilians
would be captured, forced to work, and released at the end of each day.m First, as found by
the Chamber (based on TFl-367's evidence) miners had freedoms indicative of

000-

enslavement such as the ability to leave at weekends. 814 There was nothing to suggest that
they were forced

(0

return, corroborating

TFl~367

who stated that some were willing

volunteers. 815 The Chamber erred in failing to explain how it resolved the issue advanced by
the Defence: namely, the duubt that arose from the fact that civilians were free to leave Koidu
but remained waiting to be captured every morning for a day of brutal gun-foting
enslavement. This was a doubt that had to be resolved by the Chamber - not ignored. 816

Improper Application of Legal Standard - Planning
266. The Trial Chamber erred in law in applying an incorrect legal standard for planning. At

Paragraph 2115, the Trial Chamber found that "Sesay's conduct was a significant
contributoryfactor 10 the perpetration of ensJavernent and that he intended the commission of

these crimes. The Chamber failt:d to apply the correct standard, which requires proof of a
"substantial contrihution. ,,817
267. For a finding of planning, one must contemplate the commission of the crime at both the
design and execution phases.

8lg

The Trial Chamber's factual findings do nul support a

conclusion (or provide a factual basis) to demonstrate that Sesay contemplated both the
design <lnd execution of Ihis enslavement. The Appellant had to be shown to be substantially
involved at the design stage of that crime in the concrete fonn it took, which implies that he
possessed sufficient knowledge thereof in advanee.~!9 The Trial Chamber failed to identify
with any degree of particularity the conuuet that amounted to a substantial (or significant)

Judgment Para. 1248.
At footnotes 2387 and 2390-91.
8lJ Judgment, Para. 1247 .:iting Tr<lilscriptiTFl-367, 22 June 2000, pp_ 52.
81~ Judgment Para. 1248.
~ll Judgment, Para. 124 7; "civilian~ who WITe not willing volumeers were captured and brought forcefully to the
mining sites."
~l~ Judgment, Para. 1147; "At KaisJmbo, for ins~.ance, 200 to 300 ci~'ilians were .:apture<l, forced to work and
released at the end of each day."
~p Judgment, Para. 268 citing Kordic and Cerkez Appeal lndgment, para. 26.
~18 Judgment, Para, 168, dliJIg AFRC Appc<ll Judgment Rutag<1lfda. {Trial Chamber), December 6, 1999, para.
37; Musema, (Trial Chamber), Jannary 27, 2000, para. 119.
819 Braonin (Trial Chamber), I September 2001, paras. 357-358.
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812

contribution.

8l0

There was no evidence that he had planned the design or the execution of the

enslavement found and none was identified as sUCh. all

Lack of Design
268. The Trial Chamber findings demonstrate that Sesay was not involved in the pre-December
1998 mining. The Chamber found that the RUF were mining along the Guinea Highway prior
to the capture of Koidu in December 1998. 822 From May to December 1998, the Trial
Chamber found that Sesay was not the BFC 823 and that he was in Pendembu (Kailahun
District) with no established command or involvement in the Kana District. 8N Through
August 1998, prior to his departure to the north, Supennan (the Overall commander in Kana
District) refused to take orders from Sesay.825 The Trial Chamber found that Sesay was not
transmitting or receiving radio messages to or from Kono District,816 Nor was Sesay present
in the District,827 Nor was Sesay receiving diamonds. 828 The Trial Chamber further found that
Sesay was not in a superior-subordinate relationship to RUF fighters in Kono District from
May to December 1998. 829 The evidence demonstrated that the mining operations were
organized exclusively by Sam Bockarie in Kailahun Distriet. As found by the Trial Chamber,
Bockarie alone appointed Kennedy as the Overall Mining Commander. 8JO Bockarie received
all the diamonds. 8J ! The Mining Unit - the organizing entity - did not receive instructions
from anyone other than Bockarie.

8J2

269. The Chamber therefore erred in its inconsistent application of the Diamond Production
Records (exhibits 41 and 42). For a portion prior to December 1998. a Diamond Production
Tht> Trial Chamber found that because Sesay was subordinate only to Sam Bockalie that Sesay must have
been involved in forcd mining, and by funht>r implication, its planning (Judgment, Para. 2114).
At bt>st, the Trial Chamber could point to Paragraphs 2112-13. However, the only indication of force, on
Sesay's part, in those Paragraphs is that Sesay "ordered that civilians be captured from other Districts [to mille
forcefully] [and that hJe arranged for transportation of the captured civiliaos to the mines." As demonstrated
above, these fmdings are manifestly unreasonable. See al~o, Anuex G: Errors m the relevant conclusions
concerning Enslavement in Kooo.in connection with Paragraph 1249.
B11 Santic Appeals Judgement 23 October 2001 (Prosecutor v. Kupreskic paras 362-368).
m Judgment, Para. /241.
823 Jndgment. Para. 2126. "In the firs! or second week of De::ember 1998, Bockarie re..:alied Scsay to Bnedu and
reinstated him as BFC."
824 Judgment, Para. 2124.
8.15 Judgment, Para. 2124.
816 Judgment, Para. 2124.
m Judgment, Para. 2124.
m Judgment, Para. 2124. The Defence notes that the only diamonds Sesay received form Kono District prior to
December 1998 were those that were given to him to traosport to Monrovia.
82~ Judgment, Pam. 2125.
830 Judgment, Para. 2113.
83l Transcript/DIS-307, 19 February 2008, pp. 77. This portion of DIS-30Ts transcript was cited by the Trial
Chamber at footnote 2382.
m Tmnscript/DlS-307, 19 february 2008, pp. 77. This portion of DIS"JOTs transcript was cited by the Trial
Chamber at footnote 2382.
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Record was in existence.

833

The Chamber found the Diamond Production Records were

dispositive of the planning and organising of forced mining. 8J<t There was no evidence that
chis involved Sesay in any shape or form. There was no evidence that would allow a
reasonable trier of fact to conclude or describe the Appellant's involvement.
270. At best, the Chamber found that Sesay designed the jailing of 400 civilians in Makeni to he
forcibly transferred to Kana District to mine. 835 However, the Chamber erred in making this
unreasonable finding. As a preliminary matter, not a "ingle victim or a single perpetrator,
other than Sesal' and KaHan, was named. The Chamber erred in relying upon TFI-041 for
this finding. 836 The Chamber erred in not explaining huw it resolved the following;

i)

the inconsistency between TFI-041 's in-court testimony and his statements to the
Prosecution which indicate that 100 miners went from Makcni to Kono to mine on a lWopile system in which civilians would receive a benefit from their labour (i.e., no force);&}7
ii)
the inconsistency between TFI-041's direct-examination in which civilians were
jailed and his cross-examination in which there is no reference to anyone being jailed;
iii)
how this forcible transfer could ha,>,'e occurred while, according to TFI_041,838
civilians were moving voluntarily between Makeni and Kono (i.e., Koidu and Koakoyima
where the purported forced mining purportedly occurred) to Irade;8Y.l
iv)
how this forcible transfer could have occurred in the context of the admitted
Defence evidence in which civilians were voluntarily moving to Kana to mine on a non~
forced two-pile system;S40 and
V)
how this forcible transfer could have occurred in the context of the non-admitted
Defence evidence in whieh ciyilians wcre voluntarily moving to Kono to mine on a nonforced two-pile system;841

Lack of Involvement in the Execution
Witness Evidence - Bockarie in sole control
271. The Trial Chamber's findings confinll the doubt that existed and was ignored. The Trial

Chamber cited portions of Sesay's842 and DIS~307's8~3 testimony concerning reponing and
Sesay's non·involvement in the diamond mining operations. Kennedy communicated directly

Exhibit 42; this Record starts on 30 October 1998. See also, Judgment, Para. 1244.
Judgment, Para. 21 t4.
8.1; Judgment, Para. 1249.
gJ~ Judgment, Para. 1249. Note that the finding, also at Paragraph 1249, that "from 1999 to 2000, civilians were
captured and sen! to Kono in order to mine dlamonds for the RUF" is erroneous, The cited evidence concerns
1998. See Annex G: Errors in the relevan' conclusions concerning Enslavement in Kono.
837 See, Annex G: Errors in tbe Tetevant conclusions concerning Enslavement in Kono.
m TranscriptITFt-04I, t 1 July 2006, pp. 58-59. Civilians felt that life was returning to normal.
n9 Transcrip:llFI-041, 11 July 2006, pp. 61. Shou;d a civilian have desired \0 go to Kono District from Makeni.
they would SImply obtain a pa~~ [Will the 0-5 office.
~~o See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Paras. 1277 -1284 and 1298-l32 t.
B41 See, Ground 20.
hI Judgment, footnole 23&7; Transcript'Sesay. 24 May 200?, pp, 27-32.
B4} Judgment, footnote 2382; Transcript/DIS-30?, t9 Fcbrullry 2008, pp. 80.
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with Bockarie about the gravel that was found in Koidu town upon Koidu's ei:lpture;,14
Bockarie gave the giJ~ahead to Kennedy to wash the gravd;S4-5 Kennedy told civilians from

the ~ining Unit to base at Koakoyima;S46 and Kennedy, as thl;: mining commander, sent
reports directly to Bockarie via radio lH 1999.

8

';7

These findings tend to demonstrate a lack of

any role for Sesay. That Sesay had nothing to do with the mining operations until he took
over command was cDnfiffi1ed

by TFI_036 84s (sec bt:low) and

TF 1·071. Wl Further, the

Defence note!\ that the Chamber did not cite any order from Sesay in connection with mining.
272, It is submitted that the Chamber erred in law and fact by inferring that the receipt of
diamonds could amount to evidence of planning the enslavement.~50 Receiving diamonds,

without more, is not probative of either the design Or cxecutiun of enslavement.
273. Regardless, the Chamber erred in finding that Sesay collected diamonds from the mining in
KUllo DistriCt. 851 In making this finding, the Chamber cited to TFI_071,R52 TFl_367,m and

TFl_371. 854 The Trial Chamber cites only TFl~071's direct_examination. 855 However, the
chamber erred in disregarding

TFl~071's cross.examination.

On cross-examinatt(1n TFt-071

made it explicitly clear that tht: first occasion on which Sesay rect:lved diamonds was in
2000~:'I6 and [hat throughout 1999 Bockarie was in sole control of the mining operations.

857

There was no proper basis for disregarding this testimony, in preference to TFl-367. TFl ~071
gave consistent testimony and had no obvious motive to lie.

Chamber erred in flOding thaI (he

pre~2000

858

Coneerning TFl~371, lhe

mining operations wt:re within

TF1~371's

judgment, footnote 2387; Tr211Scripti Sesay. 24 May 2007, pp. 28.
judgment, footnote 1387; TranM'riptiScsay, 24 :viay 2007, pp. 28.
s""; Judgment, Ioomote 2387; Transcript!Se~ay, 24 May 2007, pp. 29.
84) Judgment, footnote 2382; TranscriptJDiS-307, 19 february 2008, pp. 80.
848 TLilllscriptlfFl.036, 28 July 2005, pp. 53"54.
149 Traw;criptrfFl.071, 25 January 2005, pp. 9B. (In 1999, Bockaric - while based in Kailahull District - was
"colltactiug the cmnmanders m Kono;" "was in command at tnat time;" was "keeping a watchful eye on the
diamond area.s;" and was "orderhfg llnd tJirec(il1K the aiumond mining from Kailahutl, ")
BsO Judgntent, Pam. 2112 "Remitting the diamonds 10 Commanders including Sesay.~
~jl E.g., JUdgment, Para.. 2113. "TbroUghOllt 1999 and 2000, Sesay visited Kono Di.~triet and colle\:ted
diamonds. Sesay maintained a house in Kojdu Town were hc re~ei\ied mining Cornrnander~ for this pwposc. ,.
~:l E.g., JUdgment, fUoIDote 2381. TransniPt'TFI-071, 21 January 200:5, pp. 1 H~ 115.
83.1 f\\ footnote 2379. TranseriptrfFI-367, 23 Jllne 2006. pp. 80.
The Chamber 3130 citt"d TF1-J66 at fOOTI(]tc 2379, n.e ref{\tcnce IV TFl·36Q's evidenee concerns diamonds
being de,livered to Scsay in 2000-2002 when Pe1eto wa~ the Minister of Mines (See, Transeript/TFl-166, 10
November 2005, pp, 14~16) ~nd is lITe/evant to mining between Decembel 1996 and January 2000.
~~~ At footnote 2379, TranscriptiTFl-371, 21 July 2006, pp. 69_72.
~~~ TF I-071ITranscript, 21 January 200.'5, pp. I 14-115,
S~~ TranscriptffFl-071, 25 January 2005, pp. 79.
~n Tnmscript/TF1-Q71, 25 January 2005, pp. 9S. (In 1999, Bochrie· while based i.n Kailahun District - was
"contaeting the commanders in Kono;" "was in command at that time;" Wil~ "k.eepiJ.\g a watehful eye on the
diamond areas;" and wa. "orderil/g and directing the diamond mining/rom KailuhulJ."j
!~S The Defenc~ notes that the Chamber cited a portion of TFI-367's testimony (Transcripl/TFl-367, 23 June
2006, pp. 80) in support afits finding that diam(]nds were ddivered to Ses3.Y. However, the dted portion is the
beginning of a seriC'l of questions 011 cross.examination de5igned to impeach TF1~367, It was theref(]re
improper for the Trial rhamber to cite unly this portion of TFl-367's testimotl)' wilhullt eonsidering the entire
flM
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knowledge.&59 TFl-371 indicated that the first time he went to Kono during this period was a1
860
earliest mid-December 1999. As such, the Chamber erred in imputing liability to Sesay
throughout the Indictment period.
274. The Chamber erred in disregarding TFI-036's evidence. lIM The witness was best placed to

know precisely the nature of the mining operations. He was intimately connected to Bockarie
and was able to pro',ide detailed evidence. There was no motive to lie. Indeed the Chamber
relied upon TFt-036 in many ways - as proof of Bockarie's organisation. The Chamber cited
TFI-036 as credible in connection with a myriad of other findings such as Bockarie being
aggrieved when Johnny Paul Koroma ignored his recommendation to attack ECOMOG
during the junta period;B62 that Bockaric remained in Kenema Town until the overthrow of
the Junta in February 1998;863 that Bockarie communicated via radio to troops throughout the
country during the Junta;8M the animosity hetween Bockarie and SupemulJl;81i~ that Bockarie
planned the attack on Koidu in December 1998;866 when and whether Bockarie
communicated with members of the AFRC;86; and when Bockarie announced his resignation
from the RUF. 8S8 No proper reason existed for disregarding his evidence because it
exculpated the Appellant and none was proffered by the Chamber.
275. The Chamber concluded that from about December 1998 onwards the RUF was mining in

Tongo and Kono Districts. ~(j'l TFI-036 was best placed to confirm that fhe mining
commander;; in both Tongo and Kono District would take the diamonds directly to Bockarie
at the headquarters in But:du. R7O The witness did not identify any role for Sesay in this or any
diamond process. As c.onfinned by the witness and disregarded by the Chamber, Bockarie
trusted so little that those diamonds deliv~red would be kept in his house. s7l The Chamber
compounded this unfairness by disregarding corroborating evidenee: DIS-307 and DIS-091,
both members of the Mining Unit, whic.h c.onfinned that the proct:eds fium the diamond
I:xchange.
S~9 Defence disputes that TFl-371 was in KOllO District prior to early 2000.
M(, Transcript/Ttl-371, 28 July 2006, pp. 95. Further, TFI-371 blatantly lied in connection with mining to
implicate Sesay. Recall that, during the junta, TF 1-371 indic<lted that he sa.w Pckto in Tougo; however l'F J-366
tlirectly contradicted TF'1-371 's e,-ideI1ce to this effect. Contrast TratlscriptITFl·371, 31 July 2006, pp, 46 and
TranscripUTFl-366, 11 November 2005, pp. 40.
j~1 See, Sesay Defence Closing Brief, Para. 1257.
!~2 At footnote 1467.
i6l At footnote 1481.
.~ At footnote 1484.
B65 At footnote 1610.
~6 At footnote 1699.
8~7 At footnote 1732.
8~3 At footnote 1774,
B" See, e.g., Exhibit 42 and Judgment, Para. 1244 ("TIle Diamond Production Records reveal that , . diamonds
were extracted and claimed a~ RiJF property from both Kono Dj~lJict and Tongo held.')
8'0 Transcrip~/TFl.036,28 July 1005, pp. 53-54. See also, Transcript/1FI-036, 1 August 2005, pp. 8.
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mmmg did not go to Sesay but Bockarie directly,872 These defence witnesses were not
undermined on cross examination and had no motive to lie. No proper reason existed for
disregarding this evidence cmd none was proffered.

Error in coocludine Sesft}"s presence in Kono in 1999
276. On the basis of Exhibits 32 and 33 [he Chamber observed that the evidenee showed that
Sesay was present in "Kono on two or three occasions,,87:> during 1999. Notwithstanding the
Chamber concluded that "'on the totality of the evidence the only reasonable inference was
that Sesay was regularly present in Kon.o Distrkt"S74 during 1999. No reasonable trier of fact
could have reached this conelusion in the face of this evidence. This was the reasonable
doubt.

'277. In support of its finding that Sesay regularly gave orders to combatants in Kana District
between December 1998 and January 2000, the Chamber cites to Paragraph 922 of the
Judgment.'if1S Paragraph 922 refers to particular radio messages

10

RUF radio logs (Exhibits

32 and 33), none of which concern the Kono District or have any relevance to diamond

mining operations
278, Additional\y, the Chamber relies upon the RUF radio logs (Exhibits 32 and 33) and Sesay's
associated testimony. The Trial Chamber referred to onlv three radio messages in the
Judgment. Each of the three messages demonstrated Sesay requesting and being

~ran'ed

permission from Sankoh to go to Kana. They were powerful proof that he was not present in
Kono on a regular basis; that his command did not extend to Kana and that he was not
permitted to visit without express pem1issiufl. The first two messages, both dated 17 July
1999, concern Sesay requesting and heing granted permission from Sankoh (Concord) to go

to Kono with OSM (Organisation for the Sunrival of Mankind) pen:onnel and materials for
the Kana axis. s16 The third message, dated 24 December 1999,87" coneerned a possible trip
by Sankoh to Kana. Sesay was sent to Kana in anticipation of this trip.818 Again, for Sesay to
871

TranscriptlTF1-036, 1 August 2005. pp, 8.

~'! DIS-307: Before Sankoh came to Kono, whell Kennedy was the Overall MiniJlg Commander, the diamonds
were being delivered directly (0 Boekarie; Bockarie once eame to collect diamonds. (Transcript/DrS-307, 19

Fehn.wry 2008, pp. 88·89).
OIS-091: Kennedy would report to Bockarie. When diamonds were to be delivered to Bockarie, Kennedywould
request that the JSU <lrTange <I security dct<li\ to delivel the diamonds to Hockarie. (Tran5.cript'DIS-C'91, 7 \1arch
2008, pp. 44-46). Kennedy did not report to Sesay; diamonds were meant to be t<lken directly to Bockarie.
(Tt<lmcriptIDlS-091, 10 M<lrch 2008, pp. 46-47),
~7J Judgment, footnote 3832.
814 Judgment, footnote 3832.
m Judgment, footnote 3827.
~i6 At p<lges 8683 and 8685, Exhibit 31.
m At page 876&, Exhibit B.TIlis messaged d<lled 24 Decembel 1999 W<lS818 The trip wa5. p05.lponed until January 2000. TranscriptiSesay, 23 May 2007, pp, 18.
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be present in Kono he needed permission. 879
279. The Chamber's eonelusion that the Proseeution had not established where Sesay was
primarily based in the period from March to Oetober 1999 880 was correct. However. in light
of the available evidenee it was not reasonable to infer his regular presence in Kana District
from 28 April 1999 881 to January 2000. The only witness that speaks to Sesay's regular
presenee in Kana District is TFl_367. 8:n As diseussed abm.'e, TFI-367 blatantly attempted to
implicate Sesay in placing him in Kana Distriet throughout the entirety of 1999;883 the
Chamber's reliance on TFl-367 is therefore unreasonable in this regard. There was nothing to
rebut Sesay's eontention that he was present.
280. It was unreasonable for the Chamber to find, based on the evidenee it considered, that Sesay
884
It was
had any hand in diamonds prior to early 2000 when he took over operations.
unreasonable for the Chamber to conclude that Sesay planned enslavement in Tombodu and
throughout Kono District between December 1998 and January 2000 as he was not involved
in designing or executing enslavement. The Trial Chamber's eonviction should be reversed.

GROUND 36: Enslavement, Forced Military Training (Dec. 1998 to Jan. 200m

Lack of Notice
281. The Chamber erred in finding that the Appellant had notice that he failed to prevent or punish
the perpetrators of enslavement of eivilians at the military base at Yengema. 885 First, the
Appellant was not put on notice that forced military training was to be considered an aet of
enslavement. 886 The Appellant was unaware throughout the trial who he was alleged to have
enslaved; the numbers or the names (of either victim or subordinates), as well as the measures
that he was alleged to have failed to take to prevent or punish. The lack of specificity in the
pleading led the Chamber astray. At paragraph 1262, the Chamber found that recruits that had
been captured in Kono District were trained at the base. In direct contrast to this finding, at
Para. 1646, the Chamber found that recruits from Kono and Bunumbu base were trained at
Yengema. This is an eITor of law that undermines the conviction and illustrates the
B79 See Sesay's testimony in conneetion with this radio message and Sankoh's possible trip to Kona at
TranscriptlSesay, 23 May 2007, pp. 18.
8~O Judgment, footnote 3826.
S81 Exhibit 32 begins on this date.
B82 Transcnpt/fFl-367, 23 June 2006, pp. 80. "\-\then we captured Koidu, [Sesay] did not leave."
883 Sesay was in "Kono throughout 1998 and 1999" and "When we captured Koidu, [Sesay] did nO! leave."
TranscriptITFI-367, 23 June 2006, pp. 80.
854 Paras. 1330, 2116, and Disposition.
lh
~5:> See, No Notice Annex. Statements containing the material facts were dise10sed to the Defence on the 9
Mareh 2005 and Ground 44 for further arguments on the requirements of Arricle 6(3).
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impossibility of defending the charge. Neither the

Pros~cutiun

nor the Chamber has reached a

conclusion on the workings of the Yengema base; who was enslaved; who were the
perpetrators and therefore who the Appellant was expected to punish and

pr~vent.

Sesay was

supposed to have punished the perpetrators of crimes that Trial Chamber I has yet to
eonsistently identify.

Lack of Enslavement at Yengema
282. Further the lack of specificity extends much further. The Chamber erred in failing to identify,

with at least some specificity,887 how many captives there were, where they came from, for
how long they were captive, etc. Apart from TFl-117 (whose testimony was inherently
impiausible

Sgg

-

as argued below), not a single victim was named. The Chamber erred in fact

and law in concluding that TFl-362's assertion, limited to: "the recruits who came from
Bunumbu and those captured from Kono" were trained,8s9 could satisfy the indices of
enslavement. 890 The \....itness provided few details and was could not rebut the reasonable
doubt. The Chamber failed to have regard to the cross-examination. The Chamber found - by
addressing only TFl-362's direct-examination

~

that the base was operating from December

1998.&91 On cross~examination, TFI-362 stated that the base opened at the time of the Lome
Accord. 89Z The Trial Chamber disregarded other relevant evidence that created further doubt.
The preponderance of evidence illustrated that civilians were moving freely throughout the
Makeni to Kono district. 893 The Defence called witnesses who attended the Yengema training
base who confirmed the lack enslavement. The Prosecution did not challenge this
testimony.894 Further, that normal peacetime activities resumed in Yengema was confirmed

S86

See Ground It.

~S7 Judgment. Para. 329.
a8~ The Appe nant disputed that TFI-117 was ever at Yengema.
8~9

TranSCTipt.'TFl-362, 22 ApTil2005, pp. 14. Ciltd a1 fuutnote 2428.
Kunarac, Appeals Chamber Judgment, Para. 119.
891 Judgment, Para. 1646, footnote 3 180 referring to TranscriptITFl-362, 22 April 2005, pp. 12.
sn TunscripUTFl-362, 25 April 2005, pp. 7l.
893 TranscripUTFI-041, 11 July 2006, pp. 58-5Y. "Ine Defence notes that TF1-041 's evidence was ciled by the
Chareber in connection with enslavement in Kono District. See Ground 35 above for a more complete analysis
of TFl-041 '5 evidence. See Sesay Defence Closing Brief al Paras. 1313-1314; Sfe also, Ground 20 and, inter
alia, the statements of DIS-041 (24265-24271); DlS-044 (24273-24278); DIS-047 (24280-24285); DlS-048
(24287-242YO); DlS-283 (24320-24325); and DIS-040 (244 79-24483). The statements of these witnesses were
not admitted into evidence by the Trial Chamber. These statements positively indicate that civilians were nol
forced to train for the RUF; this includes former CDF combatants that surrendered and defected to the RUF. See
also, the statements of DlS-007 (24458-24464); DIS-071 (24485-24489); DIS-219 (24604-24608); DIS-27!
(24309-24318); DIS-283 (24320-24325); and DlS-285 (24515-2452 L).
894 In particular, DIS-065 testified at length about Yengema (see Tran5cripUDIS-065, 26 February 2008, pp. 7080) lncluding whether there was a training base at Yengema in late 1999 (pp. 88; there wasn't). O1S-065 was
cross-examined on minlDg at Yengema (pp. 98-103) and the school at Yengema (pp. 102-103) but not the
training base.
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by TFl_117 895 who testified that, on training for reconnaissance missions, recruits would go
to town (Yengema) to buy salt and wares, and return to the base. 896
283. The Trial Chamber disregarded all the evidence from independent civilians, in favour of
TFl-362. The witnesses who testified to attending Yengema and confinned the lack of
enslavement had no obvious motive to lie and were consistent in their accounts. There was no
proper basis for relying upon TFl-362, 897 an accomplice, who had been paid by the
Prosecution - according t o . own sworn testimony.898 These errors were compounded by
the Chamber's reliance on TFI_I17 899 - a manifestly flawed witness. The Chamber
disregarded the witness' 'collapse' on cross-examination. The witness was manifestly
untruthful, including the following lies: i) in his statement to the Prosecution, TFl-117
claimed that his father died by being stabbed - in testimony, that he was shot;90C iii) the
witness claimed that from 1992 to 1995, Sesay was present at Camp Zogoda;901 iii) that
Gbao raped a woman in Makeni during the intervention;902 vi) that Sesay was involved in the
UNAMSIL attacks and destroyed the disannament camp at Makump;90J vii) that Superrnan
and Gibril Massaquoi were present in Makeni collaborating on the UNAMSIL attack;904 vii)
that he knew Sesay well (but identified a photograph of Tall Bai Bureh as Sesay)905 and that
vii) he had known Gbao for over ten years - but misidentified him in court - and pointed to
KaHon. 906 A reasonable trier of fact would not have relied upon this testimony, or at least
would have explained how the doubts had been removed.

No Killings at the Base
284. The Chamber erred in finding, based on TFI-362's uncorroborated account, that recruits were
killed on the base. 907 In an attempt to explain away a discrepancy in • statement to the
Prosecution (whether it was six or five recruits that were killed), TFl-362 stated that. did

~95 Cited by the Chamber in connection with Yengema at Para. 1648.

TranscriptlTFl-362, 3 July 2006, pp. 81-82, 84.
Judgment, Para. 1262.
~98 See above section on Sesay's contribution to the JCE in Kono.
M E.g., aT Judgmem, Para. 1648.
000 TranscriptlTFl-l17, 30 June 2006, pp. 117.
901 Tran~cripvTFI-117, 29 June 1006, pp. 95-96.
902 Transcript/TFI-II7, 29 June 1006, pp. 105-106
003 TranscnpuTF 1-117, 30 June 2006, pp. 31.
904 TranscriptlTFI-l17. 4 July 1006, pp. 80.
M TranscriptITFI-117, 30 June 2006, pp. 72-73 and 83-85. TFl-117 was shown six photographs of Gul1it,
Gibril Massaquoi, Johnny Paul Koroma, Sam Boehrie, Five-Five. and Tall Hal Bureh Johnny Paul Koroma was
the only person correctly identified.
006 TranscripUTF 1-117, 30 June 1006, pp. 81.
907 Judgment, Para. 1164.
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some "research_,,90il This claim raised a reasonable doubt, since it indicated that the witness
was collaborating with others in manufacturing an account. Finally, the Chamber disregarded
the fact that TFl-362's was unable to provide any or any sufficient speeificity eoncerning the
timing of the erime. The doubt that existed was not given to the Appellant. 909

No Effeetive Control
285. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in eoncluding beyond a reasonable doubt that Sesay

exercised effeetive control over the RUF rebels at Yengema base. The failure to identify any
approximation of victims or any subordinates undermines the Chamber's tindings that Sesay
had knowledge or eould have prevented or punished any crime. It is submitted that it was an
error of law to claim that Sesay was "in a superior - subordinate relationship with RUF
fighters in Kono District between December 1998 and the end of September 2000. This is
assenion not analysis. The Appellant refers the Appeal Chamber to Ground 44 and the
evidence that illustrates the Appellant's de facto eontrol.
286. The relevant lest is whether the superior in the eircumstances had the material ability to
aet. 9lO The Appellant's de jure status was an aspect of the assessment that had to be made.
Whether the duty was fulfilled depended upon the degree of effective control exercised by the
Appellant at the relevant time and on the severity and imminence of the crimes that were
about to be commiUed.'m Whether the Appellant had discharged his duty depending on his
ability to intervene in a specitic situation. 912 The Chamber's approach - to assess effective
control- on basis of de jure command was demonstrably flawed.

GROUNDS 38 & 41
287. The Trial Chambcr erred in fact and law in its findings which purport to demonstrate (i) the
impact of the RUF operatlons upon the civilian population,'H3 and (ii) the impact of RUF

Transcript!TFl-362, 25 April 2005, pp. 103.
The Defence notes that, on direct-examination, TFl-162 affinnatively indicated that when these killings
purportedly occurred Sesay was the High Command as "Mosquito was flushed out." TransCIiptffFl-362, 22
April 2005, pp. 23. Thus. even on TFI-362's direct-examination, the reasonable inference that these killings
oecurred betv.·een December 1999 and disalTnament (Para. 1262) was available. The Chamber disregarded it.
910 CDF TC Judgment, Para. 246. Celebiei Trial Judgement, paT<l. 395; Limaj et a1. Trial Judgement, para. 526;
Halilovic Trial Judgement, para. 73. See also OTP PT para. 28.
911 AFRC TC Judgment, para. 798.
912 CDF TC Judgment, Para. 248. No quotes. See also Prosecution PT para.228.
m Trial Judgment, paras. 944: "the AFRClRUF waged an attack encompassing horrific violence and
mistreatment against the civilian population of Sierra Leone"; 946: "brutal suppression of perceived opposition
by killing and beating civilians, not only in the capital but throughout Districts including 80, KeneIll..:l and
Kailahun", 950: "frequent commissiott of cnmes against civilians such as amputations, mutilations and rapes
serving no military objective". See also, similarly, paras. 945, 955, 956.
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"systems.,,914 No reasonable tribunal, properly directing itself. could have concluded that the
crimes satisfied the requirements of Article 2 of the Statute, namely the occurrence of an
attack directed against the civilian population in Kailahun (orthat acts found proven had any
nexus to an attack). 915 There was insufficient evidence to conclude that in Kailahun, the
"AFRCIRUF waged an attack encompassing horrific violence and mistreatment against the
civilian population of Sierra Leone.,,916 The specific circumstances of the few crimes
occurring in Kailahun do not allow an inference that they were part of a wider attack on
civilians. 917 There is no attack where "the Trial Chamber has heard evidence on a relatively
small number of incidents,,9lB or where the evidence is insufficiently precise to eonclude who
was or wcre responsible for the incidents and whether they fomled part of a larger attack
against a civilian population.,,919

Disregard of e,,'idence
288. The Chamber disregarded relevant evidence that demonstrated that transgressions were few
and civilians supported the RUF, at least from 1993,920 as was buttressed in part, by the
Chamber's o.....n findings. 921 There was no proper basis for regarding evidence of crimes in
other Districts as relevant to Kailahun: 912 "amputations, mutilations and rapes,,923 were not
found proven to have occurred in Kailahun during the Indictment period. 924
289. The Trial Chamber erred, in law and in fact, in its finding that "mistreatment of civilians was

[...] a well organised and permanent feature of RUF operations, sanctioned at the highest
levels."925 This conclusion was reached by failing to apply its own findings: 926 the presence
and nature of institutions created and run by the RUF should have constituted probative
e"idenee, undermining the inference of an attack. The Chamber made this finding, based on
Trial Judgment, paras, 945: "The mistreatmenr of civilians was partieularly frequent and endemic in
Kailahun District"; 946" ''joint AFRC/RlJF campaign to strengthen their ·'govemrnent""; 947: "involved a
senes of large-scale coucerted military actions underlaken by the AFRClRUF in multiple locations lhroughout
Sierra Leone, with the intensity of the violence shifTing as the trOOps gained and lost control of various towns
and Districts". Similarly, see paras. 955, 957, 958.
915 Judgment, Para. 963.
916 Judgment, Paras. 944 and 955.
917 As set out in grounds 39, 40 and 41 the crimes that were committed were relatively few, against a limited
number of indrvidnals who were targeted due to being perceived as traitors or collaborators or were committed
for personal reasons, rather than in a structured or organised manner.
91~ HanuJilla} el af Trial Judgment, para. 118.
919 !faradina} et af Trial Judgment, para, 118.
920 The Chamber mischaracterised this evidence and diminished its scope and significance: Annex: Annex B:
Samples of suppOrl for the Defence Case and Ground Two.
9Zl Trial Judgment, para. 650.
922 Trial Judgment, para. 1445.
~:~ Judgment, para. 950.
924 Judgment, Para, 2156.
m Judgment, Para. 955.
914
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voluminous testimony,927 and then consistently failed to apply the evidence to the charges. 928
The provision of indiscriminate (free) medical care, protection and education is probative,
whether deemed a necessity or no1. 929 No reasonable trier of fact would draw adverse
inferences concerning the activities of the GS 930 and yet ignore the G5's role in protecting
civilians' welfare: resolving disputes between civilians,931 issuing travel passes to facilitate
civilians' trade activities S('l and monitoring their welfare. 933 These benefits could not be
dismissed as applicable to "a limited few privileged people"93~ given that the OS "was
responsible for all civilians in rebel territory. ,,935
290. The Chamber recognised - and then disregarded - that the RUF had an explicit ideology
("some ideal, attractive and virtuous norrns,,(36), \-vruch explicitly included strict codes of
behaviour regarding the treatment of eivilians. 93 ? This finding was uncharacteristical~v
supported by overwhelming evidence. 938 The Trial Chamber found that the ideology was not
mere platitude, but a key faetor in shaping the RUF's actions and its treatment of the civilian
population. The Chamber found that RUF members who committed transgressions against
Q

civilians \-vere punished, through "instances of systematic discipline" [emphasis addedJ,93 It
mattered not that this, apparently, was "a means of keeping control over their own
fighters.'.940 It was ineumbent upon the Chamber to analyse and apply the finding thai "some
crimes \-vere punished in areas under RUF control and where no hostilities [that, is Kailahun]
were taking place" [detail addedJ,9:J1
92~ Judgment, Para. 953.
m Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Casc
9l~ Sesay Defence Closing Brief, pp. 11-]2 and 93.
929 Judgment, Para. 953.
9)0 Jndgmcnt, Para. 954.
93\ Judgment, Para. 695.
m Judgment, Para. 693.
m Judgmem, Para. 692.
9.1~ Judgment, Para. 53l.
9H Judgment, Para. 692.
9l~ Jndgment, Paras. 2021 and 705.
n
.' Judgment, Para 705
938 See Paras. 704-706 referring to Exhibit 273, RUF Ideology Book, pp. 31041-31402; Transcript of 27 July
2005, TFI-OJ6, p. 40 KaHon; Exhibit 367, Document with fnformation on Aims ofIhe RUF, p. 4; Transcript of
3 May 2007, bsa Hassan Sesay, p. 51; Transcript of 11 July 2006, TF1-041. pp. 14-15 (CS); Transcript of II
April 2008, Morris Kallon, pp. 54,56; Transcript of9 June 2006, DAG-080, p. 57; Transcript of I August 2006,
TF1-371, p. 57 (CS); Transcript of 1 August 2005, TFI-036, p. 32 (CS); Transcript of 3 April 2006, TFI-168, p.
62 (CS); Transcript of26 June 2006, TFl-367, p. 33 (CS); Transcri.pt of 15 January 2008, DIS-214, p. 54 (CS).
Transeript of 14 April 2008, Morris KaHan, p. 4; Exhibit 339, KaHon Handbook, pp. 25405-25410; Transcript
of 29 April 2008, DI\1K-132, p. 6; Transcript of]9 October 2007, DIS-188, p. 76 (CS); Transcript of29 October
2007, DIS-I 88, p. 75 (CS); Exhibit 212, RUF Radio Log Book, pp. 28055-28057. The Chamber notes th:lt
witnesses also referred to similar scts ofprincipJes such as the Three Points of Attention or the Three Discipline
Factors and the Twenty-Five Standing Orders of the RUF: Exhibit 273, RIJF fdeology Book, pp. 31041.
~,9 Judgment, Para. 707.
9~O Judgment, Para. 712.
'#41 Judgment, Para. 712.
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291. The Chamber resolutely refused to draw favourable conclusions in favour of the Appellant

and this gave rise to inconsistent findings that negate the adverse conclusions reached.
Throughout its description of this "attack," the Chamber repeatedly stated that the abuse of
civilians was "particularly frequent and endemic in Kailahun District.,,942 Conversely - as
noted above - the Trial Chamber concluded that crimes were less and morc often punishl:d
where the "RUF had a relatively stable control".94 3 To then find that the existence of an
attack is demonstrated by a lack of the very characteristics of RUF (stable) contro1 944
(disciplinary response to transgression by fighters etc.) is a contradiction that cannot be
resolved.

Motives behind constituent elements of the "attaek"
292. A large amount of cogent ey'jdtmce was presented which indIcated a range of motives behind
the acts that the Trial Chamber deemed to constitute the "attack" - killings and forced
marriage, in particular. At the very least, this casts reasonable doubt upon the vil;w thal the
civilian population was the primary target of the attack, rather than an incidental target.

945

These were detailed in the Appellant's Closing Brief.946 No proper reason existed for this
disregard and none was proffered. 947 The relatively few crimes that took place in Kailahun,
including, notably, the killing of civilians believed to be Kamajors, were committed against a
limited number of individuals who were targeted due to being perceived as traitors or
cotlaborators or were committed for personal reasons, rather than in a structured or organised
manner. 948 The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in failing to properly assess the motives
949
behind the acts of particular members of the RUF, especially Bockarie.

GROUND 39: Sexual Violence (Counts I and 7 to 9) & GROUND 42
293. No reasonable Trial Chamber, properly directing itself would have been satisfied that Counts
I and 7 to 9 had been proven. The fact that the Prosecution was unable to call evidence from

a single victim who claimed to have been abducted and forcibly married during the

Judgment, Para. 945: 'The mistreatment of civilians was particularly frequent and endemic in Kailahun
Disl:rict."
9H Judgment, Para. 707.
944 The Trial Chamber found that the attack was ~onstiruted by mistreatment of ci,ilians by fighters throughout
the iudictment period; sec Judgment, Paras, 945-947.
945 Fofalla ct, ai, Trial Judgment, para, 299; D, Mifosevic Trial Judgmem, para, 921
946 Sesay Defence Closing Briee p. 88-137.
9~7 Haradillaj e! rJl Trial Judgment, pa'as. 114, 120, 122.
048 See further, liroUllds 39-41.
949 See'submissions on Ground 37.
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indictment period in (or token to) Kailahull ought to have been dispastltve afthe issue. 950 The

Chamber compensated for the paucity of evidence by replacing the burden of proof with a
presumption of guilt and an abuse of discretion, through an unreasonable assessment of the
evidence given by TFl-314 and TFl-093. The Trial Chamber created a strict offence in
which all relationships between the men and women of Kailahun during the civil war were
assessed as abusive and criminal, irrespective of the evidence to the contrary.

Error one: Improper pleading reversed burden - no chance of knowing case
294. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in concluding that the Indictment was properly pled.
The pleading - that an unknown number of women from somewhere were captured by
someone in the AFRC/RUF and hcld somewhere (for some coercive purpose), in Kailahun at
sometime between November 1996 and the indictment period 951 - was manifestly inadequate
in international criminallaw. 952 This incurable prejudice was exacerbated by late disclosure
of charges through evidence. 9s3 The Appellant was entitled, at a minimum, to specimen
counts containing the charges relating to a representative sample, including TFl-314 and
TF 1_093.'\154

Error Two: Lack of specimen counts
295. The Trial Chamber justified this by concluding that the Appellant did not require these details
to prepare an adequate dcfence. 955 The gravamen docs not "hinge" on proof of every single
victim but it does "hinge" on the proof of a sufficient number to show a "widespread rebel
practice of abducting women and forcing them to act as 'wives' in Kailahun District,'·956
Specimen charges, illustrating the gravamen of the charges. would have provided an
opportunity to rebut the specifiC charges, demonstrating that the allegations were unfounded.

9~O TFl-314 and TF1-093 were the ollly witnesses who claimed to be forced marriage ,..ictims. TFl-3l4 stated
that she was caprured in 1994 and TFl-093 in the rainy season of 1996. Their evidence is challenged below.
9~1 Judgment, Para. 1459.
9~Z To observe the principle of legality, the Prosecution must charge particular acts and that "these acts should be
charged in sufficient detail for the accused tn be able to fully prepare their defence". Kupreskic & al. Trial
Judgement, IT-95-16-T, 14 January 2000, para. 626. The correct approach was that in in GaJi(:, wherein the
Prosecutiou were obliged to plead "a small number of individual incidents. representative of a course of
conduct. (Prosecutor \!. Stanislov Galie, IT-98-29-T, Indictment, 26 March 1999, para.lS).
m The charges cOllceming TFI-093 were disclosed on the IJ.09.05; TFI-114 - dIsclosure occurred 08.03.05;
TFI-314 - disclosure occurred 02.05.05; TFI-369 (expen witness) - disclosure occurred 13.06.05 and TFI-371
- disclosure occurred 08.05.06.
9~4 Kupreskic & al. Trial Judgement, IT-95-16-T, L4 January 2000, para. 626. In this vein, the Prosecution in
GoUt described "a sroan represenlati'..'e number of individual incideuts for specificity in the pleading"
Prosecutor \'. Sranis/o\! Golic, IT-98-29-T, Indictment, 26 March 1999, para. 15 .
N
Because the "evidence of individual victims is illustrative of the offences, but the gravamen of the charges
docs UOl hinge on the \ictimisation of auy individual person at any particular time. ,. Judgment, Para. 427.
N Judgment, Para. 1409.
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Depriving thc Appellant uf nu{ice - whilst removing the Prosecution's burden of proving
victimization of a sufficient number of individuals - reversed [he burden.

Error Tbrer: Analysis of "victim-witnesses"
296. This reversal of proof was exacerbated by an error of law in the approach taken to 'victim'

witness evidence. ')57 Evidence of victimisation - however generalised or little and wherever
in Sierra Leone it occurred - was accepted as reliabJe. 958 This alone subverts due process, but
with a trier of fact that required only 2 victims (TFI-3l4 & TFI-093)

,'Q

~

to prove that

thousands were abused, conviction was inevitable.
297. As the gravamen of the offence did not hinge on the victimisation of any individual, it
follows that assertions of general experience sufficed to prove the eharge. Consequently, the
distinctions between "acts and conduct of the accused" and "general" or "own experiences"
of a witness. even if valid, were rendered illusory by the approach taken.~60

Error Four: Overall failure to eonsider Defence case
298. The aforementioned prejudice was furthered by the Chamber's failure to consider the defence

fairly or at all. First, the Chamber mischaracterised the defence. The Defence did not
"eontend that the \\'omen and girls who they captured and abducted during attacks, and who
were victims of those offences, willingly consented to the alleged marriages and sexual
relationships.,,961 Instead the Ddence, first submitted that the principal evidence adduced (the
alleged abduction and forced marriage of TFI-3l4 and TFI-093) was unreliable, did not
occur in the Indictment period and the remainder of the evidence was im.ufficient to prove the
charge. The Trial Chamber failed to provide reasoned findings of facts as to each element,
instead relying, repeatedly, upon the conclusions ofTFl-369. On several issues this "expert"
testimony was the sole evidence fDr facts upon which key findings of Jaw were based and, as
such was improperly used to determine ultimate issues. %2
957

Judgment, Paras. 532-536 See Ground 22.

m For eXllmple: There was no direct evidence that the term 'wife' was used in Kailahun as "a deliberate and

strategic aim of enslaving aud psychologically manipnlating rhe women and with the purpose of treating them
Jib~ possessions" during th", Lndi.;tm'<lot period (Judgmeut, Piua. 1466). Additionally, The Trial Chamber erred
in fact and/or law by taking iuto con~ideration the irrelevant consideration that marriage between RUF and
women in Kailahun during the war did not involve obtaining parental and family consent (Judgment, para.
1469),
9~9 Judgment, Paras. 1405-1406.

,~

See Ground 21.
Judgment, Para. 1469.
962 Including, for example, the following key finding as basis for conviction under count 9 (outrages against
pers.onal digniry) Trial Judgment, para. 1474: "Due to the social stigma attached to them by vinue of lheir former
status as 'bush wives' and the effects of the prolonged forced conjugal relationships to which they were
subjected, these women and girls were too ashamed or too afraid to return to their communities after the
%1
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299. TFl-369 could not be categorised as an expert in "forced marriage.,,963 The extraneous
interests of the witness were aligned with the Prosecution's cause. The methodology followed
was unprofessional and irregular. 964 No reasonable tribunal could have exercised its
discretion in favour ofrelying on this expertise. 965

Error Seven: Circumstances within a marriage - irrelevant consideration
300. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and/or law by taking into consideration the irrelevant
consideration, in relation to consent to a marriage, of circumstances within a supposedly
forced marriage. 966 The circumstances to which the Trial Chamber refers are those witMn a
supposedly forced marriage: "not consensual because of the state of uncertainty and

cooflict. Accordingly, many victims were displaced from their home towns and support nenvorks", citing only
Exhibit 138, Expert Report Forced M<lITiage, p. 12097-98. See also Prosecutor v. Charles Taylor, SCSL-OJ-IT, "Decision on Defence Application to Exclude the Evidence of Proposed Prosecution Expert Witness Corinne
Dutka or, in the Alternative, to Limit its Scope AND Urgent Prosecution Request for Decision, 19 June 2008,
pg. 11, citillg Prosecutor v. Karemera et aI., Case No. lClR-98-44-T, Decision on Prosecution Motion for
Reconsideration of the Decision on Prospective Experts Guichaoua, Nowrojee and Des Forges, or for
Certification, 16 November2007, para. 21 and Prosecutor v. Brirna el al.. SCSL-04-16-PT, "Separate and
Cooeurring Opinion of Justice Doherty on Prosecution Request for Leave to Call an Additional Witness
Pursuant to Rule 73bis(E) and Joint Defence Application to Exclude the Expert E\'idence of Zainab Hawa
Bangura or Alternatively to Cross-Examine Her Pursuant to Rule 94bis, 21 October 2005, para 51 citing
Pro.Jecutor v. Kordic and Cerkez, Case No. IT-95-14/2, Transcripts, 28 January 2000, p. 13306, 13307.
963 See Trial Chamber judgment, paras. 511-2. In admirting the wi bless the court as an expert, the credentials of
the wibless are assessed in order to decide whether the pnrported is a "person whom by virtue of some
specialised knowledge, skill or training can assist the trier of fact to understand or determine an issue in dispute"
Trial Chamber judgment, para. 511, citing Prosecutor v. Galic, IT-98-29-T, DeciSIOn Conceming the Expert
Witnesses Ewa Tabeau and Richard Philipps (TC), 3 July 2002, p. 2: Prosecutor v. Nomlan, Fofana and
Kondewa, SCSL-04-14-T, Decision on Prosecution Request for Leave to Call Additional Wimesses and for
Orders for Protective Measmes (TC), 21 June 2005, p. 4.
Expert testimony is "testimony ill tended to enlighteu the Judges ou specific isslles of a technical nature,
requiring spccial knowledge in a specific field" whose purpose "is to provide a C01!rt with mfonnation that is
outside its ordinary experience and knowledge." Trial Chamber judgment, para. 511, ciling CDF Decision on
Calling Additional Wiblesses, p. 4. See also Prosecutor v. Akayesu, JCTR-96-4-T, Decision on a Defence
Motion for the Appearance of an Accused as an Expert Wi bless (TC), 9 March 1998.
%4 TIle wrillen evidence that she provided falls far short of constituting expert guidance for the Conrt. The
report was not subject to any form of peer review Cross-Examination by Couusel for Kanu; ERN 18758-18814.
The methodology that was employed to gather data can only be described as absurdly self-serving. Her selection
of interviewees did not appear to be based upon anything than her own discretion ERN 18711. To complete the
report the wibless went to Kailahun, Makeni, Kenema alld Kono. TIlere were also meetings with CGG field sraff
in Freetown. Fom focus group meetings were held in Kailahun. She also spoke with Paramount Chiefs, local
Court Clerks and Imams, including the head of all the Imams in Siena Leone. She also spoke with excombatants. TFI-369 instructed human rights officers that were to conduct interviews that were to fonn the
basis of TFl-369's report. TF 1-369 explained to the hnman rights officers "the information I'd like and the way
in which I think they should ask the question to ... get the precise information that I think is important" (ERN
18723-24). TFl-369 was only interested in those women that had crimes commirted against them. She was not
interested in women that actively chose to be with commanders or with rcbels (TFl-369ffranscript, 25 July
2006, pp. 105, line 14 - pp. 106, line 10). As such, TFl-369 limited her report to ouly womell that were vicrims
a~ainst whom hnman rights violations were commirted (TFl-369fframcnpt, 16 July 2006, pp. 61, lines 8 - 11).
96 Judgment, para. 512, citing Prosecutor v. Kunarac, Kovac and Vuko\'ic, IT-96-23 & 23/1, Decision on
Prosecution's Motion for Exclusion of EvideltcC and LimitatiOlt of Testimony (TC), 3 July 2000, para. 4, and
citing VasiIjevic Trial Judgement, para. 20.
%6 Jlldgment, Para. 1466.
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subjugation in which they lived in captivity.,,967 This assertion may have been relevant if the
matter before the Court was a count of rape of a person in respect of whom forced marriage
had already been established. But such an argument is circular as regards the proper question:
whether there was consent to the relationship. It is irrelevant as

10

any possible presumption

of lack of consent because of the circumstances. 96B

Error Eight and Ninc: Evidence ofTFI-093! Evidence of TFl-314
301. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law in concluding that the elements of sexual slavel)'
and of "forced marriage" as another inhumane act had been satisfied in relation to
TFl~093.969 The Trial Chamber further erred in its reliance upon the testimony of this

witness. The witness was implausible and deeply affected by drugS. 970 The Trial Chamber
failed to adhere to its own admonishment, that corroboration was required,971 especially as
regards her own forced marriage. 972 The tribunal erred in law and in fact in concluding,
beyond reasonable doubt, that TFl-3l4 was subjected to sexual slavery and the other
inhumane act of "forced marriage," as charged under Counts 7 and 8 of the Indictment. No
reasonable tribunal could have entered a conviction on this basis on the evidence presented.
The evidence provided by TFI-3l4 was palpably unreliable throughout. 973

Error Ten: Presumption of non-consent not triggered by the facts
302. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law by holding that "there should be a presumption of
absence of genuine consent to having sexual relations or contracting marriages with the said
RUF fighters.'.974 No reasonable Tribunal, properly directing itself, would have concluded
that the facts triggered this presumption on the basis of the evidence adduced. 975 The Trial

Judgment, Para. 1470.
The Chamber then held "that in hostile and cocrcive circumstances of this nature, there should be a
presumption of absenee of g:enuine consent to having sexual relations or contracting marriages with the said
RUF fighters" (para. 1471) - thus indicating how the Trial Chamber sought to employ evidence about the
circumstances within a given marriage (which was, itself, unreliable) to support conclusions about the way in
which the marriage began!
'169 Judgment, Paras. 1463-1464. The Chamber further found that, as Superman's wife, she cooked and did
laundry for him and had sex with him, all of which caused her to endure physical and mental suffering, that
Superman exercised the rights of ownership ovcr TFl-093 by virtue of this exclusive conjugaL relationship and
that Superman gave drugs to TFl-093 which reflects his intention to further abuse and exercise control over her.
970 Annex C: Examples of indicia of unreliability in relation to TF1-0 12, TFI-045, TFI-093, TF1-l 08, TFl-141,
TFl-263, TFl-330, TFl-330, TFl-361, TF1362 and TFl-366. See also, TFI-093ITramcript, 1 December 2005,
44, lines 2-6.
I Judgmenl, Para. 603.
m Judgment, Para. 1408 and Annex C: Examples of indicia of unreliability in relation to TF1-012, TFI-045,
TFI-093, TFL-108, TFl-141, TFI-263, TFI-330, TFI-330, TFI-361, TF1362 and TFl-366.
m E.g., Exhibits 49-52.
9~'
, Judgment, Para. 1471.
m The Trial Chamber erred in taet andlor Jaw when concluding beyond a reasonable doubt that there was a
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Chamber's finding of fact concerning the context was wholly unsubstantiated and, moreover,
unreasonable in light of its own findings and the salient evidence in relation to the
circumstances. The Chamber's conclusion that Kailahun was different from the rest of Sierra
Leone in light of the RUF's well-established administTation976 and therefore the district was
more stable as a resu(t977 was a material inconsistency which undennined the Chamber's
claim that every inch of Kailahun territory was violent and coercive. On any reasonable
analysis it is also apparent from the evidence that there were fewer crimes in Kailahun than
elsewhere. 978

Error Eleven: Error as to effect of presumption even if triggered
303. The Trial Chamber erred in law by proceeding on (he basis that international criminal
jurisprudence has relegated the analysis of consent such as to remove the burden of proof
from the Proseeution entirely. The Trial Chamher further erred in applying the effects of the
presumption in a blanket manner to the whole of Kailahun. The Prosecution have to prove
that in the circumstances consent was not possible or that any consent was negated as a
consequence. 979 The jurisprudence indicates a requirement of indicia in order to prove laek of
consent, even where the presumption operates. 98Q The Trial Chamber failed to analyse the
evidence for such indicia. The analysis was required to foeus on the effeet of eircumstances
on individual cases or localised areas - and not the hundreds of square kilometres of
Kal1ahun and the thousands of women who therein reside.

Error Thirteen: Pre~Indictment circumstances - irrelevant consideration
304. The Trial Chamber erred in faet and/or law by treating evidence of alleged global praetices
prior to the Indictment of alleged abduction, capture, and forc·ed relationships as decisive
evidence that there was foree during the indictment peri,od. 981 The Trial Chamber erred by
failing to assess the precise circumstances of any continued "unions" during the indictment
period to ascertain whether forced conjugal relationships still existed and, if so, whether they
amounted to foreed marriage; whether the elements had been satisfied; and whether the intent
wictspread or systematic practice wherehy acts of sexual violencc were intentionally committed against women
and girls in the context of a hostile and coercive war environment in which genuine consent was not possible.
Judgment, Para, 1466.
97~ Judgment, Para. 650.
971 Judgment, Para. 707; st'e aho, Para. :385: "the RUF and some parts of the civilian populati<ln in Kailahun
~enerally eo-habited and may have been relatively integrated·'.
7~ St>f' gmund 38.
979 Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgment, para. 132.
98~ For example: indicia of threats, iutimidation, extortion and other forms of duress which may prey au fear or
desperation aud may constitute coercion. (Akayesu Te, para, 688).
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of the perpetrators was still extant.

Error Fourteen: Failure to consider context in relation to consent issue
305. In Semanza the ICTR held that consent "must be given voluntarily and freely and is assessed

within the context of the surrounding circumstances.,,982 The Trial Chamber's failure to
address central aspects of context negatcs the findings in relation forced marriage. 983 First, to
the extent that threats existed, the threat emanated from outside agencies inc(uding, in large
part, the Kamajors, the CDF and from government forces. While the Tria! Chamber
recognised this aspect of "forced marriage" in Kailahun,984 it failed to address the clear
relevance of this to the charges relating to alleged coercion and exercise of ownership rights
by RUF members. 985 Having accepted TFI-314's incriminatory testimony, the Chamber erred
by failing to take into account the admission that a reason for remaining in Buedu was that
civilians who attempted to escape might well be killed by the Kamajors, who were known to
kill anyone who came from a rcbel zone. 986 No proper reason for disregarding this evidence
existed and none was proffered. For the aforementioned reasons the charges must be
dismissed.

GROUND 40: Enslavement in Kailahun
306. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law in concluding, beyond reasonable doubt, that the

RUF was responsible for acts of enslavement in Kailahun. 987 No reasonable tribunal could
have drawn such a conclusion on the evidence adduced.

Error: unreasonable interpretation of evidence/extrapolation from testimony
307. No reasonable Trial Chamber would have extrapolated, from the testimony of two individuals

- TFl-330 & TF1-108, a conclusion beyond a reasonable doubt of the occurrence of
hundreds of crimes, occurring over a period of a decade, affecting hundreds of civilians. This
was exacerbated by reliance on a witness who was willing to falsely accuse the Appellant of
being responsible for the gang rape and murder of~88 and who attempted to further
pencrt the course ofjustice 089 is a powerful illustration of the resulting miscarriage ofjustice.
9~1 Judgment, Para. 1410 and ftn. 2611.
,"'

• Semanza. para. 345.
~B) Instead the Trial Chamber found state simply eltat women experienced a diminished cnoice.
~B4 Judgment, Paras. 1406 and 1460.
9BS Brima et al.. Rule 98 Decision, para. 109.
986 Transcript/TFl-314, 2 November 2005, pp. 43.
9S7 Judgment. paras. 1478-1486.
98S Judgment, Para. 597.
989 See Ground 18.
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The reliance on two witnesses to prove a crime base of this magnitude was an error of law
which invalidated the convictions.
308. The Trial Chamber erred by convicting the Appellant without being able to be sufficiently
precise. 990 This is illustrative of a failure to be properly satisfied, as per the burden of proof.
This error was the consequence of the failure to provide notice to the Appellant of the charges
and the underlying material facts in support. 991 As noted above the evidence that fonned the
basis of these findings was provided by two witnesses, who purported to describe a system of
enslavement. 992 The system was "created" through late proofing sessions but was not
particularised in the indictment. The fact that the Chamber was unable to establish any
greater specificity is a direct result of these defects. It was guess work and demonstrably so. It
was wholly unfair to demand the Appellant to meet an allegation that could be the
enslavement of 100 or, maybe, 500 people; with barely any identification of perpetrators or
victims alike.

Error: failure to give reasons/rejection of huge amount of evidence
309. The Trial Chamber failed to have regard to the preponderance of evidence, both Prosecution
and Defence, that contradicted the testimony of TFI-330 and TFI-I08. The Defence
witnesses - from a huge array of backgrounds - ran considerable risk and inconvenience to
travel to Freetown to give evidence which roundly rebutted the Prosecution ease and,
moreover established a clear inference that civilians in Kailhaun saw the RUF (and the
Appellant) as eooperative. 993 The Trial Chamber's dismissal of this - and all the exculpatory
- testimony was an abuse of discretion: the mischaracterising of the Defence case as "limited
[to a] few privileged people who had access to [...] amenities,,99~ was demonstrably "'TOng.
The evidence was far ranging (in its temporal and geographical and population seope). It
covered the whole of Kailahun from 1991 to 2002 and encompassed the experiences of
thousands of people. Moreover it was not undermined by cross-examination. The Appellant
invites the Prosecution to demonstrate otherv.'ise.
310. The Trial Chamber clearly erred in making the key finding that civilians were not pennined
to have personal crops and were given no food supply.995 There was no evidence of mass
starvation during the indictment period. The Trial Chamber ignored, without reason. the
Judgment, Para. 1417: "Approximately, 100 to 500 people from all over Kailahun District were forced to
work in various RUF-controlled farms."
991 Annex B: Charges that led to eonvictions - no or insufficient OOliee.
992 RUF Transcripts: TFI-108 (7-14 March 2006) and TFI-330 (14-17 March 2006).
993 Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Case
994 Judgment, Para. 531.
'190
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overv.rhelrning evidence given by the defence witnesses, that che cooperation between civilian
and fighters was the reason that the Kailahun civilian population survived the conflict. 996
Further, che evidence was corroborated by a plethora of t:vidence, includmg Prosecution
exhibits 80, 8 \, 82, 83, 84a, and 84b. 997 which established a system of cooperation between
civilians and fighters in which labour was exchanged for services, supplies, and food. This
was evidence that supported the Defence case and was relevant to an assessment of the
indices of enslavement. No reasonable trier of fact could disregard this evidence and not feel
obliged to explain.

Error: palpably unreliable key witnesses
311. lhe evidence of both IF 1-1 08 and TFl-330 is replete with inconsistencies to such an extent
that no reasonable tribunal could have afforded it probative value at al1. 998 The fact that the
Chamber, in almost all respects, disregarded these frailties speaks eloquently to the evidence
that was improperly ignored. The inconsistencies between TFI-330's evidence and
slatements were marked on Exhibit 85; which were roundly ignored by the Chamber. This is
notwithstanding that the witness was unable to provide evidence of enslaved fanning in any
village in Kailhun but Talia999 and unable to identify more than a handful of "slaves."IOOO
Further the witness, who was illiterate, produced Exhibits 81-84, which supported the
Appel\ant's case; showing cooperation (not chain-ganging) and food in exchange for work
(not brutality). 1001 Moreover, the witness has strong, extraneous reasons to provide
compromised, partisan testimony, having stated his hope that the Prosecution would provide
necessary medical treatment. 101)2 No proper reason existed for disregarding this evidence as to
the complete lack of credibility of key Prosecution witnesses and no reason was proffered.

Errors of fact & law: remuneration & rewards
312. The Trial Chamber repeatedly erred in law and fact by failing to assess indices of

Judgment, Para. 1418
Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Case
997 \P.17502): dated 13 February 1999, (p 35, line n - p 36. line 10), Exhihit 84B, among many other examples,
wai an mstruction from the Agricultural Secretary-General to the Master Farmer, instlUcting him to provide two
bushels ofhu~k riee from the RUF rice for the blUshing of the CDS farm.
wa Annex C: Examples of indicia ofumeliability in relation to TFI-012, TFI-045, TFI-093, TFI-IOS, TFl-141,
TFI-263, TFI-330, TFl-330. TFl_~61, TF1362 and TFI-366.
999 Transcript,. RUF, TFl-330, 15 March 2006, pp. B-16.
1000 Transcript, RUF, TFI-330, i5 March 2006, pp.
22. Coincidentally most were claimed to be family
members of the witness or dead, except TF L-1 08.
1001 Transcripl, RUF, Tfl·330, 16 March 2006, pp. 13-42.
1002 16.Q3.06 P 55, lines 19 - P 56, line 2
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enslavement. The Defence case was disregarded in its totality.I003 The Prosecution have yet
to respond to these submissions. The evidence was not undenruned by cross-examination.
The Chamber selected the high points of the Prosecution case and improperly disregarded [he
remainder.

313. The Chamber failed in considering irrelevant, in terms of indicia of enslavement, certain
forms of remuneration and benefits received by workers. The Trial Chamber itself - in direct
contradiction of

it~ 0\','11

fmdings that workers received no rewards or any benefits for their

work - recognised that "government" farms were <'organised to support the fighters and

civilians .,,] (J04
314. The Trial Chamber erred in concluding that provision of medical and other services "cannot
be exculpatory or excusalury for the forced labour,,,loo5 The Trial Chamber further erred in
concentnHing, in particular, upon financial remuneration to the exclusion of other forms uf
benefit which were equally or more contradictory of the indices uf enslavement. Key
inferences were drawn from the lack of money earned by fann workers 1uutl and load
carriers. lOin As pointed out in the Defence Closing Brief, the Sierra Leonean constltution
sensibly exclude::; L:ommunallabour from the definition of forced labour. Similarly, thc Sierra
L~onean

Prohibition of Forced Labour Ordinance 1956 recognises the importance of

communal labour for public purposes. Moreover, the Trial Chamber ignored cogent evidence
to indicate that the national currency was not in use at the time 1008 and material goods and
labollr were the only conveyors of value.
315. The Trial Chamber erred in ignoring Exhibit 83, produced by TFl-3JO himself, as a result of
which the witness reluctantly conceded that civilians were provided with seedling rice in
exchange for their labour. [009
316. The Trial Chamber erred in ignoring Exhibit 196, which attested the to the setting up of
schools by the RUF, as well as Exhibits 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247,
248, 249, 250, 251, 252, and 256, all of which were indicative of cooperation between
civilians and the RUF over the whole period of occupation. These alone give rise to
Defence Closing, Para. 243 - 278 and 138 - 154. Please see Ground 34 and 37 fOJ n:lated submissions
forced trainiIlg as cnslavtment.
W(j~ Judgment, Para. 1417.
W05 Judgment, Para. 1421.
ltxtli Judgment, Paras. 1480, 1420
1007 Judgment, Paras. 14~3, 1420
looa TF1-114/Transcript, 28 April 2005, pp. 99. lines 3 - 11 1FI-l [4, Ilgrccs thal rarrners were bartering as the
SL currcn<:y was not Qf value there. Agrees it was surviving by trading goods in difficult war circumstances.
Q: It is right, isn't it, that it was normal for all allhat time in the absence ofa Sierra Leonean currency, people
werc fed instead of being paid?
A. Yes, sil'. You were fcd to work, so that you have energy to do the wQrk. There "vas llI1 other reward.
WM TFI-330/Transcript, 16 March 200o, pp. 35 - 36.
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r~asonable

317,

doubt as to occurrence of enslavement in Kailahun

The Trial Chamber erred in concluding that workers in fact received no other kinds of
benefits, such as food,IOIO ignoring Prosecution evidence that supported the Defence case,
including that which attested to the provision of food to workers 1('11 as and other benefits: IOl2
.free medical care and free schuuling. \cn:

:\ 18. The Trial Chambt::r failed to recognise that participation in the system of colleeti\'e provision

was also repaid by protection from non-RUF threats in the form of the Kamajors, the CDF
and government forces,1014In light of the context, this was of considerable value to civilians.

GROUND4~

319. This ground is incorporated into Ground 39,

GROCND 43: Child soldiers
320. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding beyond a reasonable doubt that Sesay

was liable under Article 6( 1) of the Statute for planning the use of persons under the age of
15 to panicipate actively in hostilities in. Kailahun, Kono, Kenema and Bornbali Distrids

between 1997 and September 2000, as charged in Count 12.1(1]5 No reasonable Tribunal,
properly directing itself, could have reached this conclusion on the basis of the evidence
adduced.

Error One: Crimes within framework of plan
321. The Trial Chamber faiIl:d to make any or adequate findings as to whether use or conscription
by others of child soldiers was within the framework of any plan made by Sesay. In Galic,

the ICTY Trial Chamber stated that individual criminal responsihility for planning requires
that "the crime was actually committed within the framework of that design by others. ,,1016 In
Akayesu, it was stated that "Article 6(1) implies that the planning or preparation of the crime

actually leads to its commission."IOI7 It is precisely "the requirement of specificity [that]
distinguishes 'planning' from other mode~ of liability. ,,:01 B
101~ Trial Judgment, para. 1480, 1414.

TF1-045fTranscript. 14 November 1005, pp. 71, line 10 - pp. 71, line 16.
!\)\;llFI.371ITranscript, 28 July 2006, pp. 129, line 24 - pp. 130, li:J.e 19.
1\)\:; See, generally, DIS-074, DIS-On, DIS-078, mS_D80, DIS-128, DIS-149, DIS-157, DlS-163, DIS-164, DlS177, DIS-I7S, DlS-187, DIS-ISS, DIS-191, DlS-225, DIS-252, and DIS-3D I.
IGl4 TFI_37UTranscript, 21 July 2006, pp. 60, line 1 -pp. 62, line 4.
10(5 Judgment, para. 2230, and Corrigendum, para. 9.
!Ol~ Calk, Tlial Chamber Judgment, para. 168.
!017 Aka)'e_~u, Trial Chambcr Judgment, pilrll. 473.
lOIS Brdjunin, TC at para. 358 (emphasis added). As a result, the ICTY found "the cvidence before it insufficIent
to conclude that the Accused was involved in tbe immediate preparation of tbe eoncrete crimes",
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322. The Trial Chamber made several errors in this regard. First, the Trial Chamber approached
the evidence in such a way as to prevent consideration of whether crimes were within the
frame\Il,'ork of Sesay's plan. The necessary finding of actual commissiml of specific crimes
(see above) depends, of course, upon the identification of victims. While international
criminal law recognises some exceptional circumstances in which this is impossible, it then
demands use of specimen counts. Thls was erroneously not required by Trial Chamber 1. This
lack of notice is incurable.

323. The consequence was that the Chamber was unable to identify a representative sample of
child

soldier~

that precluded the Chamber from making proper and valid findings on the

Appellant's actual commission. It could not then deeiJe whether the use/conscription of any
such child was within the framework ofSesay's design.

324. Second, the Trial Chamber erred in fact in holding Sesay responsible for the use/conscription
of child soldiers in Bornbali and Kcnerna. Its findings on Sesay's responsihility referred to no
acts outside Kailahun and Kono.10Il} The Trial Chamber specifically found that "no liahility
can be attributed to the Accused in relation to crimes committed in ... Bombali.',1020

325. Third, and in the aHemative, even if one excuses the Trial Chamber's

non~identification

of

specified crimes, there remains the failure of the Trial Chamber to convincingly approximate
the number of child soldiers useu pursuant to Sesay's plan. This invalidates any finding that
the crimes concerned were within the framewlJrk of Sesay's design. It would be absurd to
assert that the acts for which the Appellant was to be held rcsponsible 1c21 affected "thousands
of children of varying ages"lOZ2 and not only because the Prosecution relit:d upon the
evidence of only three victims: TFI-141, TFI-263, and TFI-117. It was wholly
impermissible, in light of the insuperable problem" caused by the lack of specificity and
notice, to extrapolate from this figure to these thousands. The maximum number of victims
identified, with any proper degree of (culpable) precision, must be a small fraction of this
nurnber. lOn Even before considering other errors, the attribution of liability for "thousands"
!~19 Judgment, paras. 2224 2228.

Judgment, para. 1692.
Tho.~e being only in Kano and Kai1<lhun (and as 10 Kaiiahunonly DaTU). See Judgment, paras. 2226-2229.
IOU Judgment, Para. 1617.
!un Example: As evinced by the Appellant's acriviries at Bunumbu, presumably the focus of his alleged
culpability, the Trial Chamber states that "in all, about 500 people were sent to train at Fhmumbu" during it~
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of child soldiers must be ina(,;(,:urate, improper, and invalid.

Error Two: Failure ro allege any 'acts' wbicb could constitute "planning"
326. The Trial Chamber erred in fact amJI<lw in concluding that any of the acts that it associated

with Sesay could be deemed "'planning".IQ2,t A command role in a military unit, including
cap~city 10

give orders, does not <llone meet the substantial contribution standard necessary to
establish planning. lo15 Plalming means "one or several persons contemplate designing the

commission of a crime at both [he preparatory and execution phases.,,·o26 It "cnvisions one or
more persons formuJaling a method of design of action, procedure, or arrangcment for the
accomplishment of a particUlar crime."lOZ7 As to the remaining acts, the Trial Chamber failed
to identif)' evidence that Sesay himself planned the design or implemcntation of a strategy
utilising child soJtliers.

1018

the Chamber appears to have disregarded a reasonable inference

that the Appellant simply adapted his conduct to an existing strategy to use child soldiers, the
fonnulation and. execution of which was planned by others. The Chamber's finding support
no other interpretation. The jurisprudence indicates that this is not "planning."10~9

Error Three: Orders constituting planning
327, The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding beyond a reasonable doubt that "Sesay

gave orders thaI 'young boys' should be trained at Bunumbu"103:J and that this constitutes
planning the use or conscription of child soldiers. The Trial Chamber found that the "young
boys" to whom Sesay issued orders a1 Bunurnbu "were 15 years of age and above."IOJI In any
event, the Trial Chamber cites only one piece of valid evidence for this finding, \Q,:O the
eyidem;~

ofTFI-366. It is submitted that no reasonable trier of Eact could have arrived at this

uperation and the witness estimated that "45 percent" of those taken there were under the age of 15 (Judgment.
para. 1438).
1Q~' Giving orders, receiving reports and giving speeches at training camps, personal use of child ~oldiers as
bodyguards, distrihution of dross as "morale bUl)slcrS" a~ well as anything resulting from being "one of the mo!>t
seniar RUF commanders, Judgment, paras. 2226 and 2227.
1025 Santie' Appeals Judgement 23 O:tober 20U1 (Proseeutor v. Kupreskic paras 365)
1026 Akayesu, Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 480; see also, the following ICTY decisions: ProslXUlUr v Tihomir
Blaj'kic, Case No. IT-95-14-T, Judgement, Trial Chamber, 3 March 2000, para. 279; Kordic, at para. 386.
102"
, S~manza, at para, 380
'n7~ Significantly, the Trial Chamber asserts no evidence of a planning meetmg tl1at Sesay attended or that the
crime took plaee in an area where Sesay luld overriding authuritY, which seems to be the evidence most often
cited when establishing that someone contributed to the planning of something.
I02Q Proseeutor v. Simba, IClR TC, Para. 405: The Prosecution argues that Simba partieipared ill the planning
of the three massacres on 21 April. There is no direet evidence of this. \1orenver, the Chamber is not sati:sfied
that this is the only rl;;<lsunable inference available from the evidence. It is also possible that local authorities
fOlffiulated a plan of attack and then requested Simba to assist in implementing it."
IQ}(I Judgment, para. 2227.
1031 Judgment, Para. 1638.
lQJ~ Judgment, para. 1638.
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conclusion, No such evidence arises from the testimony cited of TFl-l Q9, 1033 Additionally
the Trial Chamber also relies upon TFI-371, pUlportedly in further support. 1GJ4 Although
TFl-371 asserted that SBUs aecompanied Sesay, he stalcs on the very next page of his
testimony, that those eoncerned were over 15 years of age. H)]S The sole basis for the findings

thus rests upon TFl-366. No reasonable trier of fact would have based findings on such a
basis. This constitutes a misl.:arriage ofjustice. I036

Ji,rror Four: Sesay's receipt of reports re Bunumbu as «planning"
328. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and/or law when conc1udmg reports from Bunumbu were
hand-delivered or communicated to Sesay, and delivery confinnations communicated back to
the base. J037 This finding ""'as based solely on thc cvidenl:c of TFl-362, and must be
unreasonable as a result. 1038 To base such a signlficant tlnding - \\1thout the benefit of
corroboration - is

not,

in light of the: burden of proof, a reasonable approach to findings of

fact. 1039 The unreasonable nature of the Trial Chamber"s findings become clearer in light of
the fact that Prosecution witnesses, who contradicted

TFl-362'~

account of Scsay"s

involvement in the trainmg base, were relied llpon to support a eonclusion that the training
was forced, \U4:) but disregarded when the Chamber was purportedly asse:ssing the reliability of
TrnnscripVTFI-199, 20 July 2004, pp. 37
Transl:ripVTFI-J7I, 21 July 2006, pp. 63.
\\\:;5 TranscriptffFl-371, 21 July 2006, pp. 64.
I,n~ Annex C and see Defence Closing, Para. 348 - 389 (Training H::lse submissions),
t<ln Judgmeul, par(ls, 2227, 1639; T~anscriptof22 April 2005, TFl-J62, p. 12 (CSt
t<l18 See Defence Closing, Para. 34R - 3E9 and also Ground 34.
I<lJQ RUF Prosecution Witness TFl-362 receIved an unknown quantity of money from the: SCSL PruseculOr, the
latter saying t o . "P!eao;t put it into good use and take care of yourself' (Pros~cutor v. Taylor, 03.03.0R,
p.5147) This payment was not disclosed to the Defence and lhe witness could provide no reawn for it. On
myriad occasions, evidence emer ed of ex ress hostili b the witness towards Sesay 22.04.05. p.74, line 29p. 79, line 1~, XX-Sesay:
. (pp61 line 13-15 & 22) Witness
agrees that Sankoh was imprisoned in Freetown in May 2000 and thal the RUF disarmed under Se,ay's
k<ld",rship, leaving Foday Sank-oh in prison from where he never came out Wimess stated that 'if only Focio)'
Sank-oh was the leader that would hoyc stayed throughout the disarmament, the peaee would have been
good, ... It was !!i&hjacked. foday Sank-oh's revolution was ruined by men like General hS<l." Witness stated that
the revolution. bdieved in for over ten years was ruined by General1ssa and Mosquito. Witness elaborates
that "if a revolution ha~ come in a eouo1ty and derailed JIlallY people's causes, teaches students who had joined
the re'lOlulions and it fails because -~ it is painful. And more so he was doing the right conse, bnt later it failed. It
wa!l not in place. He spoilt:d it". 22.04.05, p.76 line 15 - p.80, line 9, Witness also suggests that Sankoh's
re'lolntion failed because Sesay followed Taylor', advice to relea~'" lhe UNAMSIL hostages, rather than use
ttu:m to bargain for Sankoh's freedom. 25.04.05 .761ine 15 - .80 line 9 X-Sesa; Witness sa s . was
punished by Sesay in 1998 for ill
. Witness
believes that Sesay did not \Teat. fairly as he punished
with no invest) alion. TFI-362 sa s Sesa never
treated
airly, Z6.<J4.05 59:20 ~60:9, XX·Sesay; 362
. The witne~s l!(lmits nuking false il:lIt'galions agamst i:Jim 25.04.05. XX-Sesay: Witness is referred to
first statement dated lHh May 2004, 10714. where .~he accused Scsay of c<lpturing •
and foreibly
recruiting. intu the RUt' (ppl(J7 line 24-29). Wltnes5 admits • lied and joined the RUF willingly and that
• first sta;;ement was made {lilt of fear. The wiules$ uffered no explmation for implicating Sesay other than
the nonsequitor that he was the fQmmMlder althe ead. (pp.10S line 21.19 ppl11linc 14·17, pplll line 10-20).
I[OlC Eumple. Trl-114 (see Judgment, fin. 2723 - 2728, 2729) and TFl-l08 (Judgment, [tn, 2724)
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this mcriminatory thesis.

1041

The Chamber inappropriately selected evidence to construct a

case, in breach of their duty of impartiality and the presumption of innocence.

Error ~·ive: Reporting and orders in relation 10 Yengema
329. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in concluding that the training Commander at
Yengema, Monica Pearson, reported directly through Sesay to Bockariel04~ and later to Sesay
onl)'.10':3 This conclusion - a cornerstone of the Trial Chamber's findings a<:> to the substantia!
role of Sesay in planning the conscription and use of child soldiers - was based solely on the
evidence of TFI-362, The Trial Chamber similarly erred in finding that Sesay issued orders
to move the RUF training base from Bunumbu to Yengema in Kono District and that Sesay
personally discussed the creation of the new Yengema base with the training Commander. ]()44

As set out above, any use

~

Jet alone uncorroborated usc - of this witness is manifestly

unreasonable, to the point of absurdity.

Error Six: Receipt of reports substantia II;)' contributed to crimes
330. Notwithstanding the abovementioned factual errors, the Trilll Chamber further erred in
concluding that receipt of reports substanlially contributed to crimes. As mentioned above,
the Trial Chnmber had to be satisfied to the criminal standard that the alleged plunning
aC!ual~v led to the commission ofspecific crimes. 1045

Rrror Se,·en: Findings lhat Sesay's "isits to Bunumbu constituted "Planning"
331, The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding beyond a reasonable doubt that Scsay
participated in the training bases. 1046 This participation, according to the Trial Chamber, was

Sl"e Defence Closing, Pl;lIa. 377 erFI-l 14) and Para. 374 (TFt -168).
Transcript of22 Apri1200'i, TFI-362, p. 16 (CS).
10-jJ Trial Judgment, para. 1647.
1[44 Trial JUdglU\;':llt, para. 164Q.
IC4S Brdjan.in. Trial Chamber at paril. 358: "Although Ine Accu~ed e~poused the Strategic Plan, it has not bee"
e$t;]blished that he personally deVised it. TIle Accused participated ill i\s implementation mainly by virtue of his
1'141

1042

authol ity as President of the ARK Crisis Staff and through his public utteTaIlces. Although these acts may have
set Ih~ wider fr<lmework in which crime~ were commirted, the Trial Chamber fmds the evidence before it
insufficient to conclude that the Accused was inyo]ycd in the immedIate preparation of the concrete crime;;. TIle
re~uirement of specificity distinguishes 'planning' from other modes oflio.bility."
l(l4
Judgment, parils. 1441 & 1643. Para. 1643: "On occasion Rl1F Commanders including CO Vandi, CO
Denis and Sesay 'lisHed Camp Lion and addres~ed !he recruits. Commanders generally identified rhemselves at
the oulset of their addresses. Sesay 011 one oeca.ion informed the recruits (hat his security "boys~ were capruring
ci"ili"ns Wid sending them!o the camp. TFl-141 further recalled: "Then he also said that if al all anyone had
[.. ,Jgene through the traillillg. jf you go to the front line to the battlefield, whatever you were told to do is what
you will do, If you failed to do it, like, he himself, he will not accept thaI. He even set an example, he said he
would execute you if you failed to do what you were told to do"'. (citing Trans<:ripl of 12 April 2005, TFI-141,
pp. 30,32). Judgmwt, Para. 2226 - Sesay also visited Camp Lion and addressed the recruits. Scsay tolu the
trainees that they would be sent to the baukfield and th.at if they failed to ~omply with orders, they w'ollld be
The Pr(JsccJ/torv !ssa Hassan Sesay. Morri,' Kallon. and Augu,)!,nt' Gbao
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principal1y in the form of speeches made at the Bunumbu training camp and the pas5ing and
receipt ofmessages - sec above. The Trial Chamber erred in drawing this conclusion and in
basing it upon the te5timony of TFl-141. Reliance upon this witness. which appears
repeatedly in the judgment, was wholly unreasonable given his frailties. 104 -:' The witness
constantly contradicted himself - including when describing the purpose for Sesay's visit to
the camp. No reasonable trier of fact would have relied upon this evidence to sustain a
finding as significant as this. The Chamber. not only disregarded the significant contradiction
that emerged during cross examination,I048 but further erred in selecting the most
incriminatory aspect of the testimony - that Sesay had threatened the recruits - ""vhilst
ignoring the ob.."ious credibility issues. W49

Error Eight: Findings on visit to fighters preparing attack on Daru as "planning"
332. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding that beyond a reasonable doubt that

"in December 1998, Scsay visited RID' fighters including children under the age of 15 who
were preparing to conduct an attack on Dam." The Trial Cham her further erred in finding that
Sesay "distributed drugs as 'morale boosters' for these fightcrs."IOSll No reasonable Tribunal,
properly directing itself, could have reached this conclusion on the basis of the evidence
adduced_ In fact, TFl-141 did not state that Sesay pro\ided drugs

~

only tobacco and

alcohol. 105]

Errors Nine & Ten: Findings OD Sesay's own child soldiers and failure to consider
Defence case/failure to give rea.'lons
333. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in conclUding beyond a reasonable doubt that
Sesay's bodyguards, including peI:>ons under the age of 15, participated with Sesay in the
attack on Koidu in December 1998 and ac<:ompanied Sesay as his security at Yengema in
May 2000. 1052 No reasonable Tribunal, properly directing itself, could have reached this

executed.
10'7 Annex C: Examples of indicia ofunre1iahiJity in relation to Tfl-012, TFI-045, TF1-093, TFI-108, TFl141, TFl-263, TFl-330, TFl-330, TFl-361, TF1362 and TFl-366.
1048 TramcriptRUF, TFI-141, 12 ApJiI 20m, p. 3Q.- 33, compared 10 Transcript RUF, TF1-141, 15 April 2005,

f~'~~nnex C: Examples of indicia of unreliability in relation to TFI-012, TFt-015, TFl-093, TFI-I08, TFl141, TFI-263, TF1-330.

TF1~330,

\O~ Judgment, para 2227.
lOS;

TF1-361, TF!362 and TFI-366.

Judgment, para. 1650.

\(\s. Judgment, para. 2227. Likewise, "During the attack on Koidu To'>VTl in Decemher 1998, Sesay was
aecompanied by his security gllard~, which induded children bet\\'een the ages of 12 and 15 years. Sesay's
security guards aecompanied him to ensure his safety Judgment, Para. 167[ <lnd 1735; Transcript of 22 June
2006, TFI-367, pp. 34-35 and "there were armed boys between 10 and 12 years of age who aceompaIlieu Sesay
when he visited the Zambian dctain(':~s at Yengema in May 2000 and they were acting as his bodvpard;; and
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conclusion on the basis of the evidence adduced. The Trial Chamber erred in law/procedure
by failing to consider the plethora of cogent Defence evidence indicating a complete lack of
responsibiIlty, on Sesay's behalf, for planning, use or cooscnption of child soldiers.lO.~,
334, The Trial Chamber ignored the cogent evidence of senior ranking members of the
peacekeeping force, including, 018_310 1154 and General Opande,If.M that Sesay did oat have
child soldiers. The Trial Chamber erred in preferring the evidence of Prosecution

witne~ses

who, by and large, placed the use of those soldiers in Kailahun DistriGt in which there was no
"attack" against the civilian population 1056 and who were principally insiders & accomplices.
There was no principled basis for this stance. In so doing, the Trial Chamber subverted its
own findings on the legal requirements as to analysis of the testimony of accomplices and
insider witnesses - it having asserted awareness of the legal requirement to exercise great
caution - and to consider whdher the witness had an ulterior motive to testify.1057

Error Eleven: Failure to require notice ofPrusecutioD case
335. The Trial Chamber further erred in failing to require the Prosecution to provide notice to the
Defence, thereby

pr~cluding

the possibility for Sesay to respond to the

Pros(Xution'~

allegations. In particular, the Trial Chamber erred in failing to require the Prosecution to
provide specimen counts. and in permitting the Trial Chamber to continually adduce an
avalanche of new allegations throughout the course of the trial. As regards. crimes that arc
allegt:J to be continuous, it is very easy to have self serving

accomp1ice~

allege and ditTieult

to defend. It is however much more difficult to substantiate with specimen counts that require
names and details that can bt: defended. The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in not
recognising the pleading requirements, and finding Sesay responsible for planning the use
and conscription of child soldiers..

GROUND 44: UNAMSIL (Counts 15 uod 17)
336. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in conduding that Scsay was liable under
were therefore actively participating ill hostilities",Judgmellt, Para. 1736
l()jJ Annex B; Sallip!~~ of Support tor the Defence Case,
()~4 DlS.31Orrranscript, 6 March 2008, pp, 41, line 22 - pp. 42, line 10,
,oH D1S-249/Transcript, 11 March 2008, pp. 124, lines;O 13 Geno:ntl Opande testified that the one or twQ kids
that h~ saw that were under 15 and totting AKs "wereiust hanging around on the roadbloeks or being used like- or they were pretending tu be in charge of that particular roadblock carrying Qr they have a rope in acr05S the
road."
I~~~ See Ground 38 and aecompanying submissi<ms.
lQ~7 Tria/ludgment, para 498 "The Chamber bas approached the aS~essment of the ~elillbility 0; tht: evidence of
aecoIDplice witnesses with <:autioo and naS always considered whether or not an accomplice has an ulterior
moti....e \<l testify such as assurances of a quid pro quo from the Proseeution that they will nol be prosecuted,
Where possible, the Chamber has looked for corroboration of the evidence of accompliee witnesses', citing
The ProsecufDr v, Issa Rossa" Ses(}y. Morris KaNan, .1IId AUguStilU: Gb(Jo
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Article 6(3) of the Statute for failing to prevent or punish his subordinates for directing 14
attacks against L"'NAAISIL personncl and killing fOUf UNAMSIL personnel in May 2000, as
charged in Counts 15 and 17,105~ In particular, the Trial Chamber erred in luw by not
requiring this alleged commission, namely the rearonable and practical measures Which ought
to have taken, to have been pled. Further the Trial Chamber misapplied the requisite legal
1059
elements
and disregarded salient facts in determining the Appellant's 6(3) liability.
337. No reasonable Tribunal, properly directing itself, could have reached the conclusion that: (a)
the Appellanl had effective control over all or any of the perpetrators; (b) the Appellant did
not issue the appropriate orders to prevent the attacks; and (c) that it was reasonable to have
expected him to have initiated investigations, in light of the prevailing circumstances,

I,3ck of pleading of "e",eots" and tbe "reasonable and practical measures 1l
338. The Trial Chamber con'ectly identified that the Prosecution must plead material facts with a
"sufficient oegree of specificity"lU¢!J which requires that an Indictment contain "a concise
statement of the facts of the case and of the crime with which the suspect is charged"I061 and
the requirement that the Prosecution must plead "the relati<mship of the accused to his
subordinates, his knowledge of the crimes and the necessary and reasonable measures that he
failed to take to prevent the crimes or to punish his subordinates" with a sufficient dcgree of

--

~--------

AFRC Appeal Judgemel't, paras 128-129 aud Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 98.
I05l Judgment, Para. 2284.
I05i Kordic i:Iud Cerkez, ICTY Appeals Chamber Judgment, December 17, 2004, para, 839: Kordic and Cerkez,
ICTVAppeals Chamber Judgment, December 17, 2004. para, ,1::27; Blaskic, ICTYAp~eals Chamber Judgment,
July 29, 2004. para, 484; Limaj et aI., lCTY Trial Chamher Judgment, November 30, 2005, para. 520; Ha!ilovic,
ICTY Trial Chamber Judgment, November 16, 2005, para. 56; Strugar JClY Trial Chamber Judgment, January
31,2005, para. 358; Brt/anin, JCTI' Trial Cha.lllb~r judgment, September 2, 2004, para, 275; Galle, JCTY Trial
Chamber Judgment, December 5, 2003, para. 173 (similar); St1lkic, lCTY Trial Chamber Judgment, July 31,
2003, para. 457; Kordic and Cerkez, [CTY Trial Chamber Judgment, February 26, 2001. para. 401; Bla&kic,
ICTY Trial Chamber Judgment, March 3, 2000, p:;lTa. 294; Delalie et al., ICTY Trial Chamber Judgment,
November 16, 1998, para. 346; Blagojevie and Jok;c, ICTY Trial Chamber Judgmellt, Jalluary 17, 2005, para.
790,
10M See Iudgment, Paras. 321-.127: AFRC Appell] Judg~menr, para. 3-1. The Appeals Chamber also eonsidered
the required degree of specificity in an indictment at paras 4], 81-87, 99-1] 0, 214-] j 5 of the AFRC Appeal
Jndgement and in the CDF Appeal Judgement, paras 442-443, This Chamber also has considered the specificity
with which the Indictment must be pleaded in the Sesay Deci~ion on Form ofIndictment; Prosecutor v, Kanu,
SCSL-2U03-13-PT, Decision and Order Oll Defence Preliminary Motion for Defects in th~ Furm of the
Indictment (TC), 29 November 2003 [Kanll Decision on Form of lndictrnent]; and in Kondewa DeciSlOn on
Fonn of bldictment; Kamara Deei~ion on Form of IndictnltllL and in Prosecutor v, Norman, Fo/ana and
K01ldewa, SCSL-04-14-T, Decision on the First Accused's Motion for Serviee aod Arraigrunem on the
Consolidated btdictment (TC), 29 :November 2004, paras 22-29 [Norman Decision on Service lind
Arraignment], which findings were not disturbed on appl;;aI: Prosecutor v. Norman, Fofima and Kondewa,
SCSL-04-14-AR73, Decision on Amendment of the Consolidated Iudictment (AC), 16 May 2005, ~~p. pa~a. 53
[Normall Appeal Decision on Amendment oJ Indictment].
1'>61 Prmecu/or v, Kvocw, Kos, Radlc. Zlgic, ff-98-30il, Del:isiuns on Defence Preliminary Motions on the
Form of the Indictment (TC), 12 April 1999, para. 14 [Kvocka et al. Decision on Form of Indictment), cited with
approvalm the AFRC Appe<11 Judgement. para. 37.
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specificity,1062 and then disregarded these admoui::;hments. The Prosecution were permitted to
adduce allegations and new evidence, throughout the trial and throughout the Kallon and
Gbao case, depriving the Appellant of any opportunity to meet the charges. At no time,
whether in the pleadings or the evidence were the Prosecution required to indicate the
measures that Sesay had failed to take. At no time was Sesay eross-examined on his failure
and asked to account for it. In short the Appellant W2~ deprived of the notict: that would have
allowed for effective preparation.

Superior-Subordinate Relatiuoshipl06J

339. The Trial Chamher erred in fact and law in concluding, beyond a reasonable doubt, that as
"'Sesay was effeetiYcly the overall military Commander of the RUf on the ground,,1064 this
equated to effedive control over all the perpetrators. The Trial Chamber disregarded all the
relt:vant evidence that would have established Sesay's lack of control over the vast majority
of the RUF Commanders responsible for the UNAMSIL attacks or, having regarded it, failed
to draw reasonable inferences. In particular:
340. The Trial Chamber failed to examine and expressly exdude the reasonable doubts raised by
thc Appellant and Exhibit 212 (the relevant radio log book). The latter was - in the
circumstances - the most cogent and undisputed evidence of his relative impotence. I %5 The
conclusion that "RUF Commanders reported to Sesay;" "that Commanders often sem
messa!:!-es to Sank-oh and Bockarie through

Scsay~"

and that "Sesay's ability to discipline is

demonstrated by the evidence that on one occasion a Commander sought his Msistance with
respect to recalcitrant troops,,106<l was a demonstrably inadequate analysis to base a
conetusion of effective control of thousands of combatants. Moreover such analysis was
manifestly tlawed. J067
IO~l AFRC Appeal Judgement, para. 39. See aho ,Kmojelac Second Deci~ion on Form of IlldicTment, para. 18.

Kordic and Cerkez, feTY ApPt'als Chambt'r Judgment, D':'ccmb~r 17, 2004, para. 840; Bfaskic, ICfY
Appl"ab Chamber Judgment, July 29, 2004, para. 375; BlagQ;evic and Jakie, ICfY Trial Ch3mber Judgment,
January i7, 2005. pam 791
ILJ(>1 Judgment, Para. 2268.
10~~ See. Annex II. UN.WSIL evidence
IO~~ Judgment, Para. 923.
1067 Sesay's lack of authority to control ct?'rtain commanders is evident in tho,c;e messages in abov.: in foutnou 8
starting with RUF Radio Log. pp. 8742, Smile to Survival, dated 4 November 1999; set?' for example RUF Radio
Log, pp. 276800008843, 12 October 1999, Smile to Isaac (Sankoh instrUl:ts Isaae to meet Sesay at Magburaki
and to take Sesay to Makeni and takc orders from Sesay, in comments St?'say states that Superman, Gibril
Massaquoi and I.~aac did not accept Sankoh instruction to take orders from Sesay, they went looting); RUF
Radio Log, pp. 286 [7, 16 October 1999, to Concord frnm SSS iSesay sent KaHon to meet with Superman and
Isaac to tight uut what the problem is, they ha~'e been looting); RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2772 OOOOR84R, Smile to
SSSiTB (in comments states that the looting of the property ot the bishop and the NGOs was due to Sankoh
order to attack AFRC at Makeni, Sesay states that he never trusted Supt'rmal1 et al after April 1999, during this
period he lived at Teko Barracks during the day and went to Magburaki lit night to sleep. Insofar as the looled
The ProJecufar v. Issa Hassan Sesay Morris AolIall, and AuguJ(ine Gbao
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341. The Trial Chamber's assessment under article 6(3) was based almost exclusively on an
erroneous perception of the Appellant within a chain of command. This was not a sufflcient
analysis. First, the Chamber failed to impute any authority to Sankoh. It was unreasonable to
conclude - and irrelevant to the issue - that Sankoh's role was limited to "primarily political
issues and oversight of the RUF organisation as a whole.,,106B No reasonable trier of fact
could have arrived at this conclusion. 1069 Foday Sankoh was in direct contact with and giving
direct orders to the Commanders over whom the Accused was held to have had effective
control. [070 Further, in condudlng that "the chain of command with Sankoh as the Leader,
Sesay as BFC and KaHon as BGe functioned effectively prior to Sankoh's arrest on 8 May
2000,,1071 was operative and significant was a conclusion that failed to address alt~nliitive and
more relevant inferenees. Jon

gooas are eom:emed Sesay failed to retrieve the NGO vehicles from Supemlan et al as they did consider him a
commander); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2659 00008735. 21 October 1999, to Smile fro~ Survival (Sankoh had to
intervene regarding the stolen vehicles, Supennan claimed to have retrieved them); RUF Radio Logs, 2793
00008868-69, 19 November 1999, Smile fo Supennan (instructed 10 release vehicle of Col. Nya. Sesay not
involved here).
1QM Judgment, PiHa. 2268.
1069 See, Almex H: UNAMSIL evidence.
I~i~ Transcript of 25 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesa y, pp. 65-68 (Komba Gbundema, the conuna nder responsible
for capturing the UNAMSTL peacekeepers had been in direct contact with Sankol1 <l.nd had received orders from
him)' RUF Radio Log, pp. 18644, From Kallon to Sankoh, dated 3 May 2000; RUF Radio Log, pp. 2833
00008097, 3 May 2000, From Makeni to Leader (explanation 10 Sankoh as 10 why figbtrng broke out from
Makeni to Maghuraka, "UNAMSIL attacked ns and forcefully disarmed my men")
IO~1 Judgment, Para. 2268.
1072 Transcript of 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 13, L.6-8 (Sesay states that Sankoh was operating a
system of divide and ruk, g.iving Instruetions to Sesay and also directly 10, say, Gbundema):Transcript of 23
May 2007, IssaUassan Scsi:ly. pp. 16, L. 1 (Sesay state~ that he only had authority· after the arrest of Sankoh on
8 May). Transcript 25 \fay 2007, [ssa Hassan Sesay, pp. 9 (Kallon did nol COITUllunicate to Sesay the
information he had received from Lieutenant-Colonel Turay that he had stopped the UNAMS1L peacekeepers in
Magburaki from taking elVer the Arabic College and was awaiting ordns frum his l;ununanding officers);
Transcript of 25 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesa)" pp. 12 (Sankoh did uot consult Se~y with his decisions rather he
just instructed him on what to do, he did not heed Sesay's advice not to arrest military observers); Transcrip[ of
25 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, PI'. 16-17 (evidence of comnrnnieations hetween Sankoh and Kallon that
bypassed Sesay as well as orders from Kallon to his subordinates given without the knowledge of Sesay, these
conrn'unications were dated 12 February 2000 and eoncemed UNAMSIL in Masingbi and Makeni); Transcript
of 25 May 2007, Issa Hassan Se~ay, pp. 30-31 (Sankoh .....as consistently changing his mind regarding the
UNAMSIL dep;oyment to such an cxtent that St:~ay did nut know how to treat his orders); RUF Radio Log, pp.
278000008856,28 October 1999, Black Moses to SSS(Sesay in Makeni, concerns complaints of people in town
of Gbami Kamaranka under control of Komba Gbundema, Sesay states he had no control over Gbundema, the
laner only took orders from Sankoh and Superman); RTJF Radio Log, p. [8639, from the 811nkoh to Kallon,
dated 16 Apri12000 (Sankoh contacted KaHon directly and through Sesay coneeming the DDR programmes. it
could he inferred that Sankoh saw fit to contact Kallon directly as Sesay's order did not snffice, Sankoh's orders
were that only he could give "the green light" where disarmament was eoncerned, see Transcript of 2S May
2007, Issa Hassan Sesay. pp. 36, L.17-21); RUF Radio Log, p_ 18642, Chailll1an (Sankoh?) to Kallon, dated 29
Ap1i12000 (Sank-oh (?) ordered Kallon, thus bypassing Sesay, 10 release certain soldiers and to send a Vanguard
trained by Sankoh to his location); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2608 00008685, 17 July 1999, Smile to SSS (Sesay still
seeking pennission from S:mkoh to travcl from Oucdu to Kuidu aud baek as late as July 19(9); RUF Radio
Log, pp. 2704 00008779, 10 January 2000, Komba Gbundema to Leadc; (Guineau ECOMOG mtercepled,
carrying a lot ot ammunition, not sent to Sesay); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2809; RUF Radio Log, pp. 2718
00008793,9 February 2000, Smile to Komba (conceming low flying low over Rokpur Market the day before
putting army and civilians in disarray, not sent to Sesay); RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2815 00008892, 1 March 2000,
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342. In concluding that between February and May 2000 "it was Sesay who most regularly
transmitted orders to

RUF

fighters

including orders to

"all

stations" and "all

commanders:",1073 "that during this period Commanders implemented Sesay's orders,
reported back to him and actively sought orders from him,,,1074 and that "Sesay was able to
assign commanders to particular Brigades" the Trial Chamber erred. The Chamber ignored
the relevant evidence. 1075
343. The conclusion reached, "that Sesay exercised effective control over RUF fighters in the
Makeni area, including Kallon, who perpetrated the attacks direeted against UNAMSIL
personnel on 1, 2 and 7 May 2000,,1076 was not supported by evidence. The evidence

Smile to Col. Rogers (tell commanders to exereise restrain!, not sent to Sesay); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2733
00008811,26 March 2000, Kalloo to Smile (re handover of red cross vehicle); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2738
00008813, L April 2000, Rashid Sandy to Smile (colonel telling Sankoh he has arrived in Kailahun, not sent to
Sesay); RUF Radio Log, pp. 274000008815,3 April 2000. Smile to Kposowa (inquiry about food for soldiers);
RUF Radio log, pp. 274000008815,4 April 2000, Rashid Sandy ro Smile (situatioo report, not sent to Sesay);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2741 00008816,5 April 2000. Komba to Sankoh (report to Sankoh that Rambo is harassing
civilians); RUF Radio Log, pp, 2742 00008817, 5 April 2000, Sandy to Smile tregarding arrangements for ·'rv.'o
brorhers" travelliog got Sankoh from Monrovia): RUF Radio Log, pp. 2742 00008818 5 April 2000, Moriba
Koroma to Sankoh (Safe anival in Magburaki); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2845 00008053-56, 6 April 2000,
Chainnan RUFP (Sankoh?) to all Commanders (instructions to treat civilians and NGOs well, don't take
property, "anyone who violates will be subject to discipline"); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2751 00008826, 14 April
2000, Gbao to Smile (reports that he could mect Gadafi, not sent to Sesay); RUF Radio log, pp. 2819
00008896,16 April 2000, Smile to Sparrow (Kallon) (Don't let anyone fool yon on disarmament); RUF Radio
Log, pp. 2756 00008831-32, 18 April 2000, Gbao to Sankoh (mforming Sankoh that Supermans wife anived in
Port Loko, not sent to Sesay); RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2833 00008096, 23 April 2000, Chairman & Secretary of
Bo to Sankob, (report of situation on ground to FD from Chainnan & Secretary of Bo); RUF Radio Log, pp.
2764 00008739, 23 April 2000, From Kallon to Smile (Kallon reports conflict between UNAMSIL and 'our
men', 00 report to Sesay); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2763 00008836, 22 April 2000, MK(Kallon?) to Smile (Kallon
contacts Sankoh re farming in Magburaka).
Ion Judgment, Para. 2269.
,
Judgment, Para. 2269.
107~ Transcript of 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp.46-47 (After the meeting with Sankoh and the other
Commanders at Teko Road which occurred as late as February 2000 Sesay complained to La.".rencc Wornandia
and Edwin Bo,karie that he had been demoted from the position of field corrunander to that of unit corrunander
in charge of mining in Kono);Transcript of 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 38 (Sesay's satellite phone
conld only receive calls), Transcript of 23May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 42-48; Transcript of 23 May 2007,
Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 55-56 (Sesay did not have total the power to just appoint Martin George to go to take
over Kai1abun as commander, was the appOintment of Martin George as Commander of Kailahun the
appointment of a Brigade commander?), Defence Exhibit 65, p. 28017(onc of these communications to "all
stations" and "all ops commanders" enjoined rccipienrs to "not to harass, neither molest nor intimidate"
UNAMsrl peacekeepers), Transcript 25 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 7-8 (while Sesay was transmitting
Sankoh's orders he himself did not know which areas Sankoh did not want UNAMSIL to go to); Transcript of
25 May 2007, [ssa Hassan Sesay, pp, 44, 1. 19-22 tSesay states that his position was such that he could not go
to Freetown withont an Invitation from Sankoh, indeed be\V;'een October 1999 and May 2000 Sesay was not did
not invite Scsay to Freetov.-n);Sankoh messages to "all stations/commanders"; RUF Radio Log, pp. 2845
00008053-56, 6 April 2000, Chairman RUFP (Sankoh?) to all Commanders (instructions to treat civilians and
NGOs well, don't take property, "anyone who violates will be subject to discipline"); ). RUF Radio Log, pp.
2810 00008887, 17 January 2000, from Gaffa rhrough Smile info all stations (all commanders/operators to send
messages direct to Leader through Sesay. stop sending "false messages" to SSS [SesayJ for informatioo of the
leader); ); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2615 0000869\-92. 21 July 1999, Smile to Brig. Mani info all (Sesay does not
recognise a message sent to all commanders, there is a note questioning whether he got it but there is no
answer); RllF Radio Log, pp, 2827 00008084-85, 12 April 2000, Leader to Makeni Kono and Kailahun (stand
by to take part in peace meeting).
W76 Judgment, Para 2273,
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disregarded was clear: Sesay's command over key Commanders was wholly contingent on
the good will of Sankoh and, consequently, fluctuating at best and non-existent at worst and
would depend at all times upon ineffective communicationHn7 and recalcitrant troops. As the
Chamber concluded the disarmament caused consternation amongst the RUF and even
Sankah's ordens, at that time, were resisted. ID7S Thcre was an overwhelming mass of evidence
that showed that the Accused did not have effective control over many thousands of RUF
fighters and many of the kcy Commanders. The Appellant testified that hc could not control
Komba Gbundema. This assertion was supported by cogent evidence, which demonstrated
beyond a doubt, that Gbundema reluctance to subordinate himself to anyone but Sankoh. 1079
The ICTY Trial Chamber in Halilovic held that ··the main factor in detcrmining a position of
command is the 'actual possession or non-posscssion of powers of control over the actions of
subordinates.'"lo8o Accordingly there was no proper reason to disregard this evidence and
none was proffered by the Chamber.
344. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in concluding, beyond a reasonable doubt, "that
Sesay was in command of and exercised effective control over the perpetrators of the attacks
on 3 and 4 May 2000."lO~1 The analysis was manifestly flawed. The reliance on three
messages bctween Sesay and the Brigade Commander in Kana over a [Wo-day period in
order to establish "the regularity with which Sesay was in contact with his Commanders and
the detailed extent to which he monitored and controlled the events unfolding with the

1m RUF Radio Log, pp, L8644, dated 2 May 2000, SP to Colonel Big (SP stands for Sparrow who, accordmg to
Scsay, is KalIon. In this message KaHon ordered Colonel Big to bring 100 troops, a tank and a twin barrel to his
location that same day. Colonel Hig was in KOfJo, Sesay was llho in Keno although he knew nothing of this
message despite the fact that he had a radio set).
\~7g Judgment, Pa:a. 1766
1t'79 ROF Radio Log, pp. 2780 00008856, 28 Octobt'r 1999, Black Moses to SSS (Sesay in Makeni. eoncerns
complaints of people in to\\TI of Gbanti Kamaranka under control of Komba Gbundema, Sesay states he had no
control over Gbu:ldema, the latter only took orders from Sankoh and Superman}; RUF Radio Log, pp. 267R
00008775,4 December 2000, Shining Star TO Leader (Gbundema reports directly to Sankoh that he was in an
accideot on the Makeni Highway): RUF Radio Log, pp. 2704 00008779. 10 January 2000, Komba Gbundema (0
Leader (Guinean ECOMOG intercepted, earrying a lot of ammunition); ReF Radio Log. pp. 2809 G00088R!'i, t4
January 2000, Leader to Shining Star (directions re delivery of arms t<J lJNAMSIL and to grant them free
passage to Port Loko which was under Komba's command);; RUF Radio Log, pp. 2718 00008793, 9 February
2000, Smile to Komba (concerning low flying low over ROkpUI Market the day befme putting anny and
ci~'iliam in disarray); KUF Kadio Log, pp. 2724 00008799, 7 March 2000, From Komba to Smile (info. re,
delegates to a meeting); RllF Radio Log, pp. 2727 00008702-03, Komba 10 Leader (report on working state of
some tools); RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2732 008808. 24 March 2000, Smile to Komba (wants to know wlu;:rc hi~
brigade adJutant will be dispatched); RUF Radio Log, pp_ 2737 00008812, 27 March 2000, Komba to Smile
("Lmportant matter to discuss about movement and people to introduce you to"); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2741
00008816,5 April 2000. Komba to Sankoh (report to Sankoh Ihat Rambo is lliUassing civilians); KUF Radio
Log, pp. 2753 00008828, 14 April 2000, Komba to Smile (coutwgent of UBNAMSlL have arrived at Kambial;
RUF Radio Log, pp, 00008837-38, two messages from Shining Star [0 Smile (re Kambia district meeting and
request lor machin~y respectively).
IOiJ Halilovic, IC1Y Trial Chamber Judgment, November 16, 2005, para. 58; Stmgar, len' Trial Chamber
Judgment, January 31,2005, para. 360;
lOS' Judgmeut, Para. 2277.
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UNAMSIL peacekeepers,,1082 and his "effective control over the Brigade Commander of
Kono District, who in tum was the Commander of the RUF fighters who detained the
peacekeepers at Yengema and Small Sefadu,,1083 was so unreasonable to be perverse.
345. The Trial Chamber erred in law and/or fact in concluding, beyond a reasonable doubt, "that
Sesay effectively controlled RUF fighters in thc Magburaka area and accordingly the
perpetrators of the attacks on UNAMSIL peacekeeping personnel on 9 May 2000."1084 The
Trial Chamber fails to point to any material evidence in the days preceding the attack in
Magburaka, which might be capable of establishing the Appcllant's liability under article
6(3).1085 The reliance on onc radio message on 10 May 2000 to satisfy itself of the
Appellant's effective control over the attacks of the previous dayl086 was so unreasonable as
to be perverse.
346. In summary the Chamber erred in failing to have regard to the salient evidence and apply it to
the cireumstances found. As the Chamber observed when dismissing the Appellant's
testimony, he was the Commander of "an insurgent movement in which there was continuous
infighting, suspicion, mistrust and rivalry.,,1087 It was incumbent upon a reasonable trier of
fact to apply this conclusion, even when it undermined an inference of guilt. In these
eircumstances, the failure of analysis is fatal.

The superior failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the
criminal act or punish the perpetrator thereof
347. The third element of the doctrine of command responsibility is "the failure of the accused to

take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent or stop the crime, or to punish the
perpetrator.,,1088 The ICTY Trial Chamber in Halilovic detennined that the doctrine of
eommand responsibility gives rise to two distinct legal obligations: to prevent the
commission of the offence and to punish the perpetrators tbereof. 1089 The same Trial
Chamber observed that this duty to prevent "arises when the commander aequires actual
knowledge or has reasonable grounds to suspect that a crime is being or is about to be
committed.,,1090 In view of the faet that the Appellant was put on notice oftbe crimes against

Judgment, Para. 2275
Jndgment, Para. 2275.
1084 Judgment, Para. 2278.
108S Judgment, Paras. 1860-1862 & 1900.
1086 Judgment, Para. 2278.
1087 Judgment, Para. 608.
1088 Bagilishema, lCn Trial Olamber Judgment, June 7, 2001, paras. 38 and 47-50; Blaskic, ICTY Appeals
Chamber Judgment, July 29, 2004, para. 72.
1089 Halilovic, ICTY Trial Olamber Judgment, November 16,2005, para. 72;
1000 Halilovic, ICTY Trial Chamber Judgment, November 16, 2005, paras. 72, 79, 90
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the UNAMSIL peacekeepers as late as 3 May 2000 1091 the Trial Chamber erred in law and/or
fact in fmding the Appellant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt under Article 6(3) of the
Statute for failing to prevent the attacks on UNAMSIL peacekeepers 1 and 2 May 2000 and 3
and 4 May 2000 under Count 15 as well as the unlawful killings of UNAMSIL peacekeepers
on I and 2 May 2000 under Count 27.

Preventing
348. The Trial Chamber's erred in concluding "that Sesay made no attempt to prevent or punish
the attaeks against UNAMSIL peacekeepers" The Appellant raised a reasonable case: that he
did what he could to contain the violence and that the eontrol he had (or laek thereof) meant
that he could not stop it. As the Chamber found, Sesay, on 3 May 2000, sent a message
indicating that he was travelling to Makeni to "put situation [sie] under control in the best
way possible."lo92 The Chamber demanded the impossible from the Appellant. There were
several thousands of RUF involved;1093 Sankoh was dearly in charge and giving orders to
attack; 1094 there were many eombatants who would not take orders from even Sankoh; 1095 in
an atmosphere of combatant mistrust 1096 and concern by all the RUF that the UNAMSIL
troops would use anns against them. 1097 The Appellant removed the troops from danger and
held them as prisoners of war. As the Chamber found, there were no hostage demands and no
bargaining for Sankoh's release. 1098 The Appellant did not hesitate to release the troops to the
international community, as soon as the opportunity arose. 1099 These facts raised a reasonable
doubt and demonstrated that Scsay took effective steps to prevent the attacks. No reasonable
Tribunal could have concluded that "Sesay actively prolonged the attacks on the captured
peacekeepers at Ycngema by ordering that they be kept as 'prisoners of war.',,1100 The
proposition that, instead, Sesay should simply have issued an "order" for the Sankoh-inspired
attacks to cease is patently absurd.

Punisbing
349. Similarly the Trial Chamber erred in law and/or fact in concluding in tinding the Appellant
1091 Judgment, Para. 1844. See also Para. 1857 wbere it was held that it was on 3 May 2000 at Tello barracks
that Sesay and Kallon enquired as to why the Zambian peacekeepers had been abducted.
1091 Judgment, Para. 1847.
1093 E.g., Judgment, Paras. 1834 and 1847.
1094 Judgment, Para. L768.
1095 Judgment. Para. L766.
1096 Judgment, Para. 1764.
1\19' Judgment, Para. 1767.
!09~ Judgment, Para, 1964-1969.
1099 Judgment, Para, 1869.
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guilty under article 6(3) for failing to punish the perpetrators of the attacks against the
UNAMSIL peaeekeepers. The ICTY in Hadzihasanovic detennined that, in order for a Trial
Chamber to reach a fmding of guilt under the doctrine of command responsibility on the part
of a superior for faiting to punish crimes, it is bound to establish that the superior had control
over the perpetrators of the crimes in question both at the time of their commission and at the
time that measures to punish were to be taken. 1101
350. Serious doubts existed - and were not displaced - as to the Appellant's effective control of
those responsible for the attacks in Counts 15 and 17. The arrest of Foday Sankoh on 8 May
2000 and the increase in responsibility this brought for the Appellant does not in itself
establish the Appellant's material ability to punish those responsible for the attacks against
the UNAMSIL peacekeepers. The Appellant took control of a fractious movement with
various parties opposed to his leadership llIJ2 \vho retained the ability to rally fighters against
the Appellant's decision to "betray" Foday Sankoh 110J and strive towards disanning the
RUF. 1104 This decision left the peace process balanced on a knife edge and the Appellant's
0\\'11

life in dangeL l10S The Prosecution proffered no evidence that could have displaced this

defence.
351. The Trial Chamber's failure to explain the measures that the Appellant should have been
taken that he ought to have "instigated investigations," is evidence of the impossibility that
faced the Appellant and the lack of effective punishment mechanisms. 1\06 The perpetrators
involved were thousands of men, including - as the Chamber found - key Commanders of
the RUF. 1107 The Chamber disregarded the obvious: the Prosecution failed to prove what the
Appellant could have done.

GROUND 45: Protective Measures
Judgment, Para. 2283.
Hadihasanovic Trial Chamber Judgement 15 March 2006, para, 194, see also, Oric, Trial Chamber
Judgment, 30 June 2006, paras. 335 and 574,
1102 Transeript/Sesay, 29 May 2000, pp. 60 (coucerns the meeting at which Sesay was 'elected' as leader of RUF
in Sankoh's absence).
1103 Transcript/Sesay, 29 May 2000, pp. 84, L.22-27 (there were mauy within the RUF who felt that Sesay had
betrayed Sankoh).
1104 Transcript/Sesay, 29 May 2000, pp.70-7l (Sesay sent Gibril Massaquoi to Monrovia to get him 0111 of llle
armed RUF; he was wary of Massaquoi's ability, together with Supennau, to orgauise fighters that would break
a\','ay from the RlJF and destroy the peace process).
110~ TranseriptlSesay, 29 May 2000, pp, 72-73 (Sesay's jeep was shot at by Sankoh's bodyguard killing one
rassenger, Sesay and the others in the car all believed that Sesay was the target).
lOr; TranseriptfIF1-045, 24 November 2005, pp, 27-30 (Sesay informed General Opande that TF1-045, Gibril
Massaquol's brother, aud Peleto were planning to atrack Sesay and derail the peaee proeess. General Opande
aided Sesay by sending a helicopter to collect those arrested and take Ihem to Makeni, where they wcre
fl0j:ged); see also TranscriptiOpande, 10 March 2008, pp. 130-132 tconfirming the account).
II() Judgment, Paras. 1786-87, 1790, aud 1856.
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352. The Appellant submits that the Appeal Chamber erred reaching it decision. It is submitted

that the decision is a substantial departure ITom settled law and was a breach of Appellant's
Article 17 rights. It is standard practice for the ICTR and the ICTY to have access to
confidential material related once the forensic nexus has been shown. 11UB It is impermissible
to compromise an accused's rights to exculpatory material and ultimately a fair trial on the
basis that he is unable, through lack of resources or otherwise, to prove that the proteetive
measures are no longer required.

APPEAL AGAINST SENTENCING
GROUND 46
Assessment of gravity of offenees (Counts 1-15 and 17)
353. The Trial Chamber erred in law and fact and/or procedure in its assessment of the gravity of
the offences in Counts 1-15 & 17. The Trial Chamber erred in its conclusion that the Sesay
had the "highest level" of culpability.11r,9 The Trial Chamber acknowledged that "the
sentence should be individualised and proportionate to the conduct of the Accused".111o
Detennination of the gravity of the offence requires "consideration of the particular
circumstances of the case, as well as the form and degree of participation of the Accused in
the crime".1111

354. Although some of the crimes committed during the conflict were particularly "heinous and

brutal",1112 none of the most graphic involved Sesay or troops under his command and
control. Indeed the Sentencing Judgment focused predominantly on descriptions of crimes in
Kono and, as noted by Hon. Justice Itoe in his Separate Concurring and Partially Dissenting
Opinion, on the crimes of Staff AI Haji Bayoh. a member of the Sierra Leone Armed Forces.

355. In its discussion concerning the Appellant's form and degree of participation, the Trial

Chamber failed to consider form and degree of participation in the crime but instead focused

See for instance Prosecutor v. Perisic 's: Decision on Momcilo PerisLc's Motion Seeking Access to
Confidential Material in the Blagojevic and Jokic Cases and Decision on Nsengiyumva's Extremely Urgent
and Confidenfial Motion for Disclosure of Closed Session Testimony OX and the Witness' Unredacted
Statements and Exhibits.
1109 E.g, Sentencing Judgmem, Paras. 211 and 215.
1110 Sentencing Judgment, para. 18
1111 Ibid.
1112 Ibid. para 104.
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on only the crimes. In finding Sesay to have contributed significantly to the JCE, the
Chamber found that "his culpability thus reaches the highest level". 11 13 In approaching its
deliberations in this manner, the Trial Chamber regarded Sesay's role in the .TCE as
concomitant with having himself committed the killings at Savage pit, the gang rapes
supervised by Staff Alhaji and the amputations in Kono. In respect of the crimes for which
the Appellant stands convicted as a result of participation in a .TCE, he did not act as architect,
abuse his leadership position or encourage the crimes. Sesay's contribution was remote and
he should have been sentenced accordingly.

356. Determination of the gravity of a crime requires consideration of the particular circumstances
of the case and form and degree of the participation of the Accused in the crime. I \ 14 The Trial
Chamber should consider the specific role played by the Accused in the commission of the
crime, 1115 including functions and duties performed by the Accused and the maimer in which

those tasks and duties were carried out. I I \0 In doing so, the Trial Chamber must look at the
relative culpability of the Accused, as repeatedly confinned by the ICTY, leading to those
Accused convicted under the extended .TCE doctrine being entitled to reduced sentences. The
Trial Chamber found Krstic guilty but not as culpable as his superiors who devised the
genocidal plan or others who actively and enthusiastieally executed it.

357. The Appeals Chamber reduced Krstie's sentence after considering the degree and form of his
participation. It stated that it was ineumbent upon Trial Chambers to assess the culpability of
the Accused relative to other partieipants in the criminal conduct - whether or not they had
been tried - and v..'hether or not a JCE was alleged. I \ 17

358. The Trial Chamber erred in its approach to detennining the gravity of the offences. Sesay's
participation in the .TCE and other criminal conduct was remote and minimaL His sentence
therefore should have been reduced accordingly. In detennining gravity of conduct, it was
ineumbent upon the Trial Chamber to assess Sesay's responsibility in light of the culpability
of his co-defendants Kallon and Gbao, as well as that of former co-aceused Sankoh and
Ibid. para. 215.
Prosecutor v Stakic, Appeals Judgment, 22 March 2006, IT-97-24-A ('Stahc Appeals Judgment') para. 380;
Prosecutor}' Blaskic, Appeals Judgment, 29 July 2004, IT-95-14-A ('Blaskic Appeals Judgment), para. 683.
IllS Prose('ulor v BlagoJl:vic and Jokic, Trial Judgment. 17 January 2005, IT-02-60-T ('Blagojevic Trial
Judgment'), para. 833.
1116 Prosecutor)' Nikolic-Dragan, Trial Sentencing Judgment. 2 December 2003, IT~94-2, para. 114.
1117 See Annex 1: Reduction of Sentences for JCE 3 Liability and the Accused's Relative Culpability and
Prosecutor l' Radisla}' Kntic, Appeals Judgment, 19 April 2004, IT-98-33-A l'KT.lric Appeal Judgment'),
Ill;
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Boekarie, as well as Iohnny Paul Koroma, SO Williams, the Honourables and other leading
members of the ICE, as well as the AFRC aceused Brima, Kanu and Kamara. The inability to
bring the widely-reeognized architeets of the eivil war to trial does not mean that a less
culpable aeeused sueh as Sesay should be punished for their crimes, just as General Krstic
and other Serbian defendants were not punished for the erimes of the fugiti...·e Mladic and the
deceased Milosevic.

359. Hon. Justice Itoe, in his Separate Coneurring and Partially Dissenting Opinion, noted the
Defenee Submissions that "the liability and penalty to be inflicted on an indirect perpetrator,
like was found in favour of the Aceused Persons in the CDF case, should be indeed be less
than that of the direet perpetrators of the crimes charged under the ICE". Justice Hoe held
that "the same measure of mitigation should, in this regard, and on this score, be aeeorded to
the three Appellant's in this case". j 1 j 8 This was the correct approaeh.

Manifestly exeessive and disproportionate sentenees
JCE sentencing
360. For the reasons set out above, the Appellant submits that the sentences in respect of
convictions pursuant to Sesay's participation in a ICE are manifestly excessive. The
sentenees levied against the accused are wholly disproportionate to eulpability. This is further
demonstrated by comparison with sentences handed out in other international tribunals.

1119

361. The Appellant notes that the AFRC Defendants, Brima, Bazzy and Kamara, received lighter
sentences though they were found to be the direct perpetrators of the crimes themselves. The
three AFRC defendants were found guilty of committing, ordering, planning, aiding and
abetting and (in the case of Kanu) inciting the most serious crimes. The crimes found
committed were seriously aggravated and each convicted person were found to have no
mitigation. 1120 Against this background, the Trial Chamber sentenced Srima, Kamara and
Kanu to 50, 45 and 50 years' imprisonment, respectively. 1121 Instead of reflecting the
disparity in culpability bet\veen Sesay and other SCSL accused, the Trial Chamber's sentence

para. 254.
Sentencing Judgment, Separate Concurring and Partially Dissenting Option of Hon. Justice Bt:npmin
Mutanga Itoe ('Separate Opinion of Justice Hoe'), paras. 86 and 88.
1119 AnnexL
IllQ AFRCSentencing Judgment, paras. S1, 91, and 105,
1111 AFRC Sentencing Judgment. Disposition.
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reversed it.

362. The culpability of the AFRC accused far outweighs that of Sesay, particularly given their
demonstrations of mutilation, orders to kill young girls and implementation of a system
where women could be taken like books in a library. Not only did they fail to punish or
prevent attacks on international troops, the accused directly ordered and participated in the
murder of unanned ECOMOG soldiers. It is submitted that the form and degree of Sesay's
participation in the crimes is significantly less than that of the AFRC Defendants.

363. Similarly, the Appellant notes that the co-Accused Monis Kallon was convicted of direct
participation in the most serious crimes charged, including: "direct involvement" in killing of
civilians, which "transformed this brutal policy into reality"; 1122 responsibility for mounting
ambushes of ECOMOG troops; 1123 bringing child soldiers for training, 1124 being actively
engaged in the abduction of children for training as soldicrs,1 125 using child soldiers to auack
O
Od
0
0 0\0lans b y h IS
UNAMSIL troops; 1126 end
orslOg
an encouraging
rape 0 f CIVI
troops; 1127
controlling fighters who enslaved. civilians. ll28 Despite directly participating in the most
serious crimes,1J29 Kallon's sentence was significantly less than Sesay's.

364. Unlike the accused in Rwanda, Sesay clearly did not directly participate in any genocidal
activities, nor did he order the mass murder or rape of civilians, which is a hallmark of the
highest-level Rwandan accused.

Even the worst offenders at the lCTY have received

significantly lower sentences than Sesay. This includes collaborators at the highest levels of
the lCE to establish a greater Serbia, who were not only aware of the enterprise, but planned,
organized and then directed the actual criminal acts at the local level. The only One of these
accused to receive a life sentence engaged in sustained, repeated, daily attacks that
specifically targeted civilians for a period of two years.

Such circumstances are wholly

incomparable to Sesay's.

Ill!

Trial Judgment, para. 2006.

11~3 Ibid. para. 2094.

Ibid. para. 2095.
Ibid. para. 2096.
1126 Ibid, para. 2232.
1127 Ibid, para. 2099,
1128 Ibid. para. 2146.
1129 Inter alia ordering, directing and partiCLpated in numerons attacks on UNAMSIL and kidnapping of mu[[iple
UNAMSIL peacekeepers. assaulting peacekeepers, ambushing UNAMSIL commanders and attacking a
UNAMSIL convoy. Trial Judgment, paras. 2242, 2248, 2249, 2252, 2255, and 2258,
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Sentences in relation to convictions for Counts 15 and 17 (UNAMSIL)
365. The sentences in relation to Count 15 and 17 are manifestly excessive and fail to represent
Sesay's minimal culpability. Sesay was not present at and did not order, instigate, encourage
or aid and abet the attacks. The crimes were planned and perpetrated by olhers in the ICE,
and they were found liable for the attacks under both Article 6(1) and Article 6(3) whilst
Sesay was only found liable under Article 6(3).

366. Kallon was found responsible under Article 6(1) and 6(3). He was both de jure and de facto
third-in-coIIll11and of the RUF, but was also bypassing Sesay and taking orders directly from
Foday Sankoh. IJ3O KaHon ordered, directed and participated in numerous attacks on
UNA.\1SIL and kidnaps of multiple UNAMSIL peaeekeepers, including assaulting
peacekeepers, ambushing UNAMSIL commanders and attacking a UNAMSIL eonvoy,1131 as
well as using child soldiers to attack UNAM:SIL,1132

Despite his direct involvemcnt in

repeated attacks on UNAMSIL, Kallon's sentence was 11 years less than Sesay's. Despite
lack of direct participation or even coordination, Sesay's sentence is in effect a sentenee for
direct commission, especially when compared with Kallon 'S.1133 Moreover. a sentence of 51
years for an offence under Article 6(3) is manifestly exeessive and disproportionatc when
compared to other sentences under the same mode of liability. Only two ICTY convictions
under 7(3) have led to sentences of over ten years - Kmojelac (t 5 years) and Obrenovic, (17
years) - one third ofSesay's sentence for a single count.

367. The Defence therefore submits that Sesay's relative culpability as neither architect nor direct
perpetrator of the crime was of the lowest level. The Trial Chamber erred in passing a
sentence that is manifestly excessive whcn compared to sentences passed for crimes with
graver consequences. Even without regard to Sesay's culpability relative to KaHon's, the
sentences are manifestly excessive when compared to the sentences Sesay received for other
crimes involving more victims, more violence and with a longer duration.

368. The crimes against UNAMSIL personnel were limited in scope and duration, with four
deaths. The remainder of the violence was mild (in the context of international crimes) and
thereafter pcriods of detention. Nonetheless Sesay's sentence for these attacks was only one

Ibid. paras. 2286 and 2288.
Ibid. paras. 2242, 2248, 2249,2252,2255, and 2258.
1m Ibid. para. 2232.
1133 Ibid. paras 2286 and 2288.
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year less than the 52 year received for the crimtl of acts of terror against a civilian population.
Those acts involved hundreds of victims over an tlxtended period with much greater violence
found. Similarly, this sentence was one ycar mOTe than the sentences handed for the crimes of
mutilation, enslavement and child conscription, all whieh involved far more victims and
violence and took place over a far greater period of time.

369. The sentence of 51 years for attacks on UNAMSIL should be reducw to reflect both Sesay's
minimal culpability and the greater gravity of other crimes for which he was convicted.

Sentences in respect of convictions for Count 12 (Child Soldiers)
370. The Defence further submit that the sentence in relation to Count 12 is manifestly excessive.
Sesay was found to have been responsible under Article 6(1) for planning the conscription of
child soldiers, and was sentenced to 50 years on this single count. This was a manifest error
of law.

371. The Trial Chamber found that conscription "was conducted on a large scale and in an
organised fashion"I134 through "a welIhrun system of training bases'·; \\35 that there was
documentary evidence of orders issued by Bockarie and other senior RUF commanders
regarding these bases l136 and that recruitment of child soldiers was "an entrenched and
institutionalis~d practtce",I13? Scsay's role therein was very limited in comparison with that

of other RUF members. The system clearly pre-dated Sesay attaining any level of infiuence
within the RUF, and was firmly established by the time he had attained any sort of leadership
role. The Trial Chambor maLic no finding as to whether Sesay's subsequent involvement in
the system either significantly altered or enhanced it in a way such that this new system of
conscription would not have arisen without his involvement. This was a manifest error of
law.

372. Given the sentence of 50 years, Sesay was found to have the highest level of culpability for
planning the conscription. However, given the findings of the court and that the system of
conscription predated the sole finding of planning by seven years, the Defence submit that the
Tria! Chamber erred in imposing a sentence that found Sesay to have the highest level of

11'4

.

" Tnal Judgmwt, para. 2223.
ibid. -para. 2224,
113b ibid.
ru, Ibid. para. 1621.
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responsibility for planning an •entrenched and institutionalised' system.

"double counting" of (be mens rea requirements
373. The Trial Chamber stated that "where a particular act amounting to criminal conduct within
the jurlsdiction of the Court, such as murder or rape as a cnme against humanity has also,
because of the additional element of intent necessary for a conviction for acts of terrorism or
collectivl;; punishments as a war crime, amounted to a crime as alleged in Counts 1 and 2 of
the Indictment, for purposes of sentencing we will consider such acts of terrorism or
collective punishment as factors which increase the gravity of the underlying offencc."1l3&
This decision amounts

10

the double counting of the mens rea requirements for one set of

crimes so as to pennit the conviction and sentencing of the Accused on counts that were
never pleaded.

374. In assessing gravity, the court must have regard to the role of the accused in the crime; the
impact of the crimes on the victims; the scale of the crime; and the fonn and degree of
participation in the crime. There is no legal precedent for adopting the mms rea for a crime
not pleaded and using that to enhance thc gravity of criminal conduct on a separate
conviction. This was a manifest error of law.

Failure to give adequate weight to significant mitigation
375. The Trial Chamber failed to give adequate weight to the Appellant's mitigating
circumstances, in particular the role that Scsay placed in disarming the RUF and bringing the
movement through the peace process successfuHy.

Comparison or 'Considerable' Contribution to the Peace Process.
376. The Trial Chamber found that "the Defence have proved mitigating circumstances on the
basis of a balance of probabilities in relation to Sesay's Teal and meaningful contribution to
the peace process in Sierra Leone following his appointment as interim leader of thc
RlIF".lI39

Despite this flDding, Ihe Trial Chamber failed to give any or any noticeable weight

to this significantly mitigating factor as it imposed a custodial sentence which would see the
Appellant imprisoned until nearing this 90 th birthday. This was a manifest error of law.

377. The submissiun of the Defence is bolstered by the Separate Concurring and Partially
Im

Sentencing Judgment, para. 106.
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Dissenting Opinion of Justice Benjamin Mutanga Hoe, who held a'S follows:
The Majority Judgment in this regard very conspicuously fails to make mention of
whether this mitigating circumstance which the Cham her found to be proved, on the balance
of probabilities, entitles Mr. Sesay to take benefit of mitigating circumstances wlth a view to
reducing the sentences which we have to impose on him.
Since I consider this silence to whil:h I made no contribution, on the part of the Chamber
Majority to make a pronouncement on this issue, as a rejection of Sesay's plea for
mitigation which I find very deserving and Yo'ell founded on this ground, I would like 10
dissent from that decision rejecting or refusing to grant mitigating circumstances
in
his
favour after the Chamber had unanimously found, that Sesay's defence have proved
mitigating circumstance on the 'Facilitation of the Peace and Reconciliation Process'
.
. 1140
ground In questIOn.
378. The Tria! Chamber's decision does not take into seminal case-law on post-conflict conduct as
developed at the ICTY. This was a manifest error of law. Subsequent conduct is not only
relevant if it alleviates the suffering of victims1141 but if there is "a considerable contribution
to peace in the region",1142 although more than mere agreement to cease-fire is required. H4 }
The leading case on the subject is P/avsic,1144 and the Trial Chamber's should have
recognised the tremendous similarities between the circumstances in that case and the
unchallenged evidence of Sesay's role in bringing peace to Sierra Leone, i (45
379. The Defence therefore submits that the Trial Chamber in its Majority Judgment. erred in law
in failing to give any or adequate weight to the

Se~ay's

role in bringing the RUF successfully

through the peace process in the face of considerable internal opposition, a mitigating factor
found to exist by the Trial Chamber.

Reliance upon convictions under Counts 15 and 17
380. The Trial Chamber failed to accord significant mitigation to this conduct on the basis that it

did not accept "Sesay's explanation of his reasons for failing to prevent or punish the

11J9

Sentencing hdgment, para. 228

114~ Separate Opinion of Jusllce Hoe, paras. 60-61. See also paras. 62-69.
lJ4l

Prosecutor v Milan Babic, Appeal Judgment, 18 July 2005, IT-03-72-A ('Babic Appeal Judgment'), para.

59.
Babic Appeal Judgment, para. 56.
See Prosecutor v Miodf'Og Jokie, Appeal Judgment, 30 August 2005, IT-01-4211-A ('Jokic Appeal
Judgment'), para. 52, wh~re the acc~ed's contribution 10 peace was limited to agreeing tn a cease-fire afte~
he participated in an attack on civilians.
1144 Prosecutor v Biljana Plavsjc, Sentencing Judgment, 27 February 200.1, IT-OO-39&40/1-S ("Plavs!c
Sentencing Judgment').
1145 See Annex I: Reduction of Sentences for JCE 3 Liability and the Accused's Relative Culpability.
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perpetrators of the attacks against the UNAMSIL persOtmeL"lw; In disregarding this
obviously 'considerable contribution' the Trial Chamber errs in confusing potential
contribution to peace with actual contribution. The fact that Sesay could have contributed

more to the peace process does not mean he failed to meet the "considerable contribution"
standard laid dov.n in Plavsic.

381. Moreover, Trial Chamber failed to reconcile its assessment of the UNAMSIL incident with
the statement of Alpha Konare, the UN Special Representative to the Secretary-General in
Sierra Leone immediately before the UNAMSIL attack (and General Opande and Hassan,
who testiEed on his behalf) and for the following three years, in relation to the peace process:

My understanding ofSesay from having worked with him was that he was
trustworthy and genuine in wanting peace to return to Sierra Leone. Sesay worked
closely with General Opande, Force Commander ofUNAMSIL. during this time
and I am aware that General Opande held Sesay in high regard, Later, in 2003,
Sesay would assist the Government of Sierra Leone by infonning them of rumours
of a coup attempt coming out of the army. I 147 [emphasis added)
382. The Trial Chamber failed to refer to this important factor. It did not explain how it managed
to depart from this view, This is an error of law - especially given its characterisation of the
incident as an "affront" to the peace process,l148 It is submitted that findings of guilt with
regards to the UNAl\1SIL killings did not negate Sesay's actual contribution to the peace
process. Every accused who pleads such mitigation does so because he or she has been
convicted. Such a finding of guilt carries with it the implication that the accused somehow
impeded the peace process. The legal standard is not whether the accused was perfect in his
or her contributions to peace, but whether or not the accused made a 'considerable
contribution',

Failure to give any weight to Sesay's reputation as a moderate
383. Numerous witnesses provided evidence of Sesay's reputation as a moderate and the
opposition he faced from other senior RUF commanders. This material is wholly canvassed
below. The evidence included in those grounds is conclusive proof that Sesay was a moderate
in the RUE This should have been taken into account in assessing his character and prospects

Sentencing Judgment para. 228.
Sesay Sent,;ncing Brief, Annex B.
114~ Trial Judgment. para. 228.
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Sesay's protection of civilians during the conflict
384. The Trial Chamber ought to have given significant weight to the positive evidence of Sesay's
character and acts during the war. This is supported by long-standing practice in the IClY.
In Cesic, the IClY cited numerous judgments of the Tribunal to support this proposition:

The Trial Chamber notes that the jurisprudence of this Tribunal accepts that saving
the life or reducing the suffering of victims may mitigate punishment. In the
Sikirica Judgement, the Trial Chamber found that the alleviation of the appalling
conditions of detainees in the Keraterm Camp [in Prijedor] weighed heavily in
favour ofa substantial reduction in sentence. In the Kmojelac Judgement, the Trial
Chamber held that the accused's attempts to secure more food for the detainees,
even though it had little practical effect, mitigated his criminality. The Trial
Chamber also notes that the Banovic Judgement held that assisting some individual
detainees in the Keraterm camp mitigated criminality.1150
385. In Krstic, a sentence for convicted of aiding and abetting genocide was reduced to 35 years

imprisonment in part because the Appea(s Chamber found that the accused's orders to treat
civilians humandy - even as he aided and abetted genocide and forcibly removed them from
a UN safe haven - was an important mitigating factor. IIS1 In Obrenovic, the accused
persuaded his superiors to open a corridor for Muslim refugees fleeing

Serbian~held

territory,

allowing them to reach the safety of Muslim territory - "an important mitigating factor",1152
In Brdjanin, the accused contributed to a decision to shelter Bosnian Muslims while ethnic
tensions were inflamed was a mitigating factor. \ IS3 Protection and assistance to civilians is a
mitigating factor even if the accused is simultaneously responsible for other crimes against
civilians. The Chamber erred in law in failing to take this factor into account.

Evidence from prosecution and defence witnesses adduced during trial
1149 See Prosecutor'll Ddalic et al., Appeals Judgment. 20 February 2001, fT-96-2\-A, para. 788: "The Trial
Chambers of the Tribunal and the ICTR have consistently taken evidence as to character into account in
imposing sentence"; and, Prosecutor }' Blaskic, Trial Judgment, 3 March 2000, 1T-95-14-T, para. 780: "The
character traits are nor so much examined in order to understand the reasons for the crime but more to assess the
~ossibility ofrehabilitating the accused. High moral standards are also indicative of the accused's character."
lin See Prosecutor'll Ranko Cesic, Sentencing Judgment, 11 March 2004, IT-95-LO/I-S, para, 78.
See also
Prosecutor'll Miroslav Bra/o, Sentencing Judgment, 7 December 2005, IT-95-17-S, para, 59.
1151 Krsti(· Appeal Judgment para. 273.
1152 ProseculOr 'II Dragan Obreno'llic, Sentencing Judgment, 10 December 2003, IT-02-60/2-S ('Obreno'llic
Sentencing Judgment'), paras. 89, 134.
IIS3 Prosecutor'll Radoslav Brdjanin, Trial Judgment, 1 September 2004, IT-99-36-T ('Brdjanin Trial
Judgment'), para. 1119.
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386. In the course of the RUF triat, both Prosecution and Defence witnesses gave evidence
concerning Sesay's concern for and protection of civilians. In respect of these Defence
witnesses, the Chamber held that they were not credible in relation to their evidence of the
absence of crimes. 1154 This was an erroneous assessment - see Grounds against Conviction.

387. The Defence submits that the Chamber erred in failing to accord any or adequate weight to
this evidence. It was relevant and probative and showed, even if the evidence was not
assessed as reliable, that Scsay had significant civilian support. Logic dictated that this was
the result of the good behaviour or kind deeds. l1 ))

388. The majority of witnesses hailing from Kailahun were civilians with no military or
ideological links to the RUF, aside from living in occupied territory. The witnesses from
Bombali and Tonkolili districts were religious authorities, ex-CDF combatants, traders and
housewives. The evidence of Sesay's protection of eivilians was corroborated by evidence
coming from Prosecution witnesses. Several Prosecution witnesses spoke of Sesay's care for
the civilian communities in his area of responsibility. 11 56

389. The Trial Chamber erred in not giving any or adequate weight to the positive evidence of
Sesay's character and acts during the conduct of the war, as described by Prosecution
witnesses - found credible otherwise.

Statements and other evidence adduced.
390. The Sesay Defence annexed to its Sentencing Brief statements of mitigation which referred to

Sesay's care and protection of civilians in Bombali and Tonkolili districts during the eonduct
of the war. J 157 The Trial Chamber erred in dismissing the evidence that related to Bombali
and Tonko1ili from late 1998. These witnesses were not rebutting allegations of indicted
crimes but giving evidence in relation to civilian life in areas under Sesay's command post
December 1998. The Chamber had made no finding that these were not relevant: 18 had not
been considered previously by the Chamber - see Ground 20 (appeal against conviction).It
was a manifest error of law not to have regard to these and other witness from the trial who
had not been considered as relevant to the charges.
1(14

1158

Trial Judgment, paras. 530-532

1m Annex B: Samples nf support for the Defence Case
1156
lIn

ll58

Annex B: Samples of support for the Defenee Case
Annex B: SampLes of support for the Defence Case
Prosecutor v Miroslav Deronjic, Appeal Judgment, 20 Ju\y 2005, IT-02-61-A, para. 8. See also Prosecutor
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391. The Trial Chamber refused to admit into evidence numerous statements of witnesses
regarding quality of life for civilians living under RUF control and the care and protection
shO\vn them by Sesay. This refusal was solely because of their repetitious nature. 11 59 The
evidence in these statements corroborated the Accused's testimony regarding his care and
protection of civilians during the December 1998, as he moved from Kono to Makeni. In
particular, they corroborated testimony Ihat civilians returned from the bush to their to\\1)S
and villages after ECOMOG retreated and the RUF took control. These towns and villages
included: Koakoyima, Koidu, Bumpe, MasingbL Matototoka, Magburaka Makoni Line,
Makoni Junction, Mamori and Makeni. 1160 It corroborated much of the trial testimony. I 161

392. The Defence submit that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to acknowledge the contents of
this volume of statements at the sentencing stage, even after expressly stating their content
describing Sesay's care for civilians was repetitive.

393. The parallels between the established case law and Sesay's treatment are striking. As with
General Krscic, Sesay gave orders against raping, looting or otherwise harming civilians. As
with others before the ICTY, Sesay protected civilians al various times throughout the
conflict.

In fact, the evidence is that Sesay's assistance to and protection of civilians

throughout the conflict was ongoing. Even where it was isolated, and even where the Trial
Chamber may find that Ihe accused committed crimes against civilians at the same time, the
protection warrants mitigation, as in Brdjanin. The Trial Chamber erred in failing to give any
or sufficient weight to these factors, either individually or as a whole.

Coercive treatment of Sesay by the Prosecution as mitigation
394. The Trial Chamber failed to accord any or appropriate weight to the violations of Sesay's
rights when he was first incarcerated. The Trial Chamber recognised that violations had
occurred, but misapprehended their scope and nature and erred in deciding that an appropriate
remedy had already been granted. While the Trial Chamber addressed its mind to whether
these interviews, later excluded through Defence Application, constituted substantial

Nikolfc-Dragan, Appeal Judgment, 4 February 2005, IT-94-2-A, paras. 9 and 27.
Decision on Sesay Defence Motion and Three Sesay Defence Applications to Admit 23 Witness StatemeTIls
Under Rule 926IS, IS May 2008, paras. 47 -48.
1160 TranscriptiSesay, 17 May 2007, p. 88, lines 26 - 29; p. 91. liDes 16 - 18,21 - 26; and, p. 95, lines 2 - 5.
1161 Annex B: Samples of support for the Defence Case
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cooperation with the Prosecution1l 62 , the Chamber erred by failing to make a finding on
whether Mr. Sesay's 6 week period of being interviewed under coercive conditions by the
Proseeution warranted a reduction in his sentence.

395. The Trial Chamber held that exclusion of the evidence in question was a sufficient remedy,
but this remedy was applied only to the eonsideration of whether Sesay substantially
eooperated with thc Proseeution. l 163 Whether or not he made any admissions and whether
those admissions were expunged, a separate violation of Sesay's rights arose from the
circumstances of the detention and questioning. Violations of an Accused's rights are a factor
in mitigation of any future sentence. Leading cases of the ICTR have sho\VTI that Aecused
who suffered similar violations of their rights have received reduced sentences. ll64

396. The Defence submit that the treatment that Mr. Sesay received at the hands of agents of the
Court - found to be highly procedurally improper - ought to have been found to be a
substantially mitigating factor and warranting a reduction in his sentence. Given the ongoing
nature of the violations, as in Barayag-.",iza and Semanza, and that the violations of Sesay's
rights left him in a position where he needed urgent psychiatric care, the Trial Chamber erred
in failing to consider whether the Prosecution's treatment of Mr. Sesay was a mitigating
factor and consequently in failing to aeeord it any weight

Likelihood of serving sentence abroad as a mitigating factor
397. The Trial Chamber held that, while it "seems more likely than not at this stage that the

convicted person in this trial will serve sentences outside of Sierra Leone", it was unable to
speculate. As a result, it did not give any weight to this factor in consideration of sentences of
any of the convicted persons. The Trial Chamber agreed, in general terms, that sentences
served abroad "would normally amount to a factor in mitigation". The Defence submit that it
proved on a balance ofprobabilities that the Appellant will serve his sentence abroad. This
submission is buttressed by the Registry's submissions that therc is no suitable placc of
detention in Sierra Leonc, that there are no plans to build such a place, that the Government
of Sierra Leone has requested that the convicted persons serve their sentences abroad, that the
Registry has concluded agreements with 4 countries to a!low convicted persons to serve their
sentences abroad and is seeking to conelude further agreements, and finally, from the
1162
1161
1164

Sentencing Judgment, paras. 222-224.
Sentencing Judgment, para. 222.
Annex L
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Chamber's own finding that it is "more likely than not" that the Appellant will serve his
sentence abroad.

398. In Mrda, the ICTY held that serving sentenee in a country separate from that of one's family
and children is commonplace, but must be taken into account by the Trial Chamber at
sentencing. 1165 The Trial Chamber erred by failing to make a specific order or provision
regarding the likelihood that Sesay would serve his sentence abroad. This determination
ought to have been made at the time of issuing the sentence, or at least granted the accused
the possibility to revisit the sentence once an agreement requiring the sentence to be served
abroad was finalised. The Trial Chamber acknowledged that this would ordinarily lead to a
reduction in sentence, but avoided dealing with the issue by suggesting that there was no
finalized agreement for the accused to serve sentence abroad.

399. The Defence submit that there will be no option except for Sesay to serve his sentence
abroad, and the Trial Chamber cannot abdicate its responsibility to account for this factor by
suggesting otheTViise. This was a manifest error oflaw.

400. The Trial Chamber avoided a determination on the issue even while admitting it is likely to
occur and would therefore benefit the Appellant, thereby making a discernible error. The
Defence submit that the Appeals Chamber should reduce Sesay's sentence definitively to
account for the loeation of his ineareeration.

Failure to give any weight to Sesay's statement of remorse
40]. The Trial Chamber erred in failing to give any weight to Sesay's statement of remorse. The
ICTY has stated that such testimony may properly be applied to the question of an Accused's
remorse. 1166 Sesay clearly expressed his remorse for the suffering of victims during the war.
That it was not expansive enough for the Trial Chamber's liking does not negate its sincerity.
In Brdjanill, the ICTY made it clear that it is sufficient for the Aceused to extend his
sympathy for victims of the conflict,1167 Moreover this remorse was buttressed by substantial
peace-building, "humanitarian orders",1168 and other efforts to atone,1169 and even the

Prosecutor v Dorko Mrda, Trial Judgment, 31 March 2004, IT-02-59-S, paras. lO9 and 126.
Jakie Appeals Judgment, para. 82.
1167 Prosecutor v Brdjanin, Trial Judgment, 1 September 2004, IT-99-36-T, para. 1139.
1168 Blaskic Appeals Judgment, para. 705.
1169 Bralo Semencing Judgment, paras. 69 and 71.
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Accused's testimony during the proceedings. 1170 The Trial Chamber erred in failing to
consider Sesay's cooperation and other acts. including his ordcrs against rape, looting and
harassing civilians, and his

peace~building

efforts, as further evidence of his remorse.

Dated ! 5\~ June 2009

ruff ~/c+-tI'\VIt~
~ ~ordash
Sareta Ashraph
Jared Kneitel

I L1<> Jokle Appeals .lUdpl1<:llt. para. 82.
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Annex A3: Notice of Allegations through the Indictments and Prosecution Pre-Trial Briefs
This table sets oul the notice gi~n of allegations In relation 10 Bo, Kenema, Kailahun and Kono Districts and in relations to allegations concerning child soldiers (Counl 12) and the attacks on the UN peacekeepers
(Counts 15 and 11) TF1 numbel l~ped in bold lI1dicale Ihat It'.e witness gaYe evidence It does not ~vef mean thai the aUegallons as sel out below are the same <Jr even simil..' to Ihe c\lidence adduce<.l through
Ihe wftncss In court.

Pre-Trial Notice . - - - - - - - - - - -

Indictment

Pre-trial

br19f

(27102104)

Supplemental pre-trial b~
(01/03104)

',p,l.m,,' P..· T'", B".f Summ~

TPI

fa.wtt!JI(JJfI.
iT',
.G ']If
,,'<~;
46 Betv.een about 1 June General
1997 an(j 30 June 1997, 69 There were se~eral instances of AfRCIRUF
AFRC/RUF
altadled
executing Civilians perceived to be working or
Tikonko, Telu, Scmbchun,
::;ympathi::;ing with Ule CDF Ihroughoutthe Distnct in
Gerihun and
Mamboma
the Junta lime.
an
unlawfully
killing
unk.nown
number
of 70 In approximately JUI1e 1997, there were attacks on 19. In June 1997, AFRCI RUF forces attaCked Sembehun,
dvillans:
Sembehun, Trkonko, Mamboma, Gerihun and Telu
Tikonko, Mamboma, Gerihun and Tek!
71

j

J
1

An"" A_ _

~
~'

I

! In

these attacks, the AFRC/RUF intentionally killed
many civilians lhat were remaining in the villages.
Vidims were usually by shot to death,

--L

Gerihun
71 lin an attack Qn Gerihun, the father of the fanner Vice
P'esillent De"11Oy was killed by AfRCIRUF {orc.e:1>.

20. SLAIJunta forces killed at ieast 5 civilians on an attack on
Geritlun

005
000

~53

054

SLAlj..m ta forces attacked Gerihun. iN sawPJhaji Sidikfe
fatally wounded and fled and returned to 5ee 4 bodies
incl. thai of Sidikie and Chief De-nbv. (0.1915
AboutZ months after the coup, W wall in G""rlhun when
he saw a soldier In combats enter and shoot his (ov}
friend twice, kining him. W ned and on his return saw,
the bodies of 3 men Who had been shot and heard Ih~'
Chief Demby had been shot. (p.1916) ,~==="'
On 26 June 1997, W saw men;n uniform enter Chief
Demby's house and hear a shot. He saw J soldiers
coming out and later saw 5 corpses of those killed by
the SIJldiers, W identified AB Kamara, AF Kamara an~
Mohammed as tho~e lN1lo attacked (P. 1916\
_
In July 1097, IN was in Chief Dtlrnbv'S hOUSe whel
-'--8
soldie's, induding BOlsy Palmer. At- ",amara, AI
Kamara and Bo Yagah entered. W saw soldiers shoe
Chief Demby twice and were lhen ordered to slab hin __
W heard a gunshot and heard a shot from the caretalfer
:md fled W taler found the caretaker <.lead. On nls
return he was told 015 deaths and saw 5 bodies.

,

,

TikO'nko
171 nnone instance, an entire family of 11 people w:lS
~ s~l and \\llIed in a hoUse in TIKonko by AfRCIRUf

20. Bockarie participated on the attack on Tik.onko where SLA I 001
solO'ers in combat kilie<.1a.tleast 19 (;~"Ilians.
_

After the coup, Vi saw soidiers in uniform attack
Tikof1ko. TtI(! follow~day, tie SilW a~ 12 corpses,

i

'~
o

<J'

\

\

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

----~---~-__1!I---------li-~I---I'
~

~I

I!

I

,

--

".

I

anal
I

Atter 1tIe coup \n 1991, W was hicflng in the bush
heard soldiers saying thaI anyone they mel in Telu

would be killed. He heard shooling and heard the

soldiers silyiny they tlad k.illed all (he 'Kamajors'. He

I

saw one dead body and l1eard 2 more 'M:!re k»leo
There was a 2"d atlack 3 weeks laler wilen soldiers in

I

I

combat entered. W saw 5 dead. (p. 1919)

107

\

Telu was attacked in JUly W's father was Sllot in the \
hand and hid but W\lS discovered amJ 1I.,lIed. (P 1920

Linka

I
I I

I I
I

I
I

I I

I

['

~

21. Article 6.1liabili --j:8n bereasooably inferred from
8. the overall conduct cI the AFRCIRUF not jim~ed \0 any
one District. which engaged in widespread killing of ciVilians
~~rt of a campaign of terror and collective puniShmen\-.,:;::- - b. mat after the AFRCIRUF came to power in May 1997 the
AFRC/RUF warned civilians that they woutd not toterate the
~arbou~i~Kamajors_.
_______________
I-c, that Bo District was under the control of the CDFI
Kama"ors fa lame oeriocts of the conflict
d. tllatthe Kamajors were present in Be District during June

I

----------1I
-----------1
----

1997
e that Bock<lrie, W<lS present in Be district and directly
controlled at least 3 01 the attacks on 80 district villaQes
f. Bockarie was heard to s<J:f that the Kamajor base in Telu
must be destroyed.

-----010

g. that during the junta period Morris Kallon was present in Bo
District, including al Ihe AFRC/RUF base al Koribondo and
reported directly 10 Bocka"ie.
h. prior to the attack 011 TikoflkO the AFRC/RUI- announce
-$--;-~r the radio Iha.~were go~attack Tikonk_'____
~~at Ihe civilians killed were not Kamajors _ _ _ _
-j. that the civilians killed included the Paramount Chief of Bo
District
k. any matte's arising from the evidtmce disl:losed.

=

22. Article a1 liability of ~sayal)dfor,~is ~~cipa.tl0n In a
common nh~n can be reasonablv[i'ifelTetHrom~
a, hiS position as BGC of the RUF, Deputy Army Chief of
Staff of AFRCIRUF Junia and a memtJt:f of the Supreme
Council
b. his communication with Bockarie in the field
~lie was responsibie for sending ammunrtion to RUF in thefield
d. any other m3ttcrs arising from the evilJence

--

After Ih!'! altar:k on Telu, W S(lW dead bodies of dvilicHlS.
He heard thai Mosquito said Ihal 'Ihe Kamajol base in
Telu must be ctestro red',
192~

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fSee
=
,-----------above

•

-~
-~

Am

6.3'GfSeS can be reason
from:
lhe announced AFRe position with respect to Ihe
harbour",no 01 Kam.9)ors
b his position of command 'od authority within me
AFRC/RUF .....d the lacl that his subordinates engaged in the
killing of civilians
I c, his subordinates were in regular communication with the

,

-

----

3

~

NI

l

-_.~

AFRC/RUF leadershi durin the commission of these crimes
d. one of the AfRCIRUF soldiers leading the allac)(~ was a
subordinate sn",r.ifically identifi<lble to SElsoy
e the presence of Bocl<arie, the RUF BFC and troops in 80
dIstrict in June 1997
f, During Ine entire junta period Sesay W<lS in regUlar
communication w~h BoCl<arie
~~

In

durino the 'unta Ses<ly was in regular contact

---l

=---=1

with BOckarie

h, During the junta p€riod Sesay provided logistical support
fram Freetown to Bockarie (n the field

i
~'

78. Between 1 June 1997 72
1997
30
AFRCIRUF for~s looleo
unknowr.
burnl
number of avilian houses ir.
Telu, Sembehun. Mamboma
>'lnd Tikonko;

,,'
,,'

J,'"

--

i. any m<ltters arising from the evidence disclosed

,

.
,,;
,
.
t
~
Also in most of the attackS the I'FRCIRUF looted 248a. Bockarie gave orders to his soldiers prior to and was 010
and burned houses in the villages
present on !hI' attack r'ln Telu thai resulled in the burning of
Off
about 50 civilian houses.

'"

,
,

"

I
W saw SOldiers looting an::! burning when they attacked

~~~~---_.-

-- -

-'.-

W saw some houses burnl in the attack 6 mths after the
coup. There were other attacks and in those allacks.
properties were lool~,1920) _ _ _ _.._ _ _ _
OS4 W 33W properties looted Uri the a\lack on Telu in 1997
aller the coup. 3 weeks later Ihere was a 2"' acttac:k
and W saw soldiers leaWlg carrying looled property
and launching RPGs on to thatched hulS. setting them
alig~1919) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
10F rw~aw a nouse buminglhe~of the attack on Telu
r248b.
-c
-------- - - - - BOckarie led Ihe attack on Sembehun in Which soldiers 008
W saw that about 47 houses were burnt in Ihe attack on
Sembehun~22)
describing thernsefves as Peop~'s Army looted ilems on
009
On his return to Sembetun after Ihe aUi:lck, W -s'iVi
trucks and burned allellsl47 hOllser;
burnt houses. (p. 192~
W saw soldiers bating property from house~ 1921
248c. At least 26 civilian houses were burred in Mamboma OC7
W saw soldiers burning 26 houses. (p.1922)
and looted goods were placed in vehicles
___ .
'003 W S2M/ thai many houses were bumtiri Tikcnko
~v t10ckane participated in the attack on ~
items were looted and dvilian Muses were b!)med
Wsawsoldiers with looted item~ 1918)
__
004 tW~-------·047 Wsaw;>, ln1 0{hoUS9ll-bu~. 19H1)
048
D,,'og tho ,""k. ""rno,,' p~""rty w",
-'iif
houses had been burnt down. (p. 1917-8)
248e. Morris Kallon looted bank pr:;lperty

'"

Where

-(p-

---.
,to",

l

I inka e
24-B,--:Article5.1 responsibmty can be reasonably inferred

from:

!
~--

--- ---

---

L- ____________

a the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF. nol limited to any
Olle DISnlc!. in Which rOOd and olher goods were laken from
civilians and in ....niGh civilian dWellings were burned
b After the AFRC/RUF came to power in may 1997. the
AFRC warned the avilians thai they would not tolerale the
hi:lrbourillu otthe Kam~_________
c. Bo district w""s under canlml of t"Ie CDFIKamajors fOllarge
periods of the conflict
~~ Kamajors were presentin Bo district in June 1997 ~~=
e 30ckarie WdS prestml in Bo llistriC! and directly conlrolled
~ast 3 of the attacks on 80 District villages _ _ _ _

"
---._--------.

__

.. _ - - - - -

-- ----

----- - - -

~
4

~
-B

f. 80ckarie was heard to say thafthe Kamajors in Telu must
be destroyed

. _

_

I 010

".

j"I

After the attack on Telu, W saw dead bodes of civilians.
He Mflrrt tt1fll Mosquito said lh:tl. 'the Kll.ml!ljor b~."e
Telu must be destroyeo·.:.JQJ....92Dj

9 ir 1997 md 1998 Morris Kallon was based in Bo and

'

I reporting dire:t1y to Bockarie

I

I

h, prior to the IIlIacl<; on Tikonko tho AFRCIRUF announLe<J
over the radic th~
were going 10 attack TiI<.or,ko
i any matters arising from the evidence disclosed

j

--

2t>O: Article 6.1 liability of Sesay ,md/or'his Participation in a
plan can be r~asonablyinferredfrom_·__ . _ _ ~ _ _
a. The overa! conduct of lhe AFRC/RUF. no! limited to any
one District, in which food and othel yoods were taKen from
civilians and in ..,.,nich CIvilian dwelbngs were burnt
b. hls position of command and responsibility 'Nithin the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy
_
_
c. any other _matters ariSing from the evidence disclosed
shoViing specific partic~ation in the JCE

-------- --

~mon

]

_
-- -- -- -- ----- --

--I
I
I

--

1

12530 ArtIcle &3 of 5esay can be relisonablVlnferred from:
I~. n,e overall corn1uct of the AFRCIRUF. rIOt ~mi\ed to 3fly
one District, in which food and other gooos were taken from
civlli~ns and in Which ciliilian dW(:Uings~ bUlllt
.
b. lis position of authority and command WIthin t~e
AFRCIRUF Iierarchy and the fact lhat his SUbordinates
engaged In loolingand burning _ _
c. his subordinates were in regular communication v.ith the
.~CIR:UF leadership during the commissior:r afthese crirn~
d any matters arising from Ihe e'lidence disdosed,

----l

j

----------

.

_
I

47. Between about 25 May Kenema town
~_ _
1997 nnd about 19 Febluary 111 FoliC/'Mng their 2 arrest, several community leader 28b. Al leasl 5 ciliiiians, al~ed to be CDF/Kamajor 037
including a Iormer Gabinet Minister and Town supportem, were tOl1ured and killed on the order of Boclmril:!
1996. in locations incll'ding
Kenema lown. members of
Council Chiel, Who were accused of supporting the
the AFRC/RUF unlllwtuHy
CDFJKamajors. were ~illed on the oNers or an
039
killed an unknoWll number of
AFRCIRUF leacler.
dl/ilians;
120

I

W heard

that BSM and others were re-arrestedon the \.
orders af Bockarie He heard that they were later killed.
.1928-91 W wasinformed thai 8SM had been killed and went to \
lhe mass grave near Dorwaila and saw 9 corpses and
identified BSM. (P,1928)
W effected 1he 2'" arrest of BSM anll laler heard lhal
BSM ar'ld olhers were kiled on the orders or 80ckarie.

I I

. 192~)

121

rvv

was present al the arrest of Andrew Quee I 'y
Bockarie. That evening W went 10 Ihe Secretarial and
SI'lW wounds on Quee. He never saw Quee again.

.1925
W heard that BSM and ~heff, were I<."led and saw Ihe
corpses. (p.1924·
123 After 8SM alid others' 2'" arrest W heard that "ttley
were killed. 10.1924
125 8SMand others re-arrested in Feb -1998-andtake~·
from Ihe police slalion. W saw a soldier slab BSM on
.L--~head and heard later th~lI~f them had been

122

___ LL__.__

,

-o~

r

I

r
II

~

I killed-:-Tp,192S)

IT2if"TWhen 8SM and others \Oo€re re arrested. W was (old
they were transferred to Ihe AFRC Brigade HQ. On Feb
8'" 1998, W was told they had been killed. In March
~L 1998 family members exhumed the rema~ 1925--6
127 rW was one of those first arrested with 88M and others
and witnessd the beatings and was beaten himself. W ,
was in hospital at the Ume of Ihe second ;;IITesl and
heard that 8SM and the olners had been killed.
~3)

112

'l

--

One CDFI Kamajor supporter was beaten to death 1281:1, On the order of Bockarie 1 civilian was beaten to death
WIth strips of a rubber lyre,
with a rubber lyre.

h-TI-+Other Kamajor supporters were shot on the spot.

112

, ---------

i CIVIlians

were also killed when AFRCiRUF forces 128d CIVIlians werekiiled on the malfl streel
sel guns and fired 'ndlscnmmately on a mam slreet by IndlSCnmlnate finn9 by AFRC/RUF forces
In Kenema town, In a relallatlon o{ a prevlousL
CDF/KamaJOr attack on a AFRCIRUF camp

In

128

W heard thai 8SM and others had been killed by Ihe
AFRCIRUF. HE was prese"! at the exhumation and
identified 8SM's remains, (p.1926)

168

W will give evidence that BSM and olhers were killed
Kenema on Bockarie's orders, (p.1994}

127

W S~ Fambuleh beaten with outer strips of tyre on the
orders of Bockane. Fambuleh later died, (p.1923)

124

There were skirmishes between the AFRCfRUF and the
Kamajors W saw 3 dead bodies of Kamajors and
others in the area of Mambu sl. (p.1923}

128

W heard one-Muhalflnlwas
Kenema. W SBYi Mulahem's
.
,p,1926) _ _ .

In

inl

131.

kiliedbYBOCkarje-~J
mutilated

remains
_

Kenema town

112 I4ClYlhanS were executed extra-Judicially at Kenema 128c. CIVIlians were Killed for allegedly sleallng from otheil 122
police stalion for allegedly participating
in lhe locality

'I

larcenies civilians.

123

W was presen\. when-----siJnnie Waller aridTothers
accused of committing larceny and impersonating
members. of the junta were shot and killed al the
!<enema police slation _~Jhe AFRC/R.~~~.~
W was present al the execution of Bunnie Wailer and 3
ot.f:!efS at th~ Kenema police station, (p.1924)
_
present at the executions of Bunnie Wailer anc! 3
others allhe Kenema police station.

~

L

T_"";~;;M,,,,;;;;;;",,;;;';;'ii;;;;;;;;,,,,,,;;;;;;;;;;,,,,j-,,"-M;;;;;;CC;;'
113 I There
~swidespread forced labour of hundredS of I 28e. Many civilians were shot while mining for diamonds for I 031
captured civilians in Ihe Tonga diamond _fields, the AFRC/RUF in Cyborg pit.
{.. ]Many people died as a result of deliberate
killings thai were undertaken by AFRCIRUF forces
to terrorise and subordinale captured avilians.

I

L

_l.l_

--------

L __.

'34

.__r

s

SBUs who were around 10 yrs old with guns were
brought by Bockarie and guarded Cyborg pit. They
would shoal people 'MlO 'oW:nt there withoul
authorization Many people were killed when guns were
fired and grenades Ihrown at the miners (p.1 ~
People who refused to mine for the AFRCfRUF 'oW:re
killed. Others were killed for no reasons. W saw a frie~.
shot to dealh. Rebels shot al civilian mining randomly
luslto terro~e them into su~mis~~9~._
The AFRC/RUF open flre on people mining at leasl 20
limes. 200 people died from mine collapse and
shooting. Morr~ Kallon was presenLQ~iculaf~when

I

6

II"

II)

.-

~

I

I

1

D

civilians were K'IlOO. During 1997, W saw Kallen give an
or.der to shoot civilians, including children. (p.1929)

211

IW

299

I

i

will give evidenceabout small boys guarding Cyborg
Vvtlo also killed ovilians mining in the pit (p.1982)
AFRC/RUF would shoot people digging for diamonds at
Cyborg, daily_ W believes people were shot if they got
lired of working. W saw lhefl1 shooting more [han 15
limes The RUF who were guarding did [he shooling.

I
i

l (n 1926)

~3

Un.!Iage

, -

--

c. between May 1997 and February 1998 there was fighting

i

between the AFRCIRUF and Kamajor forces in Kenema
District

-----.j

d. a number of civU;,", tort"~d oed kHl,d ;0 K'oem, D".;oI,

I

S.. , " "

incloomg BS Massaquoi were prominent in the communily
and were perceived by the AFRC/RUF to support [he
Kama'Drs

e. ClI/i1ians were killed on a main street in Kenema tOWll when
AFRCfRUF forces ftred indiscriminately in retalia\ion for a
previous CDFfKama'or attack on a AFRC/RUF cam"
f. the regular visits of high I,evel AFRCfRUF commanders t(l 034 jFrOm August to December 1997, Bockarie WQuld come
Tango fieldf Cybory mining sites
4 times a monlh 10 collect diamonds. W heard from,
others that Sesay WQuld visit T(lngo. (p.1927-8)
I
035 . In AugusC 1997, Bockarie came to TongO/Cyborg
KaUon was present at the mining sites, particularly
when people were killed. W often saw Sesay in Tonga
collecling diamonds and heard that Gbao would visit
the mines. All the big commanders resided at Labo ,
yamp, 30-40 yards fro'!!Q&org (p.1929)
Q45
Civilians were mining at Cyborg, especial~ i~~ I
Bockarie. W saw Bockarie coliectinQ diamonets, (p1929'
g. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed,

---l

I

30. Article 61 liability of Sesay altdfOr: /'lis participation (n,a
common plan can be'reasonably infelTetUrOOl;
a. his position as BGC of the RUF, the Deputy Chief of Staff
of the AFRCfRUF Junta and a member of the Suoreme
7

w

-

V)

IV

I

,

Council

,

b. his commuOIC;alion with Bockarie in the field
C. he was responsible lor sending ammunition 10 the RUF in
the field

d. he was a frequent visitor \0 the AFRC Secretarial and
Bockarie, the de facto RUF commander, in Kenema

~

.

037

Sesay was one 01 Bockarie'g lop commanders vkIo

I ~~~r~~8~r BOl;karie_ dUring the

town

AFRC

llm~ i~ Kenema_

123 I ~ saw Ses<lY visil Kenema town from time to time.

",

.19?L_ _.

___..

_____.

I ~~ay in Kenema town for the arrest of Tf1-129.'
.1928)

e. any matter arising from evidence disclosed showing
specific participating in the JCE
33. ArtiCleK30f Begay can be reason3bl inferredJrom:

01. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRCIRUF hierarchy and tile fact lhat his subordinales
enna;'ed in the killinn'of cJvilians
b. the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF, not limited to any
one District. ",,"ich engaged in Ihe widespread killing 01
civilians as part 01 a campaign of lerror and colleclive
. punishment
_
. c. His sUbordinates IWre in regular communication with the
AFRCIRUF leadership during the commission of these crimes
d. His Irequent visits to the AFRC Secretariat and Bockarie
037

12J
129

,

t-.-.----

-

Sesay was one of Bockarie's top commanders who
stayed ~~h Bockarie dUring lhe AFRC time in Kenema
10.1928-9
;:, saw Sesay visit Kenema town from time to time,
.1924)
~say in Kenema town lor the arrest of TF1-129
,1928}

-----l

e. an matters arisin from the eVidence disclosed.

.<:
'.
,'it,
iii(
, "'"
63. Between about 25 May KenemEi town
1997 and about 19 February 112 FollOWIng a community meeting where the locals 142a, the torture of civilian captives in Kenema tD'M'l carried
1998,
were ordered to accept the AFRCIRUF govemment oul on tne order of Bockarie.
locations
Kenema districl, including
and told thaI lhe AFRCIRUF government WOuld
Kenema town, members of
"close the eyes forever" of anyone who did not
the AFRCIRUF carried out
cooperete, Ih. AFRCIRUF detained several
beatings and ill-lrealment of
former Cabinel
community leader including
Minister Md To~ Council Chiel, who
a number of civilians who
were in custody;
accused of supporting the CDF/KamaJors. Those
delained were re])E!atedly beaten and subjecled to
ill lreatment, some were bealen IoYith strips of outer
bre and pistols, olhe~ were tied up tightly wHh
pieces of rope.

'"

,

121

'"

,

I

-"

..

..

122

W was present at the arrest of Quee and later
althe Secrelarial, bleeding (p.1925)

s~

him

I

;:va~~t ~~1

W went to the Secretariat after the
BSM
;
and others and saw them tied and blood
.1924
123 BSM, Quee and others were arrested, beaten and
'allured {p.19241
~ After the arrest of BSM and otl1ers W saw lNQunds on
them at Ihe Kenema police station (p.1923)
125 After the 1" arrest whe(l BSM and others were
~~ns~~~d into police custody, W saw wounds on lhem.
( ,1925
126 W visited BSM and others when they were being held
allhe Secretariat He saw that 8SM and the others had
been seriausiy tortured. (p.1925-6l
127 W was arrested with BSM and athers on the l'
occasion and was bealen and tortured <Ind wltnesses
the beating and tortUl"e of the olhers including Bockarie
I beating 8SM with hisyislol. {p.1923Ln
._L.

,

~

lJJ

-

=I_

To,
113

The eVidence will demonstrate widespread forced

labour of hundreds of cap'.ured civilians in me
Tango diamOild fields. AboUl August 1997,

142b. the beating and nhysical punishment of civilians at
Cyborg mining pit

".
031

I

VI.' assaulted by Sesay and taken 10 the Secretarial
where ~.e(:.as 1~~en a severe beating by Bock-arle and
h;, meo _192'
~
W Wtl3 beaten with ::;ticks. rubbtlrs alllJ Wires at Cyborg.

People were subjected to

Ih~eats

and molestation by

Boo",;, ,"~h" m'~28_) _ _

AFRClRUF lor:::.es look conlrol of Tango 10'Nll ane
035

began mining operatIOns in the area, indueling
"Cyborg pi!". These mining operations ~"

__ _

j

The AFRC/RUF maintained a punishment pit for
civilians in Tango. (p.1929)

sustained IhrOU'ijh tho forced labour of hundreds of
caplured civilians. 'M'lO mined "";lhoul pay, under
threals of death ~nd acts 01 physical '.'iolence by
lhe AFRC/RUF.

-J

Unka e
6.1 liabili can be_~abl .,iitterred from
a. the overall conduct of the AFRC/RUF not limited to arlY
one District. which SUbjected civiUans to physical Violence,
both as a punistment and as a 1001 of instilling fear in the
._.____
_____
civilian pOpulation
'll. IIle beatings arld III-treatment 01 civlllan1l in custody were
carried eM on lhe orders of Bockarie, the then de fado RUF
leader, and targeted al civilians perceived 10 be a Ihreat 10
the AFRCIRUF -aovernment
1. t~e regular \/isils of high level AFRC/RUF commanders to
Tango flellli Cyborg mining sites
t4~,Article

",
035

D45
---g.a;ly'matters arising'from the evidence disclosed-_- - 144. Art::9,1 Iiabmty of Sesay iJndlor his participation in+a
commoriij;,jAn can bereasonablv inferred from:
a. his position a~~esponsibility and comfl'and within the
AFRCIRUF hierar
b, me assault canmilted by Sesay in Octcber 1997 on a
cl'.'illan WhO was a prominent member of the TOWI"I Council
after the civilian W35 arrested Dy him on lhe instruction of
BocKarie
c. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed showing
specific participation in the JCE

------

f--

1--

--

-

From Augusl to December 1997, Bockarie would corne
" times a month \0 conect diamonds. W heard from
others that Sesar woLJld visit T~~1_927-8) ._ _ _
In Augusl 1997, Bock-arie came to Tango/Cyborg,
KiJlon was present at Ihe mining sites. particularly
....ten people were killed. W often saw Sesay in Tonga
collecting diamonds and heard Ihat Gbao woulrl villit
the mines. All the big commanders resided at Labo
Vamp. 30-40 yards from Cyb~21L- _ _
Civilians were mining at Cyborg, especially for
~ii!rie. W sii!w Bockarie collecting diamonds. (Pl~

-':
'29

---

See above and

at p.

,,':'
1928.

~ Art 6.3 of Sesa

can be reasonabinferred from:
a. the overall comuct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one District, 'Nhictl subjected ci'.'llians to physical violence.
both as a punishment and as a tool of instiiling fear in the

-9

!:)'
~

-f"

I

I,

civilian o ulalion
b. His visits to the AFRC Secretariat and Bockarie in KenemCi

037

Sesay was one 01 Bockarie's lop commanders wh~

I ~~ayed with Bockarie during (he AFRC lime in Kenema

lo~

I
I
I

123

.1928-9
W saw Sesay visit Kenema lown from time to time.

129

(o.1924l
Sesay in Kenema toWT1 for the
(p 1928)

c. his position of responslbilily and command within the
AFRCIRUF hierarch)' Clnc! the fad that his subordinates

arrest

i

of TF1-129.

----

engaged in physical violence _
----d, His subordinates were in regular communication with the
AFRCIRUF leadership duri rJ9 tne commission of these c!imes
e, any matters arising from the evidence disclosed.

i

-

----

-

,
69. Between 1 August 1997
and aboul 31 January 1998.
AFRCIRUF
forced
unknown number of civilians
living in the Dislrict to mine
for diamonds at Cyborg pil
in Tonga field;

To

113

'"

The evidence will demonstrate widespread forced 1918. AA attack led by Bockarie in August 1997 in Tango field 031
labour of hundreds of captured civilians in the resulted in the capture of many civilians who were forced to
Tongo diamond fields. About August 1997, mine without pay and under armed guard at Cyborg pit
AFRC/RUF forces took control of Tonga town and
034
began mining operations in the area, including
"Cyborg pit". These mining opera~ons -co
sustained through the forced labour of hundreds of
captured civilians, who mined ....Uhout pay, under
'035
Ihreals of death and acts of physical violence by
lhe AFRC/RUF. Many people died as a result of
undertaken by
deliberate killings thaI
AFRClRUF forces 10 terrorise and subordinate
045
captured Civilians. Small Boys Units, comprising o{
young armed child combatants, were employed 10
guard the abducted civilians

-"

~o
062

211

299

L_

~~

~

-

~

.

- ---

191b. the AFRC/RUF would fire randomly at Cyborg pit to
terrorise the dvilians inlo submission

034

191c. the civilian miners were subjecl to physical discipline

031

____

.O~5

Child soldiers around 10 yrs of age guarded Cyborg pit
and Sl10f anyone who went there without authorization.

(p.1928)

,,'

Between August 1997
January 199-8,~
AFRCIRUF forced people to mine for them. People who
refused were killed. DiamOnds were taken to Kenema
and given to Bockane. W was forced to mine almost
ever./day ~nd received no pay, (p.1927-8J
:;...~
In August 1997 Bockarie came to Tango/Cyborg.
Civilians were forced to mine for the AFRC/RUF for 5
hrsJday. 1000s were forced to worl<:. ,(p.1929)
'.~
W saw civilians forced to mine at Cyborg for theAFRC,
especiallY Bockarie. Civilians and sometimes junklr
officers were arrested and made to mine at gunpoint.
(p.1929)
Bockarie led lhe attack on Tonga on 11 AuguSt1997.
Civilians were captured and made \0 work at Cyborg.
rn192B-7
After the AFRCIRUF pushed the Kamajors out of
Cyborg, Ihe AFRC/RUF mined with lorced labour, as
Ihe Kamajors had done, People were forced to mine for
2 days a week for Ihe oovernment. rn.1927
W will give evidence aboutforced mining at Cyborg. He
received food in Ihe morning and no pay. Small boys
r~ard:~~ Cyborg also killed civmans mining in the pil
1982
In FeblMarch 1997 the RUFIAFRC look control in
Tonga and forced civilians 10 work for Ihem, digging
diamonds and clea~ land. (p.1926)
Rebels shot at civilian mining randomly just to lerrorise
them into submission (p.1927)
W was beaten with sticks, rubbers and wires at Cyborg.
People were SUbjecl~~o~o th~~a\s and mOlestation by
Bockarie and his men. .1928
The AFRC/RUF maintainel:! a punishment pit for

10

I

I

w
VI

I

civilians in Tan 0 {1929

!

Unk<l e
1_9_2"Mi9Je§'J__ ~abilily can be reasonably inferred from

a. the overall conduct of the AFRCfRUF, not limited 10 any'
one District, Which abducted dvmans and forced them 10 WOr~
for AFRCtRUF forces

I
--

b the need in Kenema Districlto establish 'a workforce

I

sulfident [0 mine diamonds al the Tonga diamond fields,
including the Cyborg pit
c. the conditions under which the Civilians were used 10 mine
diamonds, including the use of physical V10lence and death
as punishments and that no civilians \Yli:re paid for [he work
I oerformed
d. any matters arising
the evidence disclosed

common Dian can be reasonab

I

inferred from:

,,
!

--

fro'm

193. Artlde 6.1 liability of sel~~iandfOr his participation

i

-

See above

_...

I

-------

,
I

ina

I

,_ ._

a. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRCIRUF hierarch
b. in artiCUlar, his osition as chief of minin for the RUF
c. his knowledge of the-forced cj,iflan mining labour used in
Kono district
I d. his frequent visits 10 Tongo fields to collee! diamonds

034

035

I

From August 10 December 1997, Bockarie would come
4 times a monlh to COllect diamonds. W heard from
others thaI Sesav would visit Tonno. (n.1927-8
In August 1997, Bockarie came to Tonga/Cyborg
Kallon was present at the mining sUes, particularly
When people were killed. W often saw Sesay in Tango
collecting diamonds and heard that Gbao would visil
the mines. All the big commanuers ~~~ided at Labo
Vamp, 30-40 yards from Cyborg (p.1929

e any mallers arising from the evidence disclosed sho'Ning
specific participation in the JCE
196. Art 6.3:01 sesay can be reasonably inferred from:
a. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy and the fad that his subordinates
engaged in abduction of ciVilians and used them as forced
labour
b. his subordinates were in regular communication with the
AFRC/RUF leadershio durino the commission of these crimes
c, in particular, his positLon as chief of mining for the RUF
his knowledge of the forced civilian mining iabour used in
Kono District
e his frequent visits to Tonga fieids to collect the diamonds
034

a:

l

035

I

From August to December 1997. Bockarie would come
4 times a month to collect diamonds. W heard from
others that Sesav would visit Tanoo, {n,1927-8
In August 1997, Bockarie came to Tonga/Cyborg.
Kallon was presenl at the mining siles, particularly
When people were killed, W often saw Sesay in Tongo
collecting diamonds and hean:! that Gbao would visit
Ihe mines. All the b;g commanders resided at Labo
Vamo, 30-40 yards from CybOrg (p.1929)

I

11

W
<S

f. any matters arising Irom the evidence disdosed
'~8fi:,'+-Y,,>-;i-)i'

,

;;~\;,

,IJiiiiJ',
49
Between about 14
February 1998 and 30 June
199B, in localions including
Kailahun town, members of
lhe AFRC/RUF LJnlawfully
killed an LJnknown nLJmber 01
civilians;

,V

The evidence will show killings of civilians by 4401. There was a mass killing of people accused of being 1108
AFRCIRUF forces as part of their campaign 01 Kamajors in KailahLJn town
lerror and colleclive pLJnishment. Many civilians
were deliberately killed on orders from senior
AFRC/RUF commanders
lor lheir alle~d
113
membership or support lor civil mililia forces, lhe
CDF/Kamajors, including a mass execution thai
was undertaken in KailahLJn town.

'68

210

246
313

325
1

330

44b. The killing of 10 civilians in Buedu

Before the January 1999";;;:sion at the end of the dry
season, Gbao, Kallon. Sesay and Bockarie ....ere
involved in the killing 01 60 KamaJOp-; held for screening.
.1970
W saw the killing of 10 of the 67 detainees in Kailahun
lown and saw GOOo and Bockane present at the scene.
Gbillo was the overall commander when these people
were killed (p,1969)
_
In December 1997, the RUF on orders 01 Mosquito
de!ained 65 men on suspicion 01 being Kamajors and
(hal in February 199B, Ihe MPs killed these men. Gbao
was not present. (p.1994)
W will give evidence of killing of 20 "Kamajors" in
Kailahun while Gbao was present and in command 0
the area (0.2003'
W knows that 65 men accused of being Kamajors were
detained. He later heard they were killed.
Gbao was Chiel Security Officer for Ihe RUF; Sesay
was the BFC and Kallon the BGC. Gbeo had detained
Kamajop-; in Kailahun 10000, 3 weeks later, a RUF rebel
collected 3 of WS relatives, saying he had instructions
10 collect all Kamajors. W heard that Sesay, Gbao and
Bockarie shol lhe Kamajors and thaI Gbao ordered the
removal of their bodies, (0.1971-2
W will give evidence about Ihe killing of lhe Kamajors
on Bockarie's orders and lhe Sesay was not in favour of
it and wanted the Kamaiors released {jl.1997
After July 1999 W heard that 40 people alleged to be
Kamajors had been killed. W heard that Sesay and
Bockarie orelered Ihe killings and Ihe Gbao. who he saw
in KailahLJn lawn alter (he killings, was present. Ws
brother was killed in the killings. (p.1971)

327

Me. The shooting of 2 abducted boys because they were 1108
unable 10 carry looads.

W was told that 2 young boys ....ere shol because theyw
were unable to carry their loads. (p.1970)

1,4 lin 1999, W saw the execulion of soldiers and a civilian
medic for theft. (0.1971
117 1W was abducted in foogo aged 10 yrs and given
military Iraining. W says he was taken to Liberia 10 rlghl
for 6 mlhs and Mosquilo was lhere. W returned to
Kailahun where he soaw Gbao give an oreler for a
WIlmilln to be cut open and her liver removed. In an
altoaclo. on Kulahun, Gbao ordered civilians to be shot OIl
random. Alter Ihe 1997 coup, W went to Makeni and
was laler !aken 10 Freelown to loot. W also saw looting
in Makeni. 10.1990)

i

12
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W was abducted in Kail<lhun in 1997 and in the attack
on
l~iIIage the RUF Killed 7 people. W's uncle was

h:S

killed.

I

.1972

«.'ArtiCie 6.1liabilitycan bereasaoabty lnferred from
a, the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF, not limited to any

one District, which engaged in the 'Nidespread killing of
eiv<lians as part of a campaign or lerfar .. nd collective

i

,

punishment

I

-

b, following the ECOMOG intervention the main AFRCfRUF

i

base was located in Kailahun and was the main point of

I

contact and communicalion for the AFRCfRUF especially for
allies in Liberia
of senior AFRCiR"UFcommanders in Kailahun

c.-meetings

~

-

District folla"Mng the 1998 ECOMOG intervention WI1ich
established command structures oed gave military
responsibilltv to Bockarie
d. the mass killing in Kailahun lollvfl of people accused of
being Ka~Q!"~____
e. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed

See above.
-

46. Article 6.1 liability of ~= iandfOr his participation in a
common Dian can be reasona
inferred from:
a. his position of responsibility and command wrthin the
AFRC/RUF hienllchy, particularly that he was i31lthe time the
RUF BGC and the MininQ Commander for the RUF
b. his presence when allout 60 civilians accused of being
Kama'ors were killed
c <Ill)' matters arising from the evidence disdosed showing
specific participalion in Ihe JCE

I

I

------j

See above

49. Artide 6.3 liability of Sesay can be re8$orja~IY'10f!!-~lJ

, f r o m : ' --,

,
See above

',,,~,;,,
"

58 AI all times relevant to
this Indictment an unkoollvTl
number of women and girls
in v,lIious localions in Ihe
District \'rere subiected to

103

The ellidence will Show how throughout 1997.
1998, 1999, hundreds of women were roulinely
abducted from the olher parts of Sierra Leone and
broughl 10 K",ilahun District, WI1ere they subjected
to sexual violence and/or forced into "manvin •

109a the use of women as "wives· by the rebels in Buedu

<0'

0

a. the overall conduct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited 10 any
one District, vvtlich engaged in the v.idespread ki)qng of
civilians as part of a campaign of terror and collective
Dunishment
b. his subordinates were in regular communication with the
AFRC/RUF leadersh- durinn the commission of these crimes
b. his presence when aboul 60 civilians accused of being
Kama'ors were killed
c. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy and the f",ct lhal his subordinates
eneaeed in the killing of ciVilians
d, any matters arising from the evidence diSclosed

'C'

108
111

W were captured during RUF attacks on villages. Their
jOb was to go 10 the front 10 fight and cook for the
soldier!!.a!"'d sleep with the commanders, (p.1970)
One of W's wives told him she was raped during the
lime they soent 1.5 vrs with the RUF after beine

13

(fIJ

-V)

O<l

sexual violence. Many of
Ihese victims ....ere caplured
;0 other areas of th,
Republic of Sierra Leone,
broughl
10
AFRC/RUF
camps in the District and
used as sex slaves andlor
forced inlo "marriages. The
'Wives·
forced 10
, perform
of
number
conjugal
under
duties
their
coercion
by
"husbands";

their rebel captors. These women were also forced
10 perform conjugal dutres In tl1eir rQles as "bush
wives".

114

captured in Pendembu in December 1998. W was tQld
that rebels took caotive women as wives. (p.1969)
W went to Kailahun after the 1998 intervention in
Freetown WQmen
used
wives
1m
domestic Dumoses by the rebels. (p 1971)

"'''

"

,,'

Unka
110 Article 6.1 liabilItY can be reasonably inlerr~9 from
a. the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF, not limited to any
one District, v.tlidl SUbjected women to rape and other forms
01 se~ual viOlence and roulinely dislributed captured ¥«Imen
amongst rebels to serve the sexual needs 01 the AFRC/RUF
rebelS
b. many of the ¥«Imen and girls used as sex"slaves were
brOUQht to Kailahun District frQm other narts 01 Sierra Leone
c. The presence of training camps and the AFRC/RUF High
Command in Kailahun District v.tlere large numbers of
AFRC/RUF forces were present
d. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed

,
"'"

. -

,

~

111. Articli!6::l"liabilitj of ~l!Y and/or his participatioo In a
common plan can be reasonab';; inferred from;
a. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRGIRUF hierarchy
b. his lrequent presence in Kailahun District throughOut the
eriod of the indictment
c. any milllers arising from the evidence disclosed showing
specific participation in the JCE

--

caribe reasonabl inieried from:
14. Art 6.301
a. the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF. not limited to any
Qne Dislrict, lNhich subjected women l<J rape and other forms
Qf sexual violence and routinely distributed captured women
amongst rebels to serve the sexual needs of the AFRC/RUF
forces
b. his frequent presence in Kailahun District throughout the
eriod covered bV the indictment
c. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy and the fact that his subordinates
ennaned in sexual violence
d. his subordinates were in regular communication with the
AFRCIRUF leadership during the commission of these crimes
e. any other maners arising from evidence disclosed

,

i"·\;
74. At all times relevant to
this Indictment, captured
civilian meo, women ,0<1
children
broughl 10
various locations wilhin lhe
District and used as forced
labour;

F

7"·'

,

,

. ""7

,

,

100

Kailahun district served as a main base for the
AFRClRUF, where senior AFRC/RUF commanders
were regularly based, and through lNhich signincant
support for AFRClRUF operations was maintained
by Ih, forced labour and/or conscription 0'
hundrWs of captured men, women and chiidren.

223a. over 200 civilians were captured in Pendembu and
forced to woli<

111

Wwas caplured in Pendembu in December 199B along
with :ZOO other civilians. W was forced to woli<. (p.1969)

104

Throughoul 1997 and 199B, hundreds of captured 223b o\ler 500 civilia'ns 'were'-brougtit to Kailahun from all
men, women and children were routinelv taken 10 over Sierra Leonw

113

After Ihe February 1998 intervention, more ttiai1500
aMuctees from all over Sierra Leone were taken to

"'''

14

~

.....ll

I, various locations in the Kailahun District ,ind used
I ilS forced labour, also known as "man power",
wtlit:h included carrying loads, road work and
farming on plantatiorlS, Including farms belonging to
senior AFRCIRUF commanders and/or their
lilmilies.

223c. Civilians were forced to carry loads of ammunition and
olher goods, work on the rice farm of Bockarie and Morris
Kallon and perform domestic tasks.

1I
I

105

114

210

114

Kailahun district operated as a major training
location Where forcibly conscripled men, women
and children were held and given mllilary lraining.
Bases were stationed al locations such as 8eudu
town, a major base for the AFRC/RUF leadership.
Bunumbu
l~,
Pendembu,
Kallahun
Kangama. In addition to shipments of arms and
natural resources, captured civilians were laken
ilorOSS lhe border to engage in military training and
fighting for the AFRC/RUF or in support of military
forces under me leadership of Charles Taylor.

200

00'

Unk

•

330

Kailahun. W said she also saw civilians being forced to
work. In 1969\
W saw abductees brought 10 Buedu by various
commanders, Kailon brought the biggest group. Sesay
was also inVOlved. Cilplives, including children were
sent for military training. Civilians were used as slave
labour on a rice farm of Bockarie and Kallon. (p.1971)
W will give evidence -about forced labour on farms in
Kailahun (p.2003)

CaPIi~.sio.jnCI~~ing children were sent for milita
trainino. .1971
W was abducted in Kailahun in 1997. He had to
transport goods for the RUE In Yaama, the rebels gave
military training to men and children :O~D~ ml~~. W was
[Iained bv early 1999 and aiven a aun, .1972
W saw forced labour up to 2000 and the conscription
and milillll)' training of women and young children by
rebels. (p.197~ l

d

224. Article 6.1 Jiabillt can be reasonab Inferred from
a. the overall conduct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one District, which abducted civilians Brd forced them to
carry goods and perform domestic labour for AFRC/RUF
forces
b. the need in Kailahun District to establish a workforce
sufficient to mine diamonds
c Kailahun District' wasa'si9nificant base for the AFRCIRUF
and large numbers of civilians were required to perform
labour for the AFRC/RLlE'HigtL<::ommand and forces
d. any maners arising from the evidence disclosed
225. Article 6.1 liability of Besay and/Cil'his Pi~tion in a
Common nlan can be reasonablv irifer&dfrorri:';u
a. his position of responsibMy and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierarch
b. his presence I'll the camps and AFRC/RUF bases where
civilians were forced to carry goods and perform domeslie
labour
c he witnessed more than 500 abductees from all over S,erra
Leone in Kailahun district following the February '.998
ECOMOG intervention
d he personally had unpaid civilians farm cocoa, coffee and
~(I_tor ~im
__
e if he required civilians for work he would pass an order for
such Ihrouo.h the local G5 commander
f. alone point he ordered AFRCIRUF fighters not 10 kill
civilians but to instead caoture them
g. any matters arising from the ellidence disclosed showing
specific participation in the JCE

,

-

,~
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exchange for arms and ammunition (p.20nD)
~
W will give evidence about the transfer of diamonds to
liberia for Charles Taylor (p. 1979)
I

271

~6

Taylor

provided

assistance,

arms.

medicine

an~

personnel 10 the RUF W will give evidence on arms and
diamond transactions.
Helicopters with the colours of the Liberian flag brought
rebels armed
ammunition W was told thai
dia~,~ndS and _money given 10 Mosquito WOUI~2~e used
to bu ammumtlon from Charles Taylor. (p 1982

I
323

,"

325

W will

""'fy

to RUF "';"09 ;0 U"", oed th, pc,,""
of arms (rom Taylor and Yealen 10 Sankoh. Throughout

I

the war, instructions were gillen from Taylor through to
Bockarie concerning the transfer of diamonds in return I

I

for arms and ammunitions. W WIll gille evidence ~
Taylor's support throughout the I;:;: inclu~ing a
November 1998 arms shiOme~~
A meeting was called in 1998 w!lere Bockarie \
announced 'OperalioJl Spare no Soul' with Kallon aJl~
[he AFRC pl<!sent. The FreelO'Ml atta~ was not
planned by the RUF. (p.1997)

I
106

1998,
AFRC/RUF
!eaders
Throughout
commun,;cated ""';lh commanders located in other
districts from Kai/ahun. In December 199B, i
Kailahun was ttle location for lhe planning of the I
major AF~CIRUF offensive that led to the
subsequent lakeover of much of the country
including Koidu, Makeni and eventually the
invasion of FreetO'Ml.

,

After the ECOMQG Intervention in February 1989,
AFRC/RUF forces retreatin9 from FreelO'Ml and
, Makeni regrouped and travelled through Bombali
I and Koinadugu Distric\to Kono District, specifically
Koidu town, Following the caplure of Ko,du to'Ml,
meetings were held in tM District v.t1ere senior,
commanders
established
a
iOinl-commandL'
slructure for AFRCIRUF operations. AFRC/RUF
' forces proceeded 10 spread over the enti~ Dislrict.
---

+T
I'

1

~
129

L

~.

~

325

AFRC/RUF terrorization of the civilian population
enabled geographic control of [he Kono area,
particularly the diamond mining al<!as, where
forced mining of civ~ians was beil1g undertaken
I under the supervision 01 senrOr AFRC/RUF
I CQmmand. Movement of arms and ammunition
from Kailahun District were in turn sent to Kono

I
I
I

'

I

I

I

I

..J._-.J.

~I

DistriCI.~'
Diamond proceeds were sent through senior
AFRCIRUF commanders to Kailahun and onwards
to Libena in exchange for arms. ammuniUoJl and

i supplies, such as food and blankets.

.
----

I
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~

IJ

,

(kiHi
mid
ebruary 130
1989. AFRC/RUF ni!i!in9
.~ Freetown arriVed Ie
Districl.
Be(Y>Een
Kono
about 14 February 1998 and
30 June 1998, members of
AFRCIRUF unlaWfUlly killed
several hundred civilians in
vanous locations 10 I<:ono
Dislrict, including Koidu,
Tombudu, Foindu, Willifeh,
Mortema and Biaya;
130

48

Abo~

,

W was abducted from Sulukunda after 'Operation Pay 1
Yoursi!lr in 1996. Prior to her caplure she saw rebels
;
burning houses and people being killed. (p.1931)

Civilians were forced into houses arJd massacred, 36f Many civilians were burned alive in houses throughout 217
sometimes by being burned alive, by AFRC/RUF the District

After the F'b 1998 intervention
RUF/AFRC I
occupation of Koidu, W was captured. 26 people from
ws grcwp were put into a house and the house sel on
fire. Location unclear. (p.1930l
W heard that people Y>Ere burnt alive in houses in
Koidu. induding her parents and that COIOne!. I(~~a h~~ I
iven lhe order (or 'Operation No lrvina Thine'. .1935

f---

"130

,

locre' 10 lo~' ,e'

.11"" Ih,,",ho~ 'ho

Including Koidu town and Tombudu town

I

Oil

130

SCO'"
01 ".,,'",
" , """forces.
,I "Ii""'~~
amputations
of limbsdi"
by AFRC/RUF

132

Widespread looting of food items resuited in death -_.
by starvalion of civilians in some areas.

307

071

078-

,.,,,

overseen by senior 36g. Many civilians
killed through illdiscriminale
~~
AFRCIRUF comrnandel1; Y>Ere particularly bNtal: shooting in Ihe diamond mines.
captives Y>Ere routinely stripped naked and beaten.
they were killed if ever tired. Tlor were they fed or
paid lor mining aclivities. Captives labored under
gunpoint by SBUs, dlild combatants urder the age
of 15 who were employed to guard the captured
miners.

133 Mining operations

,

l

D12

D77

304
Some women were beaten to death foUOWing these
rapes.

KoidiJ town /
130

-

195

L

Over 100 people were massacred logether In Kordu ,136b Over 100 civilians were killed in Koidu IOIMl

014

I~

,

I-

"

The evidence will demonstrate widespread killing of 36a There were widespread killings throughcut Kono district 270
civilians, which were frequently undertaken by as pM of 'Operalion No living Thing' and 'Operation Pay
AFRCtRUF for~s as part 01 "Operation No Living Yourself.
Thing' in to...."s and villages lhroughout lhe Dis/riet,
including Bumpeh, Farandu, Foendor. Kindea.
Sawa, Somoya and Wondedu.
... _ - - -----------The evidence wiil also outline (he mass kliiIriQOf
civilians lMlich took place in Foendor, Koidu lown,
Mortema and Tombudu IoWl1

lJ___

__J

___

~

I

See beiow.

----l

-----

,,'

W will give evidence of deaths of tivilians from
,starvation and exhaustion duri!1ll the mininll. In.1941'
W was captured on 28 March 1998 and was taken to
Koidu where he saw other captured civilians, People
died of starvation. (p.1941)
People died in the mines in Tombudu because they
were not led. W saw Savage and GUlli( kill people in
conneclion with mining. W says Sesay visiled lhe mines
evervdav In.1944\
W was forced 10 mine in Tombudu after he was
captured In December 1999. W saw miners killed on the
orders of the offICer in charge. W said Sesay came
regularly to the mines to collecl diamonds. Sick people
were killed W saw SI>Us kill people in the mining pits
and throw their bodies inlo 1M water. {p.1943)
W will give evidence of people dying in the mines and
(hat during that perrod Sesay would come 10 the mines
reaularlv to collect the diamonds. (p,1941).
Of 7 women ....no were raped, 5 were beaten 10 death
afteJWilrds. (p.19J1)

t01

In March 1998. W was captured by rebels and taken
Koidu. He saw many dead bodies. He was taken 10
Major Rod:y al Kamachende 51. Men, women and
childrer1 were separated and Rocky opened fire and
about 100 civilians were killed, Rocky reported the
killing to Rambo who had 10 consult wi(h Bockarie. W
said civilians were made to carry loads anl~.i.r anyone
comolained he was tired. he would be shot. .1940\
~YIi,1I ~ evidence of killings _i l1 1S,0no after the
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I

I

217

intervention, induding the killing of ever 60 peopleTri'
Koidu and that these events we~ Il.!ported to Kallon. W
will sa that for rape and innocent killings (p.1941)
W learnt of a mass killing in Koidu by CO Rocky. Many
civilians were kiliOO on the December 199B attack on

Koidu led bi.§_e~L(P~

_,_

W was captured al the time of the

jntervenljO~)in-K~

W saw the dead bodies of 20 civilians. (p,1930

222

In 2001, W found bones and SK.ulls in his compound
behind Kamachende 51. Koidu He heard thaI rebels
killed people in the compound. (p 1930)

I

"3

W was abducted in February 1998 from KQldu. His
older sisler and uncle were killed by the rebels. W saw
rebels killing civilians in areas around Koidu 10"""" under

the command of Sesay and Kallon. W saw older men

303

130

wilh their hands tied behind their backs shol in the
I presence of Sesay. (p.194(1)
Shortly after Kabbah was overthrown, the rebels started
killing '1'1 the Koidu area. When W ned from ECOMOG
with the rebels, she heard the rebels taking about the
number of nPo~le the had killed 'rn.1930

Residents accused of voting for President Kabbah
wert' also killed in Koidu town on direct orders from

senior AFRCIRUF commanders.

.- .. - .

Tdittbudutown
130

36c. Tombudu became a "killing zone" where dead bodies
were lhrown Into a hole known as "Savage pit".

Tombudu lown became known as a "killing lOne",
....nere dead bodies were lhrown in a hole kno'Ml as
"Savage Pi!"

--..

,-_._."~.

012

After the ECOMOG intervention, JPK came to Tombudu
and ordered Gullit, Savage and others 10 kill 6 people
who djd nOl support the AFRC. They v.ere all shol. W
saw people who tried to escape, be killed. W saw
, Sa\lage kill people ind 10cJo:ing people in a house and
setting the house on ~re. Savage also ampulaled and
killed people and dumped their bodies in a Pit GuM
~~~o k~~~d a lot of people, Tombudu was a killing zone,

013

W was captured by th, rebels ;0 Tombudu
SeptemberlOctober 1998 when JPK, Kallon and Sesay
entered. 4 men and 2 women who tried 10 run were
killed. JPK ordered the burning and killing of Tombudu
and W saw neonle burnt 10 death. In.1987
Sometime in 199B, W saw a group of caplives brought
to Tombudu. W identified SIaff A1haji There were 27
people. ind one of boy of 11 yrs. Staff A/haji ordered
their hands tied behind their bacJo:s and to ha\le them
put in a house. The house was lhen burnt and all died

.1944

I

L

lJ

014

'"

in.1936'

019

[

072

v..ere"a-bduCted---frorfl

W heard thaI 50--60 people
Somoya and laken 10 Tombudu where they were put
i~lO ~~ouse by staff A1haji, a soldier. and burnt ali \Ie .
.193
W was ca lured b men in combat on 8 March 1998.
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group of civilians in Foendor were beheaded
AFRClRUF forces,

,

&

Many civilians Were beheaded in Foindu and the
Tombudu.

064

I sellered heads were carried in a bag to

He was laken to Tombudu with 14 captives where he
met Savage. After W being amplJlate<l, people started
to run and the fighters started firing and 11 people were
killed. (p.193-'
W was captured in Paema, near Tombudu and saw his
children burnt alive in Ilis presence. In April 1998, he
was taken 10 Tombudu, where 5 people were
amputated, 3 died almost immediately.
W found the beheaded bodies of captives killed by
rebels in Tombudu. (p.1930)
W saw rebels killed 2 ciVilians in Tombudu after the
ECOMOG intervention. W saw :3 bodies in a parking
:round in Tombudu. (p.1936--7'
W was captured in Waterloo 2111(1 taken to Tombudu
.....nere there were 200-300 civilian5 Some who had
Iried 10 escape had been killed. They had been
beheaded and their heads placed on SliCKS. Some days
up 10 10 civilians would be killed on the ordel1i of
Savage. W saw captured civilians burnt to death in a
house.
1935
~
In the dry season of 1998, 17 men, women and C h : :
wefl:! machele 10 death. This included 2 of W's children.

The victims were beheaded and the heads placed in a

bag. W was ordered 10 carry the heads to Tombudu.
The boss in Tombudu was in combat and surrounded
by men in combat. W saw the body
another victim
v.tlo had been beheaded. (p.1933'
In the dry season Df 1998, rebels captured and killed
members 01 Ws family at Foendor. The heads were
reportedly put in a bag to be given to lhe rebels to their
boss in TDmbudu W heard the killings. Later he saw
many dead bodies, some beheaded but was only able
to confirm 2 as family members, Ws wre (xmfirmed he
killings to him. She carried the heads in a bag to
Tombudu. The commanders were Savage, CO Alhaj\i
and CO Jbonda. (0.1933'

or

067

Mortema

219

36e. 32 people were shot in a house ,'n MDrtema.

_LL__
I

306

.
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W was in Materna when rebels attacked, Villagers fold
the W of a massacre in the house v.tlere his wife was
hiding. He found family members dead. He heard one
rebel called Issa say 'let's 90' and the rebels call
'OPeration No Livinq Thinq'. (p,1941·2'
Rebels attacked on 6 June 1998. W was in a house
With 50 people when rebels came in, One was called
·CDIDnellssa'. This was the time 01 'Operation No Livin9
Thing'. The rebels asked if they were Kamajors and
opened fire, 32 people were killed. W was lold this by
her younger brother who helped bury the dead in a
mass arave, (0 1934}
W was in Materna in 1998 when rebels attack Col. Issa Ientered that civilians would pay the price for rejecting
AFRC. ill!!!. and_-'h~LI9ts,,()tp§!opte were kil~e.!'_~n_ ~he.

20

w

~

house.

,

.1934-5

Location unclearl unmentioned in Indictment or- PTB

019
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On 16 April 1998, rebels came to Yardu. Rebels slit ws
grandmo~h(~'S Ihroal wilh a knife, Another man was
also~lIed
.1937)
On Hi June 1998, a group of men allack W's house,
shooting, W's Sisler was killed. Allerwards W counted
! 21 bodies, 6 of wtlom
family members. W heard
~[Ine 0:4~he attackers yell 'Operation No Living Thing'.
.1934
W was ~~~~ured in April/May 1~91~ in Boimafuidu. He
saw a 60 old woman murdered.
1939
W was taken (~,Yard~\where he saw rebels shoot 6
men to death. .1936-7
W's village was attacked by rebels al lhe end of the
1998 dry season W's husband was taken to Yardu and
later lold her thai he saw 5 men killed. W saw people
arrest~d a~ct!>_urnt~{jL. __.,_ ._____
~. sa~\ rebels kill one person in Farandu village.
.1932
W's village was attacked on April 1998 by rebels
pretending to be Kamajors. He saw them cut a old
WJman's throat. When they started to perform
amputations, :h/OnSe ~~ protesled were killed outright
with machetes. .1939
W watched as his wife and other women who had been
ra~
st.~~bed to death. Other people were shot
dead. .1930-1
W was captured in an attaCk on Bumpeh laler Ws son
told her thai others had been shot an~ ~Ied a~glthat
villaaers had been burnt alive In Bumneh. 1938-9
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Linka

'37. Article 6.1liabil" can be reasona
inferred from
a. the overall conduct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one District, Yotlich engaged in a widespread killing of civilians
as "art of a camnainn of terror and collective [Iunishment
b. the ~~laratiOn of owners~~~ of all m~n~ areas in Sierra
leone b the AFRCIRUF durin the Junta riad
c the continuation of the AFRC/RUF alliance alter the
February 1998 ECOMOG Intervention tlnd the IIight of Ihe
AFRC/RUF from Freetown
d. the announcement by the AFRC/RUF leadership of 334
"Operation Pay Yourself during lhe retreat 10 Makeni and
then Koidu
e. the execution by the AFRCIRUF forces of ·Operation No
living Thing" wtlile the AFRC/RUF regrouped and controHed
Koidu Town and Kono District following lhe ECOMOG
intervention
~n~he seitlenieni of AFRC/RUF forces in Kono Distriel and'
s ecificall Kordu town m 1998
g the meetings of serilor'AFRC/RUF commanders In Kono
and Kailahun Districts duri~~ thi~ '';';;rlod which establiShed a

r:re

JPK ordered Operation Pay Yourself to Ihe SLA and
RUF at the star! of Ihe 1998 intervention. (p.2004)

. . . . . _'---'-

Z1

~
lI'

command structure fo.' AFRC/RUF operations aimed primarily
at maintaining control of Kono district
h. that Sesay lold civilians at a public meeting in Koidu that
he was presenl Lo ensure that diamonds were mined to
finance/he movement and that all civihans must cooeerate
i. that at the same meeting, Sesay said that disciplinary
. measureS would be taKen againslthose wor1<ing in the mines
and the measures included execution
j, that the AFRCIRUF used diamonds mined from Kono
District to fund arms, ammunition and medicine
k;. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed

1-

----

I
I

I

I

I

3'e Art 61-li~biBty of ses,~im,a~d/or his participation in
common nlan can be reasona
Inferred from;

,I

~~

j
-'"-

,I

~

-ii'

a his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy, particularly that he was at the time Il"1e
RUF BGC and the Mining Commander for the AFRCIRUF
b. the general instruction issued by Bockarie to Sesay at the
time of the February 1998 ECOMOG intervention lo ensure
that the AFRCIRUF did not lose Kono
c. Sesay passed this instruction on 10 other AFRCIRUF
commanders
d. the arrival of Sesay, along with other senior AFRC/RUF
commanders in Kono trom Bombali District, approximately
~~ week after the start 01 lhe ECQMOG Intervention
e. [Sesay's] presence at a meeting in Tombudu lawn 013
following the arrival of JPK """ich all civilians were forced to
attend and v.41ere four civilian men and two ovilian women
who attempted to run were killed by armed AFRCIRUF men
in front of the crowd
f his participation in meetings wilh other senior AFRC/RUF
commanders in Kana in Februaryl March 1998
g, [Sesay] was present as the top RUF commander Vllhen 334
JPK lold other AFRCIRUF commanders that the peOflle of
Koidu were not good people and Ihat any civili~ close to
their location shCIuld be killed
r-f':::ISesay's) presence in Koidu· town when older men had 263
their handS lied behind their backs and were then shot

i. [Sesay's] fr~uent presence at the diamonds milles were
civilians were indiscriminately_fired upon .
_.
j, [Sesay's]lravel with Bockarie to Libena-in January 1998 to
secure an arms shipment that assisled the AFRCIRUF to
defend Kono district
k any matlers arising from the evidence disclosed showing
specific participation in the JCE

I

,

I
'0

W

~, captured by ~, rebelS io Tombudu
Sep\embelfOctober 1998 when JPK, Kallon and Sesay
enlered. 4 men and 2 women """0 In'ed to run were
killed (p1987)

JPK and Sesay ordered that Kono be burnt dO'Ml and
the people of Kano kiiled as Ihey had betrayed them.
(p,2004)

-'w was

abducted in February 1998 from Koidu. His
cider sister and uncle were killed by the rebels. W saw
rebels killing civilians in areas around Koidu lawn under
lhe command of Sesay alld Kallon. W saw older men
wHh their hands tied behind their backs shot in the
I presence of Sesav: {D.1940l '
See aMve

I

41. Article 6.3 liability (failure to prevent) of Sesay can be
reasonablv inooed from:
and command within the
a. his osition of res onsibili

22

~

~

11

I

-

AFRCIRUF hierarchy and the fact that his subordinates

I

~-~n;:':'ed in the killing of civilians

~

b. his subordinates were ;n regular communication with the
AFRCIRUF leadership during the commission of these climes
~iesence at planning meetings in the Dist~cI"
d. the instructions he received from JPK as detailed above
the instructions he gave to subordinates
f. his presence al Koidu town. Tombudu lown and at diamond
mining areas al or around the lime killings 'M:'re being camed
~! by his subordinates
g. any matters arising from the e\ljdence disclosed

±-

e.

,

~

.

~
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42, Article 6,3 liabiU!Ylfailure !ci"punish) of S!l~ay can be
reasonabl inferred from:

,

3. civilians made complaints directly to Sesay about mining
conditions and the treatment of woriI.ers
b reports made 10 sesay by subordinates of atrocities
commiltEld in villages geograptucally close to Koidu
c. any mailers arising from the eVidence disclosed
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55, Between about 1
134 Women and girls were f<lutinely raped and paired 85a. the gang rape of women in Koidu town
with "rebel husbands" throughout the District.
February 1998 and 30 June
During capli"';ty, many were also subjected to rapes
1998. members of lhe
from rebels other than their "bush husbands". I
AFRCIRUF raped hundreds I
217
of W<Jmen
girls ,I
AFRCIRUF
lecru"""
Ioca' pop""lioo by ~
committing gross acts of sexual violence against
various locations throughout
lhe District. including Koidu,
wcmen and young girls, often al gunpoint and 85b. The rape of a woman in Koidu town 23 days after she 202
Tombudu, Kissi-town t"
under threat 01 ~ath. Melhods included forcing had given birth.
women to strip naked and committing sexual
Kissi town), Foendor t"
Foendu), Wondedu
012
,b"" '"
op,"" 1""0'
Th, ,.'"pee,""" of capl",""
",.~,".
10 watch or participate, along with beatings, and/or
AFRCIRUF camps such as
"Superman camp" and Kissiraping .....th foreign objects such as slidl.s. Some
women were bealen to death following these rapes.
toY.{! (or Kissi loY.{!) camp.
016
Recenl matheiS, young girls and virgms I'oEre also
An unknown number of
~meo
targeted for sexual Violence. There was a pattern of
girls ~re I
rouline abductions of women and girts from lheir
abducled
various
from
families 10 camps, such as "Superman Camp", for
locations in the District and
distribution amongst the rebels was underfaken to
I used as sex Slaves and/or
(orced into "marriages". The
Iserve the domestic and sexual needs of
"""";ves" ...ere forced to
AFRCIRUF forces, while undermining the dVilian
perform
number
01
018
coMi~' p"""hio, 'oc"
conjugal
communllles.
duties
under
coerdon
their
by
I "husbands":
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Ih,

Ih,

I,mi, m,m"''' ,it"" 1650
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W was abducted and taken to Koidu. There he saw
many young girls used for sex and.n~Ptured women
forced to become se; -;"~rtners-';n:1940
Rape became frequent in Kaidu after the intervention.
W saw his wife raped by II men. Other women were
also raned, (p, 1930). location of fanes unclear
Ws husband's 2iid wife was raped by 2 rebels 23 days
after having given birth. Location unknown (p.1932)

W was in Tombudu after the ECOMOG intervention.
Women were abd~~:a I~~~ families and forced to
beoome rebel wives. ,1944
W W1lS capture<! in Tomandu and laken 10 KisSi town
where women ~re distributed 10 Tebels as wives. A
rebel leader look W's 11 yr old daughter 10 a house and
raped her. W could hear her screaming. W was gi..en to
a rebel as his
Along ..... lh other captured women,
she was forced to find food and cook, wash clolhes. AI
3 different times, Jebels tried to force W under the threat
of dealh to have sex (p.1938)
~
W was captured and taken to Tomandu where rebels:
sexul'lily abused wcmen VII10 were taken Inlo houses
one by one. On the way to Kissi town the rebel
commander ordered the wcmen 10 be divided amongst
the men ~~wi~:i Each armed man look. possession of
a womann .1938
270 W was captured and brought 10 Koidu from Sulukunda
in 1996 after ·Operation Pay Yourself', The gins were
gi~n to rebels as wi~s and domestic labour. W
I performed chores along wilh caplured cl1ildren, W was
I ~~ke\~\t Bornu where she saw Sesay and Bocl<ane
,
.1931

wife.

,

23

~

i
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I

W was Gapture<:l and brought 10 Koidu after the '

--------------------'---------rJ03

inLervention where stle was held 011 gunpoint and raped
every night for a week. She became a rebel's 'wvman'
and fled Wilh the AFRC/RUF to the bush when

I

±
I

85d.

nie rape of 7 WlJrnen at Sawa

------

":~

took " " ko", Theffi W he"d
I EGO
speakMaG
about
Ihe number of people they had raped
I In.1930\

1!is

W and 6 other women were raped with foreign Objects

"OOC""~;;;'cocc;;;;;OC,=CC'"'.,"'=.-

I

and W raned by 2 rebels. No location given. (p.1931

~ aSe. The rape of women and girls found hiding in the bush in I 066
, Ihe District
076

W was in Ihe bush neilf Foendor and saw his sister'
ra ed b rebels there .ffi.:...1933)
W raped by rebels wearing miXed combat in the bush

~=-+gOO~'.'~F"oendor

I

~

~~i:;~~mpant sexual abuse of women and

----

-==-----

She was a virgin at the time (p.1933)
W saw his niece raped by rebels in ttle bush near

306
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girls_at CYbOrg_ _
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Ko",. (, 1934)

W was captured in TombudiJ in 1998 when she was 16
yrs old and raped by rebels. She was taken t~
Sllnerman g~ound before going to Buedu. (p.1943)
In 1997 shortly after Ihe takeover of Ihe AFRCfRUF W
and his wile were captured by the RUF and some
soldiers W witnessed the rape of his Wife. Location
unknown In_19371
W Will provide evidence of rapes and that for rapes and
innocenl killin9S, action was laken and RUF
perpetrators were execuled on high command from
Ses"". In 1942
W was captured ill April/May 1998 in Boimafuidu, W
I was forced wilh 12 others 10 strip and have sex wilh
captured girls. He saw the sexual mutilation of one girt
for failing to arouse a man. Captured women were
taken to a farmhouse and he sew a rebel insert a slick I
into the vagina 01 one girt {p.1939i
W was caplured and taken to Tombudu where he saw
rebelS ra"" a woman. In 19361
Ws village (not named) was attacked at the end of the
dry season 1998. W was stripped and when she
refused to have sex, had a slid\, inserted inlo her vagina
by a rebel This was witnessed by a neighbor. W saw
another civilian forced 10 raoe that neinhbll'~.·~(~:1936\Ws village (unnamed) was allacked in April 1998 by
rebels. Men and women were separated and forced to
strip. People were then forced to have sex. W was
forced 10 have sex with a neighbor's sister (P_1939)

t1
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W was publicly raped in Tombudu by 3 rebels. S~he
knows of 2 others who were raped. (p.1935)
305 I in 1998 dry season AFRC rebels abducted W. SIle was
~~...Qy 8 rebelsc She was a virgin at the time. No
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locations iven
86. Artj~6, 1 liability can be rea1'i{)~bly inferred from
a. the overall conduct of the AFRCtRUF, not limited to'

.193940

-

any

one Drslrict, which sUbjected women 10 rape and others forms

of selual violence and roulinely distributed captured women
amongst the rebels to serve Ihe sexual needs of the
AFRC/RUF forces
b. the presence of military fralning camps In Kano District,
SUch as "Superman camp· and Kissi-town 8(~~ Kissi town)

,

,

camn where_large number ol_~FRC;:lRUF were resent

I

i

c. any matters arising from Ihe evidence disclosed

-

--

87. ArtlC;:I,6.1 liability

oT"se~:t, and/or his

participaMiilil a

common Ian can be reasonab inferred from:
a. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRCIRUF hierarchy

I

~

b. his presence in Kano District between February and
Se tember 1998
1;_ his presence at the military training camps in Kana District
durinn'thiS neriad
d. any matlers arising from the evidence disclosed showing
specific participation in the JCE

,

90. Article 6.3 liability of Sesay can 00 reasonabl'fimerred

ftQm:
a the overall corJduct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one Dislrict. which SUbjected women \0 rape and others forms
01 sexual violence and routinely distributed captured women
amongst the rebelS to serve the sexual needs or the
I AFRCIRUF forces
District, including at militalY
b his fre<luent presence in
traini~;;ca~":';, between Febr~~~-and Senlember 1998
c. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRCIRUF hierarchy and the [aci that his subordinates
~;:';'a;:'ed in sexual violence
d his subordinates werei~O regular communication with the
AFRC/RUF leadershi dl.lfln the commission oflhese crimes
e. an matlers arisin from the evidence disclosed

Kana

Ph
62

Between about 14 131
February 1998 and 30 June
1998, AFRC/RUF mutilated
00 unknown number of
civilians in various 10caUons 131
to the Dislrict, inclUding
Tombudu,
Kaima
(or
Kayima) and Wondedu The
mutilations included CUlling
off of limbs 000 carving
'N=RC· and "RUF" on lhe
~odies 01 civilians;

' ,)$;;"

Throughout the AFRCIRUF atlac\(s in Kono in
1998, the eVidence will shOw widespread acts of
physicBI \IIOlence.
Civilians were routinely beaten upon capture by
AFRCIRUF forces.
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W was captured by
in the bUS~ I~ear ;~~endor
imd was beaten severe with a weanon. _1933
W was caPtu~e~n on l21~ March 1998 by the RUF and
wasbeatenlJll. .1941
W was captured in the bush near Tombudu and beaten
by rebels. Laler on he saw injuries sustained by his
friends ood neighbours,
whose
am utated and another who was burnt when rebels

'"

he"'

."'

--

"

~o

-

oured kerosene on him. (p.1936)
~
BJmpeh and beaten:

218

~_, ~~) captured by rebels at

219

.'938
W was in Materna when rebels allacl<.ed. He was
'Mlunded by a child soldier and said (he rebels threw I

306

aCid In his wounds. (p 1941)
W was captured in Ine bush near FoerJdor after Marc~

1

199B and was selle~Y bealen by twoo rebe!s W saw
his nephew being esoorted at gunpoLnl by a man and
returned with a bleeding wound on his heCid. Ws
~:PheW:;8ill the man hlld WQundcd him wilh a gun

131

------~

I Abducted cillilian men and '(Qung boys were given

mar'rlings of "AFRC", "RU " Qr both with razors,
~nlify c<lplives as Such
cutlasses and k.nives to
and discourage tneir esca

---,-

---,
~-Ihe

.1933-4

014

W

marking by razor blade of 10 10 15 civilians with
"RUF' who had attempted to escape to TombUllu

131

was captured and laken to Koidu by rebels in march

1998. W saw men and women marked with RUF and
~R~n~Sin9 razor blades, knives or pieces of me/al.
1940
W was captured in Tom~~dU ~d saw captured men
beinll marked with 'RUF'. .1938
W WCIS captured in Yomandu and taken to Kaima with
his younger brother. There were 13 other captives
there, An AFRC man arrived and Wand the others
~e marked. SWord blades wen: used to distlgure W
and other wUh the words 'RUF' and 'AFRC'. W was
given 10 Captain Barry and saw Barry i~ ~~ssession of
amnliation lools and 7 amnulaled hands
1932
In Tombudu, an order was given to mark civilians who
tried to escape with 'RUF', They were mllrkcd with B

",

marking of 15 captives in Yomandu by sword 074
blades v.i:th "RUF" and "AFRC';

~~ the

I
I

302
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I Throughout the District, AF RCIRUF forces carried 134a the ampulallon of many civilians throughout Kono 012
out organised amputation 01 limbs, including the District, inclUding Ihe amputation 01 6 men captured Irom
chopping of hands or tho: ~ accused 01 voling for Sawa which was observed by caplured women forced 10 clap
President Kabbah. Civilia I who were present at and laugh by the AFRCIRUF sold;e~
072
the scene were forced
clap or laugh during
<IT1putalions, while victim ~re told 10 relurn to
Presidenl KabbMl and req, lsl their limbs back.

192

195

197

",

W '". 10-15 p"ple

who ~ad been marKed. (Q.1935j
,
W was In Tombudu and saw people who tried to

i----o--- - - - - - - - - - -

I

1944)

W was captured on 8 March 1998 and broughC 10

Tombudu where he was bealen by Savage. Savage
also slashed his leg ilh a maChete and stilbbed him wilh
a bayonet in his side. Savage i1lso amp~.t~~~ \~~ W
sayirg it was because he voted for Kabbah. .1937
In April 199B Ws viilage was attacked. vne boy was cut
on his bock for refusrng 10 have sex. W's hand was
amputated and rebels also cut Ws younger brother's
hand but it was not amputaled. W knows 14 people
Vo'ho were either amputated or were the slJ:Jject 01
attempted amJ.!utalions. (Q.19:J9)
W Sf1N the amputation of 6 men, The· rebels made the
women laugh and cJ,a~nat t~\i1mputations. Rebels tried
to amnutate W's af"Tl. .'931
W was captured and taken 10 Yartlu where he was
amputated Qnd given a letter to ~el,;ive~~~ Kat;lt;lah. W
later saw 5 amDutee$ in Konuima . 1937
W's village {vnnamedj was attacked at the end of the
1996 dry season. A rebel beat Wand stabbed her in
her right shoulder blade. W's husband was taken to
Yardu and was amputated there. (p.1936)

26

I

I

!f;l

'"

I

W was capLJred andtakenlO Tcmbui1u in AprU 19981'

216

where he saw 5 people amputated. 3 of whom died, W ,

was also arrputated on 14 ~~~35;>L===i

1

211

\llts had his <Irm amputated and was also wounded
when a rebel struck hi11 with a bayonet. W saw at leaS~1
i.P!hers amputated, (p.1930~
INs uncle was amputated on the attack on Bumpeh

_
218

Tomj.

.1938
263
303

W was abducled by the RUF in February 1998 from
K~idu. His father was amputated (0.19401

I w ned with the

rebels to camps when ECOMOG came

into Koidu and heard that 80ckane had said they the
~bel$ were to slart chopping off hands and feel and
p.Jlling padlocks on oeople's mouths. FollGv.mg later

raids, W would hear rebels lal~ aboul the number of
people wnose hands or feel they had etlopped on.

133

!10.19301

I Mining

operations ~re overseen by senior
AFRC/RUF commanders were partiCUlarly brutal'
captives were fOulinelV stripped naked a~ I:leaten,
they were killed if ever Ured, nor were they fed or
paid for mhing ac!JvUies. Caplilles labored under
gunpoint hy SBUs, child combal<lnts Wnder the agt=
of 15 wtw were employed 10 guard the captured
miners.

Of2

I Civilians

were forced to mine in Tombudu and peopie
were beaten up if they refused to worlc. Sesay visited

I~e mines each day, Sesay issued instructions to
.discipline those who did not WOrk,.{P.1944)
_
W will give evidence about forced mining by civilians
"""'0 W13re stripped naked, beaten and nol given food

I
071

I---...
on

I

1Qlli
In December
1999, W was captured by RUF and t~en'
10 Tombudu to mine. No payment or food was givs::n to
the miners and Ihe miners IM'!re conslantly subjected 10
bealings and stal\laUon. sesay WOU\(l corne 10 co;ltld
diamonds and would order thai people Who he found
not working be disciplined and _beaten. (1!.1943) , _ _
While in Koidu, many Civilians were caplured and forced
to work in the diamoflds mines for lhe RUF and AFRC.
People were tied up and bealen if they refused. Sesay
was there and as the overall commander. knew abOut
theabuses.~
.._ _ .
_
[ After February 1999 rebel torced ciVllrans to mine and
workers were beaten by the rebels. Ccmplaints were
made to sesay but no action ~as taken~21.

'I 078l

runk~oo

1
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135, Mlcle 6--:1 liability
be reasonabJYillfer'red tom
a, the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF, nOI limited to any
one District, which subjected civilians to amputalions, bolh as
a revtlnge for perceiVmf supp.m of Pras;i<klnt Kahhan and as
_ _ ~_______ a tool of instilling fear in the civilians POpulation;
b the overall conduct of the AFRCIRUF. not iimited to any
See above
one Dislrid, in which abducted civrlians were given markings
of "AFRC" and/or "RUF" \l,,'ijlh ra,ors, cutlasses or knive.~ 10
identify captives and discourage escape
~
c. the iarge numbers of abducted civilians in Kana District,
--11.0th atmilitary cam~ diamonds mi~ _ _ . _ _
__~_ _~_
tI the l'lstrllCliQn Qf Brima 10 AFRC/RUF troops prior 10 an
advance lowards Koinadugu that lhey were going to take
-----'-.!:evenge on the civilian population because the civilians had L-...
_
·1

'
L_______
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~elrayed tnem
e any mailers arising from the evidence disclosed

I-- ----------

136. Article

6,1 liabiitY of Sesay anellor his partil,ipatioJI in a
common· Ian can be reasonably inferred from:
--------- a. his position o( responsibility and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierar~ '__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -- - - - - - - - - ------b. hIS presence in Kono o;slrrcl between FebliJ~IY dnd
S~mber 1998 ._________________
--c. his presence at lhe military lraining camps in Kana Dislrict
during this period
d. any matters arising from the evidence discioseo shOV!<1ng
specific participation in the JCE

-----

r-----------

1---

,
71 Between about l4
February 1998 La January
2000. ArRCIRUF forcas
hundreds
abducted
of
cillilian men, women "'d
children, and took them to
various location~ outside the
District. or 10 locations wilhin
District
"en
AFRC/RUF
camps,
Torrroudu. Koidu, VVondedU,
Tomendeh.
At
lhese
localions cillilians were used
as forced labour, inclUding
domt:stic labour "d
diamond miners in

'h'

l:mbudu

"

are~;__

133

139. Article 6.3 liability of Sesay can be reasonably inferred
from:
a. the overall condUct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one District, Vtlhich subjected dllUians 10 amputations. bo!h <!S
a revenge for perCf>ived support of President Kabbah and as
a tool of instill~ar in the civilians oODulatirlO:
I b. the overall conduct of the AFRC/RUF, nOI limited to any
one District, in Vtlhich abducled dvilians \Wre given markings
of "~(C" andlor "'RUF" with razors, cutlasses or knives to
ident captiveS ard disoourane escaDe
c. his frequent presence in Kono District between February
and Seolember 1998
d. his position of responsibility and command within tbe
AFRC/RUF hierarctJy and lhe lact thai his subordinates
~~ged
ill.Eblsical violenCl'l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
- - - - - - - - - , . __ . ' - - -- - - - - e. the fact thai his subordinates were in regUlar
communicatkm wlh (he AFRCIRIIF \eader:>hip during Ihe
commission of the crimes
--------------f, any matters arising from the eVillence llisCJosed - - '

--.,

----

--

--

--

--- ----

-----~
---

---

See above

S"'bo~--

-- --

--j

----l

I

---

----=J

I

I

f- - - - - - - - - -

- - - -- -------

,

Hundreds of peopie were abducted and forced inle
labour
AFRCIRUF forces .om locations
Ihroughoul lhe Keno dislrid. inclulling Baima.
Ouwadu, Foendor Kaima, Koidu, lomandu,
Tombudu and Wondedu. In an Organised manner,
taken to centralized
captured clllilians
AFRCIRUF camps and forced 10 provide support to
AFRCIRUF operations. inciuding carrying loads,
finding rood, cooking, cleaning, washing and mining
for their AFRC/RUF caplors.

_ce

i

--

198a, civilians were captured from Sulukundu and taken to 270
Koidu lown Vtlhere they were forced to perlorm domestic
labOur
198b. civilians, including children, abducted f'om Farandu
were forced to ca~ry iooted \lems

202

-----

013

..

01.

-----

016

'

"
.he
-

-

W was abducleo lrom ,=,UluKunClu and taKen to Koidu.
Women were given to rebels as wives and domestic
labour. At Kok/u, W had to perform domestic chores
alona v.1th captiye chiidren. (p.1931)
Wand othels were captured in Farandu. RebelS
abducted over 2 children, aged 7 yrs and up. The
abducted children were forced to ca'ry lootell items.

It" 1932'

--

- - --

--- --- ---

-- --

W

~, captured
by the rebels i' Tombudu m
September/October 1998 ....nen JPK, KaUon and Sesay
entered Ml~~ :han 100 cillilians were forced to carry
looted orone for rebels.Cp,1987)
In March 1998 Wwas captured by the RUF and taken
to Koidu. Captured civilians were used as labourers or
taken on food-finding missions. They carried [he loads

b'lckontheirheads.ln.1940~

'r~

W was capturad in Tomandu along with 12 others. The
caplive~ were made (0 carry fogd for the rebels to ,

IfJ

1---

------

-------

'=----------

0"

Tomandu. W was made to find, food, cook and wash
clothes for the rebels. (p 1938)
Wand his family v.€re captured in May 1998 in
YUIll>lr;du dnd taken to Kllimll, Thore he was gLllen :0

I

Captain Barry anti used for domeslic work Some olher
men :re trained to fight and were given weapons. 'I

f-----

1--_..
-

!
I
'M'!re

Rebels aURellao the Ws villi:lye (~'n",:.medj <It Ine en~
of 1998 dry season. The rebels lorced civilians \0 carry

loolect ilems Ws husoand <lnd other men
abducted and forced to carry looted 1lems. 10.1936\
W and his 3 brothers were abducted from Koidu in feb
1998. 2 of his brothers ~re rorced [0 fight or used as
domestic labour. Civilians were forced 10 go 10 Kailahun
for milt.,ry lrain'ng (p j 94(J)
012 Civilians were forced to mine in Tombudu and people
were bealen up if they refused to work. Sesay Visited
the mines each day. Sesay issued inslructions 10
disci '1ne lhost:! who did ~ot work. :0.1944)
013 W was captured by the rebels and forced 10 mine
diamonds in Kono, W was only' given gari to eal
(p 1987)
071 W wiU give el/idence aboUlforced mIning by Cl:lplUled
ciVilia~s who were stripped naked. bealen and not
I 'Jiven food (p.1942)
_
077
In [)f!('.ember 1999. W woos captured by RUF and taken
10 Tombudu 10 mine. No payment 01 food was giwn to
the miners and the miners were constantly SUbjected to
beatings and starvation. sesa)' would CQme to collect
diamonds and would order thaI oeoplll who he found
not working be disciplined and bealen, Each week
abOlJ! 100 people were rn-ought by IOTce \0 mine in
Tombudu. (p.1943)
078 While in Koldu. many civilians were captured and forced
to WlJrk in the diamonds mines for the RUF and AFRC.
Peo~le were tied up an:! beaten if they refused. Sesay
was lht!fe I~~., as I;~ overaU commander. knew about
the abuses. .1941
276
Sesat organised mining in 1999 In Kono v.tIere CiViiiiinS
I ;:~e forced to mine and were given soap and fOOd .

'"

----

133 Mining operations ~" overseen by senior

101932
198

AFRCfRUF corrmanders were particularly brutal:
captrves WI:!,e routInely stripped naked and beaten,
Ihey 'M!re killed if ever tired. nor v.ere they fed or
paid fer mining ae(i'Jities Captives (abored under
gunpoi'lt by SBUs, child combatants under the age
of 15 who we~ employed 10 gUi:l'U the captured
miners.

I

I

.199R)

304

U/JJ(8

---'----200. ArtiCle 6.1 ijabilitycan be @isonablYinferredftOJh
a. the overall con:luct of the AFRCIRUF. nollimited 10 any
one District. which abducled civilians and forced them to
carry goods and perform domestic iabour lor AFRClRUF
force:;
b. the need in KOllo District to eslablish a workforce sufficienl

After February 1999 rebel forced civilians to mine and
wonc.ers werE! beaten by the rebels, Complaints were
made 10 Sesay but no action was laken. If there was a
'edu=tion of ,.,anpower, Sosay 9a:..(nstru~ions to ao
and foreib!v brina 'in other WQrkers. .1942-3

I

-----.J
29

~

--.r

I

to mine diamonds
c. the public meeting in Koidu wtlere Sesay lold civilians that

they must cooperate with [he AFRCtRUF to mine diamonds

I
f-.

for the movement

- - - - - - - - - . - - . d. the rules lor the civilian mining wor~torce eslabl,sned by
Sesay which included [hal no one was [0 be paid, laziness
would be punished by public nogging and anyone stealing a

I

diamond would be executed
~~ matters arising lrorr the evidence disclosed

-----

,
I
·--1

+

.. _-_.

I

--

f-

201 Article 6.1" liability of SeSOly andllY his participation in a
common plan can be reasonably, inferred from:
--~.-----~

8. his position of responsibility and command

within the

.-

----

AFRCIRUF hierarchy

-------

b. his presence al military camps and AFRC/RUF bases
where civilians were forced to carry goods and perform
domestic labour
c. he was in char e 01 mininaln Kana district

d, thfl announcement made to Civilians in Koidu as detailed
above
e. his instruction to sVOOfdinate AFRCfRUF saldiers tflat
whenever there was a losS \n "manpower" at the mines, more
work.ers were to be forcibY brought in
f, any matter!'; arising from the evidence showing specifi~Jly
! partidpation in the JCE
--

-- - - - - c--

-- ----

204. Article 6.3 liability of 5esay qen be rWisonabiy"lmerred'

from:
-_.-- ~~e
overall

--_.---

conduct of th", 'AFR'ClRUF. not limited to any
one District, which abducted civilians and forced them to
carry goods and perfOm1 domestic labour ror AFRCfRUF
for.~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ ~ _ _ _.
_.---------I-b.\he need in Kono Dislrict to establish a workforce sufficient
to mine diamonds
his position of responsibility '00 commard in the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy and the fact that his slbordinates
engaged ir abduction of civilians al¥! used them as forced
labour
Ih,
that his SUbordinates _co ;0 regular
d
Cllmmunicalion with the AFRC/RUF leadership durirog the
commission of the crimes
e. his osition in Kono as in cha eofminin
f. his instruction to forcibly bring in more civilian workers
_ . _ - - - - - - - whenever Ihe(c was a loss in "'m!lnp0'Ner in IhA mines .
g. any matiers arising from the evidence disdosed

.

--------_.

--_.

,.

I,.

I
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,

if

Betwefln ahOlll 14
February 1998 and 30 June
1998, AFRCfRUF engaged
in wide$pread fooling and
burning in various locations

~h~igtrict.

132

p.rt

,r

P.,

lndl,l~ _ ~I~ages

"

--------

- - - --
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-_._-
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~---

~
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"Operation
264a. "Operabon Pay Yourself' took place in Kono District
Yourself', AFRC/RUF forces looled foOCl items and
personai properties and destroyed public buildings
and pl1Vclte homes by buming in the \QYvTlS and
of Baima, Biaya, Duwadu. Foindu,

OfIeo under1aken

~-

702

216

'Ii:

W saw firmed soldiers looting s~ores in Koidu in 1997
This wa~ during 'Operation Pay YowseJr Wand her
I ~~miIY ned 10 Farandu where soldiers were also looting
.1932
Rebels carne to Paema after the
ECOMOG intervention
.. _ -

--_

::IO~

~

Tombudu ·.mere virtually
every home in Lhe village
was looled a ld burned;

I

Tombudu Sandu, Yardu and nearby villages

and started 'Operation Pay Yourself

I nronerties there. (p.1935l270

~b. many villages in tt'e District were looted

They looted]

~

W was abdJcled from SulukLJr1du in 1996 just after
'Operation I-'ay Yourself. Pllur to ht:" <;apture she 53W
rebels burning houses 'Oper1lllon Pay YOUfselr was
used in reference to the looting and burning carried out
by rebeis when lhey al1acked Kana 'M'1en W was'
atx.!ucled (p 1931)
Many houses were burnt In Tombudu after the
ECOMOG Intervention. (p 1944)
~
W wm captured by the rebels in Tombudu in
September/October 1998 when JPK, Kallon and sesay ,
entered. JPK ordered the burning an~n killing ';f I
Tombudu. Civilians properties were looted. .1987)
In 1997. shortly before the coup, AFRC mM caplured
Wand slole his goods. On 16 April 1998 AFRC,'RUF
men came 10 W's house in Yardu and burnl houses

I
I

012
013

U19

I

,

(p,1936)

066

071
078

195
197
198

217

'"
c'oo
303

--

bnkage

--

Rebel SOld~~f=~~d W in the l)ush near Foen<!or
and tOOk his ro
,1933~
W will give evidence of looting during the AFRCiRUF
~treat t~n~~n1) in 19;~~ W ~~~ also give evidence about
the burnin of homes, .1942
W was caPTUred by the RUF on 26 MarCh 1996. His and
~:vef~~\ otner dvWa1S had Iheir belongings looted.
.1941
W was captured v.ith 13 olh;rl~ A ~~~dier sold money
and some small items from W, ,1931
W w~SI ...capt~~d in the bush and had his valuables
stolen .1936
Rebels attacked villages al the end of the 1998 dry
season. they looted civilians for supporting President
I ~bbi'lh. VI! and her husband were ;a{~ture?fl~n the bush
rebels who stole t!leir belolYlin~s. .1936
On PU5~~~ the~~\amaJors out of Koidu, the rebels burnt
the tOY.t\, .1930
W Wll~ captured in Bumpoh and tak9n ID CooJ<N)'
I J(~ncli~~i The rebels 'M!re looling villages aL the time.
.1938
Ws village (unnamed) was attacked in April 1998. The
houses ,i~e I~Q~ted by rebels pretending (0 be
----:c-Kama'ors. .1939
After Kabbah was overthrown, rebels started ;ooling
~nd burning in the Koidu area. When W fled With rebels
'rom ECOMOG, W would heard rebelS speaking aboul
The number of ho"!.ses they b1J"~~,' (p.1930)
--

i

265. Micle,6.1 liabilil)' can be reasonably inferred from
a. the overall cDnduct of the AFRC/RUF, not limiled 10 allY
one Dislrict in which fooD and olller goods were laken (rom
civiliant and in which dvilian dwellings were burned
b, the announcemeni of "Operation Pay Yourself' in whict1
AFRCfRUF troops were encouraged 10 loot food ilems and
31

~
{'

I

rsonal oOOs from Civilians

=J

c. any matters arising from evidence disclosed

----- - - - - - - -

--f---- - - - - - - - - f - - --- _ . _ - -

f - - - - - --

68. At all limes relevant to Genetal
the Indictment. AFRClRUF
conscripted,
rouline~
. enlisted and/or used boys
and girls under the age of 8
to 15 to participate in active
hoslllilies Marw of Itlese
children were firsl abducted,
lhen trained in AFRCIRUF
camps ill various localions
throughout the country, and
therealter used as ~ghte~.

I

--

266. Article 6.1 liability of Se~TJiandfor his participation in a
common plan can be reasonab inferred from:
E. his pos;I;OI1 of responsibility and command within the
AFRCIRLJF hierar~ _ _ ___ . _ _ _ __. .
b. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed showing
specific partic;palion in Ihe JCE.

f-- - -

__

..

_--

------_.

269. Miew 6.3 liability of Sesay can be reasonably inffirred
from'
a. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRC/RUF hierarchy and the fact that his subordinates
enQaqed in lootinQ and bumin!!'
b his subDrdimites ~re in regular communication with the
AFRC/RUF leadershlD durina the commission of the crimes
c. the overall conduct of t'le AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one District in whir)) lood and olher 900ds IM:!re taken 'rom
civilians and in which civilian dwellings were burned
d. the announcement of "Operation Pay YourselF in Which
AFRC/RUF troops were encouraged 10 loot food Items and
ersonaf fooes from Civilians
e. any maltetli arising from the evidenr.e disclosed

--_.

--

~

._)

_.__.--l

I

J
I

~

182a. thousands of chilcten were abducted from all over
Sierra Leone
~2b. thousands of children underwe'll military training at
AFRCIRUF carnes
~~ chlldren were formed inlo SBU ard SGUs

See below
district.
See below
district.
See below
district.
Sce below
distnct.

~2d. Armed SBUs lind SGUll were used in comb"t
183. Artlcle 6.1 UabiU can be reasooabiV;'lnferred from
a. the overall conduct of the AFRC/RUF, not limited to any
one District, which roulinely conscripted, enlisted and/or used
boys and girls Wider the age of 15 tel participate in active
hosblilies
b. the advice of Charles Taylor to Foday Sankoh that soldiers
. trained from childhood are ve~
c. the tea:nng and instruction of Sankoh that even children
have the ri nt to bear arms
~~e widesJlread abduction of children by AFRCIRUF forces
e. the military camps set up to train children in the use of
weaoonrv
f. the drugging of child soldiers by the AFRC/RUF Iroops 026
during lhe attacks

no
I

.

for evidence of child soldiers, divided by
for evidence of child soldiers, divided by
for

evi!iefICc of child soldiers, divided by

for evidence of child soldiers, divided by

--~
W was abducted in 1993 with other boys and giris. W
will gille evidence about the usc elf ellild saldilln; and
military training for children. jnClu(~i~9 giving them drugs
and their narticination in crimes. .1985\
50 children were atdueted from Kamakwie in 1998.
Just before his 15'" birthday, W was given trainIng and 1
32

w

B

200

forced 10 fight ard kill civilians Who could nol carry
108els. W w13 s given drugs, (p.1991)
W was abducted;n 1997 in Kailahun and Was 13 yrs
old at the time. W was trained in early 1999 and given a

I

weapon. After the HUF attacked, (hey would C<l!l Ihe
small boys 10 coMe and gel goods from Ihe villages,
They gave drugs 10 children 10 maKe them braver Tom'

Sandv-oave reports to Sesay about the alta~s.(pi~

rg.'AFRCIRL:F
Ihe WldeSP:~~sd ~Si~QUf chill.l,en to carry Bmmunil'on for
troo 5 durin attacks
h. Ihe establishment of SBUs an::! SGUs
i. any matters arising from the evidence

184. Article,6.1 li,ability of Sesay andfor his p8rticipatiCll1 in a
_CDmm~m

plan can-be rea$onablyi!1ferredfrom:

--_._---

a, his IY.Isitlon of respom;ibUily and command wit~in the
AFRCIRUF hierarcllY
b, his presence al military camp:. where children undmwent
lrainino
c. his resence durin attacks v.1lere child soldiers were used
k. any matters arising from evidence disclosed showing
specific participalion in the JCE

~7

Article 6.3 liatility of8esiiy Can be reasonably interred

Iront

---

a. his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRC/HUF hieran.hy and the fact lhal his suborliinale1
engaged in the conscription of childreo________
b. his subordinates were in regUlar communication with the
AFRClRUF leadersnip during the commisSion of lt1ese crimes
chis prOOlsence at military camps where children urderwent
trainina
d. his
sence dunng atlac;l(S.....nero chiW soldiers were used
e. his 1998 requesl that a SBU be established specifically far
him
J=:::ny matters arising (rom (he e'o'iQ"ence disclosed

-Kenim.~.c--~

--------

r----rr'i
1131Tt1e evldenCl:! will lTemonslrale widespr03d fa'

-

l

-~d

labour of hUndreds of caplured civilians in h,
Tango diamond (Ields. About Augusl 1
AFRC/RUF forces took controi of Tango 10Wll
hegan mining operlllions in the area, if1clu
~re
"Cyborg pit". These mining operalions
sustained through lhe forced labour of hundre,
caplured clvijians, 'MlO mined without pay. u, ~,
threals of death and acts of physical violence cry
thtl AFRCIRUr. Smilll Boys Unil~. comprising of
young armed child combatants, ~(e empJoYi" 10
guard lhe abducted Civilians.
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184. A~C:~ f'1ial:lil~:,of SEl,sav ilrt!¥Of Mf'pa~ion in a
COI1VnOO
n can be reasonably infti'lted from:
-,
e. his presence at Cyborg pit in Kono District where SBUs 031
were used 10 guard and discipline the civili,m wor~force

'"

035

--_._-------_.~
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W

I
I

wai;l ctmirman at Cyborg .md saw child soldiers
called SBUs brought by Bockarie_ They were arOllld 10
yrs old and armed with guns. They guard Cyborg and
~:Ol anyone v.t\o wenl !here withoul authorilation.
.1928) _ _
~ hear~1'llfram others Ihat Sesay came to Tonga field
.1927-8
Boc~arie and Kallon were present at the mines Woften
saw sesay In Tongo COIledirlg diamond:;. W was lold
that Gbao also visited the mines, The big comm;
~:ed lIt the labo camp, 30--40 yards awal

C

_~:1929)

_ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _
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lA!T0ngo field

i

smaIT1

mines, many people were shot by
' boys who were armed with guns (p.1927)
W will gille evidence about small OOys guardmg Cyborg
, whc also killf!d civilians minin~it (p.1982)

KsiJahun
100 I The evidence will further show now KaiJahun

184. Article 6.1 habWfy of Sesay and!Of his participation ill a
common plan can be reasonably inferred fro~_ _ _ ~
~---- . _ - - - - where senior Al-HCIRU~ commanders were g. his pre3encc With armed child soldiers :;lS yo,lng as 10 "\lIS I 330
W saw l~e conscription and mililary lreairing of women
regUlarly based, and lhrovgh iM1ich signirlcanl old in Kailahun
and young children by rebels. W would see cnildren as
support for AFRC/RUF o~eralions was m<linlalned
young as 10 yrs old carrying guns. They were moslly
by the forced labour andlor conscription of I
.
wilh RUFcommanders like Sesay. (e.197t)
_
hundrt:ds or <>aptureo' men, ....omen and childrer
r=:.-110 W Will teslify 10 abductions and lraining of abductees
(including Children) OIL a C8m~ wilen:! Sesal was the
commander in 1992. W headed a group of children and
;;~~~~ in Kailahun training children
. __
f-- -------114 ~uedi.l after It-.e AFRC left Freelown in 1998.
captives induding children W(lre sent for miiitary
-lJI:aining. (p.1§!I1L ,
. _ _..
.
f-115 I W was captured as a young boy by Liberians and
carried looted properties. He saw SBUs In Kailahun and
wililestify to events plior 101997. W says children were
used for labour and has evidence of use of children by
Gbao and Kallon.
117 W was abducted in Tongo aged 10 yrs and given
mnilary training. W says he was taken to liberia to ~ght
for 6 mlhs and ~osquilo was there. W returned 10
Kallahun loYhere he saw rapes and burnIng of houses.
I Goao gave an order for a woman 10 be cut open and
her liver removed. In an attack on Kulahun, Gbao
ordered civilians to be shOT al random. After Ihe 1997
coup, W wenl to Makenl and was laler taken to,
F~~~ 10 100L W also saw looting in MakenLI

district served as a main base for the AFRCfRUF,

I
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Betwtoen June and November 1998, the RUF
conducted military training of about 200 people.
incJueling boys as young as 10 yrs, 011 Btrlumbu under a
Liberian woman named Col. Monica Pearson. (p.1994'
200 I W was abducted ,n 1997 irlKflilahun and was IT yrs
old al tile lime. W nad 10 transpol1 goods for lhe RUF.
W was Irained in Yaama. From lhe 100 children in Ws
group. 30 died. W was trained in ear1y 1999 and gIven a
~apon. Arter the RUF attacked, they WlJuld call Ihe
small boys 10 come and gel goods from the villages.
They 9ave drugs 10 children to make lhem braller. Tom
_ _ _ _ _ _ -----+-,_~ndygave reports to Sesar about the attacks.(p--,1972)
313 I W observed thai child soldiers were used in different
areas such as hOlJ!les of commalldm and on lilt! front
line. .\Q.1971-~)

""";c-;=S;;;;;~=~=:;;;;-=-,;;;=",,,,,,=",======;;;-;;==;;;,f,
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I

Mining upetaliQns were overscen by senior 1'$4. Article 6~1 liaQiflty ot..Sesa~ 4f1dIor his participation In a d ;
AFRCIRUF commanders were particularly brutal: common plan can bereasanabW'inferred f r o m : ' "
captives were routinely slripped naked and !lealen, d. his 1998 request thai a 24 member SBU be prepared"'"O,t:.c
••- tIc.c.-.----~~-----~~--~:
_
I lney were killed if eve: tired, nor were thev fed or him while he was in Kono
I

I

34

~
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--_._--~
paid lor mining activities Captives labored under
gunpoint by SBUs, cI1i1d combatants um!er the age e his presence al Cyborg pif in Kano District whete Small
.
of 15000 were employed 10 guard 1M captured Boys Unr,:; we/e used to guam arm dJsdpJme tile cJvillan
miners.
workforce
"071

I

Cyborg is in Kenema . see Kenema section for I
allegation!; of S81.1s guarding pits.
____ ~
Sesay came to the Tombudu mines post Dec 1999 with I
bodyguards who ~re child soldiers from the SBU SBU
....erE! used at lhe rlllnes. Small boys wele rnstfUc;(ed 10

f. this use of SBUs in an allack on Kaldl! in December 1998

----

276

140
206

2T9

I

-
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I

kill people whenever the RUF comma1d desired. W
saw S3U k.ill people in the mining pits and throw the
bodl"''' In~o the wal"r (p, 1Q.4:1i
.--- I
W will testify that S8Us, including bours aged 10-12 yrs,
were used in the Kano attacJ(s led by Sesay and Kallon
Iln.1998)
W was abducted by Savage in Tombudu at the end 0: I
199B dry season He saw cnld soliJiers "'" young a~ 14
amorKI the rebels, In.1986)
When W's village (unnamed) was attacked in mid April
1998 by 100-200 rebels prelending fo be Kamaj<lfs, W
~:ere Vlll"re, many small boys as young as 20 yrs
old. .1939}
W was in Moterna wnen the rebels attacked.
were some child soldiers, about 10 rs old. In,1g41)
W was captured in February 1998 in Koidu. He saw
rebels k;illing civilians ill Ine Koi<Ju area which was
under the command of Sesay and Kallon. There were
~~nY,~hild ~oldiers under the age of 15 yrs lI1ere
.1940
W saw :~a." ~rs guarding the UNAMSIL held at
Yencema1953
In the 1998 dl)' season, AFRC rebels captUredW
There ....ere several child combatants there. (p.1939)

j

n=;ere

I

I
297

~5

30.

There were fou:ine abductions of men and young
boy.; under the age of 15 000 were latel forcibly
conscripted by lhc AFRC'RUF under liuell!s of
beamg and death, Captured civilians were taken to
camps for military lmining where senior AFRC/RUc
command were present. Child comtalants ....ere
used in military operations throughout the District
superior
AFRCIRUF
k.nowiedge
of
with
commanders.

I
I

, Koiita~u7
123

"""', ,he

I

J

,

Throughout the operation nf the Norlhern Jungle, 1
Article 6J liablHty of-~~iarnj/Or his participa«on jr ,a
[there ....ere] r.lutine abductions of young boys commoRolan,can bereasonab inferred l ' r Q 0 1 : "
fifteen
chJd j. the training of hurulreds of children at Koinadugu and
",e
"e
combatants. Hundreds ,f children underwent Kerekolia wtm....ere laler used in active hoslilities
training at Koinadugu 10'Ml and Serekolia and were
laler used In active MsUlities, includin\! 6ghling and
carrying loads of ammunition. Use of children in
active hostilities occurred openly before senior
AFRCIRUF commanders.
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W was captured in Kona arul taken to Kabala with
about 100 other children (agecl9-14yrs). There he saw
over 200 children given m lilary training. W will testify
about troop movements l0N8rds FreElown in January
1999 including child soldiers under the command of
SAJ Musa, 55..,d 05 (p.1989)
W was abducted, aged 12, from Katombo II. Abductees
....ere forced 10 carry loads. W saw military training of
children and g~ve give evidence of rrimes of k.llings.
rape, amputation burning in Koinadugu, Bombali end
into Freetown for JanU<lrv 1999'(~.1990)-

"

I

~o
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W was captured- in Kumalu and was made Mammy
Queen of abducted women in Koinadugu lown. She
heard that RUF commanders SAJ Muse and Superman
ordered snme children (about 15 yrs old) 10 be trained,

(p.1968)

I

146

1
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W was abducted-from Kabala. She heard from rebels
Ihal abdu<;(ed chidren were gi~n mWary tr3ini'lg in
Koin3dugu. (p.1 9ffi-7)
W saw child soldrers ....no had reoeived mihtary training
involved in the killing on (he attack on Koinadugu prior
to Ihc Jan 1009 invasion of Fre~\o~~,~",,..,~

W was abducted in 1993 with other boys and gi~ls. W
will give evidence about [he use of Child soldiers and
milrtary training fo~ children•.neluding 9;vin9 Ihem drullS
I
I and rheir participation in crimes. (p.1985)
------r-o-B5l1JiJWas abducted in Koinadugu District at aged 11 yrs
by SA! Ml.Isa's soldiers. He was gi'o'efl drugs and Vo'l!nl
on attacks. (0.1951;\
135
In 2000 dry season, W encountered-Savage near
Kasimbeck Village Child soldiers 10-14 yrs were uSed
I bv the rebels at Kaataova. (p.19601
142
Rebels based themselves in Helma Kana and there
were child soldiers in the group, aged 5-10 yr.; with
heavv ouns that were draQainQ UI1 the gruund. (0.1984)
143 W W<lS captured f) September 1998 Voith 50 people IMln
more people W's age (10 ~TS) Ihan adults. W will give
evidence how abduelees inrJuding boys and girls were
givt:1I arms ii1nd sent to km people. W was ordered to

'e==----..----

f.::=-_..-

-----+w

--.--.---- ~+

rape and bum houses. W was part of the group [hal
moved through Bombali into FreeloWl1 for January

1999. (p.1979-80)
Durir,g attacks on~i!l July arid september 1996,
many boys and gil1!; from 5 1'1$ old were abducted.

e:.. ~::}a:bducted

With other Children before the AFRC
coup. He received mifftary training. He wenl to Kabafa
and fought with the AFRC. In Makeni W saw Sesay,
Superman, 55 and others. All the big commanders
knew about lhe use of children. W would ampulate of
killed 'Nhile food-findinq missions in Kabala. (p.198Q-1
199 W was abducte{j at age 10 WIth other chijdrt:ln. He will
give evidence on the military training of children and
use cf children on attacks on villages to get food and
..
_
._----- . _ -.. - - . ~_killing of CiviRans. (P,IS8S)
~12 I In Oetobtll 1998 Superman ordered 'Operabon No
Uving Thing' in Koinadugu Boys and girl!; aged 122"15
yrs were taken away. There were <:;hild !;oldiers with Ih~.
rebels (p.1S60-1)
225
W was abducted al age 10 yrs and trained all<oribondo
under Monica Yohere he saw 300 trai'1ed, 100 of whom
_
were Ws aae or vounaer. ID.1989")

f----------

---
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Bombali

n

at Rosos where they 184. ArtiCle 6.1 liabiliy of 8esay and/or his participation in a
engaged in the forced labour and military training of common plan can be reasonably inferred from: .~~~==
abducted Civiliar'l5, induCing chilljrt:1l
i. lhe usc of children,,., "foodfinding missions" in Bombali ?"il
District

I The groupestabl\shecl a base

--

_____

__~________

j

iVYWtl5 captured

and lake" 10 Makeni to a commander
v.tlo was under Kallan. He assisted on lood-nnc.ling I
missions W will testify abOut lhe Freelown invasion <lod
says lhe commanders in F-eelown were Superman,
Rambo, Gbudema and Bai Bureh and some AFRC I
fN~+'"ocm"m'"'.""d"."'i""("'i.1c9,86'!.
031
W was l;aplUJed fi Karina. Small boy seJdiers ordered '

the women to undress ,1950
W was abducted in Koinaudugu District al aged 11 yrs
by SN Musa's s()ldiers. He was gi...en drugs and went '
on attacks, Later he 'Mlnl 10 Kamakwie town There he I
and ether abduc:ees were Qiven drugs and given 3
~eksoflraining. (p.19551
~
130 150 children were abducted from Kamakwie in 1998,
Just bl>lore his 15'" birthday. W was given training and
forced to fighl and kill civi~all5 v.fio could no! carry
loads. W was giv<!n drugs. W saw rjvilians beaten and

085
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l~ivendrug$~yother$mallb(lYCOmbata~g~

1431Wwas captured in September 1998 with 50 people with
l1\ore people W's age (10 yr3) lhDn Ddulls. W will give
evidence how abductees inclUding boys and girls ....ere
given arms and sent [0 kill people. W was ordered to
rape and bum houses. W was part of the group that
move~ through Bombali inlo Freelown for January
l--J 1999, (p.1979-80)
-I
1149 1W was in Kamabai area after December 1998 He was
laid Savage was the overal' commander. W saw more
_____-+ --------\.-!han 20 child SOldiers v.tlo v.oere aged 10~.1946)
157 I W was cllptured \n Bornoya anrllaken In Rosos where
he and 64 small boys were lrained in weaponry and
military tactics. W participated on the Freetov.t1 attack
Gulli! and 55 v.oere part of the group thai planned the
allac"'-. (p.1987-B)
_
158IW was captured in Bornoya aM tl:tkt:n 10 Karina. At
Rosas, Wand alher children received mililary training.
W heard it was ordered by 55 W and boys v.oere also
~d for food-fl.nding mis!lions. (p,1988) _.
_
1S9 I W v.3S Ilbductect :lOci taken 10 Roses. There was a
mijitary lIaining camp there operaled by lhe sddiers
and rebels. He saw adulls and children, all boys, being
trained in tactics and v.oeaponry W eslimates there

--

--1

164

__ __ __ __

wereover30})qyS(Jfvariousag~~5~ _ _
W was a UN personnt:ll held husl.age at Tekko barracks
in May 2000. There SBUs threatened to kill the
hostages(p.1956~

165

W was a UN personnel held hostage at Tekko barraCKS
in May 2000. There SBUs threalened 10 kiil Ihe
hoslaoes (0, t9571
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W was-abdJcled with alher chikiren before the AFRCI
coup. He received military lraining, He wenl to Kabala I
and fought with the AFRC. In Makeni W saw Sesay.
Suptm"an, 55 llnd olhcr~. All the big command"rs
knew aboullhe use of children W would amputate of '
kJled WIl,ie 'ood-finding missiOT1~ in Kabala (p 1980W was im.'olved in negotiations for the release I ~
Children from Makel'1i .n JUly/August 1999. !'I.rmed RUF
IndUcting Goao and Kallon intel'lened saYl1g thai lhese
were their children and would belong to L1eir SB unils
and they wanted them back (p '954-5)
~
W Wd:; nldirl>! in the bu:;n near Maillma when &he was
captured. She saw armed Child soldiers ..wh the rebels.

1--I

_

Freetown, the, 184. Article 6.1liabilitycir sesay and/or

their operations in
AFRCfRUF used cflifdren under 15 yrs old In
hostilities.

323
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common plan can be reasonably inferredJrom:
h. the use of armed child soldiers in the Jan 1999 Freetown

Iinvasions

271

II

~

Ip1948!

W was abducted when he was very young, took drugs
anc:l committel! I;limes inr;1udif"!:l k.illing. amputating ntld
rapinq. (p.1979
W was captured in 1996, aged 12. and Sent to fight in
!f1e Nortllel'"n Jungle. Every ccmmander had 5 saus
and there were rapes l>y SBU, W became a SOU
commander. W was In Kambia in 1998. He was on lhe

Freetown

inv~sion.

=l

<p.1981-2)

022

W was iilRissy on 6 Janullry 19999 and saw armed

020

W was captured in Kana an(l taken to Ki:lbi:l\a with

children with

I

t~e rebel~ ~

..__

about 100 other children {aged 9- 14yrs). There he saw
OYer 200 children gi'ien military training. W will testify
about lloop movements towards Freetown in January
1999 including chil(] soldiers under the commarl\l or.
~Musa, 55, and 05 (p.1989) - 085 I On 9 Janumy 1999 W was in WeNinglon area Wlen
she was attaCked by rebels. There were many armed
children v.rith the rebels. including one thaI was abOUl S
'(5 old. (p,1912-3)
097 I W was near the Kissy mental hospital on 6 Jaruary
1999. The big commanders ~ al ferry Junction
There IM1re many armed children with the rebels, Some
__ll!l!:~niformwere as youn~rs old. Cp 1904t
_
143 I W was captured in September 1998 with 50 people with
mare people W's age (10 yrs) than aduls. W"";II give
evidence hOW abductees including wys and girls were
gi..-en arms and sent to kill people. W was ordered to
rape and burn houses W was part of the group lhal
m{)ved thml/gh Bomba!i into Freetown for January
1999. (p.197~
15~W was capiured in Bornoya and taken Roses
he anc:l 64 small boys were trained in weaponry and
milrtary t~c1ics. W partiGipaled on Ihe F'eetown attack.
GullI! ana 55 were part of the group thai pfanned the 11
attack. (p.1987-8)
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W was captured and taken to Makeni 10 a commander 1

¥kIo was ondN Kallon,

I

He assisted on food-finding

missions. W will testIfy about the Freelo'Ml ,nvas',On and

""
lh' "m""d,,, '" F,,"~" .." Se,""" I
Rambo, Gbuden1<1 and "l.ai RLJreh anc some AFRC
323

commanders (p.198~_~=_~_=~
,W was C<lotured i1 1996, aged 12, and sent to fight in ,
the Northern Jungle. Every commander hfld 5 SBUs [
[ <lnd there were rapes by SBU. W became a SBU

I

commander. W was in Kambia in 1998. He was on the
Frtldown IJlvas,on. (p, 1061 -2)

On 29 January 1S99, Wwas at Kola tree. There he sa~

227

the 'burning squad' tasked WIth rJuming houses. There
were 2 c~.ildren aged 14-5 Y'~ \I1ere. He W!lS laken 10
Wa!erloo where he saw many SBUs Wm were about 10

yrs old (p.1914)
PoftLoko
---

__
-

W was captured by rebels, While in Nonkob~~ she.!.aw

252
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W was captured (not locatio~ _given). 1here were

251

dlildren amonCl the rebels. 1O.
83. BellNeen about 15 April 82
2000
and
atout
15
Seplember
2000,
AFRCIRUF
p.ngaged
in
widespread att<lcks against
UNAMSIL
peac:e~eepers
and humanitarian assistanf'.f!
workers within the Republic
of Sierra Leone, including,
but not limited to localonns
within Bombali, Kailahun,
Kambia. Port Loko and
Kono
Districts.
These
attacks
included
lhe
unlawful killing of UNAMSIL
peacelo:eepenl,
and
abducting
hundreds
of 107
pe.uekeepers
and
humanitarian
ass\~ta-JOO
workers .....no were then held
hostage.

I

I
I
I
II
L

Bornbati District
From May 2000, AFRC/RUF forces <1Uacked UN
peacekeepers and humanitarian
assistance
pel"5onnel operating urder UNAMSIL atlocabons in
Makenil Magbura~a <lrea, These attacks, includl3d
coordinated abductions. killings, beallngs, illtrealment of peacekeepers and humanllarian
ass;stance personnel. AFHCfRUF attad<.tod C<lm~
belonging 10 the UNAMSIL personnel and
humanilarian assistance workers. in addition to
looting and deslroying official and personal
propeJ1y, Hostages were delivered 10 senior
AFRC/RUF commanders in Kono Districl. and
released through liberia

a. the Makeni DDR camp. Morris Kallan threatened
peacekeepers and lold them 10 dismanlle the camp wilhin 12
hrs
__
b, orders wsre then passed over radio to Se$ay and ::iankoh
for the arrest of the UNAMSIL pel"5onnel.
c. Morris Kallon and AU9ustine Ghl'lo were present wt'Ien UN
Milobs ~re laKen hostage, mistrealed an::! tied together

properlie~.

Port Loko

119.'Ii"'._III!III.III!11!i111!
":'
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Kallon threatoned peaooke@pers and told them to
dismantle the camp wilnin 72 hrs at Ihe Makeni DDR
cam;. In 1957)
__

1142

Kallon and GbaJ in an argument with MllOBS. KaliOll
tried to 51ab one and ordered the lIrre5t of one MILOB,
W was dragged illlo a car. OlheT a!>dueled
peacekeepers were harassed by Kallon, one limping
am! lhe DIner bleeding ~om IIi, 1TWUttl. 20
peacekeepers were delained. They were mislreated
and lied together. They MYe given kUIe food. KaHon
ordered the detention at UN vehicles (P.1956~=
Kallon and Gbao in ,m argument with MllOBS. Kallon
10 stab one and cnIered the arrest of one MILOB.
W was dragged into a car other aOClucled
peacekeepers were harassed by Kallon, one limping
and tilt> otMr bleeding from his mo~h. 20
peacekeepers were detalOed. They were mlslreated
and lied logether. They were given Irttle food. Kallon
ordered the detention (If UN vehicles (p.19~
W was a Garnoian MI'~OB who went to speak to RUF
on 1 May 2000 and was held The hostages were
st;inned and tied with electric cable. i~~ 1958
The UN at Makeni DDR we~ abducted by Kallon and
taken to Tekko barrack.s. The hostages ~re slripped
and tied with elecl!!c cable. (p1957)
__ ~~
W wil! give evidence about Gbao attacking Ihe

d. MQrris Kallan abduct&< the UN Mi/obs and drove Ihem 10 04Z
Kallahun District
the RUF base at the Tekk:llJ"rra~ks in Makeni
[There were] organised attacks UN peacelo:eepers
and humanilarian as~ist;;nce pe'sonnel operalng
un:1er UNAMS/l from May 2000. IN peacekeepers
and humanilana"l personnel were abducted,
suojeded tCi lhreals. pnys;c.al viol,.nce and in
treatment, inclUding prevention by AFRC/RUF
forces of Ihe evacuation of [he casualties and [he
164
siCk. Over tim wwks. !V"RCiRUF attacks on
UNAMSIL positicl1s lead to the death and serious
bodily injury of UNA~SIL personnel In addilion to
165
loolmg aM deslruct,on 01 offlclIIl and personal

.,,~

~

289. ArticleS.1 ~.abUity carl be reaSOQably.!nfer~dfrqrn

I

--C~=~=~~=~===~

Ilried

I
I

e. the Makeni DOR was surrourKled and attacked by the RUF 033
under the command of Gbao
~AM"S.,,"cli(P"'"9"9"3'L'~

J
39

~

~

I

I I

From May 2000, AFRCIRUF forces attacked UN f the RUF cOl1mander in the area erected checkpoints an~
peacekeepers
and
humanitarian
assislance posted AFRCiRUF personnel at (he dleckpolnts in order 10
personnel operating under UNAMSIL allocations In, cuI off escape roules for UNAMSIL lroops
Port Loko di$lricl, incluriing "rollnd or near Rogberi
Coordinated attacKs against peaceKeeping unils
resulled in death, serioos bodily i~jury and
abductions of peacekeepers. These attacks also
resulled in looting and destruction of official and g, Sesay gave'orders 10 KaHon·lo mobilize men 10 -attacl<.lhe
pcr~Dnal property AFRCIRUF lorced used civilians I Kenyan peacekeepers in Magburaka
in such attacks as human shields,
[ h. Sesay supplied the ammUnition for the fighl in Magburaka

i, KaHan and Gbao communicated the orders to attack the UN
peacekeepers in Magburaka

! 160

I
276
276
0<0

041
j. that peacekeepers were abducted in both Magburaka and

I
I

W observed the abduction and confinement of th:
UNAMSIL peacekeepw al lhe Panlamp area wilh the
RUF commander, erecllng checkpoints and posting'
RUF personnel al lhe checkpoinls in order 10 cut 011
escape rrules lor UNAMS1L troops S<'!say, Killion and
Gbao paid visils to t~€ RUF commander dunng the
UNAMSIL's confinement (1'.1953)
.
~
Sesay gave Kallon orders to mobilize men to attack; UN
peacek;,~ers i~n~agbu:~~a a~g\ troughl ammunition
fortllefi nllnMa bureka .109a
sesay gave Kallan orders to mobilize men to allack UN
peacekeepers in Magbu:~~a and brought ammunition
for the fignl ,n Manburaka .1998\
RUF seized a number of UNAMSIL vehides on GbaO'~
orllef 'Iv saw Zambiom UN in theff vehiclell being
escorted by RUF. W heard Zambians were taken to
Tekko barracks and on to Kono. (p.1954)
~
W heard G~:~ and Kallon 9ave instructions 10 fight the
UNAMSIL. .1954\

I
j

See above

Makeni_ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ ... _ _ _ ._ _ _
~- W heard news ali over Makeru thatSesay had
~~ that ~~~ay ordered the movemenl of detained Zambran
eacekee elS to Kono
instructed that the Zambians be taken to KonO~-{~: 1955)
I. Sesay 9ave an instmction to arrest and hold UN personnel 210
Sesay gave instructions to arrest and hold the UN
I neacekeepers in Ka~.nUll Ip.2OQl-:J)
.. _ _ _ _
in Kailahun
Sesay ~al~e or~~rs to arrest the UN peacekeepers in
Kailahun .2003
m. that the release of the abducted UN persomel was 043
W will testify to the negotiation of the release of
negotiated by Sellay
humanitarian personnel from the RY~nwith Sesay and
Kallon ad Kallon later took usa 50m. ,1951:1l
166
Th. Emergency Response Team negotiated tho
I ~~as;\ of the peacek.eepers 'M(h Kallon and Sesay ,
.1957
, n. flny moilers arising from the evidence disdosed
166
The Makeni DDR camp had been allacked by GbaO;
Peacekeepers in Magburaka had also been atlacked.

I

%

I
T'" RUF bod",,,,,, - " _,hog UNAMSll ooif"m, I

anll the RUF had st~en UNAMSIL equipment and the
personill items of the peacek.eepers.
.195
W will testify ,~~out Gbao's planning of the UNAMSIL
attacks In.1979
Ws Zambian comingent was abducted and stripped of
Iheir combat. Sesay ordered the hostages be taken 10
~;other [11~ce and ordered their gradual release
(1958)
.___
. ___

I ~onel7\ and
271

'"
294

297
--- ---

- - - - - - ---

W -,

to"

~" "m' UNAMSll ",,~ooo., - "

I

abducted by the RUF and laken to Ihe RUF HQ W saw
UNAMSIL vehicles ctlmlng frOm the Freetown direction.
RUF pef'!lonnel v.ern al the sides and on board lh~ 'I
vehicles and "hl~d S~~d the weapons from the
abducted troons .1955
W saw;he Zambians held at Yengema where they
being g.Jarded. They. were dressed in ungershirts ,a.!}Qj

wen: i

"

w

VI

~
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I

-
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290. Art 6.1 liability 01 Sesay and/or piS participaho!1 in a
common plan ca-'!.-be reasonably inferred from_._ _

27~Y

a. the orders given by Sesay as to attacks and abductions as

outlined aoove

1----

shorts W was told there were also UN at No. 11
was RUF BFC at the time (p. 1953-4)
._

sesaYl

g," K,"oe ","" to mob"", moo to "'"k

~

peacekeepers In Magburaka and brought lImmunilion

- - - - - ~f"'h'l~ht;'M,g,""k, (p

b, his presence m Malleni, Magburaka <lnd oltler places
where the abducted UN personnel were ke.QLor moved

See above

C. as the peacekeepers wefe being transported to Kono he
addressed them and said thai he could have killed all of them
without questions being raised.

042

164

165

ht

hiS-;;-osition in May 2000 as head of the RUF
e. any matters arising from the evidence disclosed showing
specific participal!on in the JCE

1~_

I
i

When the peacekeepers were brought to Sesay, Sesau
ordernd them untied but said they had brought I
pr~~~~~~ La -;;;~iCil and if they wanled to fighllhey were.
read. .1956
On the road to Kana, Sesay met the peacekeepers and
said "I could have killed all 01 you and nobody would I
question me". They were then loaded back on the _
:hicle and taken to Kana There was a crash and W's I
I was brol\en (I!,~
On the road to Kono, Sesay met the peacekeepers and 1
said "you have kiUed many of my men, I could have
killed all of you and nobody would question me". They
we~ ::erJ lOaded back on the vehicle and taken 10 I
Kono .1957)
~

I

I

~

293. Artlcle 6.3 liability of Sesay can be reasonabl'Yinferred.-

f"",,-

J

a, his position of responsibility and command within the
AFRCIRUF hierarchy and the fact lha! his subordinates
e'~~~~'ea in attacks on UNAMSIL personnel
b his sUbordinalesh~re .i~" regular co~~unicalion with the
AFRCIRUF leadershi dunn the commisSion of cnmes
c. his radio communications with ankoh rior to the attacks
d, orders gi~n by Sesay to attack the peacekeepers

I

--

UNI

276

s;say gave Kallon orders to mobilize men to aUack
peacek::rrs ~~~,,~agbu~~~a ~~ broughl ammunition
torlhefi hlinM burak.a .1998
e. his supply of ammunil!on for the altad\: on Magburaka
276 I Sesay gave Kallon orders to mObilize men to allack U~ ,I
peacekeepers ~~,,~agb~~~a a~~\ brought ammunition
forltlefightinMa burak<! ,1998
,
f. his order to move Ihe abducted peacekeepers from Makeni 294 rw-heard news all over Makeni Ihat Sesay had
instructed Ihal the Zambians be taken to Kon~-i~~ 1955\
to Ko'lQ
g. his involvement inthe negotiations for the release of the 043 W wlll testilY to the negotiation of the release of
humanitarian personnet from the R~F{nwilh i~lesav and
""rek..",.
Kallon ad Kallon later took usn 5000. .1959

I

I

I
I

1_-

~l

_

:JTh'

Em",,"oy ""poe" r ..m ""goli"", ,he

release of the pei3cckeepers wilh Kallon and Sesay

I

h. any ~aners i3.!ising from the eVidence. disclosed

(£.1957)
.
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Annex E

Selected Improper Findings as they Relate Sesay's Purported

Judgment Trial Chamber's Finding
Paragraph

PI~nning of

Ensbvement at Cyborg PH (Grounds 31-32)

Reasons Wby The Trial Chamber's Findings Are Improper;
Comments on the Trial Chamber's Findings

-~~----1--~~~~~~~--~~~---+~~~~~~~~~-~~-~-~~~~~~~c-I

756

"The Council did not vote on issues as
significant deci,,;ons were made by Karama,
SAl Musa and certain other Honourables."

I This is a correct finding. There is no mention of foree in connection with mining
at the Supreme Council.

]

However, the finding concerning what was diseussed at the Supreme COUnCil]
"The major issues discm"ed by the Council meetings is misleading. The Council did not diseuss looting and the harassment
were the security of the Junta; revenue of civilians with an aim to loot and harass, but to prevent such lootint!, and
generation; the resolution of conflicts between harassment:
the AFRC and thc RUF; looting; and II
The major issues that were discussed during those meetings bordered on
harassment of civilians."
security of the junta, revenue generation for the sustainability of the junia, as
well as resolutions of eonfliets between tbe AFRC and the RUF, ealled
Peoples' Anny and, frequently, issues relaling 10 Ihe misbehaviour.~ of the SDcalled honourables, regards looting and harassment ojcivilians. 1

I

1088

I
t

2

"The Junta's Supreme Council therefore
decided to appoint senior members to supervise
alluvial diamond mining in Kana and Kenema
and (Q u~e lhe revenue to pay for the salaries of
members of the Council, the government, and
logistics for military and the fighters, including
the procurement of arms ami allllllunition."

I

This finding is incorrect. It was not the Supreme Council, but lPK alone, that
made the appointments. TFI-371:
[T]hat appointment was arbitrarily done by the ehainnan of the couneil,
johnny Paul Koroma. 2
The Supreme Council was not informed that civilians were being foreed to mine.
Thus, the Trial Chamher correctly eoncluded [by absenee on the point] that the
Supreme Council did not discuss the use offorce.

Transcript/TF 1-371, 20 July 2006. pp. 34.
Transcrjpt/TFl-371, 20 July 06, pp. ::In.

tr.!
V)

I

~

1089

1090

~~~_ _ J

1

"After the AFRCIRUF assumed control of This finding is unreasonable.
Tonga Field in August 1997, mining was
conducted pursuant to (I centralised system. This The Trial Chamber cites to only TFI-035's direet-examination for this finding
system was annmJnced by Bockarie at a meeting On cross-examination TFI-035 testified that the civilians were not captured:
at the NDMC football field attended by
A It was the playing [sic: plane) field that we were gmhered. We were no'
captured. It was in tht: playing field that we were gathered and he introdueed
approximately 1000 civilians."
himself as Mosquito and he said now they had taken over the town and the
"He thcn ordcred everyonc present to go to the
whole ofthe eount!)'. 1 did not say that they captured anyone. I said it was in
the playing field that we were gathered. 3
mining site at Cyborg Pit."
Although TF 1-035 refuted it, his l-iovcmber 2004 statement to the Prosecution
"The civilians, comptlsmg men, women and stated that "Then Mosquito said that they were not there to disturb anybody or
children, were marched to the pit where they hurt anybody.,,4
started mining_"
Further, TF 1-060 (not ciled by the Trial Chamber) did not testify that force was
5
used in having the civilians attend this meeting. In addition, TFI-060, a member
of the Caretaker Committee, reported to the Paramount Chief in Kenema Town
ten days after the entry of the RUF and AFRC into Tonga Fields. TFI-060, in a
closed door mt:~ling with the Paramount Chief (with no RUF or AFRC
combatants present) infonned him of the looting, killing, and burning that
occurred on lh~ RUF and AFRC's entry. There was no mention of any forced
.
6
mmmg.

I
I
I

I

"The AFRCfRU~ Secretariat in Tong~ Field, The .Trial Chan.lber's reference here to a "Committee" IS with reference to the
headed by Gulllt and Sergeant JUnIor and Mmlllg ComlwUee. Wholly ubsent from the Judgment is reference to the
7
composcd mainly of RUF rebels, created a I Caretaker Committee. However, neither of the Trial Chamber's citations here
Committee to oversee the mining and reported I refer to any t:ormnittec (Mining or Caretaker), Ahsent from the evidence to

TransciptfTH-OJ5, 5 July 2005, pp. II \.

'TransciplITF1-03S. .5 July 200S, pp. 111.
\ TnllmriptJTFI-06o. 29 April 2005, pp. 56.
29 April 2005. pp. 63.
7 See, Sesay Defence C10s hg Brief at P:uas. 6 [6--6 [8. TFl-06U, a member (Jf tne Caretaker ('<;,mmittee le~tified ab0ut the Carew ker Committee. Without c'Iplanation, TFI060':; evidence was wholly ignllred by the Trial Chamner.
~ Tr[ln~crjpt!Wl-0fiO.

7

~
-+
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directly to Hockarie."

which the Trial Chamber cites is any reference to anyone reporting to anybody,
no less Bockarie.
Please see the Defence submissions in connection with the Mining Committe,e8
9
•
and the Caretaker CommIttee.

I

_

H

9

_

_

_

_

I

The citation tu TF1-045 doesn't refer to the [Mining] Committee. Rather, the
Citation to TFI ~045 refers to resolving problems between civilians and soldiers
(detracting from the Trial Chamber's finding of enslavement) and that trucks
would coming from outside of the Tongo fields area would pay a commission to
enter (indicating travel to and from the Tongo Fields area and that vehicles were
coming to Tonga Fields for the purposes of conducting business):
Q. You had also said something about Sergeant Junior and the OC secretariat.
What do you mean by that?
A. Well, the OC secretariat, according 10 what I saw, he was in charge of all
the administration that had to do with civilians which was going On, togerher
with the AFRC soldiers who were in Toogo. They custom duties, everything.
When a truck came or a motor ear l;:ame, they wOlJld stop there and they
would give some commission there. Any time that a problem arose between
civilians and s.oldiers. I would see them going there and they would sit
together and discuss it. So he was in eharge of that. That is Sergeant Junior
as the OC secretariat
The citation to TFJ~371 refers to mining in the Tango Fields area during the
junta being conducted predominantly by the RUF;10 reters lo bodyguards and
their responsibilities;lI and the events in Koidu after the Intervention (e,g.. the
looting ofth~.~nk in Kuidu),'2
~
~_

I

I

ScsaJ Defence Closing Brief at Paras. 609-612.
Sesay Defence Closing Briet' at Paras. 6\ ()-o IS.

T nmseriptlTFJ -371, 20 luI) 2006, pp, 0)2.
TnlllscriptJTfl-371, 2{1 july 2006, pro 76.
12 TnHlscriptJTF 1-371. 20 July 2006, pp. 76-77.
'0

1]

3

1

1090

I "The Committee was made up of predomillantly

I

This finding is unrea~onable. The Trial Chamber was selective in the portions of
elderly civilians who had been caplUred in TF\~045's testimony it chose in arriving at this finding. Even on direc[Tl)ngo, and its mandate was to assist the fighters I e:..aminatioll, TF1-045 made signifKant concessions detracting from the Trial
in obtaining civilian labour, to identify potential Chamber's finding.
mining sites and to help a..~sess the diamonds
! The Trial Chamber's reference to TF1-045's evidence properly suppons its
found:'
finding. However, the Trial Chamber died to only a portion ofTF1-045's direct- :
cxaminationY On the page following tf"le cited portion of TF1-045's testimony,
TFI-045 testified that after a time, members of tnt: Mining Committee ahdicated
in their responsihility and no longer assisted the combatants in identified civilian
labour:
They ,""ould give amlS to AFRC soldier~, those that they assigned to go along
with the dvilians so as to go and fetch their fellow civilians. This was the
Wit)' it was done inilinlly. They would go there, thel would see them, thcy
would come witil civilians at the secretariat.later 1 it turned out to be a great
prohlem. When according to Sergeant Junior, he said the type of civilians
that ih?, got when the committee had nol been set up, now they don't get them

I

at all. j

I

_____

J

For this reason, the Mining Committee, according to TFl-045, was reduced to
identifying dillmondifcrous areilS:
So tilt: committee was only there to show where mining was gojn~ on, or
when they got a diamond they would be able to value it for them. 6
On

cross~examination.

TFI·045 testified thal the committee was fanned to

prevent the harassment of civilians:
_ Q,-.!~~...J'~u. (sn't the (rut!~~~Witness, that this committ~ ),ou ~lk about

' j TmnscriptlTfL-045, l8l\ovembcr 2005, pp. 69.
14 Sec the discussion bduw on TF 1-045'., cmss-exam([;lltlOrJ in cormeclion with this finding. All iuterprcto.tion ofTF 1-045'5 cross-examination indicates that after O~e or rwo
jllsl~llce5, mcnlber of t~.e Mining Commilte~ no longer assisted the tighten ill locliting civillan 13ho\Jr Su TranscriptiTFI-045, 23 November 200,-, pr. 36.
]~ TranseriptlTF J-045, 18 November 2005, pro 70.
16 TrdmeriptlTF 1-045, J K November 2005, pr. 70.

4

-

~I

was in fact a device by the AfRC to do their best to prevent harassmem of
civilians by troops?
A. That was why j/ wa,~ mainly formed, but it was unworkabJe,17
Further, members of the Mining Committee didn't respect the combatants and
contravened their purported orders:
A. Their colleague civilians were not respecting them. They did not take their
orders seriously and at times memhers of this committee could tell their
colleagues to hide, civilian coUeagues to hide. So when it occurred onee,
twice, they said they were no longer responsible to go in search of their
colleague civilians, that they would only be thtre to help them mine, identify
mining sites, value diamonds for them. That was the situation at the time. 1B
The citation to TFI·:nl does not refer to any committee. The Trial Chamber's ~
finding is unsupported by this evidence. TFl~371's cited evidence states that
there was an AFRC Secretariat in Tonga 19

Ii 090

I"The Cornm.itlee also

gathered the proceeds
from the diamonds and del ivered them over to
Bm;karie."

This finding

i~

unreasonable.

(NB, the Trial Chamber had intended to cite to page 35 of DlS~069's 25 Oetober

:!OO" testimony instead of page 31).
DIS~069 statt~ that proceeds from the mining were handed to Boekarie when he
20
arrived to Tongo. However, DIS-069's knowledge of Tongo is limited tu only
the first two weeks upon its capture. After those tirst two weeks. DlS-069 leA21
the Tango Fields arca. Thus, it was unrt:asonablc for the Trial Chamber to eite
to DIS-069's evidence for the proposition that throughout the time the RUF and
AFKC were present in Tonga that Bockarie was receiving diamonds. Further,

TranscriptJTF1_04S, 2J l"ovembcr 2005, pp. 40,
Transcript/TF 1-045, 23 hovember 2005, pp. 36.
l' Transeripl!TF 1-37 1,20 JLlly 2006, pp. 53.
l') TrunscripllDl~-069. 2.~ Octopcr 2007, pp. 35.
II TranscripllD1S-069, 22 Octobcr2007, pp. 84.
17

II

5

~

Y\

there is no affirmative finding-fronl the-Trial Ch~n;bcr thatthese diamonds came
from forced mining at Cyborg Pit
1090

"Other Commanders in Tongo included Pc1elo This finding is unreasonable.
ilnd Maj(lr Goyeh, 00, SCH, Boyce - the last
Even if it were true that Sesay's bodyguards were in Tong(), there is no finding
two being bodyguard~ to Scsay."
thai these bodyguards engi1ged in forced mining. Rather, the evidence to which
the Trial Chamber cites suggests that the mining in which Boys (but not BCH)
engaged in was private mining unconnected to the government mining and
unconnected to force.
First, the Trial Chamber cites TFl-367 for the proposition that BCH and Boys
were bodyguards to Sesay.2? However, BCH was never a bodyguard to Sesay.
TFI-367
is the only witnt:ss that ever testified to this effect.
,
Second. the Trial Chamber cites to TFI-366 for the proposition that Boys (but
not BCII) was engaged in private mining for Sesay while in Tongo.
Q. SO Musa (Roys] was specifically mining for Issa Sesay, private mining?
A. (Yes.) It was for Issa. It was not for the government, but for h'Sa.2.3
However, TFl-366 did not suggest the use of force in connection with this
private mining. For the government mining, on the other hand, TFl-366
suggested that Major Goi [Goyeh] carried <1 gun to guard the miners. 24 In any
event, TFI-366 conceded that he didn't go to Tongo while the RUF and AFRC

22 TranseripVrFt.367, 2 \ .tune 2006, pp. 59. The Deknec note~ that the remainder of TFI-367's evidence to which the Trj~J Chamber citc. slllle.~ lhal civiJi:m~. RUF. SLAs,
ilnd KDmDjors were mining freely:
Q. What can )'l\U tell the Court abOlll the minir.g of diamonds in Tonga"?
A. Tonga, ill the time thallhey did the overthrow, the place was frec for everyone. The SLA soldiers ""ere there. RUF solciers were there. ben the Kamajocs ""we lher2,
but they were nol armed. So evel)hody was together with ei\'i\iuns. Everybody was busy mining for diamonds."
n TramnipIffFi.366, II "lovt:lnl'f:r 2005, pro 40
~. Tran~eriiJt/ITI-366,11 "llwcmhcr 200~. pp. 40.

6

~tJ

were present:
A. ThroU~hout the AfRC period, I didn't go to Tango. Okay, may the Lord
bless you, 5"
The Trial Chamber's citation to TFl~371 is incorrect; TFI-371'scited testimony
refers to refers to Sesay's bodyguards (including Boys) heing in Buedu most of
. (.I.e" n\Jt In
. Tongo.)B
t hc tnne

See a/so the discussion concerning Para, 1092.
1091

--76iao;(;rlds ""ere

then either given to RUF:-YhTsfindIng is incorrect. The evidence to which the Trial Chamber cites supports
Commanders including Bockarie, Sesay and I the finding that only Mosquito and Eddie Kannell received diamonds.
Mike Lamin, or taken by AFRC Commanders to
senior AFRC official Eddie Kannen in The citcd portion of TFI~045's states that TFI-045 saw Mosquito receive a
Kcnema:'
djamond once,27 Otbtrwisc, they went to Kannch. The citation to TFl ~041 is
26
WITeel for the proposition that Eddie Kanneh received diamonds.

I

The Trial Chamber's citation to TFl-371 is incorrect. There is no ~uggestion of
diamonds being givt:n to anyone in TFl-'Hl's eited evidenee. Rather, this
ponion of TF1~371's evidence refers to mining updates to the Supreme
Counci1.29 Note that there is no suggestion of the use otforee.
15 '[ranscripl':TF J·]66. 11 November 2005, pp. 40.
7.0 Transcript'TF1-J71, 20 July 100£" pp. 76.
27 TranseripifTF1-045, 18 Novemb~r 2005, pp. n. "At one time, Ihe one Ihull saw, when the first diamond -- what I saw at the secretariat when it ha-; been valued at one
time 1 S1W Mosquilo he himself came wht:n 1111 (lfllS sat lozether. t.hey g.avc him the par~el."
2Q Tramo.;rip!fTF 1-041, 10 ruly 2006, pp. 20. See (Jiso discussion of Paragraph 1092. The Trial Chamb..::r dIed thl' same portion ofTF 1-041's evidence.
29 Tran.cripllTF 1-]7 J, 20 July 2006, pp. 54:
Q. Thi.\ morning you tlllxoo abLlut minins comma~dcrs giYin~ ref'orn at Ihe Sllpremc Conn~il. What sort of report were you tatkin~ about?
A. I'm !oJIJng abnulliJe AFRC mining eDmmanders giving an update regards the mining, thf1t WlI5 going on in KOnl) and subseqnently in Tongo Field tha: AFRC was
specifically in cbargc of.
Q. Who was giVl:n --Dr ll' whom were these repons given?
A During the CCluncil meeting, t.he mining update, those that were supeevised b) ,he AFRe, report. was given to the chairman of the eouncil and that :-eporl shared with the
memhers oflhc council,

7

~
~

The Trial Chamber's citation to Sesay is incorrect. The dted portion ofSesay's
testimony conccrn~ whether rank or assignment was more important [0
combaLunl:j in the RUF. 30
The Trial C!lamber's citation to DJS~188 is incorrect The cited portion ofD1S~
J 88's testimony concerns Sesay being demoted in 1996 for allegedly !laving
embezzled goods meant for civilians?1

1092

10 the'go~emment' mining. some This finding-is incorrect. A~-;'as the case withParagraph )091, the Trial
AFRClRUF Commanders operated mining silcs Chamber cites the same portion of TF1·041. As indicated in connection with
for their personal profit during the Junta period. I Paragraph 1091, the only persons that received diamonds was Eddie Kanneh.
Diamonds from these mines went directly to the
Commanders: Sesay, Bockarie, Kanon, Colonel The Defence notes that although the remainder of the cited pm1ion of TF 1-041 '5
Banya and Eddie Kanneh all had bodyguards testimony indicates that other commanders had civilians min.ing for tnem (e.g..
mining diamond~ for them in Tonga Field,"
Lamin, Scsay, Kallan), there is no suggestion that these commanders were given
diamonds.

1"In addition

I

In any event, any mining to wnich TF 1-041 here refers is not in connection with
Cyborg Pit. TF1-04J arrived !o Tonga in "late December, 1997.,,]2 However,
TFl~045 testified that when he returned to Tonga in Der.;ernber 1997 33 Ihat there
was no longer mining at Cyborg Pit. 34

1092

I 'The

Commanders wer; -;Iso given civilian

JltUs finding IS unr~s~nab~le~.,---

_

For ftlrthcr cvide1ce tbat forced mining was nOl discussed at tbe Suprl;lllc Council, S{N (l{.w TranseriptJTF 1-]71, J 1 July 2006, pp. 40:
"people knew, I mean, the council members knew thUI mining was going on. they knew abou~ that, hut (hey did nat disCI.IJS the/orew' milling I mean. hnw you operat.ed and
what and what, what h--the people that were doing the mining there. That was never a di~cussion. A1I the .:ouncil were concerned :Jbout WllS the product:'
,0 TranscriptlSesay,
June 2007, Pl" 2\.
'1 l'r.inscriptIDIS.188, 26 Octoher2007, pp. 45-51.
'2 TrallSCriptITFI-041, lU July 2006,pp. 19.
n Trlllll:ripVrn-045, 1g Novemher 2005, pp. 94.
14 TrancriptiTF 1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 98. "Now Cyborg is rillished.~

n
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manpower to mine for them,"
Implicit in this finding is {he use of forte. However, the Trial Chamber did not
expressly find thot force was used; contrast this finding to Para. lOY3 in which
lhe Trial Chamber expressly finds the USe of force in "government" mining. In
additian, this finding was not made in connection Wllh Cyborg Pit.
Asmming tl1at there is foree implicit in the Trial Chamber' Ii finding, please
eonsider the following:

I

l _

----------------

In making this finding, the Trinl Chamber cited a portion of TFI-366's .
testimony. This cited portion states that civilians that escaped combatants that
were forcing them to mine confided in other combatants of their escape:
Q_ How do you know the civilians were being captured?
A, Whenever they came from these places, 1hey would come and lellus. And
civilians were escaping from these places because they said they arc being
forced to mine for them, so somc of them escaped.3~
Why woulll a civilian. that allegedly escaped forced mining, reveal such
confidences and risk hcing forced to mine. This is an entirely unreasonable
proposition.
The Trial Chamber cites to TFI-045's lIirect·examination. 36 At page 59, TFJ045 indicates that there was centralized mining for the AFRC in Tonga and
pers~!.lJPln~g for commanders (e.g., M02i1uito) unconnected to the centralized

TranscripVfF 1-366, 7 No...cmbet 2005, pp. 94,
TranscripVTF 1-045, 18 November 2005, pp. 59 and 77-78.
J' LA TE NOTICE. See also, e.2"" the objection raised con"c;rnin~ this tal~ (l!legation at TNlll>criptlTF 1-045, 22 November 2005, pp. 18-19.
H The Defence 5'Jbmissions appear lIeiI to have been comidered. See, Sesay Def~[Jee Ck)~ingErief; Para. 661. W~ik 80)'5 was in Tongo, Sl'~y didn't know that he was in
Tongo_ Sesay lJO[ any other Defence wilness was cross-examined on this point (see, Sesar D~rence ClosiflS Drie£' Para. 6(2).
J'

)0

TrarlscriptITFI-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 29.
TranscriptlTFI.045, 23 November 2UU5, pro 30,
~) TranscriptlTFI-041, JO July 2006, pr. 20.2'_
'~Jlldgrncnl, Para. 1120.
~1 Transcript/TFJ-041, II Jdy 2006. pp. 39
39

'0
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~ -78. TFl ~045 testil1t:d that Boys (who TF 1-045 didn't know
~
mining. ---At page 77
was a bodyguard to Sesay at the time) wa~ given civilians to mine with in the
morning at tht: Secretariat. However. TFl-045 testified that he did not know how
the civilians with Roys were treated because he didn't mine at the same minitlg ,
site.~ a.~ Boys. Instead, TFI~045 relies on his global proposition that all civilians

were being foreed to mine.
First, that Boys engaged in foft'cd mining- (either "government" mining or
private mining) was a late aJlegation;37 on this basis alone this tlnding should be
reversed. Second. the Trial Chamber did not make any finlJing that Sesay knew
Boys was mining in Tongo, that otherwise Boys was operating on his behalf, or
that Boys was otherwise reporting to Scsay.38 Thus, any criminal intent on Boys'
behalf cannot be imputed to Sesay.

I

Third, there is no express reference in TF1-045's testimony that Boys was
mining at Cyborg. That TFI·045 was purportedly at Cyborg fllrther detraets
from the suggestion that Boys was also mining there as TFl~045 indicated that
Boys mined at other mining sites.
Fourth, TFI-045's cross-examination was not cited. On eru~s-cxamination
TF1·045 testified that some eiviJians freely engaged in personal mining:
Q. How many eivilians were doing their personal mining when you were
there?
A. Well, like, the committees which were set up, it comprised civilians.
Some had civilians who were with them. They were doing their own personal
mining?9

L!~_ _~_~_ _~

TFI-045 also testified on cross-examinution that some eivilians mined
voluntarily with the eombatanb:
Q. SO there were people in the Tongo Field area when you were lhere who
were mining willingly?
A. Yes, some of them.
-"[__Q=.~W,-",ere some ofthase civilians mining Willingly wilh soldie,,?
I0

I
I

~

--l

4tl
Ay
. es.

Tne Trial Chamber also cited TF 1-041 's direct eVIdence. Other than expressly
stating that \1ike Lamin's senior bodyguard, OG, was heading up a gang of
eivilians, "l'F 1-041 staled that the other commander~ had "people who were
digging diamonds." One cannot glean from this evidence whether these people
were civilians or combatants and whether they were forced or not forced. 41 The
Defence recalls the Trial Chamber's finding allowing fur the possibility that
42
some ci,'iJians voluntarily mined. If the:se people were civilians lind they were
forced, the Trial Chamber should have found, based on the evidence elicited. that
the Prosecution failed to prove this.
In any event, on cross~examination, TF I ~041's statement that he gave to the
Prosecution in May 2005 was referenced. In tbat ;;tatement, TFl -04! indicated
that "There were civilians mining and the witness was told they kept some of the
proceeds.,,43 Although TFI~041 refuted every making this comment, it is
nonetheless indicative of a lack of force; it was incumbent upon the Chamber to
explain this inconsistency. Lastly, the mining to which TFI-041 reters could not
have been at Cyborg as there was no longer mining at Cyborg by the time
TFl-041 arrived.
1093
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I "The

AFRClRUf "government" system was This finding is incorrect. The Trial Chamber cites to TF 1-035 for these findings.
mark.edly different to tbe civilian mining that While TF1-035 may have given evidence that supports the Trial Chamber's
had occurred prior to the Junta period. findings that, priur to the junta, miners were not paid and worked in exchange
Previously, mining sites were operated by for food, medical assistrlOce, and a share of proceeds from the sale of diamonds
civilians as pri"l'ate enterprises. The civilian that were discovered, it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that
I bosses
who uwned the mining site were this tow of mining never resumed during the junla.
responsible for negotiating remuneration with I
the workers and providing them with food and impUeit in dlis finding is that forced government mining lasted throughout 1he
medical assistance. Workers generally handed time the AFRC and RUF were presenl in the Tongo Fields area. However, as
diamonds to their bosses ill return for a share of discussed in detail in the brief, TFI-035 testified that the torc~t.1 "govcmmcn!
I the pWfilS from the sale ofthe diamQnds. Afte~ mining" occurred only on the first three Jay~ upon the RlJF and AFRC's entry
II

~l'

1-

I

ilie Af:l{ClRVF Junta began in 199 7 , this form into thl:" Tonga Fie.lds area and one day after that. All of this force concluded by
of eivilian mining cam~ to an end. In fne tne end of August.
'government' mining that was instituted by the
AFRC/RUF, there was no negotiation between
the civilians and the government. Civilians were
captured and forced to mine without any
payment."
1

1094

~~~

~

~~~

\ "During the period from August to December I This finding b unreasonable. In ;1 classic reversal of the burden of proof and
J 997, up to 500 civilians in Tongo Field v,orked presumption ofinnocence. the Trial Chamber takes the height of the Prosecutlon
in the mining sites under the supervision of a evidence. The evidence to which the Trial Chamber cites supports between 100
mixture of armed AFRC and RUF tighters.
(0 200 civilians being forced to mine (instead of the up to 500 as found by the
Trial Chamber). Further, there is no finding on how many civilians were forced
to mine at Cyborg Pit.
For the finding that 500 civilians were forced to mine, the Inal Chamber cites
TFI-045's evidence:
Q, You've already told the Court that you saw civilians mining in Tonga, Can
you say about how many civilian~ lhat you saw mining?
A. Yes.l would just give an estimate; 300, 400,500 every day.~4
AJso nOle that.. on c.ross-examination. TFl~045 indicated that some civilians
mined willjngly.~5 As slIch, it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to find
that 500 civilians were forced to mine based on 'IF 1-045'5 direct-examination
alone_
The Trial Chamber also cites IT j-041:
Q. Are you able to estimate about how many eivilians were doing this work at
the time?

<4 Trrms~ripL.'TFHJ4j, III Novemhcr zoos, pp fiR-69.
oS E.g., Trrl-nscripUTF 1-045, 23 November 2005, pp. 30 (cited b) the De{en.;e abuH: in .;onneclion with Para. 1092).
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~

A_ r w[\uld estimate there were more than 100. Let's say 100 to 200. Let's
say 200, because there were many. <C
Further, the Chamber cited the evidence of·rF 1-367:
Q. J'm just asking you to approximate; to say about how many civilians were
mining when you were in Tonga.
A. They eaptured 200 to 300 every morning.~7
As shown, the Chamber took the most exeessive example of the Prosecution!
evidence on direet-examination. The benefit of doubt (from cross-examination Of
other witnesse~) was not given to Sesay.
1094

I

"Civilians were forcefully captured from the
surrounding villages and taken to the mining
sites. Those who were eaught hiding in the bush
were tied with ropes and taken to the sites."

~__

<16

_

_

This finding b unreasonable.
The Trial Chamber cites only TFJ·045"s djn:ct~examination48 (NB, the citation
to page 98 is in error; the correct cite is to page 97).
On cross-examination, TFI-045 indieated that;
Q.lfthe civilian [that was hiding} was rlOt found. could the civilian go and do
their own personal mining?
A. Yes. If yOll were not cau!!ht and you were able to hide and you were not
I
found. then you can do it. 4!J
That ch'ilians euulu engage in personal mining at the mining sites in Tonga
Field in the midst of combatants eontrolling a purported system of enslavement
(not just government mining but also private mining) fundamentaHy belies this
findi~ ~
_

Tnl.llscripiJ1TI-041, [0 July 2006, rr- 20.

~1 TranscripllTFl-367, 21 June 2006. pp. 60-61.

., TJJns<;ripllTF/ "0·15, 18 Nov~mh~r 2005, pp. 98.
• Q TranscrjptlTFJ-045, 23 l\ovem'ner 2005, pp. 29.
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To be sure, TF1-045 also testified lagain on cross-examination) that some
civilians were mining willingly with the soldiers. 50

-t "The clvihans were treated badly and almost all
of them were haggard and shabbily dressed."

1095

I

I

civilians together with ropes only occurred in December 1997. 51 The Defence
notes however, that these civilians were not mining at Cyborg as there was no
longer mining at Cyborg in December 1997. 52.

'I

I

Further. TFI-045 testified that when civilians were captured, they were brought
to the mining sites as they were:
From there, so if you do not have a shirt -~ if you are caught without a shirt -if you are caught without shorts this is the way you will have tu be. [fyou do
not have anything on you, the way you were captured is the way they are
.
k
. 53
~omg to t3 . e you to mme.
. ..
.
..

1

Thls findmg IS unreasonable. Implicit In thiS findmg IS the use of force. One
doesn't wear nil:e clothing when they mine; it will ruin the clothing.

1

1

1

-J
I

"Rules were established to control the times This is a correct finding, The Trial chamber citestoDlS-293's evidence, Thesel
I when civilians were to_mine at the various pits. rules were instituted for the protection of miners in efforts to prevent san~

TranscripVTF1-045, 23 November 2005, pp.
"franscriptfTFl-045, 18 November 2005, pp.
1997 were "wor,~e Ihm previously" (pp. 97).
~2lranscriptlTF 1-04;, 18 Nmember 2005, pp.
~) TranscriptfTrI -045. 18 Nmcmber 2005, pp.
50

Sl

further, on direct--examination, TF1-D45 indicated that the practice of tying

"Civilians who attempted to escape were This finding is unreasonable. Only TF1-045's evidence supports this finding.
detained, stripped and left naked so that they TF1-045 is the only witness that suggests witnesses were stripped naked. In
would not be able to hide."
contrast, the Trial Chamber's findings preceding and succeeding Ihis finding
(although both concern escape and clothing) make no mention of miners being
stripped naked.

____
. _._

I 1094

II

30 (cited by the Defence above in connection with Para. 1092).
97. TF 1-U45 returned to Tongo in Del.:embcr 1997 (see, pp. 94) and indkated thaL thl;: forc.::d mining practiecs in Decemb~r
911. "Now Cyborg is tillishl.:\l"
72 (cited by the Trial Chamber at foolnok 2130).
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----------

---

... Miners were not allowed to work. a1 night, eoHapsing on them.
ilnd if they anempted (0 do so, they were
Q. Would I be correct that people were not allowed to mine at night?
A. Yes. The people were not ,dlowed to work fit night beeause .- so that the
punished,"
sand might not drop on them. That was for people's life. That was why we
wen: no! allowed to work at night 54
_----.J

1095

This finding is unreasonable. At best. TFI-04S's evidence cited by the Trial
Chamber (if taken as true) supports the proposition that in totaL two eivilians
were punished for mining oUl!>ide of tn.c schedule mining times,55 However, as
diseussed above, this rule was imposed for the protection of the miners.

"Anyone who violated the rules Was severely
punished, and some civilians were killed."

The Trial Chamher neglects to here find that combatants were also killed for
attempting to mine outside of the allotted mining hours. However, the Trial
Chamber eorrectly makes this findlng at Paras 1087 and 1106.

In connection to DlS-293's evidence (cited by the Trial Chamber at footnote
I

]997

2l35), if a civilian attempted to mine at night, they would be punished but this
would not include beatings or death:
If you are caught working at night, they would punish you. Either they will
take you to a guardroom but Ill.:) will not beat you. They will put you into
the guardroom and they would advise you that nexl time don't work there at
night. Why we stop you from working at night, it is for your own lite beeause
a1 night there is too much risk. That Was the only law, But to say the) will
beat you Of kill you, no, they will hold you at night and then they will keep
. ht "
you at mg
Please ,5ee the Defence submissions in conneetion with {he purported unlawful
killings at Cyborg Pit. Miners died as a result of sand coHapsing on them,

I "Furthennore, theChamber is satisfied that the I This finding

is correct. In this finding there is no suggestion orthe

u;eof force

;'; TnmscirpvDIS-293, 13 November 2007, [Jp. 92 (ciied by the Trial Chumber).
"Transcriptrrf!-045, 18 Novernbtr 2005, pp. 74-75.
;6 TranscriptJ1lIS-29J, lJ November 2007, pp. 93.
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mining in Tonga Field prnvided an in connection with mining at Tonao Field. Such
important source l)f revenue for the Junta supported by thc eVidence.~7
Government ,md that this topic was discusscd in
AFRC Supreme Council meetings when Sesay
was present"
gOVL:rIJment

1997

tl

finding would not have been

"The Chamocr fmds that Sesay, along with This finding is incorrect. The Trial Chamber cites to the samc evidence as it did
Bockarie, received diamonds from Tonga Field for its finding in Para. 1091. As discussed in connection with Para. 1091 the
evidence to which the Trial Chamber cites does not refer to diamonds being
at the AFRC Secretariat."
given to anyone other than Mosquito and Eddie Kanneh. (The Defence notes that
the Trial Chamber did not cite all of the witnesses to which it cited at Para. 1091;
TFl-045 and TFI-041 were excluded).
The Trial Chamber's citation to TFl-371, Sesay, and DIS-188 are all incorrect:
TFl-371's cited evidence refers to mining updates to thc Supreme Council (there
is no suggestion of force and no diamonds transferred).56 ~he ~iteq portion of

,1 TranscriptlTF 1-371, 20 July 2006, pp, 54:
Q Thi3 morning you talked ahout mining commanders giving reports allhe Supreme Council. What sort of report were you talking about'?
A. I'm talking abont the AFRC mining commanders giving an upuate reg'trd~ the mining that was going on in Kono and subsequerltly in Tonga Field that AFRC \~as
specifically in charge of
Q. Who was gh'en -- or to whom were thesc reports given?
A. Durir.g thc council meeting, the mining update, those that were supervised by the AFRC, report, WlIS given to lilt: ehainnan (lfthe e(llincil and that report shared with the
members of the couneil.
For further evidenee thal forced minjrlg was not diseussed lit the Supreme Council, see also TranseriptfTF 1-371. 31 July 2006, pp. 40;
"people knew, I mean, the council members knew Hmt mining was gving on, they knew ab()u( ihat, bur (h,"y did not discUSl Ih~fwc~d mining. 1mean, how you opemted aod
what ancl what, Whlll i\ -- the people that were doin~ Ihe mining there. Th<1t Wi1.5 never a discussion. An the council were concerned abOl.tt was the produet."
5e TranscripUTPI-J71. 20 July 2006, pp. 54:
Q_ This morning yuu lalked ahouf mining comm ander:s giling reports at the Supreme Council. Whal sort of report were you talking aboul?
A. I'm talking about the AFRC mining commanders giving an npdaLl: regards the mini:1g that was going nn in Kono and subsequeul1y in Tongo Field that AFRC wa~
specifically in charge o[
Q. Whc was given _. (J( [0 whom were these- reports gi",'C'n')
A. During the eouneil meeling, the mining npdllte, those thal were supervised by Ihe AFRC, report. was given to the l:haim!<1ll of the council and that repM ~h[\r<~d Wilh the
members of thc council.
For further evidence thal forced mining WlIS not di,eusscd al the Suprl:!TIe Council, sec also TranscriptJTFI-37J. 31 July 2006, pp. 40:
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assifmrnent

Scsay's testimony l;oncerm whether rank or
",,'a5-rnore- important to
59
combatants in the RLiF. The cited portion of DIS-188's testimony concerns
Sesay being demoted in 1996 for allegedly having embezzled goods meant for
civiliam. 60

"St':say was personaUy enl ,aged in mining for I This finding is inwrn:a and unreasonable.

1997

his personal benefit in

Ton~ :0

Fic/d."

The only crime for which the Trial Chamber found that Scsay was personally
imolved in Kenema District was the arrest of TFI_129. 61 As such, this is an
incorrect finding inasmuch as the Trial Chamber contradicts itself in finding,
here, that Sesay personally t"IlBliged in mining.

I

The Trial Chamber cites to the same evidence to arrive a1 the conclusion that
"comm.anders were ... given civilian manpower to mine for them [in Tango
Fieldl,,62 As discussed above in connection with Para. 1092 this is an
unreasDnable finding not supported by the evidenee.
1998

-

"The Chamber therefore fir ds th.;tSesay ~adea
significant contribution to the criminal means
employed by the members of the joint criminal
enterprise by his planning ( ,f the enslavement of
civilian miner,> and the USI of child soldiers to
guard mining sites and fore the miners to work
at Tongo Fields,"
~---

This finding is incorrect As discussed in eonnection with Grounds 27, 28. 31,
and 32, Sesay was not involved in the planning of any enslavement in the Tongo
Fields area. Further, there is no evidence to support, and the Trial Chamber
makes no finding on, Sesay's use of child soldiers to guard sites or foree miners
to work at Tongo Fields_

-

~~------~-

"people knew, 1mean, the council members knew that mining WU5 going on, (aey knew about that, bill they did nOI di.~cu.u the/arced mining. I mean, how you operated and
what anJ whut, Whill it·- the peoplc (hat were doinj!; the mining there. That wa.~ CleVer a discussion. Alllhe counciJ were oncerned about vIaS the product."
19 T~anscripl/Sesay, 22 .lUCIe 2007, pp. 2J.
60 Transcripl/DIS-lllll. 26 October 2007. pp 45-51.
61 Judgment, Para. 2052.
62 judgment, Paru. 1092.
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Annex F
Annex to Ground n:
Table: Evidence that A~"RC departed to Koinadugu immediately prior to the ECOl\llOG capture of Koidu.

WitnesslTranscript
name l I date
number

IT\-

Transcript \ Transcript
reference

I
-

--

pAO,

\9.01.05

lines

071

-

13-

26

MRI·] ARRISON,
Q.Di, you go to Koidu?

THE' lmESS: Sorry, I went to Koidu.
Q.WI n did you arrive there?
A. I '" ot to Koidll around March.

Q. Fo the sake of completeness, would you be kind enough
A. Th was 1998.

[0

refer to which year yc)u're referring to?

PRES DING JUDGE: Witness, it's good to tell us always March, the year.
!THE ,VITNESS: Yes. March \998.
-0---

p.51,

lines

,
21.01.05

,

-

21

-----

THE WITNESS: The bombing rangt:s of the air raiding, as well as the ground forces of the ECOMOG
15- was ~ tting wry closer to in our positions at Koidu. We couldn't bear the tensions, you know, so we
fled j o bush, into hiding places around Koidu. One of the main places we 1akl' <:Issemb1cd was a
villa~ called Meyior. That was another name given to Supenmm's Ground.

p.19,
lines 9-11

=~.....,------

Then was an inlt:nsive battle between the RUF. the junta and even the ECOMOG forces. The RUF
couk :ot stand the fighting and went into the bush, it was at Mayoh.

p.29, line A.Aft:er that there was an intensive fighting between the ECOMOG. the RUF so we went into the
29 - p.30 bush. ' 'here we established the Supemlan ground and other various camps.
Q.Wa s there a person in comma~d at that time in Kana District?
line 14
~

~
-fO

---E

,

~:.~~S' a

----

that time 1 say we have Superman was the battie group.

--,

Q. You'v e mentioned Superman ground. How many people were there?
A. Near!: every combatant of the RlJF were present atSuperman ground.
(Witness goes on 10 !i5f the camps lvnich were set tip al this po;nt ,,,hich included Superman ground,
IYended" Lind Kunduma. See p.32~37 Maps with markings exhibited as Exhibit 18)
-----------

p.76,
lines 3 -9

14.10.04

Georgt:
Johnson

I

I

--

lines 26-

I went t( Mansofmia with Ibrahim Bazzy Karnara, Alex Tamba Brima, Brigadier Five-Five, Brigadier
Wayah, Brigadier Abdul Sesay. Those were the High Commands that I went with to Mansofinia from

29

Kona.

p.76,

~77, line
- p.78.

,

line 2

p.80,
,

-----

Q.How oog were you in Kona?
A. We. ere in Kono for a month and a half.
Q.And' hen you left Kono, where did you go?
A.Wev ent to a village called Mansofinia.
Q.Why id you leave Kana?
A. We I ft Kono because we couldn't gain control over Kono when the ECOMOG forces penetrated
into Kor o.

lines
21

19-

-=~--

p.81.
lines 2-6

- - -- - - - -

- - - ~===c---,-

A. Mio€ ,0 went -- Mingo was at the outcast of Koidu, whilst ECOMOG had captured central Koidu
Town.
Q. Doy, u know iftllere's a name for the location of where Mingo was?
A.No.
Johnsnn believes the AFRC and RUF captured Koidu in lale March 1998 and arrived in Mansofinia
in early May 1998 p. 78, lines 5-7.

A. At [1 .c time the ECOMOG troops took over Koidu, we pulled out to Mansofinia and the route to
!v1ansofi ia we had to pass through Tombodu.
When I COMOO troops were aJv311clng from Sewafe to Koidu ToYm, Savage was one of the
commar ders fighting back the ECOMOG troops from coming in Koidu Town, but unfortunately for
us, the COMOG troops forced their way into Koidu Town whilst we all pullet! out from Koidu

Town.

---- --- -----

--------'

~

lJ1

George 11910.04
Johnson

A~haj stage~erl

~.

=

p.29, linifA. No.
we lost Kono, we all SLAs and 'Ome few mid-Ievclfighters of the
18 - pJ L went to join SAJ Musa, Command stmdllre, everything break down at that point.
line 5
Q. And, in fact, Supe:-man had tried to order the SLAs to go to Kailahun after the fall of Kuno; lhat
order was ignored.
A. Yes.
: Q. AmI at that stage the SLAs went towards SAl Musa and Superman went to Sokobeh; is that
correet?
A. Yes. SLAs went to Supenn:m and -- SLA went to SAl Musa while Superman puller! out from the
cculral part of Koidu Tovm to Sokobeh.
PRESIDI~G JUDGE: And where was SAl Musa at the time? Can we have that precision, please'!
THE WITNESS: He was at Krobola.

I
I

PRESIDING JUDGE: And Superman went to?
TIlE WITNESS: The outskirts of Koidu To\\o11 in a village called Sobokeh.

JUDGE BOUTET: What timeframe are we talking about now?
MR JORDASH: Could I just ask the witness that?
Q. Mr Johnson, when was that, do )OU know?
A.No.
JUDGE BOUTET: Are we in '97, '98, '99, 20007
MRJORDAS!l:
Q. That was in 98, wasn't it?
A. '98.
Q. Yes. It would have been the mid to latc 1998; is that
righl?
A. I cannot give a specitic month about that, but I know it's '98.
Q. Approximately .- the SLAs, including yourself, moved tuwards Krubola and SAJ Musa in April,
May of 1998; is that correct?
A. Yes.

TF1334

~

--

---=-:---

A. I, the SLA command, RUF commanders, both RUF fighters and RUF fighters. All of us got this
18.05.05
pJ3,
(Exh1l9D) lines 31- information about the advance of ECOMOG troops towards Koidu :T:o~w=n.
_

If\
~

I Q.

29

i

TFI334

Now this second communication, what was said during this second communication'?
A. Well, as Mosquito called through his call sign, he ordered that Kono should be a stronghold by
the junta forces; we should eosure that the commanders, both thc RUF and SLA should put down thl;
Sewafe Bridge.
MS PACK: Sewafe I nave spelt before. Your Honours, S-E-W-A~F-E.
Q. Was anything elsl;.': said on this communication. apart from this?
A. He said we should make sure that the SLA. the RUF made a strong defence and to make sun;:: that
the bridge would be completely broken down so that the ECOMOG forces would not have any way to
enter Koidu.

19.05.05
p. 8, lines A. Well, it was close to May, mid-Mai And tharwas the time when there was confusion betwl;eIJ
(ExhI190) 1-21
the RUF and the SLA in Koidu.
Q. SO what happened when Gullit -MR FOFANAH: Exr.:use me, Your Honour!':. Again the witness has mentioned a month and we don't
know what year_

MS PACK:
Q. If you would identify the year, witness.
A. 1998.
Q.
Witness, do you know what position Gullit had when he arrived in Koidu Town close to the
middle of May'?
A. WeU, yes, he came as advisor for both the SLA and the RlJF. And as he came, indeed, he took
command from Bazzy.
Q. Took command of what from Bazzy?
A. I mean, he immediately became the SLA commander.
Q. Do you know where in the hic:rarchy in Kono he feI!.as all advisor for the RUF and the SLA?
PRESIDING JUDGE: I don't quite understand the question,
Ms Pack. Did you say feli?

MS PACK: Yes.
f-o~--

TFl334
I
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19.05.05
(ExhI19D)
.L... _ _ _

p.
lines
28

THE.JIIThtSS: Well, immedia~!~'.J~!~.5amc the seeond man in Koidu.
10, A. When GuBit came to Kono he went directly to the place where we were, clos(:r at that time they
11- had moved fwm Masingbi Road at Fivc·Five spot. And he called an immediate meetin~ together with
Bazzy.
Q. Pause a moment. Fiye-Five is what your Honours have heard before. Now just before we get to

vJ

II)
6""

-tl

,-oc- ----~___c__---___o_

the meeting you are about to talk about I want to ask )OU about Five-Five spot. I don't want to muddle
you, but just to ask you how come you'd moved to Five-Five spot?
A The question again
Q. How come you had moved to Five-Five spot?
Wdl, after the operation at Koidu Geiya and we returned together, I returned with my operations
A
commander back to Koidu. And. when I returned my operation commander. myself and other soldiers,
we met Masingbi Road was. completely burnt down and Bazzy monitored the burning of that place.
So because the jets had started raiding and they were bombarding their positions. And so we should
move directly to Five-Five spot.

rTF1-
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20.05J)~
(Exh119E) j
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(ExhI19E)
!

liM'27

at

A.

At this meeting Gullit informed me and the authorities who werethere that when he heard
this
problem in Koidu he used this as a strategy so that he could come from Mosquito in KaiJahun. He
said Mosquito had beaten him in Kana and he's declaring to us that even Juhnny Paul is under thrcnt
in Kailahun. So that was why he had decided to tell Mosquito that he could control the SLAs, that he
should be sent by Mosquito to come and control the two parties. And that was why Mosquito had sent
him, so that he could be an advisor for both the SLAs and the RUF.

19.05.05
P.14,
IExhl19D) lines 4-29

TFI334

lines I Q.
witness, I am going to ask you abollt what happened in Kono while you were there. Just to
clarify. can you remember roughly the month it was that you arrived in Kona District?
A. Well, it as early in March -- it was early in March.
O. Which year?
A. J998.

p.27, line
25 - p. 28

Llinc 24

I

Q.

-~-;;---- ~---

Did anything else happen in Sewafe before the last operation that you have already spoken about
following the radio eommunication from Mosquito?
A. We just fought with the ECQMOG fo.~rc,,·e-::s.,--_ _~~_

""~

IlQ.

Q.

Q.

By "we", who are you referring to?
The RUF and the SLA troops which were based in Kona.
Do you knO\\" who in particular went on this operation?

A.

Yes.

A.

Who in parricular went on this operation?
Bazzy, the commander lor the SLA, was on this operation. The operation commander for the
SLA was in this operation. And the other military supervisors for the SLA were also on this
operation.
Q. How do you know that these individuals were on this operation?
,A. I myself went with them.
Q. Do you know who was in command of this operation overall?
,
Q.
A.

I

A.Yes.

\

Q.

Whn was in command?
Superman was in total control. He was the commander.
Q. What happened on this operation?
A. Wdl, during this operation, as Gullit had informed us earlier about the latest development about
how we should pullout from Kana, there was a plan that as ECOMOG presses on, all SLAs should
withdraw to Tombodu where Gullit was waiting for us. Together with my colleagues; soldiers.
Q.
Pause there. Are you therefore talking about the last operation before you pulled out of Konn
District?
A. Yes.
A.

TF1334

20.0505

p.37, line Q.

Witness, I left off asking you a question which I am going to make more specific. Towards the
22 - p. 38 lime that ECOMOG were entering Kona, dn you recall any other orders being given by any of the,
line 12
other commanders in Kana?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you explain, please, what orders or urder was given?
A. Well, for the SLA, Gullit informed us that myself and the other soldiers, that as ECOMOG was
p~netrating we should withd~aw to Tombodu; the other sol~iers and myself Whilst in Tombodu we
WIll move fur1her together WIth the other soldIers to Mansoftnia and meet SAJ Musa.
Q.
Pause. Now, you have mentioned Tombodu as a location and also a new plaee; Mansofinia,
which is spell, Your Honours, M-A-N-S-O-F-I-N-I-A. You have talked earlier, in faet, it might
have been yesterday or the day before, about a meeting which took place at Five-Five spot v.ith Gullit.

I
I
I
I
I

~

Is this the same meeting or is it a different meeting, the meeting to which you are now referring?
A.

IF1-

Well, it was this -- it was at this meeting that Gullit gave thest: orders.

p.so,

line Q.
Now, you've mentioned an occasion when Gullit brought what you called logistics from
29 - p. 56 Kailahun. When was this?
A. This was in mid-May 1998, and this was at the time when ECOMOG was suppressing us as there
line 18
was confusion between the SLAs and the RUFs.
Q. Was this the time when Gullit eame from Kailahun lo Kono, or was it another occasion?
A. This was at the time when Gullit had arrived from Kailahun.

20.05.05

334

Q.

I

I

\

I

I

Now, Witness, you have talked about previously the operation that Mosquito ordered in a
communication with Superman to hreak Sewafe Bridge. Please remind the Chamber when did this
communication occur in temlS of your .- in relation to your departure from Kona.
A. Well, this was in mid-May when it happened.
Q. Now, following the communication, what happened?
A. Immediately the RUF artillery commander, that is Colonel Isaac MungO[, and myself, the SLA
commander, and the operation l.:ommandcr and other soldiers, and the other RUF went to this bridge
as Colonel Isaac was driving one of the Caterpillars towards the bridge, directly into the bridge.
Q. Pause a moment. What do you mean by "Caterpillar"?
A. Well, it was a D8 Caterpillar, a bulldozer.
Q.
SO you've described Colonel Isaac, this is Colonel Isaac Mongor, driving a CatcrpiHar. What
happened after that?
A. Well, tht: Caterpillar arrived. We arrived together,l and the operation commander, together with
Isaac Mongor and the other soldiers with the Caterpillar at Sewafe Bridge. There was one civilian
operator who had been recruited tor him to put down the bridge.
Q. Meaning what? What do you mean hy "put down the bridge"?
A. To destroy the bridge.
Q. How .- what did he do?
A. Well, the Caterpillar should hit the pillars in aceordance .... ith the direetive given to him. So this
civilian started the engine of the Caterpillar, and he found that the Caterpillar had some technical I

I ~.r.~~.I~.~S. Later, he escaped, and he was not seen thereafter.

j

vJ
V'I
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Q. Finally, what happened on this opt::ration?-----A. As this operator had run away, later 1, the RUF commander, and the RUF operation commander,
together with the SLA commander and the operation commander and th~ other military supervisors
presmt, it was ordered that we ~hould dig up right in the middle of the bridge. We dug the bridge
tugether with th~ other soldiers. We brought some old bombs that had no fuse and placed these,
bombs in the hole which we had dug. Later, we tied a rope. And myst:lf and the other soldiers were
loeated far off from the hole.
Q. What did you do':!
A. We lit -- we lit the bomb, and it exploded and caused a very big hule in the bridge, just to create
an obstacle from allowing the EeOMOO forces advancing towl'Irds us.
Q. Did the ECOMOG forces subsequently advance towards you?
A Yes.
, Q. What did you do as a resull of their advancing towards you?
- A.
Well, since this obstacle didn't work, the ECOMOG had their own engineers, and they went
through the bridge. No sooner they did that, we created a defensive position, and we started
withdrawing taetieally from Sewafe.
Q. Where did you withdraw to?
A.
Well, 1, the operation commander, with whom I was and the othtr soldiers, we started moving
tactically retreating - we eontinued retreating -Q. To where?
A. We went direct!y to Dabundeh Street.

I

Q.
You've described what you mean by tactical withdrawal. What, in fact, happened on this
occasion when you withdrew from Sewafe Bridge?
A. Well, whilst we were withdrawing tactically, I and the operation eommander, together with the
SLA commander, started withdrawing whilst Bazzy moved directly to Tombodu. And I and the
operation commander and tbe other soldiers went to Uabundeh
Street to see -Q.
Pause, ple"l.~e. Before we get to Dabundeh Street. I'm just going to ask you on this specific
occasion when you used the language "tactical withdrawal," what do you menn in relation to this
specific withdrawaJ from Sewafe Bridge? Just explain what you mean on this oceasion.
A.
Welt we didn't just retreat. We were shooting at the enemy positions, and withdrawing at the
same time.

-

---

t:-P

-

--l---lG.-NOW,
I

,I
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Witness -- I'm sorry I interrupted you. lfyou're about to continue, please do so.
This slowed down the advancement of the enemy troops towards our positions.
Now, Witness, you mentioned then going to Dabundeh Street.
PACK: It has been spelled before, Your Honours. D-a"b-u-n~d-e-h Street
Did yOll see anything. at Dabundch Street?
Yes.
What did you see there?
Well, to OllI surprise, there was no RUF. We met all the houses on fire.
Q. Where did you go next after Dabundeh Street?
A. This gave my operation commander the [indiseernible] that the RUF had withdrav.n. So I moved
together with my operation commander directly to Tombodu.
Q. And you've already said that you went with your operational commander and other soldiers to
Tombodu. Who else went to Tombodu?
A. Well, already Gullit didn't go there. He was in Tombodu the withdrawal of all soldiers.
Q. And did all soldiers eventually get to Tombodu?
A. Well, whilst! and the operation commander returned, we were informed that Savage had gom:
out to look tor the operation commander and his squad. So Savage was the only person we didn't see
around. But we met Bazzy and the other soldiers, including Gullit and the military supervisors. They
were all at Tombodu waiting for the operation commandl;r.
Q. Did you stay in Tombodu?
A. Well, we waited for some time looking out for Savage. And later, Gullit said we should move
further.
Q. Where did you go next?
A.
Well, I -- the other soldjers, including the SLA commander and Ba7.ZY and the operation
I commander left fur Yomadu. From Yomadu, we moved to Mansofinia.
A.
Q.
MS
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

I

F.S5, line Q.

Whal happened when you arrived in Mongor Bendugu?
13 - p. 86 A. SAl Musa immediately summoned me and these -- and the commanders I've named who went to
line 6
Mongor Bendugu.
Q. Summoned you for what purpose?
A.
Well, as he called us, he had to address the whole - me and lhe commanders, we that were
present during that time.
Q. -SO
having called you to address you. did
you attend any meeting with him?
-------

I

~
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I TFJ360
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20.07.05

p.l7,
lines 8-15

!

A. Yes. He held a closed-door meeting.
Q_ What happened at that meeting?
A. Well, in tha1 meeting, Gullit explained to him hO\v we were treated in Kailahun and abo about
the present eondition of Johnny Paul in Kailahun.
Q. Pause a moment. You said that Gullit told him "how we were treated in Kailahun". Now, whal
do you mean by that?
A. He lold them about the ill rreatmcnt about how he was beaten and how his ammo was taketl from
him.
Q. This is Gullit?
A. Yes, yes.
Q. What else was said at this meeting?
A. Gullit informed SAl Musa that he has come with the troops, which comprised the SLAs and he
was waiting for further instruetions from SAl Musa.

A. ... ,The very day I arrive in Kona I met Superman and it
was there I was able to get a place when I eame from Makeni.
' Q. Can you say what month that was?
) A. 1t was late February to Mareh.
Q. Now, you talked about-JUDGE lTOE: Let's be precise. Late February' to March of
what year?
TIJE WJ1NESS: 1998.

p.22, line Q. Going back to what happened in Sefadu, can you tell the Court the next thing you remember taking
1- p. 23. place in SefaJu?
line 7.
A. Yes. During the time these people had received this order, Kallan used to call formations. We were
wi[h the AFRC. Bot some men refused to anend the formation. So, as a result, he fired at one person
and killed him.
Q. Who Was the person killed?
A. I don't know his name, but he was a member of the AFRC.
Q. Where did this happen?
A. In the town itself.
Q. And Why ~id this happen"

~

~

I

I

I A. Because Kallon said he has called a fonnation for war plan arrangement, but the man refused to go

I

there.

I
I

TIlE WITNESS: He said he had caJled a formation for all the soldiers to gather, but the man refused
V-ie saw aftcr that, the people that we
referred to as the AHZCs, most o[the authorities of those people were around during that time. During
that time, Gullit, Bazzy, Five-Five, all of them were there. So what did they do? Their boys came to
them and said what had happened, we don't favour that idea. As a result of this, we are going. These
people whose names I have called ~ Oullit, Hazzy and Five-Five and their authorities - with ffilljority
of the personnel, they took off They said they were going to open their own jungle. They took off to
Sefadu. But still AFRC people were among the RUF people in Kana and the number were a good one,
including some commanders of the AFRC.
THE INTERPRETER: Correction, interpreter. One segment of the witness's statement which was
interpreted as they (oak - as they went to Sefadu should have been interpreted as they took off from
Scfadu.
MR HARRISON:
Q. When was it did they leave Seiadu?
A. II was in March. Gullit and the people that I have named, it was in Mareh 1998 when they left.

I to go there. Because of lhal he fire -- he gun him down. What

\

.

I
25.07.05

.

JUDGE nOE: He said Kallan s<lid what?

II

A. But you also told us abollt an incident where you say Morris Kallon had shot an AFRC member far
22 - pA not turning up at formation; is that correct?
A. Yes. That was in Kaidu Town, Kana District.
line 9
Q. And that wasn't the person who -- the person who was killed was not a commander of the AFRC; is
that tight?
A. No, he was a subordinate for the AFRC.
Q. SO would you agret:: then that in Koidu Town, February 1998, men from the AFRC who were not
'I
commanders refused to obey, at times, eommanders of the RUF?
A. Yes. Those that refused to take command from the RUF eommanders went away.
1
Q. Would you agree with this: Separate l,;olllllland structures when the RUF and AFRC arrived in
Koidu Town leading eventually to Gullit, Bazzy and Five·Five taking off and refusing to work with
the RUF?
A. Yes.
1
p. 7, lines Q. Do you remember how many days it took you to get to Koidu
p.3,

line

I

TFI-

26.07.05

§

-1~119
I

I

when you took off from Makeni?
A. Yes.
Q. How many days'?
A. Well, it ,,vas late in :he evening thal1left Makeni. We
I left Makali in the nigh:. When we reach [indiscerniblej -- I'm
sorry. When we left. Makeni, we slept in Makali. Late in the
evening we started off.
Q. How long was the journey, just about? How many days?

I
,
I

A. It was a day. Early the next monling we arrived.
Q. It was the morning of the other day that you arrived in
Koidu?

A Yes.
TF1361
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p.79,
lines 4~19

I
I

I

When you got to Koidu Town where did you go?
A. I went directly to my commander, that is Superman, and I stayed with him.
Q. Do you recail where he W3S staying?
A. He was staying just after Opera, towards Colonel Mani Park. There is a street there, from there you
go Sahr Lebbie Street, there was a street That was where he stayed, but I can't remember the street
now.
Q. When you were staying with Supennan in Koidu Town, what were you doing there?
A. I was still a radio operator.
Q. How many radio sets did Superman have in Koidu To\VIl?
A. Supennan had one general radio that he used and we had a temporary one that we used for
operations.
Q. How long did you spend in Koidu Town?
A. We spent about three weeks there.

p.2, lines Q. Witness, when you were in Koidu Town, did any operations take place?
16-12
A. Yes, an operation took place in Koidu because ECOMOG pressed us to leave there.
Q. When did this operation take place?

12.07.05

I

I

A. That was the time we left Makeni and went there and within two weeks, the third week, finally we
gave up and left the town.

b)1

~

1--1

rp.5.

lines
1]-19

I

,

I A. The message that was senl, that we transmitted through radio, was that Superman said he was nol I

'I

I

I

a-ble to control the situation in Kono again because the ECOMOG strength was very heavy and the
area was also heavy. I-Ie was not able and the soldiers were panic-stricken. S0 that was the message
\~at was sent. So Sam Bo,karie said, "Lel us bring Superman by the set so that for them to talk." 5:13'1

~~.

After 4.30, aftcr the jet has raided. It was the time that the burning " the fighting started. When
16 - p. Super advanced to them, when we were trying to corne out, so Brigadier Morrison Kallan came and
1L line began to burn their houses and asked everybody to burn the houses in whieh he was living. During
18.
I that time, the fighting was still going on, but we later left the town.
Q. You say "we left to'WTl"_ Who left town?
A. We, the radio operators and the wounded soldiers. The women who were powerless, so we went
behind.
Q. Where did you go?
A. We went to the main road that goes towards Jagbwema Fiama. It stopped at a town, but I don't
know the town's name, but it was Superman Ground. It was there we went and stayed.
Q. You said it went to a place. What was the name of the place the road wentto?
A. Jagbwema Fiama.

,

l

~

Q. You said you went to a place called Superman Ground. Are you able to say roughly where
Superman Ground was?
A. Yes, from Koidu Town to go to .Tagbwema Fiama, if you leave Koidu town to go to Superman
Ground, it is roughly about two and a half miles.
Q. Did you stay in Superman Ground?
" A. At that night, some people slept there, but I passed. We went to the next village and the
commander who I was with, we went there together.

I
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Annex G
Selected Improper Findinl:S as they Relate Sesay's Purported Planning or Enslavement in Kono District (Ground 35)

Trial Chamber's Finding

Judgment

Paragraph

Reasons Why The Trial Chamber's Findings Are Improper; I
Comments on the Trial Chamber's Findings

1240

"As early as August 1997, the AFRC/RUF Junta This finding is patently incorrect. The Sesay Defence cannot find any
forced civilians to conduct alluvial diamond support for this finding in the Judgment. Indeed, the Trial Chamber does
mining throughout KonG District."
not provide a citation in support of the finding. See also, Sesay Defence
Closing Brief at Paras. 564-587. It is possible that, with reference to
A\lgu~t J 997, 1 that the Trial Chamber intended to refer ro Kencma
District instead ofKono District.

1241

"Superman gave a written order to Commanders' This finding is unreasonable. The exhibit to which the Trial Chamber
on 30 March 1998 to hand over all civilians for cites, Exhibit 341, requests thai "'all civilians in your care [b~ turned
mining."
over] to G5." The remainder of the legible portions of the Exhibit
concerns commencing mining operations and the cooperation of the

I
I

ciYilians.

I

I
I

I
I

Thc Chambcr did not affirmatively find that any civilians were in fact
handed over for mining. Even if they were, there is no suggestion that
these civilians were handed over for mining against their will and that
they were forced to mine.
Additionally, the use of evidence presented by the Kallon Defence to
support a conviction against Mr. Sesay would violate his separate trial
guarantee. In any event, the Chamber did not affirmatively indicate that

The Defence notes lh;,t the Trial Chamber found thai the Tongo Fields ;,rea, in Kenema District, was captured by the

Rur in August

1997 (J~dgJllcnt. Para. 1089).

IN

V1

f

there was any diamond mining in Kono District in March or April 1998.
1241

II

~
I

I

"The practice continued throughout 1998, but It The Trial Chamber did not atlirmatively find that there was forced
intensified after the recapture of Kana by the mining in Kona District prior to December 1998. Thus, "the praetice"
RUF in December 1998."
merely refers to mining as opposed to forced mining.

U'-"TL

H
l
1242

I

1242

"After ECOMOG forces had pushed the I The Trial Chamber did not find affirmatively when the mining in
AFRC/RUF out of Koidu in April 1998 and the Papany Ground or Supennan Ground started.
AFRC departed Kana District, the RUF
conducted mining operations in parts of Kona
District inducting Papany Ground and
Supennan Ground, where a mining "zoo bush"
or "zo bush" was established.

I

"In December 1998, MS Kennedy
appointed Overall Mining Commander."

was The Trial Chamber found that Kennedy was appointed by Sam
Bockarie: "We have found chat in December 1998. Bockarie appointed
MS Kennedy as the Overall MlOing Commander in Kona Distric!.'"

I

~

mining for the RUF continued until I This finding is unreasonable. The testimony 10 whieh the Trial Chamber
disarmament in 2002."
I cites for this finding refers to Kailahun Distriet:
Q. When did diamond mining start in Kailahun District?
A. '96.
Q. And did it continue after 1996?
A. Yes.
Q. Please tell the Court how long it eontinued?
A.2002. 3

:; Judgment, Pam. 2113.
; Transeriplfl'F 1-366. [0 November 2005,
4 TranscriptlITt-366, 10 November 2005,
5 TranslTiptlTFl-366, 10 N[l~ember 2005,
6 TranscriplffFl-366. 10 November 2005.
[rom you."

pp.
pp.
pp.
pp.

9.
16.
14.
16. "When we ......ere washing [he diamonds, they would be guardctl b)' armed men. If you found a diamrmd. they would lake it

2

~

rf-u4i

and refers to Pelcto being the Minister of Mining in 2000, 200t, and
2002. 4 There is no suggestion of force in this portion of TFl-366's
testimony_ TFl-366 did, however, testify that there was force in 1999,5
but when concerning 2000-2002 diamonds were merely confiscated. 6

"Between December 1998 and 2002, the RUF This finding is unreasonable. The cited portion ofTFI-366's testimony I
also had main mining offices in Tongo in refers to when Peleto was the Minister of Mines. As found by the Trial
Kenema District and in Karnakwie in Bombali Chamber, Peleto first beeame the Minister of Mines in 2000.7 Thus, it is
District. "

misleading for the Trial Chamber to find that there was a mining office
in Tongo or in Kamakwie prior to 2000.

In any event, the Defence notes that the Trial Chamber did not make
any fmding that there was forced mining by the RUF in Kenema District
(other than the period August to Deeember 1997) or in Bombali District.

I

1243

"Within each RUF mine, there were groups of
nine persons called gangs, each with a leader.
Every diamond found had to be handed over by
the worker to the gang leader who then gave it
to the Operation Commander."

L~
J

R

Implicit in this finding is a degree of control or coercion over members
of the gangs; this finding is unreasonable. The Trial Chamber cites to
the direct-examination ofTFl~367 for this finding. s The Trial Chamber
does not cite to TF 1-367's cross~examination.
On cross~examination, TFI~367 testified that gang leaders, civilians
themselves, were a liaison of sorts between the civilian miners and the
RUF. If the civilians had any problems or complaints, the gang leader
would take those eomplaints to the RUF. There was thus an opportunity
to report malfeasance:
Q. You are saying that ." there was an overall gang leader. What
position was that?
A. You know the eivilians, he controlled the civilians. At any time
that wc are not controlling the civilians at every time. They were
n

I

Judgment, Para. 1242.
Transeriplfl'FJ.367, 22 June 2006, pp. 38.

3

~

:i

his colleague----;.·ivilia-ns, so he knows hOl~' to talk to them. So he was
a kind of mediator. He would go to find out what their problems
were and he would come and tell 11S. 9 .

1
1

Q. Okay. Let's move on. How many men in a gang?

,

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Nine people.
$0 this would be nine civilians?

Yes.
Some of whom worked voluntarily; is that correet?
Yes, there were those who wan/ed to workfor [heir sun-'il/al. 1O

I In addition, the miners in these gangs, "were in the bush with us for
long [and the ones] whom we trusted.""

1243
1

l

I

Commander and a Deputy Commander, who I evidence for this finding. Howevt:,. ",'- . . . "'.... V V I U " " VI LI , - .... vv "
provided security to the mines. collected and testimony states that, in pre-December 1998, gunmen were sent three
weighed diamonds before reporting and passing mining sites: PC Ground, Yardu Road, and Tombodu. It is unelear from
them to lhe Overall Mining Commander and his TFI-366's testimony whether there were gunmen at Superman GrOundJ
team of diamond evaluators and clerks."
.

TranscriptlTl'I ~J67, 23 June 2006, pr. 47.
10 Transeripl/TFl-367, 23 June 2006, pp. 67. The Defence notes that TFI-367 then slaled that lhe only Willing miner Vias the gang leader and lhnl per each gllng of nine, only
the gang leader was a willing miner (pp. 68). However, at page
(when faced wilh his August 2004 stalement \() the Pwseeution), TF 1-367 stated lhat some of lhe miners
were happ)' 1,1 minco
11 TranseripUTFI-367, 23 June 2006, pp. 79.
12 Judgment, PflTil. 1251.
9
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There is no suggestion in the cited portions ofTFI-071 or TFI-367's
evidence 13 that security was provided at mining sites. Thus, it was
improper for the Trial Chamber to rei)' on TFI-366's evidence alone,
which concerns pre-December 1998 anI)' and is unclear whether
security was provided at three of ((Jur mining sites or four of four sites,
and extrapolate that evidence into security being provided at eacn of the
mining sites post-December 1998.

I
I
1244

I
I

"The Overall Mining Commander was in charge This finding is misleading. The Chamber cites to TFl-366 for support of
of deploying civilians to the mining areas and this finding. The full passage from which this finding comes states that
provided all logistics to be ust:J for the mining, I the Overall Mining Commander was also supplied the miners with/ood
including shovels. diggers, boots and petrol."
and medicine:
The shovels which were used in the diamond areas. the baling
machines, the food ,hal they ate, lhp medicines they w:Jed, diesel,
petrol, [the Overall Mining Commander] supplied them with all
these things. (the Overal( Mining Commander] deployed people in
all those areas to do mining. 14

I

1244
1

I
I

"Civilians who mined without pennission from
. the RUF were arrested by the Overall Mining
Commander."

For this finding, the Chamber refers to DIS~089. DIS-089 testified that
he heard that ifpt:Qpk: ~ngaged in mining without a legal doeument that
15
they would be arrested.

A variety of conclusions mu~t llect:ssari!y bc drawn from this finding: I)
it was possible to procure a legal document entitling a person to mine:
ji) a person with a legal document engaged in mining would not be
arrested; iii) it was possible to mine legally; and jv) there was a choice
for miners to mine (egally or iHegaHy. It goes without say that jf one is
_ _ _ _ seeking permission to do something legal, nnd does that legal
D The citation to TF1·](iTs evidence, which concerns whether MILOBs dt'mobilii'ed disarmej RUF men in secret, is illeoneel. The Defence submits (hal rhe Trial Chamber
inlcnJeJ to cit;: w fFl-367's .::viden.::.:: on 22 .lune 2006. Notwithstanding, lhere is no suggestion of seenrity at the mines.
14 TranscriptrlF 1-366, JI) Novcrnher 200S, pp. 14.
j< Traflscripl./DlS-089, 29 February 2008. pp. 56.

5

~-

something, that person has chosen

I

--;c-~
1244
"... diamonds were extracted and claimed as
-

with consent

to do that thing.

Although the Defence submits that the Chamber's findings with respect
to forced mining in Kono District from Deeember 1998 to January 2000
are patentl)' incorrect based solely on the Prosecution evidence, the
Defence nonetheless explores 018-089'5 testimony momentarily
beeause the Chamber cited to his evidenee. The Defence draws attention
to the same page of DlS~089's testimony to which the Chamber referred
which indicates thaI the only complaints DIS-089 heard from civilians
concerning mining under Kennedy was that the civilians were mining
too dose to the main road which, in turn, was destroying the road.
Kennedy was told bv the civilian authorities to arrest anyone that was
mining too close to the road. 11J DIS~089 eontimled that he didn't receive
any eomplaints about forced mining in 1999 nor was he aware that
civilians in Koakoyima in 1999 were forced to mine. 17
Tongo Fields is in Kenema District.

RUF property from bolh Kana Distriet and
Tonga Fields in Kailahun District."

._---

1246

"Approximately 200 civilians worked in each This finding is unreasonable. The numbers the Trial Chamber cite in
major pit:'
connection with forced mining (e.g., 200 civilians in eal.:!I major pit),18
are totally implausible. As found by the Trial Chamber, and confimled
by TFI-366, Pelero took over all of the mining responsibilities from
Kennedy.19 T1"1-366 testified lhal when Pekto assumed command of

lb mS-DR9, 29 Fcbru:lry 2008, pp. 56-58.
DIS-089, 29 February 2008, pp. 59.
U Judgmenl, Paragrarh 1246.
I~ Judgment, P;,\[;]. 1245. Note that lh~ Trial Chamber cites Tf [~366's to Novemher 2005 testimony here.
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the mining, there were only "three hundred manpower" in the mining
area. 20 It is therefore unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude,
looking at Qnly the Prosecution evidence as it has done, that
"[a}pproximately 200 civilians worked in each major pit."Z1 In support
of this finding, lhe Trial Chamber cited to TF [-071's testimony in
connc('Jion with 200 miners mining in Tombodu onfy?2 The Trial
Ch<lmber, inappropriately, then extrapolated that there would be 200
eivilians mining in each major pit. In any event, as discussed in the
Brief. TFl-071 was speaking about non-forced mining in Tombodu in
2000 onwards. The Trial Chamber's finding is thus even more
unreasonable.
1247

The up to 300 civilians were "forced to work at This finding is patently incorreet. For tllls tlnding,- the Trial Chamber
cites to three Prosecution witnesses (TFl-366, TFI-071, and TFI-367)
gunpoint."
and Sesay.

Of these

t~ree

Prosecution witnesses, only TFI-366 makes explicit

reference to a wetlpon. TFl-366 testified that, in pre-December 1998,
Kallon ordered. civilians to be captured and brought to the minin~ sites
to mine forcefully. There were armed men at the mining sites. 3 For
I post-December 1998, TF, -366 states that the civilians were mining in
·1

TFl- 366rrr:Jn~eript, 10 N,wember 2005. pr. 20. Although the Trilll Chllmber did nol cite lilis portion of TFt -366'5 testimony. the Trial Chamber did not provide reasons as
to why it would not b: credible espc<.:ially in light of thc many instances in whid. TFI-366 was ciled as credible.
21 Judgment, Poragrarh 17.4(;,
n TranscriptrrFl.07 L 2t January 2005, pr. 120,
Q. Can you estimate for the Court the number oflOiners w~.o would hJYe bem at these sites.
A. The figure c:lnnol be ve..-y aeeurJte bc.:.ause the strength ofthe war", the town is most working force. So I e:Jnnot determine the ac'.ual tigure.
Q. Call )'UU take one ofthc mining sites as an example ann give an estimate of the approximate number of persons who would be mining there.
A. Like Tombodu. it W<lS mined by one Offieer Med. Tbal waS 1999 :0 2(){J(). 2fKH. Roughly, I can S:iy we should have over IOU workers to a pit.
D lranscripl/TFI-366, 10 :-Jo\lcmher 2005, pp. 12-IJ.
20
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the same locations as pre-December 1998; however, as TIl-366 was no
longer in Kono District at this time24 and the Trial Chamber did not
provide reasons as to how TFl-366 would have known nbont the mining
in Kana Ditsrict in 1999, it is unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to
base its flndings of force in Kana District in 1999 on TFl-366.

'I'

I

TFI-071's definition of force does not include the nse of a weapon:
Q. Tell the Court what you mean by "forced labour"?
A. Forced labour 1 mean is that you are not working at your own
time and you do not know who you are going to work for and what )'
you going to work for you do not know, exeept by command. You
have no specifie time ofleaving a job.2tl

I
The portion ofTFl-367's testimony to which the Trial Chamber refers I
is in eonnection with those miners of the additional 230 to 240 miners
that were not willing volunteers. Again, there is no mention of any)
weapon:
Q. Can you say anything else ahont how they were treated?
A. That work that we were doing, it's not [ike they would say,
"You're going to agree to go and do it." If you were going to do it
by yourself: you would say "Yes, I'm going to do it." But just for
you to survive, you would have to force him before he does i1. 26

I

24 After Koidu was captured in December 1998, TFl-366 was part uf the group thaI left KuiJu (0 aUaek the ECOMOG at Masingbi, Mablia, and Maloloka (sec,
TranscripUTFI-JGG, 9 Novcmbcr 2005, pp. L9). TF L-3M din not return to Kono Districl until 2000.
25 TranscriptrrFI-07!, 21 January 2005, rr. 117.
26 Tr::lU5CripUTFI-J67, 22 June 2006, pp, 3&.
21 "frarJsuij1U.sesay. 24 MJY 20m, pp. 32:
Q. Werc arJy of the men armed?
A. Well, he had Kc:nnd.\"s sccurities; lhal was the mining security. Because KelOedy had been an llrell commander al PcyamJ. and he had his 0\\111 bodyguards. And when
BocKade h:.J.d appuinlcc him as mining commander, $iuce June '98, hh guarJs wee among members of the unit. So, they haJ guns.
2B TranserjpUSesay. 241\-1ay 2007, pp. 3 \;
Q. Did you -- lel me ask yuu this: Did you observe the miners and did you ohscrve anything which indicated to you thal the) were under gunpoint and being tarecd l<'l mine"?
MR HARRISON: The Proseeutiun woulJ suggest Ihal that is an objcct:onJble question; it's a IcJJing question.
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The closest approximation of any foree (under gunpoint or otherv.-ise) of
civilians mining for the RUF in the portion of Sesay's testimony to
which the Trial Chamber refers, at best is that while civilians were
moving from the bush to Koakoyima (including miners), Kennedy's
armed bodyguards (also memhers orthe Minin~ Unit) were also moving
27
from the bush to Koakoyima.

The Defence also notes that, when Sesay was asked whether the
civilians were under gunpoinl or whether they were foreed to mine, the
Prosecution objeeted. 26 The Prosecution did not pursue this line of
questioning when cross-examining Mr. Sesay.
1247

"At Kaisambo, for instance. 200 to 300 civilians The Defence submits that it did not have notice that tbe Prose..:ution was
were eaptured, foreed to work and released at going to allege foreed mining at Kaisambo, let alone upwards of 200 to
the end of each day."
300 civilians. fndeed, the llrsi time that Tfl-367 made ~uch an
allegation was during his direct.examination. 29 Notwithstanding, the
strength of this finding is significantly weakened by the following
logical corollaries from the finding that people were being captured and
released each day; i) people knew that they might be captured; ii) they
stayed in the area even though there was the risk that they would be
captured; and iii) they mined for a day and were then released. ThM the
Trial Chamber made this finding, espeeially III the context of the
I Defence submissions, is unreasonable.

1~ TranscriptiTFl- 367, 23 June 2006, j). 89. This reference is to TF L- 361's eross·eX::Imination which refers back [0 his direct-examination:
Q. The point is this, Mr \\itness: Un/if I'Wf} day,~ ago you han nOl ever said [0 lhe Prosecution that there W;L<; 200 10 250 [0 .100 people private mining at

Kai~am':lO, have
you?
A. You know what I'm telling you. When they are taking statement [!"Jere is nohJdy who will sa)' since the war smrled we would would he able to remember ever}th:ng. But
just as when you are biking, it would jog your memory. Thal's how you would
recall some of Ih.e things.
Q. SO two days ago waslhe tirst time your memory was jogged as to that number; correct'!
A. Yeah, that's whall've told you.

9
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1248

"Civilians who refused to mine were beaten or This finding is patently incorrect. For this finding, the Trial Chamber!
sent to Yengema to undergolllilitary [raining:'
cites TFI-071 and TFl-366. The citation to TF1-071 refers to the I
change to the two-pile system. 30 There is no reference to Yengema. The,
citation to TFI-366's testimony states that, for 2000 onwards, if a
civilian refused to mine that civilian would be sent to the base at
Yengema. The Defence notes that TFI-362 did not testify to civilians
that refused to mine arriving at the Yengema training base. This absence
is compelling. The Trial Chamber is therefore left with TFt-366's
uncorroborated 2000 account; it is Lhus inCOTrect for the Trial Chamber
to conclude that civilians were sent to Ycngema in 1999 for refusing to
mme.

1248

"The conditions for the hundreds of civilians This finding is misleading. The witness to which the Trial Chamber
forced to mine were poor; th.ey were neither refers for this finding, TFI-367, states that the miners were given
paid nor given adequate housing, food or whatever food and medicine the ReF had available:
medical treatment."
Q. Okay. And am I right that you would give them food, medicine
and shelter, but no pay?
A. We ",,'ere not paying them. We were not paying them. Even the
food that we gave to them was not C:1l0ugh, but we used 10 give
them. We were not paying them.
Q. No, but you'd give them food and you'd gi,,'e them medicine
when they were sick; no?
A. The liule that was there we would give to Ihem, hut if was nol
enough?'
The RUF did try to provide for the miners. [n addition, the miners were
able to supplement their food - as found by the Trial Chamber32 - by
foraging for food on the weekends.

;10

Transcript/TFI-07I, 1 [ lanuary Z005, PI'. 120- 113.

i1

TranscripUTF 1-367,23 Juni: 2006, pp. 50.

J'

JUiJg:mcnL Para. 1248. "C'i"iliIH1S would go 10 Ihe >\JTTO\Jnding villages Oil the weekends 10 find to..>d <llld would Ihcll reLUrn /0 work."
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In any event, according to TFI-035's testimony concerning traditional
two-pile mining arrangements. miners weren't paid unless a diamond is
found:
Q. SO your employees only get paid if they find a diamond; is that

correct!
A. Well, that is the arrangement. When they finO a diamond, they
sell it to me or we sell il and we share the money. I did not employ
them to pay them daily - on a daily basis.
Q. SO you don't pay them wages as slIch? If they don't find a
diamond they don't earn; correct?
A. Yes, that is the procedure in the mining area. That is what
obtains aU over the area.
Q. Would you agree that your statf arc much poorer than you?
A. Well, fhe procedure in the mining area, we don't pay people. We
don't get money 10 pay them. It is an agreement. If we work and
find a diamond all of us go and sell il; we share the money amongst
ourselves or they sell to me because [ have the lieence. Not that we
are going to pay them, we don't pay them. All of us are poor. We
are just trying to get something to sustain ourse[ves. 33

'I

I
I

It is unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to eonelude that, although
miners were not paid with money, mining was nonetheless a livelihood.
Furthermore, RUF combatants weren't paid. For example, the Trial
Chamber found that "guerrilla army soldiers were not paid, they lived
cn whatever they capturcd.,,34
1248

w~re constantly supervised by nnned
men there was no possibility of escape."

"As they

JJ

TranscriptffFI-035. 5 July 2005, pp. 103.

)4

Sec, Judgmen(, footnote 370'1, citing TF 1-366.

This finding is unreasonable. For this finding, the Trial Chamber cites to
TFl ~O 12 and TF [~077. As discussed in the Brief in connection with

11
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~graphs 1251-1258, these two witnesses testified about mming in
2000 in Tombodu only. It is unrcnsonable for the Trial Chamber to find,
based on these two witnesses alone, that it was not possible (assuming,
there was force) for any miner to escape. Indeed, in this same paragraph I
(i.e., Paragraph 1248), the Trial Chamber found that "civilians would go
to the surrounding villages on the weekends [Frida~, Saturday, and
Sunday] to tind food and would then return to work." 5 For support of
that finding, the Trial Chamber eiles TFj·J67:

I
I

I
,
1248

I

wan/ed to go. But when it was time to work they would all come
hack?6

"At some sites, such as Koakoyima, the This finding is unreasonable. There was only one camp in which
civilians had to live in camps by the mines, I members of the RUF and civilians lived. According to TFl-367: "It was
where [hey erected their own shacks and stayed I a camp. That was where we were. It was like a refugee camp. That was
I with their families."
where we were with them in that camp." "Q. And the civilians.
therefore stayed there in some kind of refugee camp? A. Yes. with I

I
I

US."J7

As the civilians were able to leave on the weekends and eould go I
wherever they wanted to go,3B this significantly detracts from the

finding that the civilians had to live ~the eamp.
-------

1248

-------J

"At Papany Ground civilians were forced to This finding is patently incorrect. Implicit in this finding is forced J

Judgment, Para. 124/l. No cililliun is given forth is finding: however, see Transcripl/TF [.367, 231une 2006, pp. 50-51.
Transcripl/Tfl-.J67, 23 June 2006, pp. 51.
n TranscriptITfl-J67, 231une 2006, pp. 50.
l8 JUdgment, Para. 1241\; and TranscriptITF1-::i67, 23 June 2006, pp. 51.

.1\
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assist in mining as a condition for staying in the T mining at Papan~ Ground in 1999. First, this mining occurred prior to
camps and receiving security."
December 1998. 9 Second, the testimony 10 which the Trial Chamber
cites, contra\'cnes the Trial Chamber's tindings. 10 fact, on the page
" immediately following the testimony cited by the Trial Chamber for its
finding, the witness testifies that civilians mined in exchange for
proteetion:
1

Testimony eited by the Trial Chamber:
Q. Okay. Now, was it also the case that as a condition for staying in
the cam.rcs, some of the civilians had to assist with the mining?

A.Yes. o

Testimony one page subsequent:
Q. SO had civilians also sought some kind of prOll'etion in Papanni
Ground?

A. Civilians, if the ci . . 'i1ians were looking for protection at Papanni
Ground?
Q. Like the other civilian camps?
A. Yes, because they had men who would take care of them, who
were the mining commanders and the mining commanders, he had
bodyguards in that place, and in that same base they had the
artillery. These are the heavy weapons. Bccause the mining unit
was on one side, and the artillery unit was on the other side. That
was how they were arranged. 41

I

I

The Defence also recalls that the Trial Chamber found that civilians and

J9 The witnes~ W(iS clearly testifying about mining along the Guinca Higbway prior to the cilpture of Koidu in Dcccmber ]998. See, TransrripllfF 1-041, II July 2006, pp. 2931.
~o TrunscripllfF l-(l41, 11 July 2006, pp_ 32-33.
41 Trans..:ripLlTFI-041, II July 2006, pp. 34. The Defcnce notcs that the Trial Chamber eited this ponion ofTFL-041's teslimony at footnote 2395. However, it appears to
have been ignored.
~" Judgment, footnole 2367.
4J See. TranscripllfFl-04L, II July 2006, pp_ 29-31.
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combatants lived together in semi-permanent communities in the bush
42
to evade E:COMOG and Kamajor attaeks. Indeed, TF 1-041 testified
that civilians and combatants worked together to ensure their survival
while in the bush. 43 Sec also, e.g., Sesay Defence Closing Brief, at
paragraph 801.

'>-1248

~ome
I

civilians were forced to live at the This finding is unreasonable. There was only one camp. There is no

~<lmps, and therefore mine for the RUF, as their suggestion in TFI-367's testimony that because eivilians' homes had

houses had been burned down:'

'I

been burnt (prior to the December 1998 captured of Koidu) they had to
Jive at the camp in Koakoyima. Further, there is no suggestion that as a
result of living at the camp in Koakoyima, they were forced to mine. To
be sure, TFI-367's testimony certainly doesn't support the proposition
, that eivilians' homes were burnt in order for those civilians to be
without shelter so that they would mine for [he RUF in exehange for,

I

I sheltee,
1,249

44

45

1

j

1"Fmrn

1999 to 2000, civilians were captured This finding is patently incorrect. The Trial Chamber cites the evidence
and sent to Kona (District] in order to mine ofTFI-366 for this finding. 44 However, the cited portion ofTFl-366's
[estimony merely states that miners were brought to the mining sites;
diamonds tor the RUF."
there is no suggestion that these miners eame from outside of Kono
District. TFl-366 is also here referring to mining in 1998:
Q. And in 1998 do you know how those people doing the mining at
those locations were treated?
A. They were working and they were not happy. And we were
foreing them to do the work for us. We eaptured them ~- we
captured them and brought them to the site for mining forcefully.
All we were interested in was the diamond. That was the order
given to us by Morris K.allon. 45

TranseriptiTFl -366. to November 2005. pp, J 3.
TranscriplI1TI-J66, 10 November 2005, pp. 13.
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I 1249
I

I "On one occasion during this period, Scssy sent
I

This finding is unreasonable. It is unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to
conclude, based on TFI-041's direct-examination to which it cites,46
that Sesay was in any manner involved in sending civilians from outside
ofKono District to Kana District, against their will, for the purposes of
forcing them to mine.
'I

a message to Kallon in Makeni requiring
eivilians to be gathered and sent to Kana for
mining. Approximately 400 civilians were
gathered by Kallon from Makeni and its
surrounding villages; they were jailed and then
taken daily to Kono in trucks sent by Sesay."

First, TFI-041 testified that when the civilians were moving from
Makeni and Magburaka to Kono District, Sesay was based in Kono,
Kallon was based outside of Kana District, and people were waiting for
disarmament:
Q. Witness, can you just try to explain when this happened, that
civilians were used for mining?
A. Yes, sir. When we had settled there now. we had been waiting
for the disarmament. Everybody in the place had been hoping to
disaml, but yet still, Issa sent a message from Kono. At that lime,
lssa was based in Kono, He sent a message to Morris Kallon, so
that we could galher people to go and mine for diamond. Then we,
ourselves -- because during that time, the men that were there, the
youth, who were in Makeni, they had started reducing in number.
So what happened was that we went to the various villages. 47
" The only time subsequent to Deeember 1998 that Sesay was based in
Kono District, as found by the Trial Chamber,48 was in February 2000
to May 2000. Thus, based on the Trial Chamber's own findings, it is
unreasonable to conclude that these miners came to Kono District prior
·1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to February 2000.

I

I

~6 Either alone or in cnmbination with 0th~r wilnesscs. Even if it wer~ reasonable, baseu on TF 1-o-4I's evideno.:l'", lhal Sesay diu arrange for (he forceflll tnmsf~r of civilians
fwm Makeni 1<) Kano tv mine, there is no evidence tv supportlhe finding Ihallhcsc civilians actually uid mine. In addition, lhc Defence notes thal TFI-04J uoes not s[(Jle thal
these civilians were taken daily; TF 1-04\'s e~'idenec is unclear on this point hut, at best. the lransfer of civilians happclloo on one instance.
47 Tnmscrl[JtlTFI-041, 10 July 2006, pp. 62.
'~JUdgment, Para. 2126.
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The context in which this finding
alleged to have occurred is----aIso
stripped away, On cross-examination, one cannot find any suggestion
that civilians were secured injail for any period of time. Further. during
the time period in question, Scsay was pleased with the activity in
Makeni and that the harassment of civilians was actively being
preventcd;49
Q. Sorry, what was [Sesay] happy with? The tact that lthe G5]
managed to prevent civilians from being harassed'?
A. Yes. At that time all units y,:ere operating. IfyOli realise that you
were harassjng the civilian wrilt: it down. Write about it and send it
and we will arrest you and investigate yOll.
Q. Okay, jusr pause there. Pnuse there. Who would arrest rOll?
A. We had MP, military police, that we used to call MPs, [hey
would arrest you, after we had written about you. 50

I
I

TFI-041 stated that - at [he time the civilians were allegedly forcibly
transferred - eivilians were moving voluntarily through ronkolili
District between Bambali and Kono Districts:
Q. SO this was in what, just immediately around the period of the
Lome Peace Accord? Sorry, I shuuld say late 1999?
.0 Sf!r::. !!clJ\:r~lIy, Tr~nscripJ!TFJ-011, J I July 2006,

(,p. 56_59.
TramcriptrrFl-041, 11 July 2006, pp. 58.
5t TranscriptlTF J -041. 11 July 2006. pp. 58-59.
;. Transeript/1T[-041, II.lul) 2006, pp, 59.
<1 TriinscriplfTF 1-041, 11 July 2006, pp. 61.
54 TranscriptlTfI-J67, 23 June 2006, PI'. p. 77.
55 Prosecutor v. Sesily el al., SCSL-04- [5- [ 125, "Decision on So.:say Ddencc Motion and Three Sesay Defence Applications to Admit 23 Witness Statements Under Rule
nbis", 15 Mav 2008.
% PrO.~~ClllOr ~. Snay c/ at., SCSL-04-15-T IOJ I, "Written Decision on Ses;J.y Defence Applkation for a Week's Adjournment - lnsufticienl Resource;; in Violation of
Article 17(4)(1:.) of the Strllutc of the Spedal Coun;' 5'" March 2008. In particular, see paragraph 46(t} "fR]epetHiveness in teslimony includes:" "'That civilians \'\'ho were
invol....cd in diamond mining were nOl forced by lhe combatanls 10 perfom: this task bul ralhcr. did so volun1arily ilnd not at gUll pt>inl <lnd Ihat they did id ill their Interests
because they lllOk 1 share in the proceeds on 11 conventional quota - 2-pile system lhal was agre<..-ct upon Wit.l lheir 'Supporlers' who employed, supported and to<lk care of
them,"

'0
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A. Yes, after the Lome peace, yes. Late 1999 this did happen.

Q. Thank you. And so .,. civilians felt somewhat reassured to try

II

II

I

to return to normal life as much as Ihey could?
A. Yes. Business was going on. Some were moving to go to
Freetown and back ~~ Guinea and baek. Normal life was on.
Q. And people were travelling to Kona to do trade, weren't they?
A. Yes. People were travelling to go to Kona to trade. This was
happening. 51
According to TF1~041, should Sesay have made a request for civilians
to go to Kona District voluntarily, they likely would have:
Q. And eould I suggest that around that time Mr Sesay did assist the
administration in that he arranged for workers to go willingly to
Kona. Could I suggest that he did that?
A. He didn't tell me about that and I don't know. Ifhe had told me,
and [had known, maybe, yes, mi§hr well be happy at that time, but
he didn't tell me and I don't know. 2

.

For those civilians that wanted to voluntarily go to Kono, still according
to Tfl-041, they simply obtained a pass from the G5 office:
Q. Could I suggest that you don't know whether the eivilians went to
Kono voluntarily or not?
A. Yes, r want to tell you that the civilians that were sent to [the
G5J. [armed military police] would gu about collecting them, and
when you do that that means they did not go voluntarily. Those who
went willingLy, they would come 10 obtain a pass from the office
informing us that they want to go Iv Kono but thosc you are saying
went to Kana willingly, I don't know about that. 53

I

L~

,I

i

TFl-366 testified that when Pc/cto assumed command of the RUF

I ~ining in 2000, there were, in total, only 300 civilians mining for the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lE:.!!F. Thus, if on the occasion referred to by the Trial Chamber
17

~

~

"approximately 400 civilians" were taken to Kana District. this must
have happened after the early stages of 2000.
TFI-367 also testified thaI not all of the miners from Makeni and
Magburaka came to mine in Kana District against their will:
Q. Do you know whether they were working voluntarily or not?
Ycs or no. Were they working voluntarily or not?
A. Some of 'hem were wHUng {(J work. Some of them were not
willing at all. 54
In addition, thcrc is no radio message recorded in the radio log books
(Exhibits 32 and 33) to the effect that Sesay was requesting civilians to
mine in Kana District, voluntarily or against thc:ir will.
Lastly. the Dcfence notes Ihat 18 statements concerning Kana.
Tonkolili, and Bombali Districts during the period 1999-2000 requested
!o be tendered under Rule 92bis were excluded (see Ground 20).55
Thcse statements support the eontext in which no foreed mining; also,
that miners came from outside of Kana District to Kana District to
minco The Trial Chambcr also ordered the Defenee to ensure that
unnecessary duplication of evidence concerning voluntary mining not
be called.)" In addition, the admitted Defence evidence on this point
appears to have been ignored.

I
1250

The Trial Chamber was unreasonable in rejecting all of the above
evidence (i.e., cross-examination of TF 1-041, testimony of TFl-366,
TFI-367. radio logs, excluded 92his statements, and testimony of
Defence witnesses) to find that Sesay arranged for the forcible transfer
of civilians to Kana District for the purposes of lorced mining.

"[From 1998 to 2000 a]1I diamonds found were 1 This finding is unrcasonable. The Defence first notes that confiscation
handcd over to the RUF Commanders in what of diamonds docs not equate to forcing someone to mine diamonds. The
18
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was known as the "one-pile system," meaning
i that the RUF confiscated the entirety of the

diamonds extracted."

,

The Defence notes that 015-091 also testified about a two-pile system
coming into effect in July or August of 1999. 58 Having cited DlS-091,
without providing reasons why only parts of his testimony were
credible, it was unreasonable for (he Trial Chamber 10 conclude that the
changeover to a two-~ile system didn't occur much sooner than found
by (he Trial Chamber. 9

['

I

G~'AftCr
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I

L

Defence second submits that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber
to find that the diamonds found during the one-pile mining operations
were "confiscated" as this implies that the diamonds were appropriated
without consent. To the contrary, miners operating on the one-pile
system knew full well that if they found a diamond the diamond would
not be their property. The miners engaged in the mining with this
understanding. in exchange, they would receive food, drinks, cigarettes,
and even money.57 Please see Sesay Defence Closing Brief at Paras.
1292-1297,

the two-pile system was in place,

~iS

finding is patently incorrect and unreasonable, The Trial

I personal mining fe-emerged, and civilians were I Chamber's findings imply a degree of coercion not supported by the I'

allowed to keep the diamonds for resale. evidence cited by the Trial Chamber.
However, on Sesay's order, checkpoints were
put up by the RUF around the Koidu mines. At The Trial Chamber cites the direct_ 50 and cross-examination61 of
_ _-.Lth=e=sc checkpoints, the RLJF would take TFI-071. First, when asked whether, in 2000, the mining changed "to

;7 Transeript/D1S-091, 10 March 200&, pp. 43.
~~ TransniplJDlS-09!, 10 March 200&, pp. 47-48. The milling changed 10 a two-pile system when Foday Sankoh arrived 10 Kono District, approximalely three weeks after
the signing of the Lome Peaee Accord.
.5il The Defence nole~ lh:ll the Prosecution' s case W::Js lhat a two-pile syslem never existed in Kana Di.~[ricl while the RUF were presenl (Transcript/DIS-09I, 10 ~farch 200&,
~. 72); "Q. I put it:o you, Mr Witnes5, th:Jlthcre wa5 no two-pile system in Kono ever."
See, Judgment, foolnole 2403. The reft:renee to pages 120-123 should be 011 2/ January 20()5.
61 See, Judgment, footnotes 2402-0J.
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~monds found on civilians or force the sale of mining which gave the people mmmg some of the products of their
the diamonds to the RUF at prices fixed by the labour?" the witness responded "Of course, ycS:,62 The witness agreed
RUF agents."
lhat people could feed themselves with the mining in 2000. 63

I

I
I

Seeond, TFI-071 is explicitly clear in his testimony,1>4 that the
checkpoints were not mounted around the mining sites but between
Koidu and Makeni:
A. As I have told you, even up to 2000 -- from 1999 up to 2000
there were checkpoints mounted from Koidu up to Makeni in search
of diamonds that leaving Koidu, even though it might be sold or not
65
sold to the RUF.

I·

A. Yes, with even more evidence to that, [ told you already there
were mounted chcckpoinrs from Koidu Township to Makeni for
escaping diamonds. 56

1

I

'

I

I

Third, the RUF ngcnts would not be at the eheckpoints:
,
If you don't sell the diamonds to RUF, there were so many I
checkpoints from Koidu Township directly into Makcni searching I
57
out for diamonds leaying Koidu or Kono.

J

TranscriptlTFI-071, 2j January 2005, pp. 72.
TranscripLlTFl-07J, 25 January 2005, pp. 72.
u~ No[e, the portions ofTF1-071's testimony here referred were cited by the Trial Chamber.
6j TranscriptJTFI-07!, 25 January 2005, pp. 69.
ti6 TranscripLlTf !-071, 25 January 2005, pp. 75.
I,) TranscrjptITFI-071, 25 January 2005, pp. 75.
6~ TranscriptJTFI-071, 21 lanuary 2005, pp. 122.
69 TranscripLlTFI-071, 21 Jannary 2005. pp. 12].
.'0 Judgment, Cootnote 240l
71 TranscriptlD1S-091, 10 March 2008, pp. 52.
n TranscripLiDlS-091, 10 March 2008, pp. 52.
71 TranscripLiDIS-091, 10 March 2008. rr. 53.
62

0)
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Nor was the price set, as "fixed" implies, such that the miners could not
bargain over the price of a diamond found:
Q. I think he wants to know how was the price I1xed, who fixed the
price?
A. The RUF agents.
Q. Was that suNect to negotiation?
A. Yes. 68
Indeed, TF1-07l is clear that when a civilian mined for an RUF
commander, one could sell the diamond to that eommander at a
mutually agreeable price:
Q. In what way were they mining?
A. They support their people that were living wilh them, eivilians.
And so once we havc the proceeds from mining, it's belween the
commander and the people that were living with him. Also
6g
negotiable.

.

l

I
I

That civilians were able to keep proceeds from their mining and [hat
they could sell their diamonds at a mutually agreeable price was
confirmed by DlS-09L also eited by the Trial Chamber. 7o indeed, the
civilians would scll their diamonds to agents allhe Mining Ofllce or to
traders that came to Kono (again, not to agents at checkpoints
surrounding the mining sites):
A. That time when the t\'h)-pile came in to ~- came in to existence,
everybody was mining for himself Even the civilians who had no
machines, nobody asked them to -- they too said it was their own
pay.71
,
A. Okay. It was said at that time the soldiers \V·ere mining for
themselves. When you got your d;amond you would take it to the
o ffitce tose [1 . 72

l

A. The elv;);,ns, ;fthey too wanted, they would sell it

'0 the offiee.

I
,.
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Q. If they didn't want to sell it 10 the offiee, was there anywhere else
Ihey eould sell it?
A. Traders were eoming in who were buying diamonds. They were
"In
from a11 over. 73
commg
"Mining ;n Kono was not limited to
'government' mining organised by the RUF.
Most of the bodyguards worked as mining
bosses for their commanders and civilians were
forced to mine for them and were poorly treated.
The Mining Commanders would process
requests from Brigade Commanders to provide
civilian manpower for mining requested by
Sesay, Kallon, Superman, Alpha Fofana and
other senior Commanders. Throughout 1999
and 2000, Scsay sent his own men, such as
Bukero, Colonel Lion, Small Kamara., Otlicer
Med, Captain Bayo, and Colonel Gibbo, to mine
in Kono."

1259

This finding is a patently incorrect and misleading interpretation of
TFI-071's testimony.
The only commanders that made such requests were Otlicer Med,
74
Captain Baylo, and Colonel Gibbo. These requests would have been
made in connection with Tombodu and Number 11 75 in 2000 only.76
Arguably at best, the only private mining to which IFI-071 refers is in
connection with Kallon, Superman, and Alpha Fofana (SLA).77
Superman's presence indicates that this mining would have been in
1998. It would be unreasonable to conclude otherwise based solely on
Superman's presence. No locations were given for where these
commanders mined.
With reference to CO Med,78 TFI-071 stated that CO Med controlled
the mining for Sesay at Tombodu. There is no indication that this is

,,',,'
",,,,ceo '"""_.•_"" '0 m~". ~"CO M," ""
Officer Med) was mining in Tombodu it was in 2000 on a two-pile non79

forced mining basis. Thus, there is no indication that, even if there
was private mining in Tombodu and Number II, that it was forced.

I
/4 IF 1-071rrr::m$l'Tipt. 21 January 2005, pp. 126.
7~ TF 1-07l!Transeript. 21 January 2005, pp. J25.
76 TF1-071/Tran~cripL 2L January 2005, pp. 126. "[Sesa)'J was the only master in the RUF al that time". Thus, Sesay "ould have been the Interim LC:lder at this lime.
n TF 1-071/Transcript, 2l January 2005, pp, 123.
7~ TF1-071rrranscript, 21 January 2005, pp. 123.
79 Judgmenl, Para. 1250; TranscriptlTF 1-07 L 25 .l:J.nuary 2005, pp. 79.
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125~vilians mined for them
Tombodu and Number 11."

at

Implicit in this finding is the use of force. This is patently ineorreet and
unreasonable finding.

Kaisamba,

I

The Trial Chamber eites TFl-367's 23 June 2006 testimony.60
However, here, TFl-367 actually makes referenee to miners In
Koakoyima having the weekend off from mining. Giving the benefit of
the doubt to the Trial Chamber, TFl-367's 22 June 2006 testimony (at
the same pages as the 23 June 2006 testimony) eites to other than
government mining at Kaisambo and Number I J. TFl-367 does not
refer to Tombodu.
I

2086

"Sesay was also involved in mining activities in
Kana District. The RUF mining Commanders
reported directly to Sesay. He visited the mines
10 collect diamonds, signed-off on the mining
log-books."

These findings are unreasonable. In contravention to these findings, the
Trial Chamber found that "[f]rom early Mareh 1998 10 end of April
1998, Sesay was based in Buedu in Kailahun District as BFC and
worked closely with Boekarie,,61 without having returned back to Kana
alter having gone to Kailahun 82 and did not make any findin~ that there
was a Diamond Produerion Reeord prior to 30 October 1998. 3
The Trial Chamber made no finding that, prior to Deeember 1998.
mining commanders reported directly to Sesay.

I

2086

'The Chamber has held that Sesay, Bockarie
and olher senior RUF and AFRC members had
who
bodyguards
worked
mining
.s
Commanders. supervising mining by enslaved
civilians. Sesay's bodyguards were also
specifically tasked to bring him intelligence
reports from the field."

These findings are patently incorrect. There are no findings fa this effect
during the period for whieh the Trial Chamber found there was a joint
eriminal emerprise.

I

so Judgment, footnote 2423.
a, Pam. 2\23. That is, Sesay was nol in Kono Dislricl and could not have vi~ittd the mine~ there.
~2 Judgment, Paras. 2123-212j.
~J Para. 1244. That is. Sesay could nOlhave signed any mining log-books ['r,lm February to April as they were not yet in cxist<.:m;e.

~
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2086

"Sesay participatcd in the forced labour in This finding is patently incorrect. Although the "Crimes Committed
diamond mines in Kana District between 14 from 14 February to 30 April 1998" seetion of the Judgment,84 does not
February and May 1998 in order to further the list forced mining as a crime eommitted in Kana District, the Chamber
common purpose [of the JCE]."
nonetheless made this finding. A review of the judgment reveals that
there is no evidence supporting this finding.
Indeed. the Chamber found that "the RUF eondueted mining operations
in parts of Kona District" "{aJJier ECOMOG forees had pushed the
i AFRCIRUF out of Koidu in April 1998 and the AFRC departed Kana
Districl.,,85 The Defence notes that the JCE ended even prior to the
AFRC's departure from Kana Distriet. Thus, as the mining operations
in Kana Distric( began after the A}'RC departed Kana District, the RUF
mining operations began after the JCE ended.
'
"The Trial Chamber recalls its Factual Findings
[presumably referring to Paragraphs 1240-1259]
on forced mining in Kana Di<strict. Following
the recapture of Kona by RUF troops
subordinate to Sesay in December 1998, the
practice of forced mining became widespread
and continued unlil after January 2000."

2111

.

l
~~

I

I

The ph ...,ing of "until after" i, semantically eon fusing. Nonetheless, it
would be unreasonable to eonclude, per the remainder of the Trial
Chamber's findings, that there was foree in 2000 onward..,.

1

The Defence also notes that the Trial Chamber's finding connotes that
troops subordinate to Sesay only recaptured Kono. The Trial Chamber
did not make any affirmative findings that these (roops engaged
themselves in forced mining after the eapture of Kana. The Trial
Chamber did find, however. that Sesay was in a position of seniority
I' and had the "ability to effectively control RUF fighters under his,
1 cornmand.',,86 1'h"IS IS a Iso mlsta
. ken. B7

I

At pllra, 2063.

~5 Judgment. para. 1241; emphasis added.
%

Judgment, Para. 2127.

~1 See Existence of a Supcrior-Subordin<'llc Relationship; Paras. 2126-2l.10.
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The Trial Chamber referred to the Diamond
Production Records,88 for the finding that "that
the nature and magnitude of thc forced mining
in Kono District required extensive planning on
an ongoing basis."

This finding is unreasonable. The Trial Chamber predicated this finding
ou "the detailed administrative and archiving records maintained to
compute the size, grade, origin and value of the diamonds found.,,89 The
Defence notes that the Trial Chamber unreasonably took these Diamond
Production Records as dispositive 90 for its t1nding of forced mining. It
,vas improper for the Trial Chamber to do so.
Approaching the Trial Chamber's fmding ITom another perspective, the
Trial Chamber found that if a present-day mining company had detailed
administrative logs of their operations that this would mean that that
company was forcing civilians to mine. This, of course, is absurd. One
must ask, is it not possible for mining operations to be conducted on a
large seale without the use of force? The answer is yes.

2128

Sesay "was always accompanied by a coterie of This finding is parently incorrect and irrelevant. The portion of TF1bodyguards."
367's lestimony to which the Trial Chamber cites for this fmding does
not concern mining in Kana District from December 1998 onwards but
the rolc of bodyguards during the junta period.

2128

"Prominent civilians in Kana District knew The cited portion ofTFI-078's concerns when Sesay returned to Kana
District in 2000. That the Trial Chamber suggests this Transcript
Sesay as the man in charge of the RUF."
concerns Kana District prior to Sesay's return IS unfair and
. Iea d'mg. 91
mls

L

~

~8 Exhibits 4\ and 42. Sec, Judgment, Para. 1244.
~? Judgment, Para. 2114.

"We find that [the extensive planning of forced mining on an ongoing basis] is provided hy the detailed administrative and archiving records." Judgment, Para. 2114. At
best, the~e Records suggest the dates on which diamonds were found and their quantity, Then': is no suggestion of force in Ihese Records.
91 TF.078/Transcripl, 25 October 2004, pp. 100 ("0. Whilst Mr Scsay was the man in control - and also before, but I'm d<'alingjust when Mr Sesay was in comrol in 2000. A.
Yes, My Lord.") and pp. lOl ("Q. I'm particularly interested when Mr Sesay came back in the year 2000 Jnd was the commander in control, oka:r? A. Yes, My Lord.").
,>(J
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Annex HI
Radio messages from Exhibit 212 demonstrating Sesay's lack of de facto command and
control during the time ofthe May 2000 attacks on UNAMSIL (Ground 44)

RUF Radio Log, pp. 8742
Smile to Survival, dated 4 November 1999 (Superman refuses to hand over to IS material issued
to him at Lunsar)~
Sesay evidence relating to radio message
Transcript 0/22 May 2007:
pp. 7: IS sought Sankoh's intervention to intenrene in Komba Gbundema's harassment of
civilians in Makule Chiefdom, IS states that he eould not control these men;

Transcript 0/23 Nfay 2007:
• pp. II, L.26-27 & pp. 12, L.4-5: IS made the suggestion that Bai Bureh and Komba report to
Foday Sankoh but Sankoh did not agree \.\,jth this (ppl1 L26-27). IS could not eontrol these men
(pp12 LA-5);
• pp.15, L.l 0-17 & pp. 16, L.l (IS states that he had no authority over Bai Buren and Gbundema
until after 8 May 2000);
• pp. 19, L. 3-6 (The MP commander at Segbwema ......as John Arona. IS never reeeived a
message from him).
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2810 00008887,
17 Janu31')! 2000, from Gaffa through Smile info all stations (all commanders/operators to send
messages direet to Leader through IS, stop sending "false messages"' to SSS (is this IS?) for
information of the leader);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2847 0000 8057-59,
Rasta Hero to SSS (not sure this is of consequenee but the message subject is "info and
apology", does no! say why Rasta Hero was apologising to IS);
RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2561 00008639,
30 April 1999, Sankoh to Supennan, Brig. Mani, Black Jah and GatTa (FS message to
eonunanders after they attaeked IS at Makeni, "let us forget differenees", "i will settle all
problems".)
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2585 00008663,
21 June 1999, Supennan to FS (IS states that Superman sent messages straight to FS and SB
without going through IS, he states "i had no control over this");
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2604 00008681, 16 July 1999, to Lion frolO Sparrow (message concerns
Kamajor attack on Futaue Junction, IS conunents that at this time Supennan and his group,
including 1M and GM, were not taking orders from IS);

1

RUF Radio Log, ppo 2608 00008685,
17 July 1999 (in the comments section IS states that Superman and GM were still sending their
messages directly to FS and SB in July 1999);
Radio Log, ppo 2615 00008691-92,
21 July 1999, Smile to Brig. Mani info all (IS does not recognise a message sent to all
commanders, there is a note questioning whether he got it but there is no answer);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2619 00008696,
27 July 1999, to Concord from Brig. Mani through SSS info Smile and response from Smile to
Brig. Mani (IS states that Brig. Mani never considered IS to be senior to him and questions
whether this message actually went through him. FS knew of this dynamic and that is why he
responded directly to Brig. Mani and not through IS);
RUF Radio Log, ppo 2625 00008702,
Brig Bazzy info Smile, Concord and all stations (IS did not received this message);
RUF Radio Log, ppo 2628 00008705,
to Smile from Superstar (Isaac) info Concord and SSS (in comments IS discusses his problems
with Isaac, Supennan and GM. IS states he never received such messages from Isaac);
RUF Radio Log, ppo 2629 00008706-07,
3 August 1999, From Makeni Command HQ to Smile, info Concord and all stations (IS states
this message proves that Command in Makeni were not taking orders from him, they were doing
their own things and reporting to FS through SB, in next message; 2630 00008707 IS. in
comments, states that the Makeni command at this time included Supennan, Isaac, Brag. Mani.
Gullit, 55 and Brig. Gbop1eh STF);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2632 00008709-11,
4 August 1999, to Smile from SSS (concerns release ofPOWs and eapture ofUNAMSIL, "Brig.
Bazzy issues"); RUF Radio Log, pp. 2634 0000871 I. 4 August 1999, To Brig. Bazzy from Smile
info. SSS CFS has to intervene", orders Brig. Bazzy to release all UN personnel, IS states he had
no eontrol over Brig. Bazzy, hence the intervention);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2635 00008712-13, 5 August 1999 (situation report from Makeni to FS, is
was not sent this report, he says he had no control over these commanders); RUF Radio Log, pp.
26380008715,5 August 1999, Isaac to FS (orders to investigate the capture of UNAMSIL
personnel and to release them, not sent to IS);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2638 0008715-16, 5 August 1999, Smile to Brig. Bazzy (telling Bazzy to
release hostages, not sent to IS);
RUF Radio Log, ppo 2638 00007923,
to SS \Villiams from Alpha (Authorities at Makeni will only count a message "when the proof
from the Leader");

2

RUF Radio Log, pp. 2640 00008717-18, 7 August 1999, from Brig. Bazzy to FS (refusal to
release hostages until their leader is released, will not subdue themselves under any command
other than JPK);

RUF Radio Log, pp. 2640 00008717-18,
to FS from GM info Concord (GM speaking on behalf of Lunsar, Kambia and Makeni axis,
status of release of prisoners, not sent to IS);

RUF Radio Log, pp. 2648 00008725, 6 September 2000, to Smile from Isaac through SB
(report from Isaac based in Makeni on soldiers from Guinea based at Port lako looking for free
passage, not sent to IS, in comments "IS had no power over this'");

RUF Radio Log, pp. 2648 00008725. to Smile from Isaac through Concord (Isaac indicated his
control in Makeni, not sent to IS);

RUF Rado Log, pp. 2765 00008840. 23 September 1999, from Smile lo Isaac (do not take
orders from any commander other than SB);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2765 00008729, 23 September 1999, to Smile and JPK from Col. Isaac
through Concord (concerning situation in Makeni, not sent to IS);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2768 00008843, 12 October 1999, Smile to SSS (IS told to wait in
Magburaki, Makeni under control of SOlan, Isaac and GM. IS states he had not worked together
with these commanders since they attacked him in April 1999. IS in comments points out the fact
that FS bypassed SB as BFC, the overall commander of the RUF, and was in direct contact with
whatever commander he wanted to work with);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2768 00008843, 12 October 1999, Smile to Isaac (FS instructs Isaac to
meet IS at Magburaki and to take IS to Makeni and take orders from IS, in comments IS states
that Sman, GM and Isaac did not accept FS instruction to take orders from IS, they went
looting);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2656 00008732,14 October 1999, to Concord from SSS info Smile (Isaac
and Sman amassing troops around Teko Barracks);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2860
15 October 1999, to Concord from Black Guards (Makeni) (report that Superman not getting
along with IS and MK);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2862
16 October 1999, Concord to SSS (Kallon to return to Magburaki, "make sure Superman and
others take others");
RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2774 00008849,
19 October 1999, from Smile 10 SSS and Superman (work together to pursue enemies at Okra
Hills);

3

RUF Radio Log, pp. 2775 00008850,
19 October 1999, Smile to Survival ("give copy of new testament to operator of Sman to ensure
good working relationship");
RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2772 00008848,
Smile to SSS/TB (in comments states that the looting of the property of the bishop and the NGOs
was due to FS order to attack AFRC at Makeni, IS states that he never trusted Smarr et al after
April 1999, during this period he lived at Teko Barracks during the day and went to Magburaki
at night to sleep. Insofar as the looted goods are concerned IS failed to retrieve the NGO vehicles
from Smarr et al. as they did consider him a commander);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2780 00008856,
28 October 1999, Black Moses to SSS(lS in Makeni, concerns complaints of people in 10\1,10 of
Gbanti Kamaranka under control of Komba Gbundema, IS states he had no control over
Gbundema, the latter only took orders from FS and Sman);
RUF Radio Log, pp. 2662 0008739,
29 October 1999, IS to FS (Pa Demba spoiling IS's attempts to bring Makeni under control);

4

Annex H2

Evidence showing that Sankoh's role as Leader of the RUF involved hands on micromanagement of day-to-day military affairs (Ground 44)

• Transcript 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay ,pp 13·26 (Sankoh was contacting Gbao and other
commander directly, including Mama Rogers in Kailahun, Rashid Sandy in Bo and Kallon,
Scsay states that Sankoh was fond of direct communications with senior and junior
caommanders);
• Transcript 23 t-.lay 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 21, L.1-3(Sesay states that Sankoh seemed to
lose trust in him around December 1999 and started to encourage his juniors);
• Transcript 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 29-30 (Sesay explains that the way Sankoh
operated was to direct everything, he liked commanders reporting everything to him, even junior
commanders and he would even send messages to the platoon commanders and they had the
right to respond directly to him);
• Transcript of 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 30, L. 16-21 (Sesay states that Sankoh had
become more dictatorial and was no longer listening to his commanders);
• Transcript of 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay pp. 42-48 (Sankoh meets with commanders at
Teko Road in late January/early February 2000, those present included Sesay, Gbao, Kallon,
Rashid Sandy, Gibril Massaquoi and Jackson Swamy and instructs them to start arresting
military observers. This is also the meeting at which Sankoh chastised Sesay in front of the other
commanders saying "this type of individual is not supposed to be a comaander" (at pp. 45 L3·
5)).

• Transcript of 23 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 50, L. 1l·16 (Sankoh's contribution to
military affairs were such that were there was no instructions from him there would be problems
with the men on the ground);
• Transcript of25 r-.fay 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 16, L. 2-5 (Sankoh had told Sesay and the
other commanders that wherever he wanted the UNAMSIL to deploy, he would repon to them
and wherever he wanted disarmament to go on, he would tell them);
• Transcript of25 May 2007, Issa Hassan Sesay, pp. 39, L.7~9 (Sesay states that around 23 April
2000 Sankoh was communicating with the paramount chief as well as the junior men, the middle
level commanders and the senior commanders););
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2768 00008843, 12 October 1999, Smile to SSS (Sesay told to wait in
Magburaki, Makeni under control of Superman, Isaac and GM. Sesay states he had not worked
together with these commanders since they attacked him in April ] 999. Sesay in comments
points out the fact that Sankoh bypassed Bockarie as BFC, the overall commander of the RUF,
and was in direet contact with whatever commander he wanted to work With);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2770 00008845-47, 16 October 1999, Supennan to Sankoh
(Comprehensive field report concerning problems in Lunsar and Makeni regions, looting, firing
between ex-SLA and RUF etc.);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2782 00008857, 3D October 1999, Black Moses to SSS (Sankoh tells
Sesay to arrest Pa Demba);
• RUF Radio Log, 2783 00008858, I November 1999, Sankoh to Superman (withdraw from
Lunsar);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2785 00008860, 2 November 1999, Sankoh to Sesay (dismantle
checkpoints between Lunsar and Makeni);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2666 00008756, 3 November 1999, to Smile from Major Jaekson
Bodyguard (security report);
.. RUF Radio Log, 2667 00008742-3, 4 November 2999, Sankoh to Superman (order to hand
over weapons);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2786 00008861-61. 7 November 1999, Smile to Superman (dismantle
eheckpoints);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2788 00008863-64, Smile to Survival info Supennan (Sankoh ordering
that ECOMOG do not deploy in Makeni);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2797, 00008872, 24 November 1999, Smile to Gaft;" (work with
"brothers" tp prepare arms, do not mind what ECOMOG are saying about disarmament at
Rogberi Junetion);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2679 00008754-55, 3D November 1999, to Smile from Supennan
(reporting meeting with ECO~fOG at Port Loko);
• RUF Radio Log, 2687 00008762, 18 December 1999, to Smile from Overall Security
Commander RUFSL (report on anned personnel attack on Mashiaka Masingbi Highway);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2691 00008766,23 December 1999, Smile to Melosky KaHon (regarding
looting of Lunsar hospital by RUF/SLA, Kallon states it is a faLse allegation);
• RUF Radio Log, 2697 00008772-3, 29 December 1999, to Smile from Colonel Akim Turay
{situation report. Northern region; , 2 January 2000, Melsoky KaHan to Smile (letter to Smile
saying Melosky fell into an ambush between Port Loko and Gberi);
• RUF Radio Log. pp. 2679 00008776-7. 5 January 2000, Col. Sheriff Regional Commander
CMC Northern Province to Leader (stopped UNAMSIL at Makaray cheek point and asked them
to return to Lunsar);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2704 00008779, 10 January 2000, Komba Gbundema to Leader (Guinean
ECOMOG intercepted, carrying a lot of ammunition);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2808 00008885, From the Leader to Gen. Ibrahim ("wait for my arrival,
not happy about John Caldwell's behaviour");

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2809 00008886, 13 January 2000, From the Leader to Col. Momoh Roger
sand Col. Denis Lansana. (Sankoh telling Colonels to fortify border between SL and Liberia and
to avoid infiltration by insurgents);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2812 00008889 - 90, 22 January 2000, Smile to Maj. Rashid Foday
(information concerning orders to Edie Kanneh);
• RUF Radio Log, 2812 00008889 - 90, 25 January 2000, Smile to Seaside and Iron Mike
(instructions to allow passage home to refugees returning from Guinea and Liberia);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2816 0008893, 17 January 2000, Smile to High Command (evidence that
Sankoh controlled the roadblocks, here he orders them dismantled inunediately to allow civil
servant return to work);
• RUF Radio Log. pp. 8814,2 February 2000, (Sankoh's hands on approach was such that Sesay
had to ask him whether Col. Rogers from Kailahun could get treatment at Kenema);

• RUF Radio Log. pp. 2721 ? (first message after pp. 2721 00008796), 23 February 2000,
Sankoh through Rashid Sandy to Col. Rogers (Sankoh telling Rogers to enter and capture Daru
Barracks;

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2741 00008816,5 April 2000. Komba to Sankoh (report to Sankoh that
Rambo is harassing civilians);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2818 00008895, 6 April 2000, from Smile to Col. Bai bureh (message
from Sankoh telling Colonel Baibureh to release people arrested at Badeseira);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2746 00008821, 8 April 2000, Col. Baibureh to Smile (report to Sankoh
on the theft ofriee!).;
• RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2833 00008096,23 April 2000 (report of situation on ground to Sankoh
from Chairman & Secretary ofBo);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2752/3 00008828, 14 April 2000, Komba to Sankoh (on 14 April Komba
contacted Sankoh directly regarding his suspicions of UNAMSIL's arrival in Kambia,
Kamakwei Junction
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2677 00008774;

• RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2815 00008892, I Macch 2000, Smile to Col. Rogers (tell commanders to
exercise restraint):

• RUF Radio Logs, pp. 2724 00008799, 7 March 2000, to Smile from Ben Kenneh (UNAMSIL
patrol wants to join Ben Kenneh, permission sought from Sankoh);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2732 00008807,23 March 2000, Col. Denis Lansana to Smile (situation
report);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2733 00008811,26 March 2000, MK to Smile (re handover of red cross
vehicle);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2740 00008815, Rasta Hero to Smile (situation report);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2738 00008813, 1 Apcil 2000, Rashid Sandy to Smile (colonel telling
Sankoh he has arrived in Kailahun, not sent to Sesay);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2738 00008813, I April 2000, Rashid Sandy to Smile (colonel telling
Sankoh he has arrived in Kailahun, not sent to Sesay);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2740 00008815, 3 April 2000, Smile to Kposowa (inquiry about food for
soldiers);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 274000008815,4 Apri12000, Rashid Sandy to Smile (situation report, not
sent to Sesay);

• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2843 00008050-51,4 & 6 April 2000, Sandy to Smile (reports, not sent to
Sesay);
• RUF Radio Log, 2741000000008816; RUF Radio Log, pp. 8818-8820, 7 April 2000, from I"
to 4th Battalion Commander, info Smile (perceived "security threat due to presence of
UNAtvlSIL, ECOMOG, ULIMO and Guinean troops" and "constant harassment of SL civilians
by Liberian security on the borderline);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2830 00008092-93, Momoh to Smile (report on disannament);
• RUF Radio Log, pp. 2838 00008106,5 May 2000, Col. Rashid to Sankoh (situation report);

ANNEX I

The Accused's Relative Culpability Reduction of
Sentences for JCE 3 liability

Relevant findings
1.

The Appellant was found to be a member of the Supreme Council: that body "did
uot vote on issues as significant decisions were made by Koroma, SAJ Musa and
certain other Honourables."l Sesay did not regularly attend Supreme Council
meetings until August 1997, and that he had fled Freetown by January 2008. 1
Bockarie's proposal to integrate the RUF and AFRC and establish himself and
Sesay as second-in-command to Koroma and SO Williams was rejected. J This left
senior RlJF commanders such as Sesay without official appointments in the junta,
unlike the AFRC aecused." Even Bockaric was disillusioned with the RUF's
limited role ill the AFRC junta. s Mining operations were controlled and directed
by the AFRC,6

2.

In addirion to the statements of the ICTY regarding Krstic, it has repeatedly confirmed
that indirect participation leads to reduced sentences. In Krajisnik, the ICTY confirmed
that "[g]radations of fault within the [.ICE] doctrine are possible, and may be renecced
in the sentences given:'] The same court then stated that the degree to which one's
leadership position affects the relative seriousness of thc crimes depends on his actual
authority \...·ithin thc JCE. 8

3,

In Brdjanin, the Appeals Chamber noted that differences in the degree of participation
in criminal conduet is to be dealt with at the time of sentencing:

TriaJ Judgment, para. 756.
Ibid. paras. 772 and 773.
J Ibid. para. 761.
.. {hid. para. 762.
; Ibid. para. 764.
6 Ibid. para. 957 and 760.
7 Proseculor l' Krajisnik, TriaJ Judgment, 27 September 2006, IT-00-39-T (,KrtlJisnik Trial Judgment'), para.
886.
B Krajisnik Trial Judgment para. J156.
I
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1

[The doctrine J offers no formal distinction between leE members who
make overwhelmingly large contributions and lCE members whose
contributions, though significant, are not as great. However, the
Appeals Chamber recalls that anv stich disparity is adequately dealt
with al the sentencing stage. 9 [emphasis added]
4.

The ICTY has repeatedly emphasized that "the indirect nature of a convicted person's
participation can be accepted as a mitigating eircumstanee.,,10

5.

1n Babic, the Appeals Chamber stated that "[i]t may be said that a finding of secondary
or indirect forms of participation in a join! criminal enterprise relative to others may
result in the imposition of a lowcr sentcnce."ll

6.

This was adoptcd from the TeTR, where the court regularly notcd that in determining
gravity, "[s]econdary or indirect forms of participation have generally resulted in a
Io\vcr sentence." 12

7.

At the SCSL, the Prosecution ilself has stated that "[wJhere an accused has been
convicted as a participant in a joint criminal enterprise, the level of contribution as well
as the category ofjoinl eriminal enterprise under which responsibility attachcs arc to be
considered in assessing the appropriate sentcnce.',13

8.

At the Appeals Chamber, thc Prosecutor argued that Krstic's culpability had been
improperly assessed. because it was assessed relative to the culpability of others who
were involved in the same crimes with \\i'hich he was eharged. The Appeals Chamber
responded that rathcr than being improper, it was a requirement that the [fial eouas

Proseculor v Brdjanin. Appeals JUdgmenl, 3 April 2007. IT-99-36-A, para. 432.
Proseculor v Sirugar, Appca.ls Judgmenl, 17 July 2008, IT-01-42-A, para. 381. Scc algo Krslic Tria.l
lUdgment, para. 714 and discussion in Annex A, above; Blasiic Appell! )udgment, para. 696; and, Pro.reculor v
Babic. Appeal Senlencing Judgmenl, 18 lu!)' 2005, IT-03·n-A ('Bnbic Appeal Sentencing Judgment'). para.
43.
11 Babic Appeal Sentencing Judgment, para. 40.
12 See Prr/s<fculor ,. Gacumbitsi, Trial Judgment, \ 7 June 2004, ICTR-200 1-64-T, para. ]54; Idenlical statemenl
in Pro,reculor v Kajeliieli, Trial Judgm<::nl, 1 December 2003, ICTR-98·44A-T, para. 963,
II Confidential Pros~~ution Sentcneing Brief, 10 March 2009, Doc. No. SCSL-04-15-T-1238, para. 20.
9

10

2

3bl~
assess an individual's responsibility in light of the entire circumstances, including fhe

culpability of a/hers:
The Appeals Chamber agrees that Radislav Krstic's guilt should have
been assessed on an individual basis. The Appeals Chamber further
agrees that the comparative guilt of other alleged coconspirators, not
adjudicated in this case, is not a relevant consideration. The Appeals
Chamber does nOI, however, share the Prosecution's interpretation of
the Trial Judgement. The Trial Chamber was entitled to consider the
conduct of Krstic in the proper context, which includes the con duet of
any alleged co-perpetrators. A comprehensive understanding of the
facts of a particular case not only permits a consideration of the
culpability of other actors; indeed, it requires it in order to accuratelv
comprehend the events in question and to impose the appropriate
sentence.. While the wording of the Trial Judgment may be misleading,
the Trial Chamber did not consider the allegedly higher culpability of
others in an inappropriate way.14 [emphasis added]
The Appeals Chamber has made it clear that not only should relative culpability be a

9.

factor to help determine the appropriate mode ofliability, but that relative culpability is
a faetor that must be considered during sentencing. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber
also made it clear that relative cUlpability must be assessed even in relation to persons

who are not being rried in the ins/ant CQj'e. Note that the Trial Chamber not only
assessed Krstie's culpability in relation to persons \vho were not tried with him, but it
assessed his culpability in relation to General Ratko Mladie, who has never been tried in
relation to the any events in the former Yugoslavia.

In addition. while the Trial Chamber found the accused guilty of genocide by way of

10.

participation in a JCE, the Appeals Chnmber found that the accused was properly guilty
of aiding and abetting genocide. By stating that it was not only proper but a requirement
for the Trial Chamber to assess Krstic's relative culpability, the Appeals Chamber made
clear that analyses of relative culpability apply whether or nol liability is found on the

basis ofjoinl criminal enterprise.

14

ibid.

3

11.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber substituted a finding of aiding and abetting genocide
for the Trial Chamber's finding of guilt by way of a .rCE, even while if affirmed Krstic's
guilt for participating in the JCE to forcibfv transfer Bosn;an Muslims - an inextricable
part of the genocide.

12.

The Appeals Chamber also made clear that it was quile possible for an accused to make
a substantial eontribution to a coordinated criminal plan, but to receive a lesser sentence
than otherwise merited due to the accused's limited involvement in that plan:
First, while Radislav Krstic made a substantial contribution 10 the
realization of the genoeidal plan and to the murder of the Bosnian
Muslims of Srebrenica, his actual involvement in facilitating the use of
Drina Corps personnel and assets under his command was a limited
Q..!ll;:.15 [cmphasis added]

13.

The fact that General Krstie did not have the intent of genocide, and did not order his
troops or personnel to engage in genocide, was an important mitigating factor. His
troops were involved in separate crimes, that of persecution, but his role in the common
purpose of genocide was minimal and so he was judged to have minimal responsibility
for it.

14.

Courts may also consider as a mitigating factor the prior conduct of the accused and
whether he would have been at all involved with such a criminal plan:
Krstic's personal integrity as a serious career military offieer who
would ordinarily not have been associated with such a plan at all, is
also a factor in rnitigation. 16

IS.

The necessary implication is again that individuals may have varying degrecs of
culpability even within schemes of coordinated plans of attacks upon civilians.

16. The position ofthe ICTY with regard to relative culpability has been further entrenched
in international law by the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. No

I.'
16

Krstic Appe,ll Judgment, para. 27].
Ibid.
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gradations in the degree of criminal liability are provided fOr in the ICC Statute,17 but
such differences are to be considered in sentencing. Rule 145(1)(c) of the ICC Rules of
Procedure and Evidence states that the eourt should consider "the degree of
participation of the convicted person.,,18

17

ICC Statute, Art. 78(1), A1CONF.18J/9.

ICC Rules ofProeedure and Evidence, ICC·ASP/II). Note as well lhatthe court in 7'adic found support for
the doetrine of lCE in Article 23(3)ld) of the ICC Statute (Tadic Appeal Judgment, para. 222).
IS
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.. "-'o':-fSentences at the SCSL, ICTR and ICTY

SCSL CASES

A.

Alex Tamba Brima
1.

Brima

WilS

one of the individuals who both planned and executed the 1997 coup, and

was rewarded with specific functions and positions within the AFRC government. 19 He
was a member of the AFRC's Supreme Council and obtained this position for his role in
the coup. As a member, he attended coordination meetings between the AFRC and
RUF.

20

Brima was further a Public Liaison Officer who supervised two key ministries-

Works & Labour. and Customs & Excise - two parastatal groups, and reported to the
highest echelon of the AFRC, including Abu Sankoh, SAJ Musa and Johnny Paul
Koroma. 11 He was the overseer of mines for the AFRC government.

2.

22

Brima later became the overall commander of troops that invaded Freetown in January
1999, and remained overall commander during the attack and retreat?3 In his ongoing
role as a military commander, Brima employed a brutal disciplinary system against
24
troops and abducted civiJians. Troops were punished for rape, but could "sign for'"
abducted women instead.;:5 At times, he ordered at1aeks against civilians,26 and failed to
prevent or punish other crimes committcd by his subordinates.

27

Brima was convicted of, amongst other erimes, committing extermination at Karina and

3.

ordering murders of civilians in Bombali and Freetown. He was described by the Trial
Chamber in its Sentencing Judgment as "zealous participanl,,28 and noted that he ·'was

I~ Prosecutor v Brimu. Ku/!/ara and Kanll. 20 June 2007. SCSL-04-16-T, CAFRe Trial Jud~ment') paras. JH;-

17.

zo Ibid. para. 318.
21

Ibid. paras. 321-22.

n Ibid para. 328.
1) Ihid pars.. 420.
" {bid para. 593.
H {bid para. 595.
':0 Ibid para. 1731.
27 (bid para. 1744.
28 Proseculor v 8rima, Kamara Gild Kanll, 19 Jul:- 2007, SCSL-04·16-T, CAFRe Sl.'ntl.'ncing Judgment'), para.
56,
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the primary perpetrator of the murder of at least 12 civilians in a mosque during the
attack on Karina.,,29 The Trial Chamber also noted Brima's tactics of extreme coercion
used to force his subordinates to engage in criminal conduct. 30

4.

Brima ordered the killing of civilians and terrorizing and collcetively punishing
eivilians; the looting of UN and eivilian property; the murder of nuns; the murder of
civilians in a mosque; the enslavement of civilians and taking of ehild soldiers; and, the
murder of unarmed ECOMOG soldiers. 3l

Brima Ba::::.v Kamara
5.

Similar to Brima. Kamara was also a member of the AFRC Supreme CounciL a position
he earned for planning and participating in the 1997 coup.n He was also a Publie
Liaison Officer supervising a number of ministries, including Agriculture, Forestry,
Fisheries, Energy and Power. JJ

6.

Kamara was convicted of, amongst other crimes, ordering the murder of civilians in
Karina and aiding and abetting the murder and mutilation of civilians in Freetown. The
Trial Chamber found Kamara to be "a violent and active participant in the erimes,"
noting an instanee where Kamara ordered his subordinates to lock eivilians in their
houses and set the houses ablaze. 34

7.

Kamara was found to have failed to prevent or punish unlawful killings and physical
violenee, aimed at spreading terrorism and collectively punishing eivilians.J·~ He
ordered the killing of young girls,36 failed to prevent or punish unlawful killings, the

Ibid. para. 43.
Ibid. para. 55.
Jl AFRC Trial Judgmeut, paras. 177G-83 and 1835-38.
J2 Ibid. pams. 432-34.
D {bid pan.. 436.
]4 AFRC Sentencing Judgment, pam. 86.
) j AFRCTrial Judgment, para. 1893.
]~ {bid para. 1915.
Z9

JO
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abduction and enslavement of eivilians, mutilations of eivilians, looting, extermination,
and rape. 37

Sanligie Borbor Kanu
8.

Kanu was another memher of the AFRC Supreme Council, a position he earned for
planning and participating in the 1997 COUp.38 He was convicted of failing to prevent or
punish unlawful killings and sexual violenee, as well as abduction and enslavement of
eivilians and child soldiers, and looting and terrorizing the civilian population. J9
Furthermore, he "planned. organized and implemented" a system to abduct and enslave
civilians as sexual slaves, forced labour, and child soldiers. 4o

Kanu was convie[ed of, among.st other crimes, commilling the mmilation of civilians in

9.

Freetown, ordering the murder of civilians and persons hors de combal in Freetown and
aiding and abetting the murder of civilians in Freetown. The Trial Chamber found that
Kanu was a "direct participant in unlawful killings, mutilations, the recruitment and use
of ehild soldiers, outrages upon personal dignity and enslavement.'>'1J

10.

Kanu not only "directly participated in the commission of a number of crimes," he
failed to prevent or punish the crimes committed hy his troops in which he did not take
part.42 He demonstrated to his troops "how to best carry out amputations" on several
civilians. 43 He ordered the killing of eivilians in a mosque,44 and amputations. 45 l\:anu
was also responsible for carrying out Brima's order to execute captured, unarmed
ECOMOG soldiers. He exeeuted a first soldier, and then ordered his soldiers to execute
the rest,46

,7 ibid.

paras. 1929, 1950, 1968 and 1976.

:.~ Ibid. paras. 507-8.
;~ Ihid. paras. 2025 and 2044.

40

Ibid. para. 2095.

~I AFRC Sentencing Judgment, para. 99.
~z AFRC Trial Judgment, paras. 2078-79.

ibid
Ibid.
~J Ibid.
46 Ibid
4)

44

paras. 2050 and 2053.
para. 2059.
para. 2060.
para. 2058.
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B.

ICTR SENTENCING HIERARCHY

Appellant's sentence - outside the norm at ad hoc Tribunals
11.

The ICTR jurisprudence shows a cJcar hierarchy of culpability. Those accused who
have received the harshest sentences were found to have directly participated in the
genocide, even where they were also found guilty on the basis of indireet modes of
liability. Those accused either committed the crimes they were found guilty of, or
directly ordered their subordinates or others to commit them. They gave specific
directions as to who to kill and how to kill them, including orders to engage in further
cruelty to women, including fape if the women resisted. To a man. they steadfastly
refused to punish any subordinates for any crimes.

12.

A review of cases of the ICTR shows that those who received the harshest sentences all
carried a far greater degree of responsibility for the organization and planning of the
genoeide, of crimes against humanity, and of war crimes than Sesay. It also shows that
these accused earried far greater culpability through their direct participation in these
same crimes.

Jean-Paul Akayesu
13.

Jean-Paul Akayesu was the boul'gmestre of Taba Commune, in the Prefecture of
Gitarrna. He was not a member of a rebel army, but a government minister. Akayesu
was convicted of genocide, direct and publie incitement to genocide, and five other
crimes against humanity, for whieh he was sentenced to life in prison. For the crimes
against humanity, he reeeived 15 years for e£lch count of murder and rape, and 10 years
for each count of torture and other inhumane acts.

14.

47

The rCTR found that one of the mitigating factors in his case was his cooperation with
the Prosecutor and Tribunal. In the AFRC case, the Prosecutor for the SCSL described

~,

Prosecutor v Jean Akayesu. Sentencing Judgment, 2 October 1998, ICTR-96-4-T ('Akayesu Sentencing
Judgment').

9

this mitigating factor as meaning Akayesu deserved eredit for being available,
diseiplined, and never obstrueting or attempting to evade the judieial process.48

Jean Bosco Barayagwiza
15.

Jean Bosco Baraygwiza was a loeal and national leader of the CDR, and at all times a
principal decision-maker of the party, and described as the "lynchpin" of the conspiracy
to commit genoeide. 49 The CDR was the Hutu-only politieal party that led the Hutu
Power movement and provided the politieal framework for the genocide. 51) t directed
large parts of the massacres, ineluding through its own militia, Barayagwiza supplied
weapons, gave orders directing that eertain ca(egories of persons should be killed, and
encouraged the broader genocide through his leadership of the party.51

16.

He was also one of the founders and second-in-command of the RTML radio station,
and its director of political affairs. The Tribunal found that RTML was a major force in
propelling the genocide by not only encouraging the genocide but providing
infonnation that the lnlerahamwe and other militias eould use

to

carr} out their goal of

extermination, including providing the names of specific targets,52

17.

Barayagwiza was charged with genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide. direct and
public incitement to genocide, as well as the crimes of extermination and persecution.
For this he received a life sentence which was commuted to 35 years plus credit for
time served. The sentence was commuted on the basis of violations of his rights found
by the Appeals Chamber, concerning Barayagwiza's transfer from Cameroon and his
initial appearance in eourt. The violations of rights were an eighteen-day delay between

48 AFRC Prosecution Sentencing OrieL Confidential Annex A, page 22193.
Prosecutor v Ferdinand ,Vahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwi:a ulld Hassan Nge:e. Trial Judgment and
Sentence. 2 December 2003, lCTR-99-52-T, ('Barayagwi:a ef af Trjal Judgment') at para. 1050,
50 Summary, Prosecu(or v Ferdinand NahimwlG, Jean-Basco Barayagwi:a and Hassan Nge=e, Case No. ICTR99-52-T, at para. 66.
~, Summary, Prosecutor v Ferdinand Nahimana, Jt'an-Bosco Baroyag11'i:a and HO.l'sal1 :Vgt':e, Case No. !CTR99-52- T, at para. 20 - 24.
52 Summary, Prosecutor v Ferdinand Nahimana, J¢an-Bosco Barayagwiza and Hassan Ngcze, Case No. ICTR99-52- T, at para. 63.

H
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being detained and infonned of the reasons for his detention, and a

twenty~day

delay

between his transfer and initial appearanee in eourt. 53

Sylvestre Gacumbitsi
18.

Sylvestre Gacumbitsi was a bourgmestre in Rwanda who was convicted of genocide,
and the crimes against humanity of extermination and rape. He reeeived a sentencc of
30 years at the Trial Chamber, which was changed to life imprisonment by the Appeals
Chamber, whieh based its increased sentence on the defendant's central role in
organizing the genocide in his local community and instigating and encouraging rape
and murder:
Nonetheless, the Appeals Chamber agrees with the Proseeution that the
Trial Chamber failed to apply these prineiples properly in the present
case in imposing a sentenee of only thirty years' imprisonment on the
Appellant. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Appellant played a
eentral role in planning, instigating, ordering, committing, and aiding
and abetting genocide and extennination in his commune of Rusumo,
where thousands of Tutsis were killed or seriously hanned. The Trial
Chamber also found the Appellant guilty of instigating rape as a crime
against humanitv, noting that the Appellant had exhibited particular
sadism in speeifying that where victims resisted, they should be killed
in an atrocious manner. The Appellant was thus convicted of extremely
serious offences. Moreover, unlike most of the other cases in the
Tribunal in which those convicted for genocide have received less than
a life sentence, there were no especially significant mitigating
eircumstances. 54

19,

Gacumbitsi was found to have had a central role in the crimes of the commune, crimes
which were pre-meditatcd and the result of elaborate planning. He participated in the
crimes voluntarily, and never punished perpetrators, nor did he prevent their
commission.

I)

5~

Barayagwi::a Interlocutory Appe;J1 Judgmenl, paras 54 and 62.
I'roseclUor v Gacllmbitsi, Appeal Judgment, 7 July 2006. ICTR-2001-64-A, ('(iacumbitsi, Appeal

Judgment'), para, 204.
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20.

Amongst his crimes were murdering Tutsi refugees and then directing the assault and
mass murder of Tutsi refugees hiding in a local church;55 ordering the rape of Tutsi
women and girls "by specifying that sticks should be inserted in their genitals in the
event they resisted;,,56 and that those rape victims who resisted "should be killed in an
atrocious manner."S7

il/1'enal Kajel!jeli
21.

Juvenal Kaje!Ueli was a military·politicalleader who was convicted of the most serious
erimes in Rwanda. He was a bourgmesfre who had authority of his commune and could
request the intervention of the commune police force. 58 Moreover, he was also one of
the leaders of the Interahamwe. and had control over the llllerahamwe in Mukingo
Commune and influence over it in Nkuli Commune. 59 He had two life sentences and
one 15·year sentence for genocide, extermination and ineitement to genocide converted
into a determinate sentence of 45 years plus credit for time served. This was because he
was not informed of the reasons for his arrest for ten months, and was not promptly
presented before a judge. 60 The Appeals Chamber makes it clear, however, that had
there been no violation of his rights, Kajclijeli's sentence would have remained
undisturbed. 61

Clement Kayishema & Obed Runzidana
22.

Clement Kayishema was the Prefect of Kibuye prefecture. and as such had both dejure
and de facIO control of the bourgmeslres, communal police, gendarmerie and
Inlerahamwe. 62 He was convicted of four counts of genocide. On each count, he was
found guilty of planning, organizing. and leading the attacks, and inciting others to

;5 PruJeClitor l' Gacum!>iI"i. Trial Judgment, 17 June 2004, ICTR-2001-64-T. ('GacumbilSi Trial Judgment').
paras. 167-173.
56 Ibid. para. 224.
57 Ibid. para. 2]5.
;8 Kajefijeli Trial Judgment, paras. 6, 277 and 739.
19 Ibid para. 404.
60 Kajelijefi Appeal Judgment paras. 320 - 24.
~r Ibid. para. 319.
61 Prosecutor l' Kayishema and Run=indana, Tria) Judgment and Sentence, ::1 May 1999, ICTR-95-I-T, para~.
489,501 and 503 - 6.
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engage in mass killings: 63 the attacks on one church that left thousands of refugees
dead; the looting and burning of another church after killing thousands more refugees;
leading an attack on a stadium full of refugees that left thousands more refugees dead;
and organizing regular attacks on Tutsis in Bisesero region, where he escorted and
directed the Internahamwe, gendarmerie and communal police forces. The total dead in
these attacks was estimated at least 20,000. and likely tens of thousands more. 64 He was
found to have failed to prevent or punish all these crimes. 65

23.

Kayishcma's eo-accused Obed Runzidana assisted him in transporting and arming
killers, organizing some attacks, inciting some attacks and commanding them.~6 He also
mutilated a Tutsi woman by cutting off her breasts and then disemboweling her. 67 For
all this, he was convicted of genocide.

24.

Kayishema was sentenced to life imprisonment, whereas Ruzindana received 25 years,
in part because the Trial Chamber was "of the opinion that a twenty-five year sentence
represents a term of imprisonment just below that of imprisonment for the remainder of
his J i fe. ,,68

Gr:rard Ntakirutimana
25.

Gerard Ntakirutimana received a 25-year sentence for

committing genocide,

committing murder as a crime against humanity, aiding and abetting genocide, aiding
and abetting murder. and aiding and abetting exterminatJon.69 He was a doctor at the
hospital in the Seventh Day Adventist compound known as Mugenoro Complex,70 and

Ibid para. 503.
Ibid para. 531.
6' Ibid para. 505.
61> Ibid para. 468
67 Ibid paras. 446 and 470.
68 Ibid Sentencing Order. para. 26.
69 Proseculor l' EIi:apharr and Gerard Nlakirulimarra, Appeal Judgment, 13 December 2004, ICTR-96-16-A
and lCTR-96-17·A, ('NfaJ:.irutimarra Appeal Judgment'), para. 564.
70 PrOJeclilOr v Efi;aphan and Gerard Ntakirutimana, Trial Judgment, 21 February 2003, lCTR-96-16-T and
ICTR-96-17-T, paras. 37 - 8.
63

M
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helped organise and lead a genocidal attack on the complex, as well as attacks on two

.
separate pnrnary
sc h
00i5·In S·lsesera, 71

Georges Ru/aganda
26.

As the second vicewpresident of the lnlerahamwe za MRND. Georges Rutaganda was
one of the most powerful and influential men behind the Rwandan genocide, and was
sentenced not only for his influence over the lnferaho/nwe mil ita, but his direct
participation in genocidal aets. 72 He was convicted of genocide, extermination, and
willful killing as a war crime, and sentenced to life imprisonment. 73

27.

Rutaganda distributed guns and machetes to the lnferahamwe militias to commit
massacres,74 ordered the murders of other men,?) and participated in attacks on

thousands of refugees seeking UNAMIR protection, as well as a subsequent attack on
76
survivors that resulted in rape and mass murder.

Laurent Semanza

28.

Laurent Semanza was convicted of genocide, complicity in genocide, assisting
extermination, murder, torture and rape as erimes against humanity, as well as rape as a
war crime. 77 He was found to have de facto control over, and organized and directed
s
lnferahamwe to attack and kill Tutsi refugees in a church/ attaeked and killed other
refugees;79 tortured and murdered another man;80 directed men to rape and then kill a
speeific group of Tutsi women;SI and to have directed lnterahamwe to kill a specific
Tutsi family.82 For these crimes, he was sentenced to 35 years.

JI

llJ

llilakirufimallu Appeal Judgment, paras. 557 - 58.

), Proseculor v Riliaganda, Appealludgmenl, 26 May 2003, ICTR-96-3-A, paras. 515 - 6.

!bid. pam. 592 and Parl XIV.
Prose<'ular v Rulaganda, Trial JudgmcnL 6 Decembcr 1999, ICTR-96·3-T, ('Rulagallda Trialludgmenl'),
~aras. 196-99.
} {bid para. 261.
J~ [bid. paras. 299 and 304.
77 ProreclIlOr v Seman:::a, Appeal Judgmenl, 20 May 2005. ICTlt·97-20-A, ('S.'man;Q Appeal Judgmenl') Pan
IV.
78 St!ma'ea Appea I Judgmcnl, paras. 363 - 4, and SemmeL! Trial Judgment. para. 206,
7J Semarca Trial Judgmenl, paras. 228 and 244.
W Ibid. para. 213.
81 Ibid. para. 261.
82 Ibid. para, 271.
7J
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Samuel [mal1ishimwe

29.

Samuel Imanishimwe, a commander of a FAR military eamp, was found guilty of the
crimes against humanity and war erimes of murder, imprisonment, torture, and cruel
treatment, including some convictions under Article 6(3). He was sentenced to only 12
years imprisonment.
Moreover, the Appeals Chamber stresses that to reach the conclusion
that "Imanishimwe issued orders authorizing the arrest, detention,
mistreatment, and execution of eivilians with suspected ties to the
RPF," the Trial Chamber also took into aecount "the pattern and
frequency of civilians being arrested and brought to the eamp" and
Imanishimwe's presence "during the detention and mistreatment of
some of these civilians" as well as "the nature ofa military command
strueture and hierarchy, the relatively small size of the camp,
Imanishimwe's presence at the camp, Imanishimwe's testimony that he
had eontrol over the Karambo camp soldiers, the absenee of any
evidenee suggesting that he laeked control over the soldiers, and the
absence of any evidence of lmanishimwe preventing soldiers from
mistreating civilians or punishing them for their abuse.',84

30.

Not only does the ICTR make it clear in this case that the circumstances under which it
will infer indirect liability for crimes against humanity include the commander's failure
to prevent or punish soldiers for their crimes, it also makes ie/ear that these crimes carry
much lower sentences than those for genocide. All the evidence regarding Mr Sesay
shows that he did everything he could to prevent crimes against humanity, and has only
failed to punish one of the multitude ofineidents he was charged with.

Aloys Simba

31.

Aloys Simba was a famous Rwandan soldier who retired as a lieutenant-colonel in the
Army, but maintained prominent political, military and social connections, and was the

Seman::a Appeal Jndgmcnl. Part IV.
PrOJ"t!t'/lwr v Samuel lmanlshimwe, Appeal Judgment, 7 July 2006, lCTR·99·46·A, para. 417, referring to
Pro.reculor v Imanishimllc, Trial Judgment, 25 February 2004, ICTR-99·46-T ('Imalll~yhimwe Trial Judgment')
paras. 410 and 687.
3J

84
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Civil Defence Advisor for Gikongoro prefecture at the time of the genocide.~s He was
convicted of genocide and extermination, and sentenced to 25 years. S6

32.

This sentence renected his conviction for genocide under the basic Or direct mode of
participation in a Joint Criminal Enterprise. s7 This JCE involving Simba provided the
weapons for and ordered either further or initial massacres at a technical school and a
parish on the same day.ss These attacks were part of "a highly coordinated operation"
"with the organizational and logistical support otfered by local authorities and
prominent personalities such as Simba who provided encouragement, direction, and
ammunition" and involved twelve hours of sustained attacks that left thousands of
Tutsis dead .89 These attacks killed thousands ofTutsis whom the Interahamwe had been
unable to massacre until further intervention by Simba and his
"coordination, official eneouragement,

weJl~armed

co~perpetrators,

whose

gendarmes, and [provision of] guns

and grenades proved decisive.,,90 Despite his retirement, Simba \",as both a dejure and
de facto military leader during the time of the connict, at various times directing (he
Imerahamwe, gendarmerie. and CDR militias. 91

C.
33.

ICTY SENTENCING IDERARCHY

As at the ICTR, the ICTY has made it clear [hat those who receive the harshest
sentences bear the greatest responsibility for the crimes committed. A brief review of
the cases with the severest sentences show that in all cases, the accused either directly
participated in a gross number of crimes (as in Jelisic) or directed ethnic cleansing at a
mass scale, and failed to punish or prevent the commission of crimes against humanity
and war crimes. Yet accused who aided and abetted genocide, who engaged in joint

S5 Prosecutor \I .'limba, Trial Judgment, 13 December 2005, ICTR-01-76-T ('Simba Trial Judgment'l, at paras.
55 - 60.
S(> Proseculor \I Simhu Appeal Judgment, 27 November 2007, lCTR-01-76-A, ('.'limba Appeal Judgment'), at
falli 288.
1 Ibid. para. 26
gS Simba Trial Judgment, paras. 398 and 400.
89 Ibid. para. 40 I.
90 Ibid.
91 Ibid. as desl:ribed at paras. 92, 95 and 97 and accl:pted at paras. 117 - 8.
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criminal enterprises for ethnic eleansing, who planned and organized eampaigns of
murder and terror at the highest levels of Serbian military and politieal leadership, have
received signifieantly more lenient sentences than Sesay.

Radislav Krstic
34.

General Krstic was the Chief of Staff and then the Commander of the Orina Corps,
which controlled the area where the forced transfer of tens of thousands of civilians at
Potoeari and the Srebrenica massacre took place. Krstic was the deputy Commander of
the Orina Corps until he was promoted by Ratko Mladic, his direct superior and the
architect of the Srebrencia genocide. The main crimes for which he was found guilt),
were aiding and abetting the genocide that took place in Srebrenica; aiding and abetting
extermination and persecution as crimes against humanity: aiding and abetting murder
as a war crime; and participating in murder and persecution as war crimes.~2 For all
these crimes - including for the gravest crime tried before the lCTY - [he Appeals
Chamber reduced Krstic's sentence from 46 to 35 years.0 3

35.

Between 7,000 and 8,000 men were killed in the genocide at Srebrenica, which was a
designated UN safe haven, and the remaining women, children and elderly were
forcibly removed. 94 Bosnian Serb forces held UN soldiers as human shields and
hostages, and threatened to shell a UN compound housing up to 30.000 civilians,95
Before forcibly removing them from the area, Bosnian Serb soldiers began to rape
Muslim women, sometimes kidnapping them and sometimes raping them in full view of
other Muslim civilians,96 Krstic was found to have been aware of the genocidal plan
being carried out around him, and having done nothing to s[QP it.97 On the contrary, he
permitted the use of the Orina Corps personnel and resources to carry out the genoeidal
killings. 98 Krstic was found less culpable for the following reasons:
(i)

Krstic willingly participated in the forcible transfers but would not

92 Krstic Appeal Judgml"nt, Pari VII.
Ibid.
94 Ibid. pam, 3.
95 Kr.1tic TlialJlldgment, pala. 34,
96 Ibid. para. 46.
97 KrJlic Appeal Judgment, para. 134.
og Ibid.
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

36.

have taken upon a genocidal venture on his own;
He allowed himself to be drawn in to the genocidal scheme;
His own commander, Ratko Mladic, personally ordered and supervised
the genocide;
His participation in the genocide \Vas limited to allowing the resources
of his troops to be used in connection with the crimes; and
He remained "largely passive" even though he knew genocide was
raking place.

As word of the executions came in. Krstic "kept silent and even expressed sentiments
lionizing the Bosnian Serb campaign in Srebrenica.,,'N Even so, the Trial Chamber
found that "[h]is story is one of a respected professional soldier who could not balk his
superiors' insane desire to forever rid the Srcbrenica area of Muslim civilians. and who,
finally. participated in the unlawful realisation ofthis hideous design.'·IQQ

Milan ll:fal'lic

37.

Martie was amongst the most high-level offenders convicted at the ICTY. He was found
guilty of participating in ajoint criminal enterprise with other notorious Serbian leaders,
including SJobodan Milosevic, Radovan Karadzic, and Ratko Mladic whilst he was a
military and political leader in the Serbian Krajina. 1ol He was found guilty of the crimes
against humanity of murder, torture, persecution. imprisonment. deportation, forcible
transfer and inhumane acts, as well as the waf crimes of murder. torture, cruel
treatment, wanton destruction of villages, destruction of cultural property and looting. 102
For a number of the counts, including murder, torture. persecution, imprisonment,
deportation and inhumane aets, he was found guilty by way of either the basic or the
extended joint criminal enterprisc. IOJ For all these crimes, including his participation in
a Joint Criminal Enterprise with the highest levcl of Serbian accused, and without
consideration of any mitigating factors, Martie was sentenced to 35 )'ears in prison.lO~

Prosecutor v Radislm: KWic, Trial Judgment, 2 A ugu~l 2001, It-98-3J-T (" KrSlic Trial Judgment'), paI"a. 724.
Ibid.
101 Prosecutor l' Marrie, Appeal Judgment, 8 October ::!008. IT-95-1 l-A, para. 3.
102 Ibid.
10; Ibid.
104 Ibid. Part XI.

99
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Mi!omir Stakic

38.

Stakic was a doctor and high-ranking politician in Prijedor, and presided over the
region's Munieipal Assembly, Crisis Staff, and Council for National Defence. IOS
Thousands of non~Serbs were murdered, sexually assaulted, and then foreibly removed
from Prijedor during Stakic's tenure. Stakic was part of a joint eriminal enterprise
between military and eivilian authorities to purse the ethnic eleansing, and helped
establish the detention eamps used by the poliee, army, and other militias. lOt> He was
found guilty of the crimes against humanity of extermination, persecution and
deportation, and the war erime of murder.!07 He failed to prevent or punish any of these
crimes, even though hc exercised significanr power in the region. lOS On appeal, he
received a sentenee of 40 years. 109

Slanis!av Galic

39.

Stanislav Galic was the de jure eommander of the Sarajevo Romanija Corps, and was
subordinate only to Ratko Mladic and Radovan Karadzic. IIO He commanded ten
brigades of 18,000 soldiers, and was found guilty of murder and inhumane acts, as well
as the war crime of spreading terror in the civilian population for ordering and directing
a eampaign of repeated and continual shelling of and sniping at civilians in Sarajevo. j 11
On appeal, he was sentenced to life in prison. 1l2

40.

It is clear that the only reason a life sentence was handed to Galic was that he spent two
years commanding forces whose overriding mission was to besiege Sarajevo and
terrorise and bombard civilians, with any military objectives of minimal priority.
Galic's troops targeted civilians in their homes, at schools, marketplaces, funerals,
weddings, and whilst collecting water. llJ He abused his authority as a senior military

Proseculor v Siakic. Trial Judgmenl, 31 July 2003, IT-97-24-T, CStokic Trial J udgmcm·), paras. 3 - 9.
Ibid. paras. 364 et J'eq.
107 Slakic Appeal Judgment, Part XII.
108 Swkic Trial Judgment, para. 498.
1[19 Stakic Appeal Judgment, Part XlI.
110 Prosecutor v Gafic, Appeal Judgment, 30 November 2006, IT-98-29-1\, para. 2.
[II Ibid.
II:: I"jd. para. 456 and Part XVl11.
II:; Ibid. para. 456
lu1
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officer not merely" by permitting these crimes, but by ordering them, on a daily basis,
for two years. 114

Goran Jelis;c

41.

Jelisic was convicted of 30 eounts of erimes against humanity and war Crimes,
including 24 separate counts of murder as crimes against humanity and war erimes. 115
He acted as an executioner at the Brko police station and eoncentration camp. 1 16 He was
sentenced to 40 years imprisonment.

Ibid. para. 447 and Proseculorv Galic, Trial Judgment, 5 December 2003, IT-98-29-T, para. 746.
III Prosecutor~' Jelisic, Trial JUdgment, 14 Dcce-mber 1999, IT-95-10-1' ('.Ielisic Trial Judgment'), para. 138
and Prosecutor." Jeli:iic. Appeal Judgment, j JUly 2001, IT -95- J 0-1\. Part IV.
116 Jelisic Trial Judgment, paras. 37 _ 8.
II'
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ANNEX C:

1.

Comparison of 'Considerable' Contribution to
the Peace Process

In Plavsic, the ICTY made it clear what amounts to a "eonsiderable contribution." It
also emphasized that post-conflict eonduct that makes "a considerable contribution to
peace" is to be accorded significant weight as a mitigating factoL I17 In that case, the
Trial Chamber emphasized the accused's vital role in bringing peace to the region, even
though she encouraged persecution of non-Serbs. This included inviting Serb militias to
assist Bosnian Serbs in killing, detaining, and enslaving non-Serbs. Nonetheless, her
post-conflict conduct was of great importance:
The Trial Chamber is satisfied that Mrs. Plavsic was instrumental
in ensuring that the Dayton Agreement was accepted and
implemented in Republika Srpska. As such, she made a
considerable eontribution to peace in the region and is entitled to
pray it in aid in miti¥ation of sentence. The Trial Chamber gives
it signifieant weight. 18

2.

Aecording to the unchallenged \vitness statements of international mediators and
dignitaries entered as evidenee at trial, Plavsic "was singular, on the Bosnian Serb side"
in promoting the Dayton Agreement. j 19 She removed obstructive officials who opposed
the peaee agreement,110 and supported the agreement even when her co~perpetrators and
eolleagues objected to the agreement as threatening the ir interests. 12I

3.

Similarly. Sesay's contributions to the peace process made no distinctions. As the
unchaJlenged witness statements of international mediators and dignitaries show, his
energies were elearly directed at ending the conflict and ensuring [he protection of
civilians. He did this even as his eoncessions and efforts posed risks to the interests of
the RUF - such as refusing to alter the Lome Accord, ,~~ ensuring the dis3rmament of

Il7

PrOj"t!Culor v BiljanG Pf(Il!sic, Sentencing Judgment, 27 f'ebru;lfy 2003, IT-00-39&40/l.S, (P!av,ric

Sentencing judgment), para 94.
Il~

Ibid.

I~ PIG1!sic Sentencing Judgment, para. 92.
120 Pfrn,'sic Sentcncing Judgment, para. 90.
121 Pfavsic Sentencing Judgmenl, paras. 89 and 93.
i

122

Ses~) Sentencing Brief, Annex A.
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Kana ahead of sehedule, III and his refusal to request preeonditions before disarming the
RUF. 124

4.

The unchallenged witness statements also showed that Sesay's commitment 10 the
peace process included working closely with UNAMSIL. He warned the UN of an
impending coup attempt,m and he was said by the UN Secretary General's
representative to have been held in high regard by the UNAMS[L Force Commander. 126

5.

As in Plavsic, Sesay's actions were also undertaken in the face of considerable
opposition to the peace process, including that ofRUF leaders Foday Sankoh and Sam
Bockarie. 121 Sesay also had to overcome internal opposition to Sesay's appointment as
Interim Leader by senior RUF commanders such as Superman and Gibril MassaquoL m
This opposition to Sesay included Superman attempting to kill Sesay.129

6.

Sesay's role remained as "singular" as Plavsic's, and was described by Alpha

KonaH~

as

such: "He behaved at all times in a straightforward and honourable way. He appeared to
be such a eontrast to the other commanders and indeed Sankoh himself. that he
appeared to be an anomaly in the RUF movement.,,130

Sesay Sentencing Brief. Annex B.
);" Scsay Sentencing Brief: Annexes A and D.
m Sesay Sentencing Brief: Annex K.
126 Scsay Sentencing Brief: Annexes 8 and E.
l:!7 Scsay' Sentencing Brief~ Annexes A-F.
1
128 Transclipl/TF 1_078,25 " October 2004, p. 89, lines IJ - 23 and Sesay Sentencing Brief: Annex B.
1;9 TranscriptfTFI-078, 25"' October 2004, p, 89, Jines 24 - 28.
See also TranscriptlTfl-J14, 2nd November
2005, p. 46, Jines 15 -25.
1)0 Scsay Sentencing Briet~ Annex A,
12)
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3~:n. .
ANNEXD:

1.

Evidence of Witness Testimony Recarding Sesay's Care For and
Protection of Civilians

TFI-078, who testified on 25 111 Oetober 2004, stated that: "Sesay was against the killing
and raping of civilians and wanted civilians to live peacefully within RUF controlled
zones;" "the eivilians were very pleased with him beeause he was a young man and niee
to civ'iJians. He was against most of the bad things that were going on, such as
molestations, intimidation, harassment of civilians;,,131 that "he was willing to punish

his men for crimes against civilians;"m and that "when Sesay became interim leader of
RUF, eivilians were happy about this as Sesay always operated in the civilians'
interests." 133

2.

TFI-041, a RUF G5 testifYing for the Prosecution on 10 th July 2006, stated that "Sesay
believed the RUF should work with civilians not against them and that the G5 and JSU
should do their best to allow the civilians to make a living for themselves and that
harassment of civilians was not to be toJerated."n4

3.

TFl-314, testifying on 2nd November 2005, agreed that Sesay executed rapists in
Makeni,13:'i saying; "If you are able to identify the individual that raped, you just go and
lodge the complaint to the MP [and Sesay] would first of all warn them and if the
individual does not desist, then he would kill;,,:J6 that the rebels in Makeni knew this
was the wa)' Sesay would deal with these problems and were frightened of Sesay and
would not commit sueh crimes when he was around;137 that Sesay had told the rebels in
Makeni not to harm civilians and the rebels understood that if they broke the law, they
would be punished;I3R and that "he ordered no raping, no killing, no looting, no burning
and no harassment of any kind.,,139 Punishment for rape was ;'exccution" and if you

TranscripllTF 1-078, 2S J' October 2004, p. 86, lines 13 - 16.
In TranscripllTFI-07B, 25'10 October 2004, p. 86, lines:!O -29.
IJj TmnscripllTF 1-078,25'" October 2004, p. 94, lines 12-23.
1J4 TmnscripuTF 1-041, lOt!. July 2006, p. 81-84 check exact Clre'!
IJ5 Transcript! TFl-314, 2°" November 2005, p. 47, lines 8- 19.
])6 Tnmscripll TF 1-314, 4,n November 200S, p. 53, linc5 3 - 13.
IJ7Transcripll TFI·JI4, 4'" November 2005. p. 53, lines 14 - 20.
1.1a Transcript' TFI-314. 4'h November 200S, p. 53, lines 21 • 28.
139 Transcript! TFl-314, 4t!. November 2005, p. 55, lines 3 -. II.
III
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wcre caught looting, "you would take the things and return them from

~.

to the ci-..·ilians

from where you took them. You ..... ould be flogged and locked in the guard-room. After
two or three days, then you would be freed.,,140

\~OTranseripl!TFI-314, 4'" November 2005, p. 55. lines 14 - 18.
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ANNEXE:

1.

E,,'idenC'e in Witness Statemenb Regarding Sesa,..'s Care For and
Protection of Ci"i1ialls

The statement of Father Victor Bongiovanni, a Xavarian missionary living in Bambali
since 1977, in which the Father staled:
Issa Sesay was a real disciplinarian in Makeni. He was very sericus
about punishing his men for ~rimes against civilians. As this became
welJ~known, the situation in Makeni se/11ed as there was a measure of
security when Sesay was there. My seniors in the church wanted to
withdraw me from Makeni as 1I \.\'8S under rebel concrol but I tuld them
that [wanted to stay and that I felt, that while Sesay was in command,
.It was sa Ie to Slay t here. 14'

2.

The statement of Bishop George Biguzzi, the Bishop of the Northern Diocese. who had

Jived and worked in the Northern Provinces sinee 1974, in whieh the Bishop described
Sesay retrieving items looted by RUF fighters, including missionary vehicles and the
Bishop's ring, and punishing the fighters involved.

3.

J42

The statements of the Bombali and Tonkolili Paramount Chiefs who stated, inter alia,
that;
a.
b.
c.

4.

civilians living behind RUF lines '\\'ere able to go about their businesses,
trading and fanning with no problems;,,143
tbat Sesay prevented women from being raped;l44 and
[hat Sesay provided medical, educational, and social services in the
absence of a central government. 145

These statements were further supported by the Paramount Chief of Kono district, who
stated that Sesay ordered rebels to proteet the lives and property of citizens to the extent
that his own soldiers feared him.14~

141

D.

142

Sesay Sentencing Brief, Anncx
Sesay Sentencing Brief. Annex
w Scs~y Scntencing Bt-it'f, Annt'x
144 Sesay Scntencing Brief, Annex
IH Ihid.
)46 Sesay Sent.enC'ing Brief Annex

C.
E.
H,
G
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ANNEXF:

l.

Compari~on of SimiJar

Violations of the

Right~

of the Accused

in Semonza, the Accused was detained in custody for eighteen days without being
informed of the nat:.Jre of the charges against him. This conduct led to a six-month
mitigation ofScmanzll's sentence,J47

2.

In KUjelije1i, the accused's two life sentences and one IS-year sentence for genoeide,

extermination and ineitement to genocide, were eonverted into a determinate sentence
of 45 years plus credit for time served. This was because he was not informed of the

reasons for his arrest for ten months, and was not promptly presented before a jUdge. 148

3.

Similarly, in Barayagwiza, the Appeals Chamber commuted the accused's life sentence
for genochlt:, eonspiracy to commit genocide, direct and puhlic incitement to genocide,
as well as the crimes of extermination and perseeulion 10 35 years imprisonment. This
was aLler the

COUlt

found thut there was a total of 38 days of improper detention of the

accused where he was neither informed of the charges against him nor transferred 10 the
ICTR ijlld brought before a judge. 149

4.

Sesay was questioned by the Prosecution over a J 6-day period spread over 6 \veeks.
The Prosecution conducted the first four days of inter.. iews without allowing Sesay to
eontaCt his family; he was held incommunicado. [50 The interviews were condueted
without it being made elear 10 Sesay that he was a suspect and not a witness. He was

147 Proseculor v Lauren! Sem,m:o, 15 May 2003, ICTR-97-20-T ('Semnn:a Trial }I;dgment'),para. .580. During
a second eighteen·day periud of delention, the Prosecution again violated Scm::lf~w'f, right~ for not properly
informing him of the charges againsl him. However. the Appeals Chamber found this second violation less
,\:,rious as he was previousl) informed of substance of charges during his I1r,,\ period of (;elention. The six
month rcd\J(~li(1n in sentence was for the violations over the eo:leelive 36-day period.
14a Proseculor v Kajelijeli, 25 May 2003, Appe~ls Judgment, rCTR-9S-44A-A ('KC!iefljefi Appeal JUlJgllI<;:llt),
paras. 320 - 24.
149 Jean-Bosco Barayagwi::a v Prosecutor. Decision on Proseculor's Request for Review or Reconsideration. 31
Mareh 2000, lCTR-97-19-AR72, (,Barayai,'Wi=a Interlocutory Appeal Judgmem'), paras. 54 and 62.
IIQ After his arrest on the 10" of March 2003, the first time thai Sesay spoke to ar.y membel' of his family was
when he spoke to hIs wife on the a]\erncon ofLhe 14'1'1I.larch. Scsay/ Voir Dire Transeri[ll, 19 June 2007, pp. 5557. During his 10" March 2003 cuslodia! interview (m pp. 28349), Sesay was er)'ing ahout tx::ing disconnected
from his family and said: "You know, I said, what gOl me so shal\cft"d, when yOU :lskcd me :.hout my elJitdrcn,
because presently they don't even know my whereabouts. You knl)W, lhal caused me to ery." Morrissete! Voir
Dire Tmnseripr, 13 June 2007, pp. 65.
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offered the hope that he would secure his relatively immediately release by cooperating
with the Prosecution in the interviews. The then-Chief of Investigations, GBben
Morissette ,stated in his testimony that his purpose was "to develop a rapport.. to
build up confidence, <lnd encourage him in order for him
US.,,15!

t()

agree to collaborate with

At the completion of the process, Sesay Was adjudged by a medical expert

10

be

in need of urgent psychiatric care. 152

I~I Morrissette! Voir Dire Transcr:pt,

Ii" June 2007, p. 70, lines 14-2], p 88 lines 20-29.

1~2 See Sesay!Voir Dill" Tran.';cripl, 19 June 2007, PP, 95-96 referring to "Pre-placement Medical Examinalion"
dated 21 April 2003 (Exhibit AI?): "lssa needs to [be) as~ess[ed] by a P~)·l'hjaL,i~t. IIc'5 vcry confused and

needs Lo t:e looked a:l.er by appropriately trained personnel lor t~.e benefit of both staff, himself and other
inmates. He appears to ha.. e a lot of problems, both psychological and physical, and he need.~ 10 be looked
after." "Spoke to doctor rc 1ssa's condition 0: extreme and inappropriate thoughts and confusion and as he said
needs Lo be seen by a psychiatrisL alH..I a denti~l. Doctor said to slar! him on Chlopromazine."
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ANNEX J - EXHIBIT 28 (Grounds 27-32)
I. Exhibit 28 definitively proves there was no attack during this period. Although Exhibit 28
was [he only police diary tendered as an exhibit at trial, Prosecution witnesses TFI-122
affirms that the police were operating in Kenema Town in the same manner prior to 13
January.1 There is no suggestion that the atmosphere in Kenema Town

\-lias

not the same, if

not better, prior to 13 January.

2. The police diary supports the fact that, throughout the junta, people were trading (e.g., rice
(upland, sy,'amp, native, imported), ground nuts, maize, sugar. palm oil, pots, clothing. fish,
ice cream and ice cream cones, soft drinks, and gari):l and that markets 3 and shops~ were
operating. People arranged their domestic affairs) in their usual way.

6

3. Further. the Exhibit supports the fact that the Kenema Town Council and Driver's: Union 7
were functioning. NOGs were also present in Kenema Town.

8

In addition, banks were

•
9 peop 1e were travcI109
· ·IOta K enema Town; 1 taxIS
0 · were reglstere;
.
d " hames were
operatmg;

TranscriptfTFI-122, H.Iuly 2005. pp. 20.
15 January 1998. entry 29 at 8455 (a civilian was a-:.:used of cheating; rice and a damaged cnp brought in); 16
Januar)' 1998, cmry 23 at 8462 (civilian converted for his 0\'<11 use: len bushels upl•.md rice, twelve bushels
swamp rice, eight hushe1s ground nUls, 36 cups maize): 17 January 1998, entry 38 al8472 (in January 1998, a
civilian stole one bag sugar, One bag native ricc, one bag importcd ri.:e, and two rubbcrs palm oil); 19 January'
J 998, entry 32 al 8486 (in August 1997, an aluminum plate for purpose of making t\'.. o JO-gallon pots was
fruudulenlly converled ror ilnolher person's use); 19 Jnnuary 1998, entry 22 at 8494 (On 14 January, a civilian
entruslt'd a bundl e of wcari ngs to another civ ilian for the purposes of delivery. They were converted to his own
use or benefil); 21 January 1998, entry 22 at 8503 (in October 1997, a civilian slole fish, valued Le54,000/OO
from another ejvili:Jn); 30 Janu<lry 1998. enlry 44 al 8569 (on 28 January 1998, a civiiian stoic from the
complainanl 570 cups of ice cream and J 5S0 eanes, for Ihe purpose of sales); 2 February 1998, entry J4 at 8600
(in December 1997, a civilian complainant enlrw;led another civHian with Le240,000, for the purposes of
bu;.ing soft drinks, but the money was converted by that civilian for her pcrsonal bcnefit); 4 Fcbruary 1998,
enlry 19 at 8606 (the civilian in cnlry 34 of2 February 1998 reported that she entrusted the Lc240.000100 to ycl
another civilian for Ihe purposc buying soft drinks); 4 Februm)' 1998, enlry 53 at 86-IOA (in January 1998, a
civilian convcrted:l bag of gnn worth LcJ2,000100J: 7 February 1998, enlry 38 3t 8633 (in 1997, Lc46,000100
for the purpost's of buying cola .... as convcrtrd).
J 20 January 1998, cntry 64 al 8499 (a civilian was arrested t'or stealing Le85,000/00 from anolher civilians
markellable).
22 January 1998, entry 31 al 8509 (goods were slolen from n civilian ilt the markct area).
, 25 January 1998, enlry 18 at 8529 (on 23 Jalluary 1995, lhe complainant's shop was broken inlo; thc
complainont suspecls lhal the perpelrators were civilians wirh whom she rcsides).
5 27 January 1998, entry 11 al8541 loffieer left lhe police station \0 arrange domestk affairs).
6 26 hnuary 1998, enlry 29 at 8537 (offieer leaving lhe police slation for lhe Town Council otrice); 27 January
1998, entry 16 at 8542 (officer left stalion for Kcnema To\"n Conncil): 31 Janu'll'y J 998, enlry 49 at 8579.
7 15 January 1998, enlry 13 at 8453
~ 3 Februar;. 1998, entry 23 al 8599 (offieer left for CRS on enquiry).
9 26 January 1998, entry 24 al S5J6 (National Development Bank); 27 January 1998, entry 29 al8543 (officials
:It the National Development Bank alleged that a eivil ian reeeived an overdrafl from the bank); 28 January 1998,
entry Hi at 8548; 7 Fehruary 1998, eNry 30 <It 8632 (Commercial B:Jnk).
I
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being rented;12 people paid for their ears to be repaired;l3 newspapers were being sold;14 the
faithful paid regular religious observance;15 and funerals were held. 16
4. On the medical front, the Kenema Government Hospital 17 was in operation; people went fo

see native doctors;18 when needed, the police would issue victims of violent crime a police
medica! report 19 to take to the hospital; a medical office with a coroner 20 was functioning;
and drug stores 21 and pharmaeies 22 were operating.

5. On the law enforcement front, Exhibit 28 in itself shows that the police were opcrating. 21
Further the Magistrate's Court24 and State Prison were in operation. 25 Search warrants were

10 17 January 199B, entry 19 at 8469 (a eiviJian from Tomkpdon Isle; Tokpombu]ll New Site, Tonga Field,
came in to stand surety for another civilian); 24 January 1998, entry 10 at 8524 (eivilian reported that in January
1998, whiie traveling by vehiele from Tonga to Kenema, his traveling bag eontaining diamonds and money was
stolen); 1 February 1998, entry 17 at 8583 (civilian arrived to Kenema from Nanyahun nuima); 4 Febl1Jary
1998, entry 47 at 8610 (Tonga to Kenema).
11 1 February 1998, entry 17 at 8583 (the taxi arriving from Nan)'ahun Buima in which a eivilian stole another
eivilian's property was registered).
12 7 February 1998, entry 16 al 8630 (in July 1997, eomplainant gave L.e150,000100 to another eivilian on the
prete:>;l that the eivilian had a house in Kenema ,0 let.).
34 February ]998, entry 27 at 8607 (in 1997, a eivililln gave his ear to another person lo be repaired: the ear
was malieiously burnt).
14 17 January 1998, entry 23 at847J (a eivilian stole 927 newspapers '.'alued L.eI84,OUO/00, for the purpose of
sales).
II 18 January 1998, entry 10 at entry 8479 (sergeant left. for Sunday church service); 21 January 1998, entr:y 33
al 8504 (people were fasting in observance of Mus] im holiduys); 23 January 1998, entry 51 at &522 (a police
officer [eft his beat lo go for Friday prayers; he was reprimanded for nol making his movements known); 25
January 1998, entry 8 at 8528 (an oftieer lefr the slalion for Sunday ehureh serviees); 6 Febl1Jal)' ]998, enlry 24
at 8623 (an officer left the station for Friday prayers).
16 311anuary 1998, entry 33 at 8577.
17 [6 January 1998, entry 32 at 8463; 21 January 1998, emry 17 at 8502 (an officer left the police station to
receive medical trelltment at the hospilal); 24 January 1998, entry 12 at 8525; 28 January 1998, entry 9 al 8547;
26 January 1998, enlry 45 at 8538 (officer left for the hospital).
IB 20 January 1998, emry 2 at 8492.
1116 January 1998. entr), 32 at 8463; 21 January 1998, entry 21 at 1:1503 and entry 26 at 8504; 23 January 1998,
entry 12 at 8516 (medical report attached to file); 24 January 1998, entry 12 at 8525; 28 January [998, enll} 9 at
8547.
20 16 Januar)' 1998, entry 10 al 8461; 26 January [998, entry 2[ at 8535 (no foul play detected in a civilian
death).
~I Z february 1998, entry 18 al8591 (one carton of "dispersed" drugs released to a Awana dl1Jg store).
22 5 February 1998, enlry 35 at 8617 (officer lell for trealmen! at a pharma;.:y).
23 This is supported by TF I ~ 122 and TF I-125.
24 15 January 1998, entry 17 at 8454; 15 January 1998, entry 27 at 8455 [exhibits for eoult); 23 Janu:rry 1998,
enlry 15 at8516; 28 January 1998, enlry 23 at 8548; 30 Janu:rry 1998, enlJ)' 37 al8568 (the police were to hand
over e.xhibits lhey were holding in their custody as a complainant decided nOl to pursue his case); 31 January
1998, entry 52 at 8580 (an aoeused person was released on baU and told be present himself to the Magistrate
Court on 2 February 1991:1 al9am); 4 February ]998, entries J5 and 17 at 8606 (officers lcft the office to attend
courl),
, j 14 January 1998, entries 18 lind 22 al8444 (escape from lawful custody at State Prison hcnema), and entry
28 at 8445 (suspect handed over to prison officer and both left for State Prison Kenema).
17 Junuary 1998, enlry 40 at 8473 (left the onict:r for Prison Kenema).
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executed,26 and voluntary cautioned statements were taken from suspeets of erimes.~7
Civilians would stand surety for each other,18 accused would be released on baie" or would
serve open detention?O The police also cooperated with the Secretariat 31 including police
officers going to the Secretariat to obtain statements from suspeets32 as well as officers from
the Secretariat bringing suspects to the police station,3J If civilians saw a dead body, civilians
would make such a report to the police. In this period, only two dead bodies were seen; there
were no reports of murder. J4 Civilians would also report rape. In this period there was one
such instance. 35

6, The police would

receive complaints of dog bites;](, stolen property;J? fraudulent

•
'& t he ftJ9
. ·1'Ians; 40 conversIOn
•
converSIOn;"
: thefto[d·lam on ds [ rom elVI

..
0 [mltlmg

,
41
equIpment;

E.g., Ii" J<lnuary \998, entry 50 at 8474 (warrant to search the rc~idencc orBS Massaquoi),
February 1998, entry 27 al 8585 (volunlary cautioned statement taken (rom suspect; at .:nlry 29. the suspect
was warned];O be present at the ~tation on Monday 2 Fc:bruary at 1000).
2R E.g., 17 January 1998, entry 20 at 8469; 4 February 1998, entr)' 42 at 8609 (':lvilians sianding surel} for one
anOther); 6 February 1998, e,ntry 45 at 8626.
29 31 ,Ianuary 1998, entry 52 III 8580 (an ace used person was released on bail and told be present himself 10 the
Magistrale Court on 2 hbruary 1998 al 9am).
la 13 January 1998. entry 33 at 8441 (a female suspect was allowed on open delention unlil 14 January 1998 "a~
I gol no one to sign for her")
31 17 January L998, entry III at 8470 (Officer left for Col. Sam Boekarie on enquiry).
28 January 1998, entry 13 al8548 (police officers went 10 the Secretarial to obtain statements).
lJ ~8 January 1998, entry 31 at 8549 (Lieulen,mt Kenneh ofSeoretariat. Kenema, arn:sted :md brought in three
persons suspecled of having Slolen his radio sel; a1, entry 32, Ihe three suspeels were handed over to the police
for safe custody; at enlry 33. Lt Kenneh lett lo engage t)n operalional duty bUl was to retum later lo give a
slalemenl), The Defence notes that, throughoul Exhibit 28, civilians (Ire also referred to as arresting suspects and
bringing them to the police station,
), 16 January 1998, entry 10 at 11461 (referring to a miscarriage; an '"atter binh"); 20 Januar)' 1998, entry 4 al
8492; and 26 January 1998. entry 21 at 8535 (no foui play detected in a oivilian d.:alh).
]5 16 January 1998, entry 31 at 8463 (a civilian man had unlav.ful sexual intereourse with his daughter; the
daughter was issued a polioe medical report and \vas taken 10 the hospital (or medical trealmenl, enlry 32 at
8463). This is lhe only inslance ofrape in Exhibit 28.
J6 20 January 1998, entry 44 at 8497 (a eivilian was bilten by a dog: at tntl)' 45, the eomplainant left for medical
tre::ilment).
37 E.g., 14 January 1998. entry 32 at 8445 (civilian llrrested for stealing a handbag); 14 January 1998, enlry 49 at
8448 (civilian theft of money);
;~ 17 January 1998, entry 17 at 8468 (alleged fraudulenl eonversion of Le40,OOOiOO); 19 January 1998, cnlry 38
at 8487 (on 1 January 1998, a civilian gave an01,her eivilians 1,180,00DfOO for safekeeping; Ihe money was
oonverled to his own use.); 2 February 1998, entry 27 at 8599.
)92\ January \998, entry 15 al8502; 2) January 1998, entry 16 at 8516 (in August 1997. Ih~ wife oflhe civilian
complainanl stoIc- goods from him; she oonvened Ihcm to her personal usc); 25 January 1998, entry 18 at 8529
(items stolen from a shop); 28 January 1998, entry 31 al 8549 (Lt. Kcnneh of the Secretarial hrought persons
suspected of having stolen his radio set; the suspects were handed over to the police (or safe cuslody, ~ntr)' 32);
30 Janunry 1998, elllry 26 at 8566; 1 Fehruary 1998, elltry 17 at 8583 (a civilian's propel'ly was stolen by
another civilian while traveling in a laxi); 2 F~bruary J998, entry 16 at 8590 (on I Fehruary 1998, lhievc-s broke
into the eomplainanls house); 3 Febru:Iry 1998, entry 40 at 8601 (a oiviJian slole a mallress and household
properties); 5 February 1998, ~ntry 28 at 86\6 (a thief or thiews broke into complainant's bedl'oom;
eomplainant suspeels a eiviiian living III the same address); 7 F~brual'Y 1995, entry 13 at 8629 (at night, a
civilian enlered another civilian's bedroom); and 7 Fehruary \998, enlry 24 at 863] (civilian then ofa pair of
hoOlS),
26
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cQlnplaints, the police would also receive complaints of wrongdoing from months prior. 45

7. As would be expected of any locale. and especially a District headquarters, Kenema TO"in
was not immune to civilian disputes. The police diary records a domestic dispute,46 ten
unarmed civilian-to-civilian assaults;47 two unarmed civilian-ta-civilian threats; two armed
civilian-ta-civilian thefts;4B one armed civilian-ta-civilian threat;49 and one anned civilian-to-

.~ 17 January 1998, entry 19 at 8470 (eivilian. reported that on l\,h January 1998 he gave this three piece~ of
didmond slone~ valued Le3QO,OOO/OO to another person lor the purpose of sales which the latter converted to his
<lwn U5~ or bCr'lefit); 19 .IartUiHY \998, erttry 36 at 11487 (sometime irt J<lnuary 1998 al Tango Field, a eivi:iart
stole four diamonds from an()lher eivilian (si:< caral am' 75 pereent; value Le4.000,OOO/OO)); n hmuary ]998,
ertlry:?3 at 8505 (in March 1997, at Tortgo Fields, a civiliart stole diamonds ['rom another civilian); 30 Janu,lI)',
entry 34 at 8567 (a civilian reported that sometime between July and October 1997. another civilian stole lwo
pieces of diamonds from him).
~l 16 January 1998, entry 35 at 8464; 17J<lnuary 1998. entry 21 at 8470 (a civilian reporleuthat sometime in
Novcmber 1997, at Tongo Field, a female civilian lady forcefully seized a Robin three inch watcr pump
m<l~hinc ~:llued (he sum ofLe520,OOOfOO whieh she fral.dulent.1y cJnverted to her ownlJse and benefit.)
~! 19 January ;998, entry 34 at 8487.
4J 30 January 1998, entry 28 at 8566 (the damaged good, wcre brought in as an e.xhibilj,
-l-l 15 January \998, erttry 32 at 8456 (a missing ehild wus found; the ehild was handed over to a civilian and
instructcd to rcport to t~.e police station the nexllby; lit 15 Januijry 1998. e:1try 33 al8!l56); 19 January 1Q911,
enlry 30 al 8>186 (a civilian brought a child found a( TOrtgo Ficld to the police sLltion; thaI ehild was laler
released into the custody of a eivilian, entry 43 at 8488),
45 Eg., 14 Janl)~ry lQ9~> entry 4] at 8447 (five suits for sewing given Lo a taJlor converted for personal use in
March 1997).27 l11nu"ry 1998, entry 25 at 8543 (a civilian complained lhat:n January 1';1';17 his Toyota van, for
the purpose 0; sale, wa.~ converted by another civilian [or thaI civilian's own use and benefil); 28 January ]998,
C/1lry 42 al 8551 (eomplaint of 1996 conversion): 6 February 1998, entry 25 lit 8623 (COmplllint of .'\pril 1996
cor.version).
46 2 February 1998, entry 20 a\ 8591 (a mall' civilian eo:nplained hat his wife threatened him).
" 21 January 1998, entry 18 at 8501 (a woman reported that she was assaulted b)' a male civilian. She sustained
pllirl in Ihe slomach and both jaws: al enlry 21 (85OJ) she left rhe police station after being issued a police
medical form); 23 )anuJl'y 1998, entries 35-38 at 85 19«wo female civilian> as~aulted a male ei'.'ilian and ,tolc
from him. The complainant was issued with a police medical report); 24 January 1998, entry 8 at 8524 (a
civilian bit another civilian in the back; al entry 12 (8525) the rolice issued the victim with a police medical
report. The victim kt"t the station t,l reeeiv.:: treatment a: Lhe Govcrnment Hospital); 25 January 1998, entry 14 at
8529 (on 23 Ianuary 1998, a civilian malc assaulled anolher civilian male); 281anuary 1989, entry 8 al8547 (a
civilh.n assaulted another civilian; al entl:' 91he viclim was issued a police r:Jedieal report and [he victim left for
government hospital); 29 January 1998, entry 13 al 8559 (a civilian assaulted another civilian on 27 JanuaJ:'
1998);]0 Jar.uary 1998, entry 14 II 8564 {a civilian assaUlted aMrher civilian; <It entry 18 the victim WilS i<;sued
" police medea! repor: and (he viclim (en for gowrnmenl h,)~pital); ]0 January \998, enlry 21 at 8564 (ll
ei~ilian assanlted another civilian; at entry 22 (8565) police visited the victim of lhe a~ault who ,",,'as admitted at
Ihc gOV'! ho~pital; the police issued her with a police mcdieal fcporl); J February 1998, enfry 10 "I 8582 (1l
civilian assaulted anolher civilian; at entry 11, the victim was issued a police medical reporl and the victim leli
fix government hospital); 2 Febn:llry 1998, entry 12 at 8589 (female civilian a:--saullcd a male civilian; at enlry
13 (8590) a medical report wa.~ issued to (he complainant),
., 16 January Il}Y8, entry 19 at 8462 (<I dvili<ln reported thilt a gang of armed rr.en sutfounclccl his ~ouse,
damaged lhe rooms, stole various articles); 28 January 1998, enlry '27 al [0;549 (em 27 .1an~lIry 1998, Iwo
unidentified armed men robbed a civilian at gunpoint for his Seiko 5 Vffist'wateh. A statement was obtained from
the complainant).
~~24 January 1998, cnlfy '27 al 8526 (complainant reported that ~e was threatened [0 he killed with a gun l::y une
identifiable boy of Lower Soko S:reet, Kencma; the complainant promised 10 make II reporlthe nexl day).
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8. In contrast, the number of crimes reported against combatants in Kenema Town during this
period were fewer eompared to those committed by eivilians. There are four erimes total: 51
two unarmed combatanHo-civilian thefts;52 one unarmed eombatant~to~civilian assault;53 and
one armed combatanHo~civiJian theft. 54 The Defence here, for sake of argument, assumes
that each entry in connection with a combatant refers in fact to a eombatant. The Defenee
notes that, as found by the Trial Chamber in connection with Bunnie Wailer, simply because
one is wearing military fatigues does not necessarily mean that that person is a combatant. 55

IU 5 Feb 1998. elllry J iiI 8613 (Civilian reported to poliee that a group of unidentified armed men cnlcred into
the comfX~und, assaullcd him, and stabbed him wilh a bayonel; at enlry 11 (8615), the complaInant was issued
with fl police medieal report lind left for the hospital).
31 To be sure, there are also four unarmed combatant-to-civilian threats. The Defence noles that lhere is no
indication whether these threals IVcrc made for personal reasons; in any event, they were nol acted upon. 14
January [<)98, entry 38 at 8446 (an SSD officer lhrcatcncd to burn down a civilian's compound; at entry 39, the
complainant made a Stlilemcnt); 22 January 1998, entry 34 at 8510 (a civilian reported that a member of the
People's Army threatened to kill him; al entry 39, this report was followed up on); 23 January 1998, entry 30 at
8518, (on 21 January 1998, a ci\'ilian led two men, both of People's Army, 10 complainant's residence to beat or
kill eomplainam; at entry, ]2 the complainant was informed to come back the next day wilh witnesses); 6
Fcbrullry 1998, enll) ]9 all:l(i25 (a police officer reported that on 5 February 1998 an cX-lIrm)' oflicer threatened
to kill him; at entry 40, the complllin3nt made a statement),
i, [9 January 1998, entry 20 al 8484 (3 civilian reported that armed men dressed in combat took vehicle tyres
(valueJ at Le 180,000/00); and 31 January 1998, entry 56 at 8580 (Major Marrah forcIbly look palm oil).
1) 3 February 1998, cntr), 52 at 8<i02 (a civilian WIiS assaulted by another identified civilian and two unidentified
People'~ Army: at entry 53 (8603), the complainant was issued wilh a medical form and left for the Government
Hospital for lre:llment; thc complainanl promised to make a stalement afler treatment).
54 19 January 1998, entry 11 at 8483 (a civilian reported that armed men dressed in milital)' fatigue broke into
his house at night and stole \'arious articles).
31 Judgment, Para. 1061.
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